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Abstract

When considering the ethico-political task of postcolonial criticism Gayatri
Chakravorty Spivak claims that "ethics is the experience of the impossible, " and that
"deconstruction cannot form a political program of any kind. "' Both these ideas
is
if
thesis:
this
the
ethics
an experience of the
motivate
central question of
impossible and deconstruction cannot form a political program, can we produce an
ethical critique that radically considers the narrative representation of violent
oppression within different postcolonial cultures and histories? This question will be
addressed via four modes of enquiry:

1) By consideringthe current role of deconstructionwithin postcolonial criticism
is
be
deconstruction
that
a
concept
of
writing
can
and asking whether
incorporated into reading strategies which intend to identify an ethics within
writing;
2) by examining recent critical investigations into the idea that literary-linguistic
it
is
have
themselves
asking
whether
and
ethical characteristics,
structures
possible to identify an ethics within the structure of certain postcolonial fictions;
3) by investigating the representation of violence and physical oppression intrinsic
to these fictions, and asking how the inscription of that violence affects their
narrative structures; and,

4) by arguing that the representationof the postcolonial body in pain not only
but
in
the
the
the
also
narratives
considered,
plays
a
of
vital
role
structures
affects
last
is
initiated
by
fiction.
This
Elaine Scarry's
that
concern
radical ethics of
'
language.
itself
to
that
remains utterly resistant
claim
pain

1 See Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, "Translator's Preface and Afterword to Mahasweti Devi,
Imaginary Maps" reprinted in Landry and Maclean, eds., The Spivak Reader (London and New York:
Routledge, 1996), p.270, and "Practical Politics of the Open End" (interview) in Harasym, ed., The
Post-Colonial Critic: Interviews, Strategies, Dialogues (London and New York: Routledge, 1990),
104.

2 Elaine Scarry, TheBody in Pain: TheMaking and Unmakingof the World (Oxford: Oxford UP,
1985),p.4.
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These enquiries will be made alongside critical examinations of twelve international
doing
In
this
thesis
their
so
will ask
structures.
narrative
and
postcolonial novels
is
fiction
that
to
identify
it
is
to
common
various
of
ethics
a
radical
possible
whether
informed
is
discursively
that
than
ethics
culturally or
a
postcolonial cultures, rather
historically specific.

Introduction: Introducing a Radical Ethics of Postcolonial
Narratives
Now such imponderablesasjustice and ethics can be seenas "experiencesof the impossible:"
experiencesof radical alterity. As such they are undeconstructible...
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, A Critique ofPostcolonial Reason(1999), p.426
Whatever pain achieves,it achievesin part through its unsharability, and it ensuresthis unsharability
through its resistanceto language.
Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain (1985), p.4

While postcolonial fiction sharesmany of the narrative strategiesassociatedwith
postmodern fiction, the critical discoursesassociatedwith the two genresoften seem
incompatible, especially in terms of their political objectives. Postcolonial discourse
has a committed political interest, whereasit is generally acceptedthat postmodern
discoursesdispute the totalising perspectivesgeneratedby such politics. On the other
hand, many texts regardedas politically committed by postcolonial critics are often
consideredpostmodern by critics outside the discipline, thus generating obvious
differences in opinion and debatethat remain unresolved (Loomba, p.xii).
If one charts the developmentof this debatein postcolonial literary studiesit
becomesclear that the difference in opinion often centresaround'the inclusion of socalled poststructuralist discourseswithin postcolonial literary criticism (Slemon,
1994, pp.50-5 1). The critics who opposethe application of poststructuralist reading
strategiesto postcolonial literature do so with the view that poststructuralism's
rigorous questioning of the validity of conceptssuch as history, narrative, reality, and
even the basis of literary-linguistic structuresthemselves,can have little role in
examining literature which generally dealswith the objectification and historical
oppressionof socio-cultural groups on an international scale (Epko, p. 122). Others
also argue that poststructuralism is a set of Eurocentric discourseswhich reinforce a
hegemonic relationship between the Western academyand those non-western
cultures it theorisesabout (Loomba, pp.247-8; Moore-Gilbert, p. 161). The irony of
thesepoints of view is not lost on the large number of postcolonial critics who in fact
view poststructuralist reading practices as the most beneficial way of approachingthe
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non-traditional, innovative, and often radical narrative strategiesthat politically
committed postcolonial fiction often seemsto employ (Gandhi, p.25).
It is becauseof this difference in opinion that my own study turns to the
concept of ethics in recent critical theory. While it is acknowledged that the idea of
an ethics of literature has not enjoyed much critical attention during the past three
decades,it might come as a surprise to scepticsof poststructuralism that the concept
of ethics is central to many of the foremost `poststructuralist' theorists. I use this
term with caution in relation to critics such as Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and
JacquesDerrida who often voice their opposition to being defined as such. In fact, it
is the adherenceof these critics to the critical concept of deconstruction that
engendersthis opposition, though as we shall seedeconstruction is often viewed as
being largely responsiblefor the apparentnon-political and non-ethical engagement
literary
of recent
criticism. This-study proceedsby claiming that though it is often
overlooked, the foremost proponentsof deconstructiondo indeed foreground a
concept of ethics within their own work, and that this ethics is something from which
postcolonial narrative criticism can benefit. Even so, this ethics departsradically
from the traditional understandingof the concept as a form of moral discourse,
grounded as it is within deconstruction's view of writing as a literary-linguistic
structure that constantly underminesits own logocentric claims to truth and
objectivity.
The thesis askswhether it is possible to formulate a postcolonial narrative
ethics that takes into account both the historical and real oppressionof postcolonial
cultures and the radical ethics promoted by deconstructivetheorists. As is implied by
this introduction's first epigraph, this will involve examining a concept of ethics that
is undeconstructible. Such an ethics resists objectification and possibly even eludes
consciousunderstanding,and yet at the sametime influences and shapesthe
narrative representationsof historical oppressionthat we find in recent postcolonial
fiction. What then is the relationship between this radical ethics and the structure of
postcolonial narratives, and how doesthis affect our reading experienceof these
fictions? I will be suggestingthat such structuresforce the reader to respondto the
undeconstructible elementswhich inform them, by involving readersin a necessary
acknowledgementof a radical alterity and the real historical reasonsbehind its
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indescribable otherness.I will attempt to identify such ethics via four modes of
enquiry:

1) By asking whether deconstructionis a concept of writing that can be incorporated
into reading strategieswhich intend to identify an ethics within writing;
2) by examining recent critical investigations into the idea that literary-linguistic
structuresthemselveshave ethical characteristics,and asking whether it is
possible to identify an ethics within the structure of certain postcolonial fictions;
3) by investigating the representation of violence and physical oppression intrinsic
to the postcolonial fictions examined, and asking how the inscription of that
violence affects their narrative structures; and,

4) by arguing that the representationof the postcolonial body in pain not only
affects the structure of the narratives considered, but also plays a vital role in the
radical ethics of that fiction. This last concern is initiated by Elaine Scarry's
claim of the second' epigraph, that pain itself remains utterly resistant to
language.

The thesis's overall argument is that while deconstructiveaccountsof writing might
be able to propose a radical and irreducible ethics within writing itself, it is only by
considering the irreducible qualities that characterisepostcolonial representationsof
the body in pain that we can relate this ethics to the historical and cultural concept of
postcoloniality.
An example of how this concept might be beneficial to postcolonial criticism
can be seenif we consider the passagebelow from Spivak's recent work, A Critique
ofPostcolonial Reason(1999). The text follows on from her explication of how the
notion of the impossible is central to Derrida's concept of writing and how he seesus
experiencing radical alterity:
Ethics as experienceof the impossible [is] therefore incalculable... Justice and law, ethics
and politics, gift and responsibility are structurelessstructuresbecausethe first item of each
pair is neither available nor unavailable....
The structurelessstructuresdescribedabove, where an item of a pair is both available and
unavailable in an experienceof the impossible, can be aesthetically figured in various ways.
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In the novel Beloved (1987), Toni Morrison places the "Africa" that is the prehistory of AfroAmerican or New World African - to be strictly distinguished from the named contemporary
continent - in the undeconstructibleexperienceof the impossible. As this call of the other is
lived in the calculus of an Afro-America consciousof its rights, Beloved figures this
disclosure, in effacement,as a maternal sacrifice, "not to be passedon"... Historiality is not
changedinto genealogy.(Spivak, 1999,pp.427-31)

It is clear that Spivak also envisagesan ethics that is incalculable and yet
neverthelessaffects the aestheticsof postcolonial histories and cultures. Here we get
an insight into how she seesthis impossible ethics affecting a postcolonial narrative.
For her Toni Morrison's innovative representationof an "impossible" and horrific
past of which little now remains is an ethical move as it allows contemporary
African-Americans to experiencean unknowable African past. This past, whilst
impossible to retrieve or recall, neverthelessplays a central role in informing
contemporary African-American culture and its vision of its "rights. " As we shall see
in chapter five, Morrison's representationof this past isn't reduced to historical
narrative specifically becauseof the radical narrative structure she employs. Though
the reader of Beloved experiencesa trace of that past, it ultimately remains
.
undocumented.Here the "`necessarybut impossible' move" (Spivak, 1999, p.424),
identified by Derrida as differance, occurs during the meaningfully experienceof
writing and its radical alterity that is aesthetically representedin the narrative itself.
For Spivak, this ethical experience,whilst impossible to record, neverthelesshas the
opportunity to influence the socio-political world we live in today. It setsup a
"structureless structure" becausea political perspective evolves out of this ethics that
is "neither available nor unavailable"; the ethics/politics binary exists and yet is
undone. Here the common idea that a lawful politics evolves out of an ethical or
moral proposition is complicated by the fact that this ethics makes no proposition - it
cannot be reduced to text.
This thesis develops Spivak's perspectiveby first considering the role that
`real-life' violence plays in affecting the representationof ethics in postcolonial
fiction, and then by examining the ways in which narrative structuresare affected
when they attempt to representthe indescribable effects of this violence. This
involves reformulating the idea of narrative structure as an entity that is made up of
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both a form and a content, and that it is the unique relationship between thesetwo
aspectsof it that producesan expressionof ineffable otherness.For Spivak the
concept of the undeconstructiblein all writing is central to her ethics, out of which
she develops a concept of impossible responsibility with which to approachnovels
such asBeloved. My thesis on the other hand proposesthat an irreducible ethics
becomesapparentin the postcolonial narratives examined specifically becauseof the
innovative structural methodsthey use to representthe irreducible realities of violent
oppression,such as the experienceof physical pain. Here narrative content is
understoodto be the discourseswhich make up narratives, and narrative form is the
actual shapewhich that content takes as it is expressively representedto the reader.
This allows me to theorise a concept of irreducible experienceduring the
event of reading which occurs due to the non-discursive aspectsof narrative structure
is
discourse,
but
form
hand
is
it
is
the
the
content
on
other
since
entity which
not,
in fact shapesand arrangesthe discursive content. This concept of narrative structure
is closely basedon Emmanuel Levinas's view of the "Saying" and the "Said," where
the Saying is an irreducible aspectof the structure of the discursive act. It is an
unspoken appeal to the other person which occurs prior to discourse,whereasthe
Said constitutes the content and words of the actual discourseitself (Levinas, 1993,
pp. 141-42). The concept of the irreducible is therefore central to this thesis. As we
shall see,within Derrida's theory of deconstructionit is an aspectof writing central
to our ability to form ontological meaning. Yet it is also an intrinsic element of the
ethics that Levinas locates within the discursive encounterbetween the subject and
his or her others, and it is the defining characteristic of the physical experienceof
pain as examined in the work of theorists such as Scarry who basetheir findings in
recent medical research.As such, the ethics I locate in postcolonial fiction defies
but
it
discourse,
to
reduction
neverthelessasksthat its readersrespond to and become
responsible for the traces of alterity in this fiction, and the historical realities which
make possible thesetraces.
The four aims of the thesis I outlined above do not inform separatesections
within the study. Though the first and secondare largely carried out in the first two
in
fourth
the
the last two chapters,the secondand third aims investigate
chapters,and
conceptswhose influence on postcolonial narrative structure will be evident
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throughout. It is to be hoped that as the thesis progressesthe concept of violent
intrinsic
its
be
to
as
an
aspectof the
seen
oppressionand representationwill come
integral
I
I
that
to
the
theoretical
ethics
narrative
narrative structures examine, and
locate in postcolonial fiction. In the study a selection of international postcolonial
novels will be critically consideredin order to regularly examine the thesis's
theoretical proposals.I have chosennovels from different nations and cultures with
the aim of examining an ethics common to thesefictions and yet not culturally or
historically specific. This goes againstthe common view that critiques of
historically
be
literatures
and
and
non-generalist,
should
always
postcolonial
'
important.
is
that
undoubtedly necessaryand
culturally grounded, a critical approach
However, this study doesnot ignore the idea that postcoloniality is often a nationally
it
experience;
rather,
proposesthat certain aspectsof these
and culturally specific
historical,
for
body
in
the
their
cross
example
of
pain
representation
narratives linguistic, and cultural divides.
The study is split onto sevenchapters.The first considerssome of the
introduced
debate
in
have
the
that
postcolonial/poststructuralist
arguments
arisen
above and askswhy certain foremost postcolonial critics maintain that the use of
poststructuralist, or more specifically, deconstructivediscoursescan have ethicoby
Derek
is
This
the
proposed
of
view
of
main
points
political consequences.
one
Attridge and Spivak, two theorists for whom Derrida's view of deconstructionis
different
to
their
the
postcolonial
of
central
perspectiveson
ethico-political potential
fictions. In both we seean enthusiasmto engagewith the irreducible aspectsof
features
its
to an
these
to
alterity,
relate
and
writing and representationof radical
ethics. This concept of the irreducible isn't specific to deconstruction though, and can
be related to theories of non-discursive experiencein other forms of critique, such as
Paul Gilroy's view of the unspeakableelementsof Black Atlantic aesthetics.I
its
innovative
how
by
Beloved
to
turning
this
and
examining
consider
relationship
irreducible
introduces
subjects
an
elementto
representationof violently subjugated
1SeeIvison, p.2024 on the degreeto which "postcolonialism privileges the localized and specific over
the general and global." Seealso Childs and Williams, p.3 on the critical contentions that arise when
critics group different histories and cultures under the definition of the postcolonial. They point out
that such a use of the term necessarilyelides the specifics of the "periods, processesand practices"
particular to different cultures.
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the narrative that problematisesthe Foucauldian view of discursive subjectivities.
This raises the idea of the postcolonial body as a site of unspeakableand violent
experience,a perspectivethat benefits from Habermas'scritique of Foucault by
illustrating some of the unresolved issuessurrounding the poststructuralist view of
the discursively informed body. This critique of both theory and fiction introduces
the central issuesthat will concern the thesis's investigation of an undeconstructible
narrative ethics: the non-conceptof irreducibility and the ineffable in writing, the
effect of violence on postcolonial narratives, and the radical narrative structures
neededto representthe body in pain.
Can an ethics though be differentiated from a moral proposition?
Traditionally the terms ethics and morals are used interchangeablyto refer to
metaphysical conceptswhich "attempt to formulate codesand principles of moral
behaviour" (Honderich, p.586). Chapter two arguesthat Salman'Rushdie'sShame
(1993) proposesan ethics in the traditional sense,whilst at the sametime presenting
an ethics that cannot be reducedto discursive, moral propositions. It has been argued
in recent years by critics such as Adam Zachary Newton, Martha C. Nussbaum,and
Andrew Gibson, that it is possible to identify an ethics that occurs as a result of
narrative structure, rather than through a narrative's moral proposals. These critics
propose that we can consider the possibility of an ethics in literature that doesn't
involve making universal and moral assumptions,and in most casesthe work of
Levinas has played a prominent role in many of their findings. They examine with
enthusiasmthe idea of an ethics of literary form, yet there appearsto be no clear
agreementon what constitutesthis form. Becauseof this, and as I outlined above, it
might be beneficial if we were to consider narrative structure as an entity that is
made up of both discursive content and non-discursive form, and examine whether
such a proposal might account for narrative structure producing an irreducible
experienceduring the event of reading.
Postcolonial and narratological criticism have recently been examining the
relationship between literary structure and certain aspectsof lived experience,
proposing that certain ontological experiencesnecessarily affect their literary
representation.Examples of theseinclude physiomental experiences,such as illness
or pain, and other acute sensations.Newton proposessomething similar with his
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view that there is a relation between our experienceof narrative structure and
Levinas's theory of the Saying and the Said. I develop this perspective and argue that
this relation foregrounds certain irreducible qualities within structure and the way it
affects narrative expression.These irreducible featuresencouragethe reader into a
responsiverelationship with narratives which foregrounds their ethical concerns,thus
raising the idea of a reader's responsibility to the narratives s/he read. Shameis again
used to explore this idea by asking whether its fragmentary structure uncovers any
irreducible aspectsof the narrative, and whether theseindescribable featurescan be
related to postcolonial cultural experience.
In Newton and Gibson we seeexamplesof critics who claim to carry out
Levinasian critiques of narratives, though in the third chapter of the thesis I argue
that their reading of Levinas producesflawed examplesof ethical criticism which
continues to employ content, as opposedto structural, analysis. Morrison's Jazz
(1992) is important as a text that usesa radical narrative structure to initiate an
ethically responsiverelationship with the reader,and when considering its structure I
ask whether this ethics might influence a pragmatic political perspective.Becauseof
the novel's self-consciousconcernwith the traces of othernessand silence within
postcolonial narratives, it exemplifies how when considering traces of alterity within
narratives we should do so not from the perspective of either Derrida or Levinas, but
by considering the influence both philosophers have on each other's theory of the
trace. Jazz is a novel that not only allows us to examine how alterity influences
narrative structure, but also how this other of ontology and metaphysicsis arguably
theorised at its most radical in Derrida and Levinas. Nevertheless,this critique of the
novel also makes it clear that such an ethics of narrative structure and the noninform
cannot
a dogmatic political discourseon postcoloniality.
presenceof alterity
Chapter four is the first to deal with a seriesof recent postcolonial novels and
to examine the role played by radical alterity in their representationsof history. In
Ben Okri's The Famished Road (1991), Romesh Gunesekera'sThe Sandglass
(1998), and Ahdaf Soueifs TheMap of Love (1998) we seean expressionof
othernessthat again instigates an ethical relationship with its readership,but it is
is
that
this
clear
non-presence also an effect of the novels' attempts to representthe
violence of postcolonial history. In thesetexts leitmotif features affect their structures
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throughout, but they do so by specifically evoking conceptsof irreducibility and the
ineffable. Thesenovels also exemplify narrative structuresthat can be consideredas
the other of a discursive relation that the readerbecomesinteractively responsible
for. One of the effects of this responsivediscursive relation is that an element of
imaginative creativity on the part of the reader and the writer is necessaryto instigate
an ethics between the readerand the narrative. This is intrinsic to successfully
expressingand experiencing the unknowable featureswhich are non-presentand yet
integral to the narrative representationsof a violent past.
It is not only postcoloniality's representationsof a violent reality that inform
the radical alterity so prevalent in thesenarratives though. These irreducible features
can also be closely linked to the difficulty of representingthe unspeakable
experienceof the postcolonial body in pain. This is the main claim of the thesis's
fifth chapter. In recent theory the body has been perceived very much as a discursive,
in
is
its
informed
idea
borne
by
Soueif's
that
representation
out
culturally
entity, an
In the Eye of the Sun (1992). Importantly though, while much of this novel devotes
time to examining the social effects of the discourseswhich influence western,
it
it
bodies,
female
to
physical
pain
representing
eastern,
when
comes
middle
and
incorporates extremely radical structural strategieswhich are offset against a largely
traditional narrative structure. Theories as to why the representationof physical pain
might affect literary structuresin this way can be found in the work of Scarry, David
B. Morris, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, as well as severalpain researchers.These critics
consider the now medically verified idea that physical pain is a completely
irreducible phenomenon,and examine the effects this has on its literary
representation.Like In the Eye of the Sun, Arundhati Roy's The God of Small Things
(1997) is another novel whose narrative structure seemsto be affected by its attempt
to representcertain irreducible experiences,even to the point that it incorporatesa
structure that arguably defies logic itself. Central to a consideration of these
structural features is the often overlooked aspectof Levinas's ethics which proposes
that one of the reasonsthat the experienceof the Saying is irreducible is becauseof
the indescribablepain that the human body is vulnerable to during discourse
in
Considering
this
claim terms of the narrative structure of thesenovels
relations.
irreducible
is
be
for
idea
Levinas's
to
that
there
the
that
strong
case
suggests
a
made
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ethics and Derrida's non-concept of the trace are non-discursive entities precisely
becauseof the role played by the human body when experiencing them.
To what extent are theseclaims borne out by other postcolonial narratives?
The sixth chapter turns to two of the novels of J.M. Coetzee,Foe (1986) and
Disgrace (1999). Assuming that the representationof the postcolonial body in pain is
an intrinsic element of a postcolonial narrative ethics, is it possible to argue that we
read thesenovels as examplesof textual bodies with which we initiate an ethical
relation partly becauseof the vulnerability of our own bodies and the physical
aspectsof narratives themselves?Foe for example is a novel whose textual body and
its representationof subjugatedpostcolonial bodies forms a complex ethical relation
with the reader.This ethics reinforces both Derrida's concern with the undecidability
of writing and Levinas's concernwith the body's pre-ontological experienceof
physical vulnerability and the risk of violence. In Disgrace on the other hand while
the issue of the vulnerable and non-discursive body doesn't seemto be exclusively
foregrounded in the narrative content, Coetzee'scomplex narrative structure in fact
reinforces the idea that bodies of discourseare also vulnerable to suppressionand
subjugation in much the sameway that physical bodies are. Central to this idea is
Derrida and Levinas's conviction that discourseand writing always retain an element
of epistemological violence which can be related to the physical violence of the
ontological world. Like the other novels considered,Disgrace has a complex
structure which incorporates;unknowable featuresand becauseof this involves the
reader in a responsiveand interactive ethical relation. Thus readersfinds themselves
in the position of having to responsibly respondto a text becauseof its self-conscious
(non-)representationof an unknowable othernessand silence.
Can it be arguedthat the irreducible aspectsof physiomental experienceare
intimately related to the differance that for Derrida makes the meaning in writing
both possible and impossible at the sametime? Recent studiesby Isobel Armstrong
and Scarry claim that the representationof the body and the way in which we always
use our own bodies, often unconsciously, to relate to aestheticform, is an idea that
should be central to any radical reconsiderationof the aesthetic.For both theorists
the unique relationship between the body and aestheticspresentsus with a meansof
investigating a text's radical potential. Armstrong's study in particular is partly

, 'L
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informed by the view that poststructuralismhas failed to present us with ethicopolitical methods of aestheticcritique, an idea that is questionedthroughout this
thesis. Yet Armstrong and Scarry neverthelessforeground the need to readdressthe
literature,
by
body
the
and a consideration
role played
when we ethically engagewith
of their findings alongside the work of body theorist Drew Leder raises the question
of whether the body's indescribablefeaturesmake possible differance itself. This
idea is examined in my readings of Zoe Wicomb's David's Story (2001) and Michael
Ondaatje's Anil's Ghost (2000), two novels which consider postmodern proposals
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by
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the
the
awarenessof
physical experience
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of postcolonial historical narratives.
Early in the thesis I point out that the on-going disagreements over the role of
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Chapter One: Postmodernism, Postcolonialism, and Critiques of
the Irreducible
Whatever the fate of textual/literary studies in the twenty-first century, postmodernism,or
specifically post-structuralism in alliance with post-colonialism has determinedly and
successfully eroded the centrality of [British literature and] canon-basedstudies within
academicinstitutions. But as well as the positive effects of this alliance, we must also
understandthe tensionsand stresses,the power relations within and between the two
discoursesif we are to chart the courseof literary history and its relationship to world
cultures and politics this century. (Tiffin, p.xv)

Which theory: Postmodern or postcolonial?
The debatesurrounding the interactions and distinctions between postcolonial and
postmodernist discoursesis not a new one, its relevanceto contemporary critical
theory having been specifically highlighted and examined in a collection of essays
for the first time ten years ago.' The above passage,which forms part of the
introduction to that collection of essays,outlines how mainstreampostcolonial
critical discourseseesitself at this juncture, as well as inadvertently foregrounding
the difficulties that still arise when attempting to analysepostcolonial criticism's
continued relation with postmodernist,or more specifically, poststructuralist,
discourse(Williams and Chrisman, p. 13). Academic literary critics are now for the
most part aware of the role critical theory has played in dismantling the previous
canonical emphasisincorporated in the teaching structuresof English Studies
departments,especially during the closing decadesof the last century? For

2 SeeAdam and Tiffin, eds.,Past the Last Post (1991). As its introduction
makes clear, this is the first
critical text to specifically "characterisepost-modernist and post-colonial discoursesin relation to
each other" (p.vii). The distinction between thesediscoursesis examined in a more conservativeand
oppositional manner in the earlier and more well-known Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin, eds., The
Empire Writes Back (1989). For more on the distinctions between the two texts and their insights into
the postcolonial/postmoderndebateseeWilliams and Chrisman, pp. 12-14.
3 Seefor example Said, 1994 for recent decentred
readings of central canonical texts such as thoseby
Conrad and Austen. Also Punter, 2000 (especially pp.4-9) on the degreeto which non-British fiction
in English has affected the teaching content of English departmentslargely as a result of critical
theory, and Moore-Gilbert, Stanton,and Maley, pp.21-27 on the effect of influential texts such as
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academicsin the field of postcolonial literary studies itself on the other hand, the
matter of fully reconciling a politicised critical perspectivewith the alleged
ambivalence of poststructuralist discoursestill often remains unresolved. This is
evident in Said's claim that contemporary literary theory's concern with textuality
has meant it has ignored the fact that texts are "part of the social world, human life,
and of course the historical moments in which they are located and interpreted"
(Said, 1984,p.4), an idea that has recently been reiterated by Punter (Punter, pp. 1l13). This sentiment can also be seenin Feldman's recent examination of Anton
Shammas'sArabesques(1988), when she claims that her criticism "is framed by the
ongoing debateover the relation betweenpostcolonialism and postmodernism"
(Feldman, 1999,p.374). She follows this up by classifying the debateas composed,
on the one hand, of deconstructivetheorists of "cultural ambivalence," and on the
other, proponents of postcolonial literature's ability to reaffirm subjective agency.'
Theorizing the origins of this debate,Tiffin puts forward two "hazardous"
generalizationsconcerning the postmodernand postcolonial critical relation. She
claims that
post-colonialism is more overtly concernedwith politics than is post-modernism; and,
secondly, the post-modem (in conjunction with post-structuralism) has exercisedand is still
exercising a cultural and intellectual hegemony in relation to the post-colonial world and
over post-colonial cultural productions. (Tiffin, p.x)

This statementforms an appropriatepoint of departurefor a brief examination of the
debate's current relevanceto ongoing postcolonial literary criticism. Firstly, it can be
statedthat the former claim generally still stands:postcolonial fiction's political
employment of narrative strategiesthat might otherwise be consideredpostmodernist
has been commentedon by a range of critics during the past fifteen years. As
Hutcheon points out, the term "`post-modern' could... be used... to describe art
which is paradoxically both self-reflexive (about its technique and its material) and
Said's Orientalism (1978) in the fields of "English literature, history, comparative literature,
anthropology, sociology, area studiesand political science."
4 Feldman namesBhabha as exemplary of a postmodern
postcolonialism that employs a degreeof
"cultural ambivalence," and Hutcheon and Appiah of a postcolonial criticism that appealsfor a
universal ethics.
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yet grounded in historical and political actuality." Among the writers she cites as
evidence of this are SalmanRushdie, Michael Ondaatje,and Toni Morrison, writers
"who would be categorizedby others as... post-colonial... in preferenceto the label
`post-modern"' (Hutcheon, 1991,p. 168).5
The claim itself is not unproblematic though: if the two critical perspectives
are so distinctly divided on'political terms, how is it that both so often draft the same
texts into their respectivecanons?There is no doubt, for example, that the work of
writers such as SalmanRushdie, Toni Morrison and J.M. Coetzeeis considered
overwhelmingly to be politically incisive from a postcolonial critical standpoint.Yet
if we turn to Marshall's undergraduatetext Teaching the Postmodern (1992), we find
that thesewriters make up three out of the seven"postmodern" novels it examines.
The terms postcolonial and politics are not listed in its index. There is evidencehere
of the claim that "Western post-modernistreadings can so overvalue the antireferential or deconstructiveenergiesof postcolonial texts that they efface the
important recuperativework that is going on within them" (Slemon, 1991,p.7). This
appropriation of political literature by postmodernist discourseis also evident in its
central critical-theory texts, such as those by McHale and Jameson.' As Sangari
due
is
in
Rushdie's
to
the
author's
renown,
points out,
work particular, perhapspartly
often to be found drafted into such theoretical and critical discourses.He claims that
Rushdie's "nonmimetic, non-westernmodes" provide a referencepoint for "a
peculiarly western, historically singular, postmodern epistemology that universalises
the self-conscious dissolution of the bourgeois subject" (Sangari, p.216), an idea
reinforced by Baker's view of Rushdie's fiction as "postmodern antifoundationalism" (Baker, 2000a,p. 174). The difficulties such innovative literature
is
humanistic,
for
to
politicised approach postcolonialism most
poses proponents of a
literary
in
Ahmad's
Rushdie's
take
critical
on
apparent
emphatically outlined
representationof "poststructuralist philosophical positions" (Ahmad, 1992,p. 127). In
contrast, Baker defendsRushdie's politicised incorporation of postmodern narrative
5 For other critics interestedin the postmodernaspectsof postcolonial fiction see Slemon, 1991,p.5,
Brydon, p. 199, Appiah, pp. 119-124,and During, 1987.
6 Seefor example McHale, 1992,p.31 on Gabriel Garcia Märquez's One Hundred of Yearsof Solitude
(1967), and Jameson,1991,pp.28-9 on Bob Perelman's "China" (1988) ("in some curious and secret
way a political poem"), and Jameson,1986 & 1987 on political "third world" literature.
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strategiesagainstAhmad's claim that the use of such strategiesundoesthe political
'
164-9).
his
fiction
(Baker,
43-6
&
2000a,
These divisions
2000b,
pp.
potential of
pp.
were the critical differences that Tiffin and Adams set out to defuse, and yet their
point about the hegemonic categorizing of literary texts within critical discourses
seemsas prevalent now as ever.
This brings us to Tiffin's latter claim, and the fact that unlike the former, this
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poststructuralist
production seems
a central, if not the main, theoretical procedureof postcolonial critical practice, rather
than a "hegemonic" discipline to be reckonedwith. In her historical breakdown of
the development of postcolonial theory, Gandhi claims that it is only through its
relationship with "poststructuralism and postmodernism" and their decentralising
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note that Edward W. Said, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, and Homi K. Bhabha are the
three most prominent and influential practitioners of postcolonial literary theory
7 Baker 2000b is specifically referring to "The Politics of Literary Postcoloniality" by Ahmad, 1996,
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Srivastava,p.76, and Slemon, 1991,pp.7-8.
8 SeeSpivak, 1999,p.312 on the often made and often inaccurate conflation of poststructuralism
with postmodernist discourses.She rightly points out that postmodernism refers to the set of
discoursesthat theorise ontological experiencein the wake of the high modernist period, important
examplesof which include Jameson'sessay"Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism" (1984), and Lyotard's ThePostmodern Condition (1979). Poststructuralism on the other
hand refers to the critical discourseswhich have arisen in the wake of structuralism, and refute in
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given and stable institution" (quoted in Bernstein, pp.86-7). Throughout the thesis I will try and
emphasisethe specific role played by deconstructionin terms of postcolonial criticism and how it is
differs from poststructuralist discourses.For a straight-forward example of how the work of Foucault,
Lyotard, and Derrida can be "loosely dubbed" poststructuralist within theoretical debatesseeSpivak,
1984, pp. 18-19.
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(Young, p.7 & Moore-Gilbert, Stanton,and Maley, pp.21-38). Of thesethree, the
latter two are consciousand purposeful employers of poststructuralist theory, in
particular engagingwith the central tenetsof Derridean deconstruction. Said's work
owes much to his appropriation of Foucauldian discoursetheory.'
For critics such as Ahmad and Punter, the adoption of poststructuralist
criticism by Western-basedpostcolonial critics is indeed evidence of hegemonic
"
practices, and yet for the most part it is generally acceptedthat Spivak and Bhabha
are politically engagedacademicswho have - almost single-handedly to some minds
literary
has
been
Such
the
their
shaped
present
condition
of
postcolonial
criticism.
influence in fact, that even critics of deconstructionacknowledge its pragmatic use at
the hands of thesetwo. Most interesting of these is probably Said himself, who
whilst taking issue with the political pragmatics of academicpoststructuralist
discourse,still finds time to praise the insights of the aforementioned."
Even so, this apparentreliance of postcolonialism on poststructuralist
discoursecontinues to pose problems within the field of critical theory. A wellknown, if notorious, example of this recently occurred when Eagleton reviewed
Spivak's A Critique ofPostcolonial Reason(1999). As the title of the text might
suggest,Spivak's publication was looked forward to by many readersas a definitive
corpus on the postcolonial critical discoursethat had developed over the past 15-20
years. What they were provided with was, in part, a specifically deconstructive
reading of four central western philosophers and certain English canonical texts with
the intention of tracing "a subliminal and discontinuous emergenceof the `native
informant': autochthoneand/or subaltern" in traditional western cultural production
(Spivak, 1999, p.xi). As such it proposesa vision of justice, ethics, and politics that is
9 Seefor example Spivak, 1999,p.423 on what she
calls the need for a "setting to work of
deconstruction," and 1980,p. 101 on its ethico-political potential. SeeBhabha, pp.66-84, on how
deconstruction allows us to undermine the absoluteobjectification of colonial otherness.Said's debt to
the Foucauldian notion of discoursein Orientalism has been commentedon by Gandhi, p.25, and
Ahmad, 1992,p.3. This is not to say that thesethree are solely influenced by poststructuralist
discourse. Spivak is traditionally Marxist, and Bhabha derives much of his work from Lacanian
psychoanalysis.
10SeeAhmad, 1992,p.68 on Bhabha's poststructuralism,
and Punter, pp.9-10.
11SeeSaid, 1984,p.3 & pp. 159-60 on what he sees the
as
political disadvantagesof literary
criticism's current enthusiasmfor poststructuralism. Yet elsewherehe refers to the "extraordinary
subtlety" of Bhabha's theorisation of postcolonial hybridity (Said, 1994, p.431, n.39). Seealso
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of universalising assumptionsyet is concernedwith uncovering the marginalized, the
in
introduction,
in
As
this
the
study's
silenced, and
oppressed western culture.
noted
she tells us that,
[j]ustice and law, ethics and politics, gift and responsibility are structurelessstructures
becausethe first item of eachpair is neither available nor unavailable. It is in view of justice
and ethics as undeconstructible,as experiencesof the impossible, that legal and political
decisions must be made, empirically scrupulousbut philosophically errant. (Spivak, 1999,
p.427)

Eagleton's responseon the other hand (amongsthis other criticisms, one being an
attack on Spivak's allegedly inaccessibletheoretical language)was to claim that her
book's
flamboyant theoretical avant-gardismconcealsa rather modest political agenda.Where it
ventures political proposals at all, which is rare enough,they hardly have the revolutionary
elan of its scandalousspeculationson desire or the death of Man or the end of History... [It
suggeststhat] [t]he current system of power can be ceaselessly'interrupted', deferred or
'pushedaway', but to try to get beyond it altogether is the most credulous form of
utopianism... this book assumes(rather than openly argues)the dogmatic Post-Modem case
that almost all universalism is reactionary, almost all transgressionor disruption positive, and
almost all attempts at precise calculation a form of dominative reason... (Eagleton, 1999,
p.6)

I am not citing this passagehere in an attempt to validate or reject Eagleton's views,
but rather as an example of the continued disagreementover the political potential of
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Kennedy, pp. 111-37 on the similarities and divergencesbetween Said's work and that of Bhabha and
Spivak.
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political agendas- such generalising,universal claims are the very discursive
structuresthat she seeksto undermine in the name of the ethical.
Even so, Eagleton's attack on `postcolonial deconstruction' is not unique.
Parry createda similar upheavalwith her claim that Spivak and Bhabha's
poststructuralist critiques are,
marked by the exorbitation of discourseand a related incuriosity about the enabling
socioeconomic and political institutions and other forms of political praxis... their project is
concernedto place incendiary deviceswithin the dominant structures of representationand
not to confront those with another knowledge. (Parry, 1987,p.43)

Parry's difficulty with such criticism is that while it envisagesthe complete
subversion of the coloniser/colonisedopposition and its associateddiscoursesof
domination, it disablesthe validity of anti-colonial discourses.And while Spivak is
right to remind us that the discoursesand narratives of liberation also deconstruct
themselves,they have and do neverthelessplay central roles in the emancipation of
oppressedsocio-political groups (Smyth, p.48).
An even more scathing take on the constantpoststructuralist deferral of
structuresof representationand its refusal to provide a socio-political counterdiscourseis vented in Easthope'sreading of Bhabha's theory of postcolonial
hybridity. He arguesthat Bhabha's hybridity can be read as an appropriation of
Derridean differance that underminesthe Cartesiansecularman with the postcolonial
hybrid individual. In other words, if Derrida underminesthe idea of transcendental
presencewith the non-concept of differance which makes the idea of presenceand
meaning possible - an idea I will be considering in detail later - then Bhabha
undermines the culturally dominant Eurocentric subject by pointing to the different
and constantly deferred hybrid individual which the dominant culture necessarily
presupposes(Easthope,pp.342-3). Easthopearguesthat this effectively undermines
any unifying element or collective principle within hybridity, and ignores certain
universal discursive aspectsthat for him have shapedpostcolonial counter-cultures
throughout modernity - "the protracted battle for the franchise, forms of elected
government and parliamentary politics, the whole struggle since 1789 for the rights
of man and woman -a struggle which had incalculable importance in the processof
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decolonization from Gandhi to Mandela" (pp.345-6). He claims that it is exceedingly
difficult to relate a theory of "the disturbing distancein-between" the
coloniser/colonised, self/other relation to a coherentpolitical project.-He arguesthat
were individuals to occupy this spaceand "understand the anxiety provoked by
[hybridity], activated in the anguish associatedwith vacillating boundaries- psychic,
cultural, territorial" (Bhabha,p.59), they would experiencesomething close to "the
state of psychosis [of] the sad old man muttering to himself... [who] has fallen into
the gaps coherent identity would conceal- he indeed inhabits an `interstitial passage
between fixed identifications"' (Easthope,p.345). While much of the literature
consideredin this thesis would seemto suggestthat such views perhapstoo easily
turn a blind eye to the fact that the narratives of unilateral civil rights and democracy
are no more realities in many decolonisedstatesthan they were during colonialism, it
needsnoting that thesemisgivings about the political potential of deconstructive
postcolonial critique are far from uncommon.
Wicomb demonstratesthis by commenting on the conservative exploitation
of these allegedly subversive hybrid categories. In language notably reminiscent of
both Bhabha and Easthope, she asks "[h]ow...

do people who live in communities

inhabit, spookily and precariously, a rim of inbetween reality? " (Wicomb, 1998,
p. 101). Her reply, "[s]ymbolically

of course, " allows her to exemplify the political

dangers that critics should associate with ambivalent theories of identity.
Commenting on democratic elections in South Africa, she points out that "it is
precisely the celebration of inbetweenness that serves conservatism, as in the use of
the word brown, introduced into the unwieldy title `Coloured Liberation Movement
for the Advancement of Brown People, "' before deconstructing and undermining the
discriminatory trace and the self-serving effects of the use of terms such as
"advancement" and "brown" by the South African National Party slogans (pp. 102-3).
This is an example of the difficulties many critics have combining theories of
hybridity, ambivalence, or in-betweenness with the real ethico-political
consequences of postcoloniality.

An interesting perspectiveon such argumentsis provided by Gandhi in a text
which also aims at providing a corpus of postcolonial critical thought. Sheprovides
an up-to-date, informative introduction to postcolonial theory, early in which she
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over
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poststructuralist approacheswithin postcolonial criticism, and the fact that the debate
between humanists and "poststructuralist anti-humanistsremains unresolved on the
subject of ethics and politics" (p.27).'2In the final chapter of her study, she concludes
that
it could be said that postcolonialism is caught between the politics of structure and totality on
the one hand, and the politics of fragment on the other. This is one way of suggestingthat
postcolonial theory is situated somewherein the intersticesbetween Marxism and
postmodernism/poststructuralism.(p. 167)

In effect, it would seemthat Gandhi's initial insights ironically become the main
itself,
if
her
text
concluding premise of
not the central feature of postcolonial
criticism as well. As such, her postcolonialism negotiatesthe spacebetweenwhat
Parry calls Spivak and Bhabha's incuriosity about enabling, political praxis, and
Appiah's call for a non-generalist,post-modem humanism. Bearing this in mind, I
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turn
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wish
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inýdoing
if
from
so
and
ask
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a politically motivated perspective,
there are other critical perspectivesthat might enhancethe ethico-political potential
of postcolonialism's current, poststructuralist, perspective.

Postcoloniality and deconstruction: Contradictory terms or ethical
imperatives?
Numerous critics have pointed out the complex and allegedly contradictory position
in which poststructuralist, and more particularly deconstructive,criticism finds itself
in relation to the various political perspectivesthat its users often espouse.During,
who seespoststructuralism as a discoursewithin the wider field of postmodern
thought, highlights this by pointing out the inherent contradiction that postmodern
literary criticism holds for postcolonialism. Postmodernism,he claims, "refuses to

12Gandhi is speakinghere of what she calls Marxist humanism, though she acknowledgesthat
humanism is a discursive category applicable acrossvarious fields (such as scienceand
existentialism). She claims though that thesevarious discoursesare "unified in their belief that
underlying the diversity of human experienceit is possible... to discern a universal and given human
nature, and... to find it revealed in the common languageof rationality" (p.27).
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turn the Other into the Same," and it does so by rejecting the idea of an autonomous
agent. By opposing traditional objectification in this way, it idealistically createsa
theoretical `space' in which the Other might inscribe itself. And yet he also reiterates
the point famously made by Spivak: the "Other can never speak for itself as the
Other."" Thus, though some might argue that postmodern discourse foregroundsthe
issue of the marginalised Other, for During the postmodern condition has been
theorized in poststructuralist terms that "intentionally wipe out post-colonial
identity" (During, 1987,p.449). If it is the aim of postcolonialism to representthe
historical, non-Western individual as an autonomoussubject, and not an object, it is
difficult to seehow poststructuralism in this casemight achieve this.
It is with a greatervehemencethat Christian approachespoststructuralism's
use of languageand its enthusiasmto theorize minority literature. Its critical concern
with categoriessuch as discourse,the centre,the text, and the periphery, is for her
evidence of a still prevalent dualism which underminesnon-Westernpolitical
literature by claiming that "reality doesnot exist, that everything is relative, and that
every text is silent about something" (Christian, pp.40-2). She does not reject the last
of these claims though. Her aim in mentioning it is to show that such insights are not
actually poststructuralist, though its protagonistsmight claim otherwise. According
to Christian they are part and parcel of the historical experienceand knowledge of
development
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If we consider that nowadaysthe most influential postcolonial theorists are
poststructuralists,perspectivessuch as Christian's and During's go some way to
explaining why the following claim by Keenan is still true: "[tjhat deconstruction
could contribute something to the question of justice, possible or impossible, is taken
13During, 1987,p.449. He is referring to Spivak's famous claim that the subaltern cannot speak,an
idea which will be consideredlater in this chapter. See Spivak, 1985, and for a more recent explication
of this perspective 1993a,p.291.
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as either self-evident or met with outragethese days," and that this opposition is still
inadequately resolved 25 years after the publication of Of Grammatology (Keenan,
p.263). As such, postcolonial deconstructionfinds itself in an interesting position. On
the one hand we have influential academicswho deny its pragmatic purpose, and on
the other critics such as Spivak and Bhabha who have used it with political aims, and
yet still receive criticism. My thesis proceedsfrom this point by suggestingthat these
differing perspectivesmight be reconciled by examining the main issue of contention
they raise. What I want to ask then is whether it is possible to develop an ethical
critique of postcolonial narratives with practical implications.
Attridge's work on what he calls the ethico-political possibility of literary
criticism provides a valuable insight into the paradoxical position of postcolonial
deconstruction. Attridge is a proponent of Derridean teaching, and is insistent that
"deconstruction is not a technique or method... hence there is no question of
`applying' it, " a perspective often reiterated by Spivak (Attridge, 1992, pp. 109-10;
Spivak, 1990, pp. 133-5). Accordingly, the attributes of deconstruction do not
develop by applying certain types of critique to certain literary texts: deconstruction
literature
logocentric
the
traditional
to
the
or
ability
of
ground
of
undermine
philosophy by highlighting its linguistic premise - arises within the literary-linguistic
structure of texts themselves.

To examine this it is worthwhile reminding ourselvesof what Derrida himself
meant by logocentricity and the need for it to be questioned.He conceives of
logocentrisin as
the metaphysicsof phonetic writing (for example the alphabet) which was fundamentally...
nothing but the most original and powerful ethnocentrism,in the processof imposing itself
upon the world, controlling in one and the sameorder:
1. the concept of writing... where the phoneticization of writing must dissimulate its own
history as it is produced;
2.

the history of (the only) metaphysics,which has... always assignedthe origin of truth in
general to the logos: the history of truth, the truth of truth, has always been... the
debasementof writing, and its repressionoutside "full" speech.

3.

the concept of science or the scientificity of science- what has always been determined
as logic -a concept that has always been a philosophical concept, even if the practice of
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sciencehas constantly challengedits imperialism of the logos, by invoking, for example,
from the beginning and ever increasingly, nonphonetic writing. (Derrida, 1976,pp.3-4)

Or to put it otherwise:
For Derrida, what defines logocentric philosophy is the attempt to conceive reason- the
logos - as essentially independentfrom linguistic embodiment, thought as essentially
separatefrom linguistic mediation. Logocentric philosophy, according to Derrida, conceives
reasonas complete and perfect mastery over whatever it reasonsabout. (Lawlor, p.4)

From this perspective,logocentric philosophy conceives of the logos as an unfettered
set of truths that can be used reasonablyand objectively, as a method of
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structuressuch as speechand
it (see Spivak, 1984, pp. 18-20). As we shall seein more detail later, the differences
in the meaningsupon which literary-linguistic structuresbasetheir referenceto
transcendentalpresenceunderminesthe possibility of the absolute truths they are
it
is
impossible
Derrida
that
to
claims
used represent.
that a sign, the unity of a signifier and a signified, be produced within the plenitude of a
present and an absolutepresence... Before thinking to reduce it or to restore the meaning of
the full speechwhich claims to be truth, one must ask the question of meaning and of its
origin in difference. (1976, p.69-70)

What I want to emphasiseat this point is the idea that the origin of meaning in
difference (or more specifically in differance, the role of which we will look at more
language
later)
itself, and not within the critiques we apply to
closely
occurs within
it. This questioning, or deconstructing, of narratives by the very structuresof which
they are made allows Attridge to argue that the "ethical and the political are not
but
implicated
deconstruction,
110).
by
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1995,
p.
at
every
avoided
step"
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Therefore, when we critically consider deconstruction in literature, we do not
do so by applying `deconstruction' to the text. We do so by asking how a certain text
deconstructs itself. " For example, how it figures the other within its narrative and yet
claims not to do so, or how it fails to acknowledge the ways in which it silences other
voices and experiences by providing its own narrative as the narrative. Encountering
deconstruction means considering how a text makes claims to universal truth, and yet
how its own use of language undermines that possibility. As Attridge points out,
these "encounters" with deconstruction also allow us the opportunity to respond to
such figurations and silences. He explains:
We might get a better senseof the statusof theseencountersif we hold on to Derrida's word
events,events of responding as responsibly as possible to the event of the text, answerableto
the uniquenessof the text and thus producing their own uniqueness... The responsibility
involved in such an event of responseis a responsibility to the other... and at the sametime a
responsibility to the future, since it involves the struggle to create openings within which the
other can appearbeyond the scopeof any programs and predictions, can come to transform
what we think or think we know. (Attridge, 1995,p. 118)

Thus by reinforcing their own inherent undecidability, literary texts unsettle
traditional philosophical categoriesand dominant discourses,leaving the way open
for other readings to evolve. Importantly, this interaction with literature remains
distinct from the moralistic questioning applied to literature by humanistic criticism,
thereby remaining devoid of the logocentric tendenciesof such discourses.Here the
text's own literariness - its own staging and unsettling of structural relations - asks
us to examine how "this reading of this text at this time... [exemplifies] the
differences between readings, styles of reading, historical periods, cultural sites, and
so on" (p. 116).
Deconstruction has an ethico-political principle then becauseit allows us to
ask questionsof the narratives, cultures, and voices we encounter in literature. We
can consider the veracity of those voices and the voices that they necessarily silence,
invisible
during the cultural staging of a text.
that
the
are
rendered
as well as
cultures

14Derrida also claims that we cannot approachdeconstruction as a "literary method" or a "method of
reading" (Derrida and Kearney, p. 124).
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Bernstein backs this idea up by noting that an "ethical-political horizon" is always
implicated in Derrida since his work is always involved in a critique of
"metaphysics, logocentricism, phonocentrism,phallogocentrism, and ethnocentrism"
(p. 187). Though in the quoted passagesAttridge doesn't examine whether these
ethico-political readingshave political implications for societies,he does
demonstratehow deconstructiveways of thinking can unlock the ethico-political
potential of literary criticism. " He claims that any critical interaction with a literary
text that acknowledgesits undecidability and creativity also acknowledges
the singularity of the other, of the text, but also necessarilybetrays it, does violence to it
(otherwise it could not be singular, but merely an algorithmic reaction); and we touch here on
the difficult, and essential,question of the violence at the heart of the ethical relation. (p. 119)

It is at this point for me though that Attridge's discussionbecomesless convincing.
Though he notes that the question of violence is central to Derrida's work, he fails to
describewhy we need to consider the "difficult, and essential" question of violence
within writing, and why he feels it is "at the heart of the ethical relation." While he
notes in a footnote that Derrida raises this issue of violence in other essays,though
not in relation to literature, it is possible to relate this referenceto violence with
Derrida's discussion of ethics in Of Grammatology. There Derrida claims "that there
is no ethics without... absence,dissimulation, detour, differance, writing. The archewriting is the origin of morality as of immorality. The nonethical opening of ethics.
A violent opening" (1976, pp. 139-40).As Siebersnotes, "[e]thics emergesas a
defenseagainst the violence of human relations, but Derrida understandsthat the
primary oppositions that it establishesto bring about order are also a form of
violence" (Siebers,p.95).
The result of Attridge's allusion to the ethical context of violence is that it
seemsto reaffirm the liberal humanist notion of violence as unethical itself, since he
never attempts to explain why violence has an ethical context. If deconstructive
15Bernstein, sympathetic to the ethical-political
potential of Derrida's work does acceptthough that
"despite Derrida's own insistenceand attemptsto demonstratethe relevance of deconstructive
questioning to the critique of political and social institutions (such as the modern university), the
gesturesin this direction have, thus far, been rather feeble" (p. 188). This would seemto bear out
Attridge's reluctance to situate deconstructionin an identifiable and socio-political context.
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approachesto texts are meant to undermine such beliefs and claims, why should the
traditional notion of violence not also undergo such a questioning? Is what Siebers
calls the "violence of human relations" understoodas a universally unethical
category?And what exactly is the violence of writing that deconstruction unmasks?
Is the `violent' "absence,dissimulation, detour, differance" in writing comparable
with acts of physical violence to which we are all vulnerable in the socio-political
sphereoutside literature? For example,though Derrida notes that writing always has
an intersubjective violent aspect(1976, pp. 127-8), and he elsewherecalls the use of
critical conceptual frameworks the "first violence of all commentary" (1978a, p.312,
fn. 7), can we make moral judgements about such violence in the way we might about
physical violence? I ask this not to imply that Attridge is wrong to consider the ethics
of violence in literature, but that there seemsto be some unclarified similarities
between his use of the term and its unethical interpretation within traditional liberal
humanist discourse.Thus though Attridge does not offer a humanist interpretation as
such, he fails to explain his own use of the term and what it means ethically to allude
to "violence" in texts and in the worlds they represent,something that he does
successfully throughout to other traditional philosophical and moralistic notions. If
we turn to Armstrong for instance,we seea critic intent on engaging and ethically
judging the violence that she,through Levinas, claims is inherent in discourseand
thus constantly affects the self/other relation,16even during reading (Armstrong,
is
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For
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though,
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pp.
of
persecution in intersubjective relations, a perspectivethat she admits carries some
humanist undertones.Though a stringent deconstructivecritic, Attridge seemsto
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16In Levinas's own work he often distinguishesbetween "l'autrui" (the personal Other i. e. "you")
with "1'autre" (others in general). The translations from the French of Levinas's major works have
attemptedto maintain this distinction by utilising the "Other" and "other" respectively (seeLingis,
translator's note in Levinas, 1969,p.24, n.). I have maintained this distinction when quoting
translations of Levinas, but have also used the capitalised "Other" to apply to specific definitions of
others, such as the Other of Western man, or the Other of imperialism, and the non-capitalised "other"
to apply to the general others of the everyday self/other relation.
17It should be pointed out that Attridge nowhere statesthat violence is
unequivocally unethical.
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readers,though the effects of this violence on narratives should not be understoodin
simple liberal humanist terms.

Spivak: Can criticism include the ethico-political?
I want to continue this consideration of the ethico-political potential of
deconstructionby turning to the work of its most fervent postcolonial supporter:
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak. Spivak occupies a curious position within postcolonial
discoursebecausewhilst being heavily involved in fieldwork within oppressed
Bangladeshi communities," her own theoretical work is amongst the most
inaccessibleto the subject of her ethico-political critiques, the subaltern. This is a
point that has been made most vehemently by Eagleton, but by others also." In
characteristic self-reflexivenessthough, it is a point that Spivak willingly
acknowledges,not just of herself, but also of those who have shapedWestern critical
theory, such as Foucault and Derrida 2° In her view, there is a distinction to be drawn
between critical philosophical discourse,that which theorizes `real-life, ' and
dogmatic philosophy, that which attemptsto turn theoretical principles into practical
use. She claims that this distinction is a "necessarycrisis between theory and
practice" made evident by deconstruction(Spivak, 1992,p. 145).
Spivak's critical intention then is not to reject outright the possibility of
positive socio-political action in the real-world, but to allow deconstructionto
unmask the contradictions upon which allegedly practical philosophies - that of
liberal-humanism for example- lie. Like Attridge, deconstruction for her provides
the possibility of undermining discoursesthat make claims to universality, objective
truth, and the autonomy of the subject. It does not, as she makes clear, provide the
possibility of a political program in itself, but is rather a "political safeguard" against
the claims of logocentric discourse(1987, p. 104).
18For more on Spivak's work with the Alternative Development Policy Researchgroup seeSpivak,
1997.
19SeeMishra, p.414. Spivak has also statedsince that her
most controversial essay,"Can the
Subaltern Speak?" is "too complicated" (Spivak, 1993a,pp.287-8).
20Seein particular her conclusion to "More on Power/Knowledge,"
an essaythat investigatesthe
`onto-phenomenologicalethical potential' of reading Foucault's theory of the pouvoir/savoir structure
from a Derridean perspective,when shepoints out that the ethico-political claims of academicssuch
as Foucault and Derrida need to be made, but they "will never be seriously tested either in large-scale
decision-making or among the disenfranchised" (Spivak, 1992, p. 166).
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One of her aims then is to outline how deconstructionmight offer a way of
considering the postcolonial condition from an ethical perspective.In her view the
oppressionof this condition is most apparentin the absolute silence of the female
subaltern subject. The formulation of an ethics for the subaltern meansseveral
things. Firstly, such an ethics should strive to make the subaltern heard, and in doing
in
itself.
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the
responseto
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criticism of her claim that the subalterncannot speak,once the subaltern makes
herself heard - by the privileged sectorsof the `First' or `Third' world - she is no
longer a subaltern. To eradicatethe condition of the subaltern ethically is therefore to
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Secondly, as already pointed out, Spivak maintains that "ethics is the
experienceof the impossible" (1995, p.270). Such a claim is exemplary of why
Spivak and her use of deconstructionattract criticism for being politically,
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subaltern, then the intended goal of that ethics - the interaction with every subaltern
so that they may be allowed to speakand be heard and thereby cast off their
subaltern status- is an experienceof impossible proportions. This isn't a prescription
for political ambivalencethen, but a realisation of the need for "collective political
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struggle" and the impossible ethical engagement that, as we shall see, must, in a
Derridean sense, supplement that struggle.
On the one hand this seems an understandable perspective. It becomes more
difficult perhaps if we turn our attention to what Derrida's means by the
"supplement: "

If [the supplement] representsand makes an image, it is by the anterior default of a
presence... an adjunct, a subalterninstancewhich takes-(the)place [tieut-lieu]. As substitute,
it is not simply addedto the positivity of a presence,it produces no relief, its place is
assignedin the structure by the mark of an emptiness.(1976, p. 145)

What the supplementdoesthen, like differance, is make meaning possible by
in
(false)
impression
"presence"
the
the
producing a
of
of
signified meaning literary
structures.It makes "the opposition of presenceand meaning possible" (Derrida,
1976, p. 143), and yet "it is neither presencenor absence"(p. 154). It is something
unknowable then, an impossibility and an irreducible aspectof signifying which
makes meaningful representationpossible by supplementingthat meaning. This
admittedly difficult idea is also what Spivak is referring to when she claims that
ethics is the experienceof the impossible. It is an impossibility which supplements
and makes meaningful notions such as `justice' and `ethics' possible, and at the same
time provokes an awarenessof the impossibility of a universal ethics "in the one-tois
for
human
being"
(Spivak,
It
1995,
270).
therefore the
one way
each
p.
impossibility of an ethics that neverthelessmakes it possible to strive for that ethics
in the first place, makes possible "a collective struggle supplementedby the
impossibility of full ethical engagement"(p.270).
Ironically then, as with Attridge, Spivak's ability to `read' how humanist
morality deconstructsitself - it is to all intents and purposesimpossible in a
universal sense- in fact reinforces her insistencethat we attempt to ethically and
critically engagewith oppressionon a universal level. It is a rejection of the rhetoric
of rationalism and its morality, and the persistent attempt "to critique those dogmas
for the few (in the name of the many) that we cannot not want to inhabit" (1992,
p. 161, my italics). The italicised phraseis one that Spivak often useswhen
considering the possibility of ethics, and it emphasisesthe impossibility of its
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necessity to dedicated political activists. Its intended effect is this: one should be
critical of universal moral propositions, but the ethically committed cannot help
seeking for ethico-political solutions to universal oppression. A universal ethics then
is a worthy cause, but we need to be critical about how we should attempt it. We
need to realise its impossible proportions, since it envisages a one-to-one relation
with all oppressed individuals, and refrain from applying general claims about justice
and truth to distinct oppressed individuals and groups. The hegemonic relations faced
by disenfranchised minority communities in Bradford, for example, differ vastly with
those faced by the impoverished in Bangladesh.

To some the argumentmapped above might seemless reliant on
deconstruction's ethical potential, and more on the basis of open-minded commonsense.For example, those of us who read history know that agentsof imperialism
who have acted in the name of reasonthroughout modernity have done little to
provide the possibility of justice on a universal scale. Yet, those of us who reject
modern reason's claims about the possibility of universal justice becauseof this do
not necessarily stop believing in a possiblejustice becauseof the proportions of the
task. Taylor for example arguesthat it is pointless to examine things ethically from
the perspective that meaningsare endlessly deferred, or predicated on the impossible,
since we need to agreeon what we mean by apossible ethics in the first place
(Taylor, p.72). Yet Spivak is right to point out that by supplementingthe idea of
collective struggle with impossibility we remain aware of the importance and size of
the task fieldworkers such as herself are involved in, as well as rationalism's
"
failures.
In later chapterswe will seejust how important this idea
previous ethical
of the impossible is to the construction of textual meaning. For now it is enough to
realise that the notion of the impossible supplementsand makepossible those
"notions of political activism... deeply rooted in the bourgeois revolution from
whose inheritance Derrida and Foucault, descendantsof 1789, have taken distance"
(Spivak, 1992,p. 160). Deconstruction uncovers the fact that political possibilities are
predicated due to differance on notions of impossibility. Spivak wants us to realise
21SeeCritchley, 1992,pp. 189-200 for example on the idea that deconstruction
might very well
provide the beginnings of political critique, but that ultimately it fails to produce decisions concerning
the ethico-political. This idea will be explored again over the next two chapters.
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that it is only by acknowledging this impossibility that we refrain from subsuming
ourselves in gbjectifying narratives of idealistic political emancipation. As shepoints
out elsewhere,any mobilising discourseon global social changemust be
supplementedby the responsibleawarenessof impossibility that ariseswhen
discoursing with others in a one-to-onerelationship (Spivak, 1999, pp.382-5).
Awareness of this impossibility also makesus necessarily question our own
positions as privileged, western individuals involved in a dissociated,critical
discourse.This "historical critique" of one's own subjectivity is for Spivak central to
the western critic's ability to engageethically, or in one-to-one terms with the other
(Spivak, 1986a,p.62). For example, she refers to her own "impossible"
"neocolonialist anticolonialist" stanceas a professional in the west who is from a
formerly colonised country. She claims that to be within a "structure that one
critiques yet inhabits intimately is the deconstructiveposition, which has its
historical casein postcoloniality" (1990, p. 16). To this end deconstruction does
operateas the political safeguardthat we saw her refer to earlier. And yet it is
perhapshelpful to apply Spivak's thinking to a more specific example of this ethics
at work in the socio-political world, and one which exemplifies how Derrida's work
undermines logos by uncovering the undecidable and disseminatedliterary-linguistic
structureson which it claims not to be based.
Spivak recalls a comment made by Ngugi Wa Thiong'o when askedat a
conferencewhat he thought of "recent [1989] developmentstoward a rapprochement
in South Africa. " He concluded his responseby saying that his greatestfear was that
"South Africa should fall into neocolonialism." For Spivak this is an example of "the
voice of caution, raised at the moment of negotiated independence,a critique of what
one cannot not want" (1992, p. 161). It is a cautionary take on a post-apartheidSouth
Africa made possible by the deconstructionof discursively constructedrationalist
ideals. By presenting us with this example, she setsup an historical binary relation
concerning the social politics of South Africa i. e.

`an undemocratic apartheid state' vs. `a democratic, post-apartheidstate'
or,
the overtly bad vs. the naively good
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What is constructedhere is a binary relation of power that encapsulatesa rationalist
perspective on democracy. Sheposits Ngugi at the site of the in-between, at "the
moment of negotiated independence," a place of deferred meaning which makes the
opposition possible and yet underminesboth oppositional categories.Such a critical
perspective is of coursenot unlike Bhabha's take on the in-between site of
postcolonial hybridity, where it is neither pole in an oppositional power-relation
which informs postcolonial identification but a "space of splitting... the tethered
shadow of deferral and displacement[which is] the disturbing distance in-between"
binary relations. He goes on, "it is in relation to this impossible object that the
liminal problem of colonial identity and its vicissitudes emerges" (Bhabha, p.45).
The implication of this reading tactic is this: Western interpreters of the
evolution of a'democratic South Africa will consider the end of apartheid as a victory
for democracy and humanity itself, the developmentof `a democratic, post-apartheid
nation-state,' when in fact the people involved in the on-the-ground effects of
idealised
do
have
luxury
the
categories.The
of
such
political negotiations not
transformation from apartheidto democracydoesnot insure its own success,and one
of its risks is that other forms of oppressivegovernment might develop, such as a
neo-colonialist one. Here Spivak demonstratesthe ability of Western onlookers to
idealistically appropriate languagewhen in fact the meaning of terms such as 'postapartheid' and `democracy' is affected by differance and therefore should not be
uncritically appropriated.In this caseone of the undisclosed,non-idealistic meanings
of the term post-apartheidsupplementsNgugi's use of it, unmasking the real sociopolitical risks such ä condition actually presents,and the impossibility which informs
its meaning.
Spivak presents a similar case in her reading of Mahasweta Devi's work. She
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space of the `subaltern, ' displaced even from the catächrestic relationship between
decolonization and the Enlightenment" (1992, p. 164). She goes on,
the event of political independencecan be automatically assumedto stand in between colony
and decolonization as unexaminedgood that operatesreversal... There is however a space
that did not sharein the energy of this reversal, a spacethat had no firmly establishedagency
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of traffic with the culture of imperialism... Conventionally, this spaceis describedas the
habitat of the subproletariat or the subaltern. Mahasweta's fiction suggeststhat this is the
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"decolonization" becomesonly a convenient and misleading word, used becauseno other can
be found.

In this example Spivak clearly shows how in theoretical terms deconstruction
critically underminesthe progressive,democratic meanings associatedwith the term
decolonisation in the colonisation/decolonisationbinary. From the perspective of the
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As shown, poststructuralist critique, and specifically deconstruction,provides
the possibility of disclosing how the social politics of modern life are in fact
discursive constructionswhose meaning should be questionedevery time they are
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what part of the experienceof everyday, one-to-one relations that

22SeeBhatt, pp.38-9 on Spivak's attemptsto carry out such a critique, and an insight into how her
ethico-political concern with social and ecological difficulties amongst the impoverished of
Bangladeshamounts to the ineffable.
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Spivak refers to were partly basedon a degreeof pre-discursive knowledge? Or,
what if the experienceof certain oppressedsocial and cultural groups lies so far
removed from rational experiencethat their own cultural products incorporate
does
deconstruction
irrational
As
Attridge
Spivak
show,
methods of
expression?
and
undermine the morality of western political discourseby highlighting its literarylinguistic construction, yet if the literature we want to ethically critique made the
assumptionthat its historical and cultural experiencecould not be expressedin
rational terms, how would we critically analysetheseother methods of
representation?Would deconstructionstill provide a method of interrogating the
forms
if
literary
literary
forms,
those
attemptedto
ethical potential of such
especially
highlight aspectsof experiencethat exist prior to "historical, cultural, or linguistic
limits"?
While Spivak acknowledgesthat aspectsof meaningful representationand
one-to-one relations do remain irreducible, she seemsconvinced that it is only
ethically worthwhile to consider such impossible concernswhen they exist as a result
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be made for the idea that irreducible meaning or experiencedoesnot always exist as
a resultant feature of ontological objectification, and that such experiencemight have
a profound bearing on our idea of ethical life. While Spivak is right to argue that we
should consider the effect modem discoursehas on ethico-political relations in the
fully
literary
be
to
any nonconsider
real-world, we should also, as
critics,
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discursive or even pre-discursive aspectsof ethics and how they might or might not
affect the representationof ethics in literary texts. I will introduce this idea by
turning to the work of Gilroy, and by providing a reading of what is now arguably
the most well-known and acclaimedpostcolonial text, Toni Morrison's Beloved
(1987).
Other notions of the irreducible:

unspeakable

representations

of terror.

The idea of the irreducible within recent theoretical discourseis contentious for
obvious reasons.On the one hand it problematisesDerrida's claim that there is no
outside text (1976, p. 158), since it implies that not all experiencecan be textualized,
and on the other, its existenceis a central aspectof Derrida's view of deconstruction.
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As we shall see in chapter three, the idea of unknowable or non-present elements
within literary signifying is in fact crucial to the idea of differance: "Differance
produces what it forbids, makes possible the very thing that it makes impossible"
(1976, p. 143). The notoriety surrounding the claim that there is nothing outside the
text has arisen due to the inability on the part of certain critics to accept that Derrida
is not refuting the actuality of the `real-world' we inhabit outside the texts we read,
but that he is making the claim that everything within that world can be reduced to,
and is therefore in fact figured within, literary-linguistic

21
structures This perspective

is currently generally accepted by academics within the fields of critical theory (see
Mills, pp. 48-76). For Derrida then, the impossible and unknowable features of
signifying always feature in our textual construction and understanding of the
ontological, a necessary "trick of writing [that] is irreducible" (1976, p. 24).

As we shall see,theorists and critics other than Derrida, such as Attridge,
Levinas, Merleau-Ponty, Critchley, Armstrong, and Scarry, have also directly
in
issue
irreducibility
language.It can be generally statedthough
the
confronted
of
that the idea of irreducible realities and experiencesis not overly engagedwith by
literary critics, or at least hasn't been until recently." Said for example arguesthat as
critics we must "accept the notion that although there is an irreducible subjective
core to human experience,this experienceis also historical and secular... accessible
to analysis and interpretation" (Said, 1994,p.35). Spivak similarly notes that though
such "preontological" experiencesprobably exist, the fact that "these are the
in
different
by
conditions within which ethics areperformed,
subjectsconstituted
ways" forces us to recognize that ethical investigation must always consider the
(un)ethical subject as ultimately constructedby reducible, deconstructible structures
of philosophical discourse(Spivak, 1992,p. 147). It is not difficult to understandwhy
such critics insist on this point. Literary theorists, by definition, engagewith textual
structuresthat are distinguished by their referential, reducible qualities. As such, why
should irreducible aspectsof experiencewarrant their attention? And yet, perhaps
there are other, less practical reasons.Were it proven that pre-discursive individual
23Seefor example Ellis's refutation of a textual world in possessionof no
absolute knowledge (Ellis,
pp. 113-36), and Norris's response(Norris, 1990,pp. 134-161).
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experiencesmake up a significant part of our daily subjective existence,it would
undermine the claim that subjectivity is a wholly discursive construction -a view
held by the large majority of the theories of Foucauldian poststructuralism and its
critical offspring. The centrality of the discursive subject to poststructuralism will be
looked at both here and more fully in chapter five. My aim here is not to undermine
poststructuralism though, but rather to make the casethat when we approachtexts
with an impoverished senseof the tenetsof deconstructionwe may fail to note the
innovative ways in which certain cultures figure experiencesand subjectivities which
cannot be easily describedas discursively or rationally informed. West for example
claims that becausewriting harbours irreducible and impossible featuresand offers
the possibility of meaning outside knowledge-communication, it therefore "does not
communicate law-like knowledge," and as such "presents an ethics" (West, pp. 1912). It is writing's deconstructionthat for West allows the possibility of meaning and
justice by undermining the possibility of a "law-like knowledge." Here the
possibility of an ethics of writing is closely bound to the irreducible featuresthat that
writing can produce.
Gilroy is a cultural critic whose ethico-political aims relate to those of
Attridge and Spivak, and yet he is convinced that non-discursive or non-reducible
experiencehas an intrinsic bearing upon the cultural products of certain sociopolitical groups. Using the example of the African-American culture descendedfrom
slavery, he too warns of and highlights the futility in attempting to undermine the
discoursesof Euro/American-centric, rationalist power structureswith oppositional
yet similarly totalising discourses(Gilroy, 1993a,p.30). When discussing the Black
American counter-discourseto modernity which he seesdeveloping through the
work of Martin Robison Delaney, W. E. B. Du Bois, and Richard Wright he argues
that
[t]he political project forged by [such] thinkers... in the difficult journey from slaveship to
citizenship is in danger of being wrecked by the seemingly insoluble conflict between two
distinct but currently symbiotic perspectives.They can be loosely defined as the essentialist

24SeeHarrison, pp. 19-28 on the needto acknowledge the
often ignored "notion of an essentially
extra-linguistic meaning" in the deconstructiveidea of writing.
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and the pluralist standpointsthough they are in fact two different varieties of essentialism:
one ontological, the other strategic. (Gilroy, 1993a,p.31)

Gilroy's own philosophical and political project is therefore basedaround the attempt
to define a Black critical perspectivethat doesnot simply appropriate the logocentric
principles of Western rationalism." He claims this requires "not a counter-discourse
but a counterculture that defiantly reconstructsits own critical, intellectual, and
moral genealogy in a partially hidden public sphereof its own" (pp.37-9).
Gilroy arguesthat such a counter-culture gains these characteristicsand
remains partially hidden by incorporating a utopian perspective,yet one that isn't just
a rational appeal for the unfulfilled promise of modernity and its hopes of "nonracialisedjustice and rational organisation of the productive processes." Rather it is a
utopian vision that incorporatesnon-linguistic forms of resistanceand
communication that develop in the extreme circumstancesfostered by the power
structuresof the slavery institution (p.37). Such an ethico-political perspectiveand
purpose remains outside the literary-linguistic structuresof modern power becauseit
developed at a site where signs of resistancemeant death or worse - the institution of
slavery:
Createdunder the very nose of the overseers,the utopian desireswhich fuel the
complementarypolitics of transfiguration must be invoked by other, more deliberately
opaquemeans.This politics exists on a lower frequency where it is played, danced,and
acted, as well as sung and sung about, becausewords, even words stretchedby melisma and
supplementedor mutated by the screamswhich still index the conspicuouspower of the slave
sublime, will never be enough to communicate its unsayableclaims to truth. (p.37)

Here then the truth of the inexpressible and unimaginable horror that marked the
slave experienceand its sublime is beyond reduction to literary-linguistic structures.
It is specifically this that for him defines the African-American counter-culture to
modernity and endows it with irrational featuresthat distinguish it from conventional
Western discourseand its cultural forms. These cultural forms struggle to "repeat the
unrepeatable,present the unpresentable"(p.38), and are evidence of the "anti-
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discursive and extra-linguistic ramifications of power at work in shaping
communicative acts" (p.57).
The necessity to form critical perspectives which "partially transcend
modernity [by] constructing both an imaginary anti-modern past and a post-modern
yet to come" is doubly informed. As he points out, the memories and imaginary
representation of the terror of slavery not only produce anti-modern cultural forms,
they also question whether or not terror itself is a complicit characteristic of modern
reason. Ironically, he suggests that the awareness of this complicity amongst Western
theorists is one of the little cited reasons that the traditional teaching of practical and
moral philosophy has come to an end - an act that reinforces the idea of our
apparently postmodern condition (p. 39). The most often cited example of the need to
question universal rationalism is the Holocaust or Auschwitz, an event famously
proposed as heralding the death of the grand narrative by Lyotard, as well as other
postmodern critics (Lyotard, 1992a, p. 48). Its occurrence is evidence of modern
reason's "incipient barbarous tendencies" (Docherty, 1993, p. 11), tendencies which
Benjamin claims are present and identifiable in any "document of civilisation"
(Benjamin, p. 258, my italics).

Theorists exhibit a willingness then to engagewith the terrifying
methodologies that have at times historically supplementedthe dictates of Eurocentric rationalism, even though an acknowledgementof the similarities betweenthe
rational of the Holocaust and the slave industry has been slow in coming within
"
discourse.
And yet we must necessarilyask whether or not the
western critical
effects of what Gilroy calls the "extra-linguistic ramifications" of such brutal
appropriations of modern power (p.57) can actually be found in `post-terror' literary
texts, a point on which he seemsto differ from other theorists of the post-modern.
Jamesonfor example arguesthat representationsof terror, anxiety, and alienation
"are no longer appropriate in the world of the postmodern," since the experiential
25SeeFoucault, 1980, 141-2 on the need to
pp.
opposepower by other meansthan the appropriation of
reactive homogeneousdiscoursesand perspectives.
26I take this as
evidence of an ironic historicity on the part of Western postmodern critics. The idea
that the EuropeanHolocaust should be any more a marker of the futility of the narrative of Western
reasonthan the modern international slave trade makes the claims of postmodern theorists seemjust
as Euro-centric and historicized as the narratives they claim to undermine. For more on the difficulty
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human itself is no longer a valid subject of aesthetic expression due to concept of the
decentred subject or psyche in postmodern theory (Jameson, '1991, pp. 14-15).

Beloved and radical subjectivities.
I want to argue here that in Beloved certain features of the novel's structure seem to
bear out the claim that postcolonial cultural products bear the traces of irreducible
subjective experience. Sethe's story is a rewriting of Margaret Garner's, an ex-slave
who killed her infant daughter and attempted to do the same to her other children so
that they might never experience slavery themselves. According to Morrison, at the
time Margaret Garner said, "I will not let those children live how I have lived. "27She
her
insure
`logical'
that
to
to
terrifying
children
problem
solution
a
chose an extreme,
would not suffer inhumanely at the hands of others. In Morrison's rewriting though
this act is presented as a cruel logic caught in an inhumane world with few rational
features. Beloved, the daughter that died at Sethe's hands, returns to live with her
in
five,
it
further
idea
be
Though
this
chapter
can
will
examined
mother as a ghost.
be noted here that Beloved comes to represent impossibility itself, the experience of
horror that defies rational representation and informs what Gilroy calls the
"unsayable" aspects of slave subjectivity. Or as Bowers puts it: "One of the questions
horrific
it
is
is
Beloved
to
transform
unspeakably
whether
possible
which
asks
experiences into knowledge" (Bowers, p. 212). It is Sethe's representation as a `postterror' character that I wish to examine here though. What I will consider is whether
the narrative representation of her subjectivity and actions can be explained as
counter-discursive reactions against the dominant power-structure, or whether they
defy modem categorisation and reduction to the rational/irrational binary.

It is immediately noticeablethat the novel's representationof ex-slave
in
linked
is
the
to
and
natural world,
characterexperiencesof
subjectivity closely
body
is
itself.
Sethe's
the
portrayed as a natural, corporealsite
particular
slave-body
of experiencethat rejects the traditional, optimistic interpretation of nature common
to American nationalist and geographicaldiscourse.As Ruland and Bradbury point
of philosophically considering Auschwitz in view of other large-scale, non-European atrocities see
During, 1987, pp. 456-8.

27For an insight into Morrison's own early reading of the Margaret Garner story seeNaylor, pp.58384.
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discourses
out, optimistic
on nature and the landscape, and their beneficial
appropriation and colonisation by the American people, are themes common to the
American transcendentalists and the American consciousness itself. " Sethe's body
on the other hand is a relentless reminder of the colonial violation of nature, for upon
her back she carries a large scar she received after being sexually molested and
severely whipped by her owners. She ironically refers to the scar numerous times
throughout the novel's early chapters as a "tree" (Morrison, 1987, p. 15), a tree which
is immediately noticeable to the reader for being the very antithesis of the symbolic
promise of progress and growth encompassed in the American transcendentalist
appropriation of nature.

The importance of symbolic nature, in both its promise of progressto the
American coloniser, and its incongruous effect on the conscious experience of an exslave, is reinforced numerous times early in the text. The passage below provides an
example of the reversal that is undergone by traditional, optimistic appraisals of
nature within the narrative:
Unfortunately her brain was devious. Shemight be hurrying acrossa field... Nothing else
would be in her mind... Just the breezecooling her face as she rushedtoward water... Then
something... suddenlythere was SweetHome rolling, rolling, rolling out before her eyes,
and although there was not a leaf on that farm that did not want to make her scream,it rolled
itself out before her in shamelessbeauty. It never looked as terrible as it was and it madeher
wonder if hell was a pretty place too. Fire and brimstone all right, but hidden in lacy groves.
(p.6)

Sethe subjectively links these images of America's natural landscape to the physical
the
brutal personal history that her tree-scar reminds her
her
body
experience of
and
of. Whereas initially the reader is presented with an idyllic scene and Sethe's
unperturbed experience of it, the phrase "Then something" instigates a temporal and
spatial shift in the focalised narration. The intense terror that she associates with the
American idyll is suddenly articulated by the ironic juxtaposition of its ability to

28See Ruland
and Bradbury, p. 139 for an examination of the relationship between the aspirations of
the American transcendentalists and territorial expansion. For a similar take on the traditional
philosophical and scientific interpretation of such natural images in terms of Sethe's scar, see Härting,
p. 36.
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"make her scream" with its "shameless beauty. " The latter phrase here introduces a
moral element to nature's beauty in Sethe's focalised experience. This uncommon
ascription of morality to nature emphasises that it is not nature that she fears, but the
brutal realities of colonial America that the idyllic portrayal of nature deceptively
obscures. Throughout the narrative Sethe fights to forget her terrifying past, but the
beauty of nature and the insidious tree on her back are constant reminders of her own
historicity - the complicity between her unspoken history and colonial America's
abuse of the natural. As she later makes clear through dialogue, it is the unsayable
effects of the painfully natural physical suffering that mark her history and
experiences: "I got a tree on my back and a haint in my house, and nothing in
between but the daughter I am holding in my arms" (p. 15). In Sethe's world, it is the
irrational or impossible itself that horrifically marks her present due to the terror of
the past 29As Doyle points out, in this novel trees "function...

as more than

metaphors. They manifest the phenomenal effects of the history of slavery" and as
we shall see in chapter five, raise the idea of "intercorporeal" experience (Doyle,
pp. 213-15).
Interestingly, Jameson's consideration of Edvard Munch's painting "The
Scream" also locates a discrepancy between the physical experience of terror and our
inability to aesthetically represent it. For Jameson "The Scream" illustrates the
artist's inability to represent the unspeakable - what he calls "the realm of the
sonorous, the cry, the raw vibrations of the human throat" - whilst predating a
postmodern aesthetic acceptance of the inability to reduce any concept of common
humanity to aesthetic form (Jameson, 1991, p. 14). The point about a current
in
Jameson
notwithstanding,
still
succeeds
aptly
consciousness
postmodern artistic
exemplifying the difficulties involved in attempting to objectify the concept of terror
and its physical experience.

29This idea of a female subjectivity which defies representationis close to Mishra's definition of the
postcolonial sublime, which he also envisagesas closely linked to the irreducibility of the postcolonial
body. Though this thesisdoesnot specifically engagewith the postcolonial sublime, it should be noted
that the idea of the irreducible as an imaginative experienceof irrational and horrific excessprovides
an interesting rewriting of the EuropeanRomantic sublime. Mishra's considerationof the postcolonial
sublime leadsto the claim that the body should perhapsbe examinedas the site of postcolonial
struggle, an idea intrinsic to chaptersfive and six of this thesis.
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The complicity between terror and the inexpressibility is further demonstrated
by the temporal disruptions in narrative content that shift from the focalised portrayal
of the present to the rememberedpast in Sweet Home. Paul D, who was a slave with
Setheat Sweet Home and yet who refusesto accept Sethe's cynical view of nature,
inspection
in
his
the
this
representationof
provides an example of
narrative strategy
of her scar:
Not a tree as she said. Maybe shapedlike one, but nothing like any tree he knew because
trees were inviting; things you could trust and be near; talk to if you wanted to as he
frequently did way back when he took the midday meal in the fields of Sweet Home. Always
in the sameplace if he could, and choosing the place had been hard becauseSweet Home had
more pretty treesthan any farm around. (p.21)

In the spaceof a sentencePaul D temporally shifts the narrative content and
unconsciously drops into a föcalised digression on Sweet Home. These shifts disrupt
the narration of present eventsthroughout the next six pages.While Paul D's
unspokenhistory is also located in his experienceof slavery at Sweet Home, these
focalised shifts in the early narrative make it clear that for now he has forced himself
to forget its especially brutal moments.Unlike Sethe,at this point he retains faith in
the benevolenceof nature and the landscape.In the description of his flight from the
flowers,
he
"tree
"
into
for
"Free
North"
told
the
uses
slave prison
example, we are
the blossoms of spring, as his guide (p. 113).
Sethe's historical experienceof colonial discourseand its relation to nature
Schoolher
back:
found
I
is
"[t]hem
boys
body
told
the
on
em.
out
and
marked on
teachermade one open up my back, and when it closed it made a tree. It grows there
still" (p. 17). For Paul D at this stage,"trees were inviting; things you could trust and
be near" (p.21). And yet we are also told that after fleeing north with the tree flowers,
"[i]t was some time before he could put [the past] into the tobacco tin lodged in his
(p.
in
it
he
124
By
to
this
the
time
nothing
chest.
got
world could pry open" 113).
Unlike Sethe,and at the expenseof repressingthe horror of his history, he still
unconsciously acceptsthat beneficial aspectof nature that has been a central element
in the discourseof American colonialism. These differences in Setheand Paul D's
subjective resistancesto slavery, and the degreeto which they are informed by
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traditional American and rationalist discourses,has important bearing upon the later
narrative content and plot - Paul D leaves Sethewhen he learns she killed her own
daughter,a fact that leadsto Sethe's descentinto madness.

Reading Beloved's bodies through Foucault and Habermas.
What we are provided with then in Beloved is two characterswhose relationships
with the power structure of slavery have resulted in distinct formations of their own
resistant subjectivities. What I want to examine is how such distinct forms of
resistancemight evolve in terms of Foucault's theory of the power/knowledge
relation. For him the interdependencebetween the constitution of power on the one
hand, and the constitution of fields of knowledge on the other, has bearing on the
formation of subjects located within power-knowledge relations. The "subject of
knowledge," as Foucault describesthe intelligent individual, cannot be thought of as
a producer of knowledge for the greater good of society, or as socio-political agent
"who is or is not free in relation to the power system." He statesthat
it is not the activity of the subject of knowledge that producesa corpus of knowledge, useful
or resistant to power, but power-knowledge, the processesand struggles that traverseit and
of which it is made up, that determinesthe forms and possible domains of knowledge.
(Foucault, 1977a,pp.27-8)

Accordingly, it is impossible to envisagea subject-centredresistancewhich might
produce a "corpus of knowledge" independently of pouvoir-savoir relations. Because
power-knowledge is pervaded in the form of discourse,a phenomenonthat is
reducible to literary-linguistic structures,all knowledge within communities is
discursively informed by the social power base.
As Bhabha points out, it is becauseof this that poststructuralist discourse
encountersdifficulties when it attemptsto speak of conceptssuch as meaning, truth,
and being:
For poststructuralist discourse,the priority (and play) of the signifier reveals the spaceof
doubling (not depth) that is the very articulatory principle of discourse.It is through that
spaceof enunciation that problems of meaning and being enter the discoursesof
poststructuralism, as the problematic of subjection and identification. (Bhabha, p.45)
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Bhabha raises an issue that I touched upon earlier. How can we theorise a meaningful
resistance for subjects who are shaped by "the problematic of subjection and
identification"

if discourse (resistant or otherwise) undermines its own veracity and

signals its constructiveness within the power-knowledge relation? As Foucault points
out, "[w]here there is power, there is resistance... consequently, this resistance is
never in a position of exteriority in relation to power" (1978, p. 137). If discourse,
resistant or otherwise, is constructed within the rationalist structures of the power
base itself, then, as Spivak and Attridge point out, it will deconstruct its own ethical
and political claims to truth. How do we read the ethics of Sethe's resistance then?
Can it be read as meaningful only to the degree that it is irrational, a sign of madness,
the radical other of reason?

I would like to adopt parts of Habermas's criticism of Foucault to raise the
possibility that resistancemight evolve independently of power itself, or at least that
resistancecannot always be theorized as an aspectof discourse.Reading Habermas
alongside Foucault we seehow both emphasisethe role played by the body in powerknowledge relations. Foucault claims that,
in our societies,the systemsof punishment are to be situated in a certain `political economy'
of the body... it is always the body that is at issue... power relations have an immediate hold
upon it; they invest it, mark it, train it, torture it, force it to carry out tasks, to perform
ceremonies,to emit signs. (Foucault, 1977a,p.25)

And Habermas likewise notes that we can trace the "complex [base] of power" back
to the Classical age when power was "concentrated around the sovereignty of a state
with a monopoly on violence." In the modem age this power base finds itself situated
in the discoursesof the human sciencesand the panoptical form of supervision which
allows power to "penetrate into all the pores of the subjugatedbody and the
objectified soul" (Habermas,p.271). Such objectification is evident in Beloved's
narrative representationof the slave-prisonercamp. It is representedas a trench
patrolled by guards, "one thousandfeet of earth-five feet deep, five feet, into which
wooden boxes had been fitted, " eachwith a cage door of bars, and within which all
forty-six of the prisoners can be left, in their boxes, and yet still chained together as
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one. And as the focalised representationof Paul D's thoughts makes clear, it is the
changein his bodily experiencethat registershis fear while there: "A flutter of a
kind, in the chest, then the shoulder blades... As though the further south they led
him the more his blood... began thawing, breaking into pieces... Sometimesit was
in his leg. Then again it moved to the baseof his spine" (pp. 106-7). Here, as
Habermasthrough Foucault makes clear, rational objectification within modem
power-knowledge relations operatesupon an individual's very "pores," the corporeal
fabric and nerve endings of the physical body. This is the site where powerknowledge relations turns inhumanity itself into rational function.
Power is therefore a catalyst that forms subjectivity by interpolating discourse
into the subject by manipulating the "political economy" of the body through the
threat of violence. It is only able to do this through its monopolisation of legitimate
violence that is inscribed in law. As Foucault points out,
the manifold relationships of force that take shapeand come into play in the machinery of
production, in families, limited groups, and institutions, are the basis for wide-ranging effects
of cleavagethat run through the social body as a whole... Major dominations are the
hegemonic effects that are sustainedby all theseconfrontations. (1978, p.94)

This idea maintains that the "machinery of production" that informs individuals and
groups is a result of the various discourseformations that the "body" is subject to. It
should be emphasisedthat Foucault refers to this entity as the "social body," a site
that is constantly split and manipulated by discourse.The effect of these disruptive
forces on the body is to inform and sustainthe subjective acceptanceof hegemony,
as Paul D's experienceat the prisoner camp makes clear. It is only when he is given
a sledge-hammerand set to work in the chain-gang that his "hands disobeyedthe
furious rippling of his blood and paid attention" (p. 108).
Habermasdepartsfrom Foucault by examining the sensuousaspectof the
body - what he calls its "experiential potential," rather than simply its socially
constructedelements(Habermas,p.285). Eagleton calls this the issue of "how the
world strikes the body on its sensorysurfaces,of that which takes root in the gaze
and the guts and all that arisesfrom our most banal, biological insertion into the
world, " and goes on to argue that this "most gross and palpable dimension of the
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human" should be consideredin any valid critique of the aestheticand in any
"political order" (Eagleton, 1990,pp. 13-4). In Habermas's view it is this aspectof
the body that is first and foremost prone to pain and punishment and ultimately
beyond conscious control. He arguesthat in Foucault "`power' preservesa literally
aestheticrelation to the perception of the body, to the painful experienceof the
mistreated body," and yet that this is a non-social, or indeed a non-discursive aspect
of bodily experiencethat Foucault refusesto acknowledge.Thus for Habermasthe
hegemonic effects of power do not
hold primarily betweenpowerful wills and coercedsubjugation, but between processesof
power and the bodies that are crushedwithin them. It is always the body that is maltreatedin
torture... that is taken hold of in drill... and manipulated; that is objectified and monitored by
the human sciences,even as it is stimulated in its desire and stripped naked (p.285)

Opposing the theorisation of the body as a social construction, Habermasproposes
that power, modern and pre-modern, enforces discoursethrough its brutal
domination of the non-social body of the subject, that sensitive, vulnerable, and
inarticulate part of the body which is prone to pain. Discourse is inscribed onto the
body from the location of power, a fact that Sethe's tree-scarembodies.He argues
that
`power' preservesa literally aestheticrelation to the perception of the body, to the painful
experienceof the mistreated body... If Foucault's concept of power preservesfor itself some
remnant of aestheticcontent, then it owes this to his vitalistic... way of reading the body's
experienceof itself. (Habermas,p.285)

The veracity of Foucault's interpretation of "the body's experienceof itself' and his
claim that the body only interprets maltreatment within a social context is questioned
here. Moving away from this idea that the reaction of the body to maltreatment is
always informed by power-knowledge, Habermasidentifies a subjective awareness
in the individual that is non-discursively informed. He arguesthat within
poststructuralist theory a subjective ethical resistancedevelops "only from the
signals of body language,from that nonverbalizable language of the body on which
pain has been inflicted [and] which refusesto be sublated into discourse" (pp.285-6,
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knowledge of the power relations.

In Beloved, Setheand Paul D form counterpoints from which to view
Habermas's critique of power. On the one hand there is the early Paul D, whose
refusal to remember his violent yet officially sanctioned past at Sweet Home forces a
conscious acceptance of his oppressed disposition within the power structure. His
early view of nature as "inviting, " a thing "you could trust and be near" situates him
within a colonial history, a temporal site of existence within the discursive'
formations of modernity. His own history ceases to exist, as indeed is made clear
through his repression of it.

Sethe,on the other hand, revokes those sameformations. The tree growing on
her back and the unspeakableexperiencesit entails force her to reject the traditional
American appropriation of nature's promise. Harting reinforces this by viewing the
tree-scaras a "physically inscribed" symbol which resistsbecoming the displaced
referent to her physical treatment. She claims that contrary to poststructuralist
accountsof "the image as `metaphoric substitution', " the scar as a metaphor "can be
read as the causeor the naming of what it refers to" (Harting, p.35).
Sethe's resistanceto slavery can thus be read as influenced by her body's
non-discursive, natural experienceof severephysical subjugation, the scar of which
forces her to unavoidably, and at great cost, rememberher experienceof the past.
The horror of the scar is doubly figured. It representsboth the natural horror that
physical brutality engenderswithin the physical body, and the degreeto which
colonial discourse,such as America's benevolent nature or the lawfulness of slavery,
unmasks its own construction when enforced through violations of the body of the
subject. Sethe's killing of her child representsnot so much a resistant reaction
against her slave-owners,but more a simple need to know that her child will not
suffer the horror that she herself went through and is marked by. The knowledge
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Setherequires here is final, self-fulfilling, and ultimately beyond the effects of
power. It developsnot as a function of power, but from a subject-centredawareness
of the horror such power can enforce upon the inarticulate physical self.
I would suggestthat this distinction between Setheand Paul D's subjective
interpretation of modern American discourseprovides an example of why Foucault's
theory of modem power and discoursefails to account for the non-discursive aspects
of subjectivity that Gilroy claims specifically arise in (post)colonial settings.As
already noted, Foucault draws a distinction between the operation of power on the
body and subjectivity within the modem and pre-modem eras.In the pre-modem era
power's influence on subjectivities operatesthrough the direct implementation of
torture and mutilation on the publicly displayed body of the criminal. It reinforces
"through the criminal, the unrestrainedpresenceof the sovereign" and forces the
public to witness "the power relation that gave [the sovereign's] force to the law"
(1977a, p.49). Foucault claims that this pre-modem form of power relations can be
traced through the practices of the Inquisition to the ancient torture of slaves(p.39).
This method of informing subjectivity is distinctly different from the
operation of discoursein the modem era which manipulatesthe social body through
scientific objectification and the threat of incarceration. Foucault claims that
this [modem] discourseprovided, in effect, by meansof the theory of interests,
representationsand signs... a sort of general recipe for the exercise of power over men: the
`mind' as the surface of inscription for power, with semiology as its tool; the submission of
bodies through the control of ideas; the analysis of representationsas a principle in a politics
of bodies that was much more effective than the ritual anatomy of torture and execution.
(p. 102)

It is the development and implementation of this discoursethat for Foucault marks
the shift from the pre-modern to the modem in terms of power and its manipulation
of subjectivity, or the "soul" (p. 101). Yet while Foucault correctly relates the rise of
modernity to the developmentof capitalist economiesand imperialist expansion
(p.77), he fails to account for the prevalenceof ancient machinations of power, such
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private ownership and punishment of slaves,within
modem colonial era.
In such a social setting the subjugatedindividual is not only subjectedto colonial
discourse,but also to the horrifying effects of power when it is enforced upon the
body in its unadulteratedbrutality. This can be seenin Sethe's experienceof it, her
`irrational' interpretation of the nature of the scar/signit leavesher with, and the
lengths she goes to insure such experiencesare not the fate of her children. Her
actions articulate a reaction to the memory of pain that cannot be explained by
modem reason,nor categorisedas rational or irrational. As we shall seein chapter
five, representationsof irreducible experiencepose questions for critics who
investigate the ethico-political aims of communities and individuals undergoing
severephysical oppression,a fact which as we shall seehas consequencesfor
postcolonial readings of Foucault. In such situations, can categoriessuch as ethics
and politics be fully understoodas discursive structuresinformed by the site of
dominant power?

Using the unsayable and the irreducible in a postcolonial ethics of
narrative.
One of the things made clear by this reading of Beloved is the idea that, in this caseat
least, the literary texts produced by historically subjugatedsocio-political groups
cannot always be consideredrepresentativeof rational experiencesportrayed through
rationalist discourse.During this study, we shall seehow other postcolonial writers
use even more radical techniquesin their attemptsto representexperiencesthat
withstand rational objectification within fictional narratives. As this theme of the
irreducible or indescribable experienceof the physically oppressedis developed,
attention will paid to the role that the corporeal, biological body plays in the
development of postcolonial or post-horror subjectivities. Such concernsare not new
to postcolonial theory - the role of the hungry body in informing postcolonial
consciousnesshas beenpaid particular attention by Fanon (Fanon, pp.35-106). But as
in
five,
be
in
body
the
the
shall
ethico-political concern with
critical
shown chapter
theory is one that has often been aligned with more recent poststructuralist
theorisations of the discursively constructedbody, and for Fanon the idea of bodily
30For more on this seeSaid, 1994,p.47.
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violation and depravation is also a useful metaphor for the social subjugation of the
native himself (Plasa,p. 122). I will show that a consideration of the non-discursive,
fleshy body, and in particular its universal vulnerability in the face of oppression,
might provide the meansto reconsider a universal ethics of postcolonial theory
which resists the oppressionof rationalist discourse.
In this chapter we have seenthat the idea of irreducible experience,or
experiencethat lies outside the confines of discourse- and here I mean discoursein
both a conversational and a Foucauldian sense is one that is often readily
acknowledgedby critical theorists. We have also seenthat Derrida and Spivak
acknowledge the necessityof such impossible elementsin literary-linguistic
structures,and in every-day relations. In the caseof Derrida though such claims are
often overlooked, the majority of his work being appropriated to examine the degree
to which subjectivity is dependenton the textual constructivenessof ontological
experience.Indeed, when he claims otherwise, Spivak warns us that he risks "his
disciplinary practice through the rhetoric of the everyday." This is a clear indication
of the risks open to the deconstructivephilosopher who considerspre-ontological
categoriesand the importance of the `everyday' - s/he may find that the form of
critique risks portraying a concernwith a universal irreducible experience.As we
shall see,this risk, and its benefits, is perhapsmore clearly exemplified in Derrida's
own (often incorrectly read) interactions with Levinas's work.
The importance of considering Levinas when forming an ethical perspective
that incorporatesthe idea of pre-ontological, pre-discursive experienceis noticeable
in Bhabha's reading of postcolonial fiction. For him the ghostly, indecipherable
languageswhich come to haunt Sethe'shome after Paul D has abandonedher are
representativeof the unknowable, irreducible aspectsof othernesswhich for Levinas
constitute the very possibility of ethical relations between the self and the other
(Bhabha, p. 15). This can be read as further evidence of the unsayableaspectsof
postcolonial experiencewhich figure the charactersof Morrison's novel. Here
though, perhapsunwittingly, Bhabha draws this concept of the unsayableaway from
31See Spivak, 1992, 156. She is referring to Derrida's
p.
examination of the self/other relation in the
essays"The Politics of Friendship" in Journal of Philosophy 85: 11 (November, 1988), and "Violence
and Metaphysics" in Writing and Difference (1978).
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the specifically postcolonial and into the wider realm of everyday self/other relations.
As we shall see,Levinas seeshis ethics developing out of the radical alterity
experiencedby the self when approachingthe other in a one-to-one relation. This
experienceis affected by the real, pre-ontological vulnerability of the self when
faced with the unknowable other, an experiencethat he claims is universal and
irreducible to human subjects.
And yet for the most part Levinas's theory of universal pre-ontological
experiencehas been ignored in literary criticism, at least until recent years (Buell,
influence
is
his
9).
As
the
steadily rising through the
p.
next chapter will make clear,
in
literary
have
developed
forms
that
specifically ethical
very recent
of
criticism
times.32And yet the contribution that could be made by a theorisation of an ethics
basedupon irreducible experienceis one that is repeatedly alluded to and then passed
over by postcolonial critics. In the examplesgiven above, neither Bhabha nor Spivak
go on to fully examine what such an ethics might mean to a postcolonial theory that
is, as Spivak admits, first and foremost concernedwith the condition of the subaltern
in the `real' flesh and blood world, the world within which the postcolonial fictions
we read are produced. We saw in the introduction how Spivak acknowledgesthat
Beloved places "the prehistory of Afro-America... in the undeconstructible
for
her
(Spivak,
impossible"
1999,
430),
that
the
an
experience
experienceof
p.
becauseof its undeconstructibility possessesethical value. This perspective relates
back to those considerationsof Attridge and Spivak provided above: deconstruction
plays an ethical role becauseit underminesthe discursive construction of Western
texts. An experienceof the impossible can be ethical then becauseit is defined by its
own non-discursiveness,its awarenessof its own impossibility - it is not constructed
within the power-knowledge relations of any political base,and according to Spivak
makes a struggle for the impossible possible. Yet just becausecertain narratives
acknowledge that certain subjective experiencescannot be reduced to literary
objectification, does that make those narratives ethical in themselves?

32An example of this can be seenin Attridge's work. As we shall seein chapter four, Attridge's later
critical and theoretical examinations of a literary ethics - or more specifically the ethics of writing utilise a deconstructiveoutlook that is reliant on Levinas's idea of discursive relations and its
similarities between it and Derrida's later work.
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I will suggestthat if narrative structuressuch as Beloved succeedin figuring
inexpressible,undeconstructibleexperience,this doesnot automatically insure their
ethico-political potential. Beloved does not figure history as an experienceof the
impossible simply becauseAfrican-American history has been silenced by both
traditional white America and the descendentsof that history, or because
it
its
Such
its
impossibility
to
a
attempt
reclamation.
acknowledging
makes possible
history could be reduced to narrative, and in fact this task is being carried out today
by groups campaigning for slavery-retribution payments in the United States.One of
the self-stated aims of such groups is to provide a history of the silenced AfricanAmerican experiencefor future generations- for them it is a self-evident moral
history
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will
marked
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inform
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factors
because
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the notion of the
that
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which
argue
of
irreducible that the reader's experienceof postcolonial narrative structure becomes
an ethical one. Readerscan be made aware of the past, indeed can subjectively
understandhow such terror cannot be reduced to text, and yet like narratives refrain
from objectifying that horror themselves.And it is perhapshere that such
for
become
impossible
the
such an acknowledgement
ethical,
experiencesof
might
is
both
based
historical
the
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an
awareness
of
of
experienceof subjects
unsayable
the socio-political factors that shapedthat history - brutal oppression,a practice not
specific to African-America - and a human vulnerability not constrainedby
historical, cultural, or linguistic limits.
A central concern then is to ask how a critique of postcolonial fiction's
inform
irreducible
impossible
figure
to
the
a practical ethical
or
might
attempts
criticism which gains from the distinctions drawn between postmodern critical theory
and postcolonialism's pragmatic intentions. As Appiah points out:
Postcoloniality... and its post, like postmodernism's, is also a post that challengesearlier
legitimating narratives. And it challengesthem in the name of the suffering victims of `more
than thirty republics'. But it challengesthem in name of the ethical universal; in the name of
33SeeAllen-Mills, p.28 on N'Cobra, The National Coalition of Blacks for Reparationsin America.
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humanism... And on that ground it is not an ally for Western postmodernism but an agonist:
from which I believe postmodernismmay have something to learn.
For what I am calling humanism can be provisional, historically contingent, antiessentialist(in other words, postmodern) and still be demanding.We can surely maintain a
powerful engagementwith the concern to avoid cruelty and pain while nevertheless
recognizing the contingency of that concern. Maybe, then, we can recover within postmodernism the postcolonial writers' humanism - the concern for human suffering... while
still rejecting the master-narrativesof modernism. (Appiah, p. 123)

Until now such a form of universal, ethical critique has had little role alongside the
critical theory of postcolonial deconstruction,though it is one which I believe might
facilitate deconstruction.When Spivak asksus to consider how deconstruction
provides a non-aligned political perspectiveon the real-life experiencesof Devi and
Ngugi, she does so by deconstructingthe terms used to describe the histories
associatedwith such individuals. But if the real-life experiencesof individuals who
have experiencedoppressionare also figured by an experienceof the unspeakable,
the undeconstructible in everyday scenarios,then theseare aspectsof postcolonial
texts that we should also be willing to consider, especially from an ethico-political
perspective.To paraphraseAppiah, we can surely maintain a powerful engagement
with the unspeakableeffects of cruelty, pain, and oppression,while nevertheless
recognising the contingency of that concern acrossdifferent histories and cultures.
As has been shown, it is the literary articulation of these experiencesthat
has
for
been unwilling to addressor examine.
the
part
postcolonial criticism
most
This thesis will addressthe representationsof theseexperiences,asking on the one
hand, what makes them irreducible, and on the other, what makes them ethical. And
it is to the latter of these definitions that the next chapter turns. Are we in critical
theory even certain of what we mean when we refer to ethics? And can it have a
valid purpose when we consider the cultural, historical, and linguistic formation of
narrative structure?
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Chapter Two: Examining an Ethics of Narrative Structure
Shame: Can we ever find an ethics in postmodern literature?
Considerthe passagebelow from SalmanRushdie'sShame(1993):
Pakistan is not Iran. This may sound like a strangething to say about the country which
was, until Khomeini, one of the only two theocracieson earth (Israel being the other one),
but its my opinion that Pakistanhas never been a mullah-dominated society...
What I am saying will probably be anathematizedby the present regime in that country.
Too bad. My point is that Islam might well have proved an effective unifying force in postBangladeshPakistan, if people hadn't tried to make it into an almighty big deal...
Few mythologies survive close examination... And they can become very unpopular
indeed if they're rammed down people's throats.
What happensif one is force-fed such outsize, indigestible meals?- One gets sick. One
rejects their nourishment. Reader:one pukes...
In the end you get sick of it, you lose faith in the faith, if not qua faith then certainly as the
basis for the state.And then the dictator falls, and it is discovered that he has brought down
God with him, that the justifying myth of the nation has beenunmade. This leavesonly two
options: disintegration, or a new dictatorship ... no, there is a third, and I shall not be so
pessimistic as to deny its possibility. The third option is the substitution of a new myth for
the old one. Here are three such myths, all available from stock at short notice: liberty;
equality; fraternity.
I recommend them highly. (Rushdie, 1983,pp.250-1)

Does the above passageespousean ethics?Is there a morality being voiced here, a
politically-driven discourseon the Pakistani nation-stateand society? These are
rhetorical questions obviously, and taken together it is likely that a straightforward,
singular responseis possible -a confident "yes." Even if we forego the charismatic
narrator's ironic, derisory tone, his apparentdisillusion for the topic in which he is
engrossed,and his Tristram Shandy-like appealsfor reader attention, the bathetic
finality of the last sentenceand the solemn optimism of the change in tone which
leads up to it would seemto imply that the speakerhere is ethically judging the
social-politics of Pakistan.He is presenting a moral solution to the adversity of that
situation. And yet this optimism is not to be consideredall good. The morality he
proposeshe admits to as "myth, " in fact a number of myths, and thesemyths we find
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liberal
humanism - "liberty; equality; fraternity. " If we also
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are central
of
consider the fact that this speakeris a creation of SalmanRushdie, one of the most
often cited authors of the postmodern canon,' even the humanists amongstus would
probably be forgiven for declining to reply in the affirmative to the original queries.
Promoting the founding principles of liberal humanism is not the businessof
35
fiction
postmodernist
Leaving the ironies of this critical paradox aside for a moment though, I think
it is still plausible to assumethat most readerswould agreethere is an ethics, or a
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consider the possible positive political attributes that might be gained if the people
and politicians of non-fictional Pakistanwere to try out thesemyths. What this
speakeris proposing then is a matter of choice for the people of Pakistan. He is
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the welfare of its people, as opposedto the continuing coups, corruption and
images
the
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and
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events shown to us by the novel.
What the speakeris presenting then is an ethical consideration in the
traditional philosophical senseof the phrase.As recent comments on moral
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though,
considerations
ethical value of such
philosophy make clear
clear-cut, due to the different theoretical approacheswithin the field of ethical
enquiry.36Even so, while Williams acknowledgesthat the notion of what counts as
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direction
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"
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"vague,
the
of
certain
also
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an ethical consideration
points
34Seeprevious chapter for this common critical prejudice towards writers such as Rushdie, and also
Sangari,p.216 on this enthusiasmto draft such fiction into "a peculiarly western, historically singular,
Eostmodern epistemology. "

We have a very postmodernmoment of intertextual allusion in Shamehere - myths was the term
Lyotard used to describe the grand narratives of modernity ("metanarratives") such as "the
progressive emancipation of reasonand freedom," which he arguesfind legitimation "not in an
original founding act but in a future to be accomplished" (Lyotard, 1992b,p.29) i. e. they do not exist.
Seealso Docherty, 1993,pp.5-14 on the twentieth-century theorists responsible for promoting this
postmodern outlook.
6 See for example Williams's Morality An Introduction to Ethics (1972) in which he cogently
describesthe various theoretical outlooks that have been applied to moral philosophy. These include
objectivism, subjectivism, relativism, theories of goodness,transcendentaland non-transcendental
perspectives,and utilitarianism. Seealso Norman, pp. 1-11, for a brief introduction to different
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ethical. One of these is the notion of obligation; another is the defining of actions as
individual
idea
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or
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and
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unethical
(Williams, 1985, pp.7-9). Moore goes so far as to generalisethat "where we make
statementsinvolving any of the terms `virtue, ' `vice,' `duty,' `right, ' `ought,' `good,'
`bad,' we are making ethical judgements" (Moore, p. 1). And for Plato, morality and
ethics is conjoined with the central question posed by Socratesin The Republic, the
one which he claims influences "our whole way of life": does the leading of just,
moral, and ethical lives mean that one lives a better and happier life than the unjust,
the immoral, and the unethical? (Plato, 352d). Aristotle derives his account of
rational, moral virtues out of the claim that "every sort of knowledge, and every
undertaking, seeksafter some good," and that foremost among all achievable
"goods" is "happiness" (Aristotle, NE, 1095a14-22).37In terms of traditional moral
philosophy then, the speakerof the above passageis engagedin the act of narrating
judgement
is
in
doing
on the social
an ethical consideration, and
so passingmoral
and political history of the Pakistan he describes.As such, he prescribes an ethics for
more contentedandjust ways of living in future Pakistan.
Perhapsthe one query that should be raised against this simplified and noncontentious view of ethics can be found when we consider the myths upon which the
speakerbaseshis ethics: "liberty; equality; fraternity. " As noted already, these are
preceptsof liberal humanism, and as such are very much, though not exclusively,
modern concepts.Yet often when we generally think of ethics we think of universal
conceptsthat aren't limited to historical epochs(MacIntyre, p. 11). Even newcomers
to philosophy probably are aware of the importance of the term in ancient Greek
(though
the
term
the
not necessarily the
of
usage
philosophy, and
continued
meaning) today. And yet as Morris points out, the most common modern usageof
the term comes in "gaudy, headline-grabbingissuessuch as abortion, euthanasia,
genetic engineering, and the right to die" (Morris, 1991, p. 186). Evidence of this can

historical traditions of ethics, from Plato and Aristotle to the major modem ethical philosophers.Also
Honderich, p.591 on the problems of moral philosophy.
37Seealso Walsh and Shapiro, pp. 1-2, and Gauthier, p. 10 on this aspectof Aristotle's Nicomanchean
Ethics.
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be seenif we consider recentjournalistic usageof the term.38Certainly its use within
the British media is reservedmainly for controversial medical issues,the majority of
theserelating to profession practice and issuesof cloning, a reason for this perhaps
being that the British Medical Association has an ethics committee. The use of the
term ethics would still seemto widespreadthen, though it is by no meansclear what
it actually means- in The Oxford Companion to Philosophy (1995) it is listed under
24 categories- or what the relation is between its common modern usageand its
ancient one. What Shane's narrator perhapsmore properly provides us with is a
modern, moral solution to Pakistan's political difficulties, in much the sameway as a
Protestantmorality or an environmentalist morality defines a particular way of life
for certain groups and individuals.
Interestingly, Williams makesthe point that though often used
interchangeably,there is a subtle difference between the meanings of the terms
ethical and moral. This originates in their respective derivation from the Greek and
Latin languages:"the Latin term from which `moral' comes emphasizesrather more
the senseof social expectation,while the Greek favours that of individual character"
(Williams, 1985,p.6). He goes on to point out that in modem western culture the
idea of morality incorporatesspecific ethical notions as opposedto others, which
meansstrict boundaries can be applied to its use, and accordingly is "something we
should treat with special scepticism" (p.6). For Maclntyre, morality is clearly a
historical and cultural discourse,as he demonstratesby exemplifying several of the
moral debatesthat are specific to modem western thought (MacIntyre, pp.6-l l).
Similarly for Said, "morality is in fact not separablefrom its social basis" (Said,
1994, p. 111). As this chapter develops,the relevance of this distinction will be given
more consideration.For now though it servesour purpose to conclude that Shame's
narrator has indeed a viewpoint he deemsworth making due to its ethical - or at least
moral - implications.
Now consider the passagesbelow, also from Shaine:

38Seefor example "`Tiniest baby ever born' goes home from hospital" in The Observer, Sunday,May
26,2002, "Doctors back changeof law on body part removal" in The Guardian, Monday, January29,
2001, and "`Designer baby' ethics fear" in BBC News JVebsite,Wednesday,October 4,2000.
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But supposethis were a realistic novel! Just think what else I might have to put in...
genocide in Baluchistan... the extra hangings- the first for twenty years - that were ordered
purely to legitimize the execution of Mr Zulfikar Ali Bhutto... anti-Semitism, an interesting
for
Jews
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have
Jew
the
met
vilify
all
never
a
under
whose
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who
phenomenon,
sake of maintaining solidarity with the Arab stateswhich offer Pakistan workers, thesedays,
employment and much neededforeign exchange... Imagine my difficulties!
By now, if I had beenwriting a book of this nature, it would have done me no good to
protest that I was writing universally, not only about Pakistan.The book would have been
banned, dumped in the rubbish bin, burned. All that effort for nothing! Realism can break a
writer's heart.
Fortunately, however, I am only telling a sort of modern fairy-tale, so that's all right;
nobody need get upset, or take anything I say too seriously. No drastic action need be taken
either.
What a relief! (pp.69-70).
As for me, I, too, like all migrants, am a fantasist. I build imaginary countries and try to
impose them on the ones that exist. I, too, face the problem of history: what to retain, what to
dump, how to hold on to what memory insists on relinquishing, how to deal with change.
(pp.87-8)

The above passagesepitomise some of the reasonsthat critics so often conflate
Rushdie's novels with postmodern discourse.As in Midnight's Children (1981), here
history loses its western, teleological trait, taking on the narrative nature that so
(see
discourse
White, pp.20-22). For
its
description
with postmodern
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McNab, the "constant digressions[and] admissionsof authorial fallibility... enforce
a relation to history not as fixed entity but as shifting act of narrativisation" (McNab,
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history as discourse, but history also as tropological force that unsettles our
traditional perspective of the unified subject (Srivastava,pp.70-1).39Undertaking a
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39SeeFoucault, 1973,pp.367-9 on the idea that the human is "dehistoricized" within modernity due to
the fragmentation of the "Western episteme" by the human sciences,and also on the "erosion" and
"destruction" undergoneby the modern subject who is wrenched "loose from a calm, rooted, and
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relinquishing, how to deal with change." As he tells us elsewhere - immediately after
depicting his life as a well-to-do Pakistani immigrant living in England "My story,
my fictional country exist, like myself, at a slight angle to reality" (Rushdie, 1983,
p. 29). It would seem that within this novel wealthy, authoritative figures - whether
migrants or not - are not afforded the comfort of a unified and well-rounded
consciousness of self.

As well as this the problems presentedby the Foucauldian take on counterdiscourse are outlined, especially concerning the narrator's ability as a writer to
comment on the socio-political difficulties of Pakistan. He tells us that the country of
which he is writing "is not Pakistan, or not quite. There are two countries, real and
fictional, occupying the samespace,or almost the samespace" (p.29). There are
intimations here of Foucault's concernboth with history as episteme(Foucault, 1973,
xxii), 4°and with the futility (or at least possible political dangers)involved when
oppositional voices attempt to confront repressivepower structureswith their own
legitimating discourse.Foucault claims that such voices ultimately reinforce and
normalise the very repressivediscoursesthey are trying to undermine, as he shows in
terms of the discourseson sex that have evolved since the eighteenth century
(Foucault, 1978,pp.29-30). Wary of presenting a singular historic and political
reality, Shame'snarrator ironically endsup giving us several. The effect of this
mirrors the claims of critics such as McHale, who foregrounds the ontological
plurality of the postmodern novel and the worlds it projects (McHale, 1987, p.39);
Eco, who arguesthat postmoderntext can only revisit the past by "rethinking" it
through ironic pastiche (Eco, p.227); and finally Hutcheon, who claims that in
postmodern fiction the "clashing of various possible discoursesof narrative
representation... [makes] us aware of the irreducible ideological nature of every
representation- of past or present" (Hutcheon, 1989, p.54). Hutcheon goes on:
"postmodern art acknowledgesand acceptsthe challenge of tradition: the history of
representationcannot be escapedbut it can both be exploited and commentedon

definitive positivity" (p.372), an aspectof which was the "great [pre-modern and historical] narrative
common to things and men" (p.367). Seealso Foucault, 1977b,p. 164.
40SeeMills, pp.26-7, on Foucault's view of history.
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fiction would seemto sit well with our narrator's self-reflexive decentring of any
totalising historical narrative of Pakistan's political past.
Also, this canny and ironic self-reflexivenessstretchesbeyond
postmodernism's theoretical premisesto its literary ones, for it is not only history or
the consciousnessof self which the narrator unsettles,but the idea of realist literature
itself. One cannot write of `real' events such as "genocide in Baluchistan" or antiSemitism in Pakistan- or at least if one wants to it has to be done in a doubly-ironic,
tongue-in-cheekmethod such as that above- for the reality of such events is that the
reality cannot be pinned down, for it, like history, is prone to the capriciousnessof
discourseand the precessionof simulacra. As Baudrillard points out about
postmodern representation,"[i]llusion is no longer possible, becausethe real is no
longer possible. It is the whole political problem of the parody, of hyper simulation
or offensive simulation, which is posed here" (Baudrillard, p. 197)." For Lyotard,
"[m]odernity... cannot exist without a shattering of belief and without discovery of
the `lack of reality' of reality, together with the invention of other realities (Lyotard,
1984,p.43), and for McHale, contemporary fiction's attempts to derail traditional
ideas of metanarrativesand knowledge meansa widespread incorporation of
"postmodernist suspensiveirony" within its structural features,which, "far from
43
it"
(McHale,
1992,
21)
Hutcheon
disorder,
to
aspiring master
p.
simply accepts
echoesthis by stating that postmodernfiction's political ambivalence is evident in its
fractured form, a technique that Brydon arguesallows it to "see all sides, to defer
judgement and refuse agency" (Hutcheon, 1985, p. 130; Brydon, p. 192). And while
both McHale and Barth seethis penchantfor formal liberty within postmodern
fiction as a welcome and innovative aestheticsthat combats the world-weary

41Huyssen takes the postmodernistquestion of history in more cynical direction: "The problem with
postmodernism is that it relegateshistory to the dustbin of an obsolete episteme,arguing gleefully that
history does not exist except as text, i. e. as historiography." (Huyssen,p.229). Seealso Jameson,
1991,pp.21-25.
42Seealso Jameson,1991,p.48 on the postmodern"transformation of the `real' into so many pseudoevents" due to the "prodigious expansionof culture throughout the social realm" which engenders,"a
society of the image or the simulacrum."
43Unsurprisingly, neither of the indexes to McHale's Postmodernist Fiction
or Constructing
Postmodernismcontains any referencesto politics or ethics.
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pessimism of modernist fiction, it is, by its very nature, at the expenseof any
unifying and traditional ethics (seeBarth, pp.62-6 & pp. 193-206).
It is ironic, of course,that in this casethe `harshreality' of alleged historical
dissolution and multifarious world-views, satirisedby the hyperbolic thought that
such realist books "would [be] banned,dumped in the rubbish bin, burned," lost its
parodical quality with the publication of the author's next "modern fairy-tale, " The
Satanic Verses(1988). It was that novel's fate to be bannedand burned on an
international scale. It would seem that Shame's narrator's claim to a non-political,
postmodern amnesty didn't hold much sway with Rushdie's later extremist
opponents.

Even so, it is not hard to seewhy critics such as McHale and Hutcheon see
Rushdie's work as exemplary of postmoderntheoretical concerns.Bearing this in
mind, it is intriguing to return to one of his less flattering commentators,for whom
the very postmodern style and tone of his work renders it politically, and ethically,
problematic. In the last chapter I briefly noted how Ahmad has little time for
postmodern theory, especially the type that theorises minority groups, or conditions
of migrancy, and indulges in examinations of the so-called West/East, First/Third
World opposition 44As a Marxist, he feels criticism should consider
the issue of the institutional sites from which that theory emanates;the actual class practices
and concrete social locations, in systemsof power and powerlessness,of the agentswho
produce it; the circuits through which it circulates and the class fractions who endow it with
whatever power it gains... (Ahmad, 1992,p.6)

The need for critical self-reflection emphasisedhere is similar to Spivak's claim that
western critics need to carry out a historical critique of their own positions of
45
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their
privilege
right criticise - or
others.
earning
relates the political practicalities of recent critical theory in even starker terms: "Why
is it, exactly at the moment when so many of us who have been silenced begin to
asSeefor example Ahmad's critique of Jameson's"Rhetoric of Otherness
and the `National
Allegory"' (Jameson,1987) where he takes to task Jameson'sreductive theorising of Third (versus
First) World literature (Ahmad, 1992). Seealso Sangari,pp.242-43 on the dangersand inadequacies
of using postmodern discourseto theorise the "economic, class, and cultural formation of `Third
World. "'
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demandthe right to name ourselves,to act as subjectsrather than objects of history,
that just then the concept of subjecthoodbecomes`problematic'?" (Hartsock, p.26).
Such critics seea distinction between postmodernism's theorisation of universally
decentredhistories and subjects,and what Sangari has called "different modes of deessentializationwhich are socially and politically grounded and mediated by separate
perspectives,goals, and strategiesfor changein other countries" (Sangari, p.243).
This is borne out by Ahmad's critique of Shame. Whereas for critics such as
Hutcheon, McHale, and Baker, Rushdie's use of intertextual parody undermines
dominant historical discourse, for Ahmad it risks undermining its own radical
potential. He argues that,
those parts of the book which attempt to createfictional equivalents of the literal facts of
recent Pakistani history tend too much towards parody... one is in danger of forgetting that
Bhutto and Zia were in reality no buffoons, but highly capableand calculating men whose
cruelties were entirely methodical. (Ahmad, 1992,p. 141)

And when speaking of the portrayal of Sufiya Zinobia, an imbecilic child capableof
shape-changinginto a murderous,man-raping beast,he claims that,
so wedded is Rushdie's imagination to imageries of wholesale degradation and unrelieved
social wreckage, so little is he able to conceive of a real possibility of regenerativeprojects
on the part of the people... the powers which he... bestowsupon [Sufiya] in her moment of
triumph are powers only of destruction. (pp. 149-50)

It is little wonder that ethical criticism has had difficulty developing when the work
of the author who createdthe most politicised literary controversy in recent years is
describedas such! Ahmad's commentson Rushdie have been widely criticised
though,46and it is notable that he fails to comment on the politically-charged passage
which I used to open this chapter, even though he claims that the transparent
"repeated, direct, personal interventions on the part of the narrator... is, for the
purposesof our interpretation here, mainly Rushdie himself' (p. 132). It is also ironic
45Seeprevious chapter.
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that the praise he keeps in reserve for Jameson's "hypothetical reconstruction" of
works of Taiwanese writer Wang Wenxing as "postmodernist" is severely
undermined by Chow's rejection of Jameson's attempt "to include contemporary
Chinese literature in... `the logic of... late capitalism"' (Chow, p.471). It would
seem that Ahmad could do with paying more self-reflexive attention to his critical
disdain for theorists who make generalised claims about non-First World literatures
of which they have little first-hand knowledge.

As well as this the idea that a text's refusal to serve up a realistic regenerative
47
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easily refuted As made clear in
the last chapter when considering Attridge's work, politics and ethics can be about
unmasking the traits of objectification and oppression within discourse, as well as
about providing solutions to them. And as noted in relation to Williams, making
general ethical considerations can be about gauging the unethical nature of events.
This is an effect of the portrayal of most of the actions of the generally immoral
help
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Yet Ahmad's criticisms do deserveattention. Can we, for example, read his
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recent Pakistani history" as evidence of an acknowledgementthat Rushdie is in fact
embarked on a very politicised and moral project here?A project which Ahmad then
goes on to disregard due to its incorporation of postmodern narrative strategiesand
its alleged non-desire to envisagean emancipatoryproject? Or to put it another way,
has
Rushdie
hand
Ahmad
to
that
the
a political agenda
whilst on
seems suggest
one
here (and he does indeed note that Rushdie has made this agendaclear in several
interviews), he also believes that due to the form (postmodern) and content
(politically ambivalent) of the fiction, those political/ethical/moral concernson the
part of author are undone. The difficulties voiced by Shame's migrant narrator,
46Seefor example Baker, 2000b, p.44 critiquing what he seesas Ahmad's use of a "traditional,
Marxist ideology critique" that "posits the literary text as some reified object to be subjectedto the
critique of equally reified and transhistorical criteria of judgement."
47SeeAhmad, p. 143 on the "legitimate and necessary"need to locate an "emancipatory project" in
Rushdie's novels. This claim is obviously related to Eagleton's view that postmodern art's
fundamental, parodic element "mimes the formal resolution of art and social life attemptedby the
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form of contemporary ethical literary criticism. Even if one wanted to produce an
ethical fiction, one could not, becausethe fragmentary nature of the contemporary
novel, alongside its reluctance and/or its inability to outwardly engagein
emancipatory rhetoric, would seemto deny that choice.
Such perspectivesprovide an insight into why an ethical literary criticism has
been so demodedduring the decadesin which poststructuralism has dominated the
critical field of English Studies.It also begs the question as to whether we can
realistically attempt to locate an ethics in literary forms which ultimately owe their
existenceto reducible discursive structures.An example of this can be seenin the
be
Shame's
Though
these
that
might
moral myths
narrator promotes above.
interpreted as ethical considerationson the part of the narrator, in the last chapter we
have seenvia Derrida, Spivak, and Attridge that they have no more claim to moral
virtue or eminencethan any other discourse.Morality, in its many different forms Christian, Islamic, feminist, liberalist, Marxist, socialist, etc. - is a discursive
construct, which can no more exemplify the idea of an irreducible, objective ethics,
than it can escapethe deconstructionistchargethat it is non-transcendentaland
indeterminate and therefore a potentially oppressive,and thus unethical - concept
(de Man, p.206).
Consider for example the three statementsthat Williams makes as an
introduction to the subjectivist view of morality:
(a) A man's moral judgements merely state (or express)his own attitudes.
(b) Moral judgements can't be proved, established,shown to be true as scientific statements
can; they are matters of individual opinion.
(c) There are no moral facts; there are only the sorts of facts that scienceor common
observation can discover, and the values that men place on those facts. (Williams, 1972,
p.28)

And turn now to Derrida's consideration of Kant's moral law, after having critiqued
it through Freud:

avant-gardewhile remorselesslyemptying it of its political content" (Eagleton, p.386). Similarly, see
Hutcheon, 1991,p. 168.
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Nobody would have encountered[the origin of the moral law] in its proper place of
happening,nobody would have faced it in its taking place... However, this pure and purely
presumedevent neverthelessmarks an invisible rent in history. It resemblesa fiction, a myth,
or a fable... this quasi-eventbearsthe mark of fictive narrativity (fiction of narration as well
as fiction as narration: fictive narration as the simulacrum of narration and not only as the
narration of an imaginary history)... It is the origin of literature at the same time as the origin
of law. (Derrida, 1992,p. 199)

It is not difficult to see the resemblances between these subjectivist and
deconstructive views. Both insist that that morality has no empirical basis, and both
imply that any value that it appears to hold can be located in the narrativity of men
that marks its use within general discourse. Derrida of course takes this one step
farther
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claims, it uncovers the reducible and indeterminate origins of literature itself. This
necessarily begs the question: how can we consider literature from an ethical
perspective when its own literary-linguistic

base undermines any rationalist moral

claims that it might make?

The resurgence in ethical (versus moral) literary criticism, and the
influence of Levinas.
On the other hand, a renewed ethical approach to literature is exactly what has been
called for by many critics for the past fifteen years. Significant examples of this
would include Booth's attempt to renew interest in the ethical value of literary form
(see Booth, 1988), Miller's

The Ethics of Reading (1987), Newton's Narrative Ethics

(1995), PMLA's issue on ethical criticism (see Buell, 1999), as well as numerous
other interjections such as Critchley's The Ethics of Deconstruction: Derrida and
Levinas (1992), Eaglestone's Ethical Criticism: Reading after Levinas (1997),
Harpham's Shadows of Ethics (1999), and the conference entitled Literature and
Ethics held at University of Wales, Aberystwyth, out of which arose several
publications (see Hadfield, Rainsford, and Woods, 1999, and Rainsford and Woods,
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1999). As Berman notes in a recent review of severaltheoretical ethics texts,
"[e]thics, it seems,is all the rage" (Berman, p.941)48
There are different reasons for this upsurge in an area of critical theory that
has not been en vogue within literary studies since the 1950s. The most commonly
cited is the critical reaction towards the alleged ambivalence of poststructuralist
discourse, a sentiment which has gained a certain credibility since the exposure of
Paul de Man's collaborationist war-time writings (de Man was arguably the
deconstructive critic most vehemently opposed to the idea that the literary text could
have moral implications for the `real world' outside the text). " Buell for example
claims that the "ethical turn" in recent criticism, whilst often varied, "concerns itself
with exposing the intellectual reductionisms and moral hazards of the `out-and-out
skepticism' that supposedly characterized poststructuralism" (Buell, p. 10).50Yet as
Rainsford and Woods point out, it may have other, less academically-centred
influences
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in critiquing its value as a mass cultural narrative. " Our increased access to and
awareness of conflict and suffering internationally has also drawn the attention and
energies of many prominent academics. Said's ability to raise awareness of the
Palestinian situation would be an example of this, as would the academic interest in
the introduction of democracy to South Africa. "

It is worth making several observationsabout this renewed interest in literary
ethics. Firstly, though some seethis changearising `in the wake of deconstruction,'
48For a valuable insight into the developmentof this renewed ethical interest in literary criticism see
Parker, 1998.
49SeeEaglestone,p.71, and Newton, pp.39-43 on de Man's approachto ethics, something he called a
"referential (and therefore unreliable) version of a linguistic confusion" (de Man, p.206). It is also
worth noting that many critics saw de Man's criticism as politically and ethically motivated, but that
ultimately his deconstructiveoutlook would not allow the promotion of totalising political solutions
(Eagleton, 1990,p. 10). For Rainsford and Woods, this is an idea that can be applied to the prominent
poststructuralistswhose work is often accusedof being ambivalent (Rainsford and Woods, p.4).
soBuell quotes here from Norris, 1994.
51SeeRainsford and Woods, pp. 1-19, and Hadfield, Rainsford
and Woods, pp. 1-13 for comment on
all theseperspectives.
52It is important to note that academicexchanges
about such political situations are rarely congenial,
though perhaps this adds to the ethical dimension of debatesthat evolve out of them. Seefor example
the exchangethat took place between Said and Whitman when Said was elected as president of the
MLA (see Said and Whitman), and that betweenDerrida and McClintock and Nixon, in which they
called Derrida's critique of apartheid "deficient" (McClintock and Nixon, p.339) and of "limited
strategic worth" (p.353). Derrida respondedby claiming they exhibited a common "incomprehension"
of deconstruction and its ethical import (Derrida, 1986,p.367).
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or at least due to a perceived non-political engagementon the part of deconstructive
criticism, many researcherswithin the field are reluctant to encouragea return to a
traditional ethical philosophy. Rather, they wish to develop an ethical literary
criticism that incorporatesthe poststructuralist theories of languagethat have been
influential in shaping contemporary criticism. The return to ethical criticism thus
doesnot mean a return to Leavis's view of the critic as morally obligated to "the
common pursuit of true judgement" - an endeavourhe derives from Eliot (Leavis,
p.v) - and the examination of the "intellectual and spiritual" elementswhich express
an "inherent human nature" (p. 184). As Hadfield and Woods point out, if ethical
criticism has been neglectedduring the past forty years due to the Left regarding it as
"a liberal humanist apology for the bourgeois subject;" and poststructuralists seeing
it as "contaminated with metaphysics," then a return to a Leavisite/humanist form of
ethical critique is "nothing to get excited about" (Hadfield and Woods, p.3).
Secondly (and undoubtedly partly due to the former claim) thesetheorists
have chosenoverwhelmingly to turn to the work of Levinas in their attemptsto
provide such perspectives.Again, reasonsfor this are varied, but they retain a certain
`logic' within the current critical environment. For a start, Levinas's work has been
the subject of and even influence for a considerableamount of Derrida's own
insights (seeBernasconi, 1988 & Gibbs, 2000). As well as this, Levinas's ethics is
concernedwith alterity and the alienation of the subject, ideas that at first sight
would seemto draw certain parallels with the decentring and non-essentialisttactics
of postmodern discourse (Rainsford and Woods, p.3). As he points out, the radical
alterity experiencedduring the self/other relation - an unavoidable aspectof human
existence- creates"an ego without rest in itself, a hostagefor everyone, turned away
from itself in each movement of its return to itself - man is without identity"
(Levinas, 1972, p. 150). Also, his approachto ethics, even his definition of it, is quite
distinct from that of traditional philosophy. In fact, for Levinas ethical relations, or
the responsibility of the subject towards others, is the first basis for subjectivity itself,
and thus he terms ethics the "first philosophy" (seeHand, 1989, p.5 & Woods, 1997,
p.53). This ethical philosophy doesn't mean investigating the result of `good' or
`bad' actions on the part of a knowledgeable subject, but rather this ethics is "[a]
responsibility for my neighbour, for the other man, for the stranger or sojourner, to
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during discourseand, more importantly, prior to it - always retains an unknowable,
irreducible element (Cohen, 1986,p.5). It is important then to consider why Levinas
is so influential for those critics who wish to ethically engagewith literature in ways
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Leavisite forms of critique.
Cohen highlights four points concerning Levinas's ethics:

1) ethical experience occurs as a result of the alterity of the other person,
2) this radical alterity of the other affects the subject prior to any conscious
act,

3) this ethical experienceof othernessis something that is universal and
unavoidable for the subject, and
4) this makes the subject responsible for the othernessthat s/he cannot avoid
(Cohen,
6-8)
1986,
to
pp.
act.
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experiencing prior any other
All of thesepoints make Levinas attractive to contemporary literary theorists with an
interest in ethics, with points 1 and 4 bearing similarities to the ethics we saw
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for critics who seethe ontological subject as a primarily textualised being, and for
those who disavow the possibility of universal experience.These issuesand the
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on postcolonial narrative structureswill
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examined in different ways in each of the chaptersof this thesis. For now though we
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ethical alternative that doesn't complicate deconstruction's attention to the
textuality/literariness of literature and discourse,but insists that neverthelessas
individuals we have responsibilities and obligations to the others that we encounter
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through all discursive relations (Cohen, 1986,p.5). In doing so it setsup an
opposition between ethical and moral experience(Levinas, 1981a,p. 120), which is
one of the main points raised by contemporary ethical critics, even when they are not
enthusiastsof Levinas.
A simplified way of looking at this distinction between the moral and the
ethical in the context of this study would be to ask whether the moral narratives
provided by Shame's narrator, because of their discursive and deconstructible nature,
can be distinguished from any other ethical implications the novel may have. As
noted, its innovative, `postmodern' literary form undermines the political statements
that Rushdie elsewhere claims he tries to make through the novel. And yet it could be
argued that it is its very postmodern-ness - the ironic, self-reflexive and selfsatirising form and tone of some of the book's content - that draws reader attention
to the disturbing "literal facts of recent Pakistani history" (a very non-postmodern
concept). The shameless hyperbole of exclamations such as, "All that effort for
nothing! Realism can break a writer's heart, " and the sidelined sarcasm of, "nobody
need get upset, or take anything I say too seriously. No drastic action need be taken
either... What a relief! " doesn't just emphasise the predicament of the social realist
injustices
bathetic
juxtaposition
Their
the
writer.
of
against
unspoken and un-narrated
Pakistan's past also serves to ironically emphasise the historic reality of those
injustices. In this instance at least it would seem that the very radical tendencies of
the narrative form itself enforces an ethical consideration upon the reader -a
consideration of the unethical and unacknowledged acts of Pakistan's socio-political
past.

In this example a general Levinasian take on the novel's ethical implications
would concur with a traditional moral theorists - one of the repeatedpoints made by
the narrator is the degreeto which death, or more accurately murder, is a
characteristic of the government policy in the fictional "palimpsest-country" (p.88)
he describes.For Levinas the edict "thou shall not kill, " and idea of "the primacy of
the other's right to exist" are central to his idea of an ethics not basedin ontological
knowledge (Hand, 1989, p.5). He claims that our absolute estrangementfrom the
other provokes the subject to experiencean unspoken "primordial expression," a
result of the infinity of transcendenceof the other, and one which is encompassedin
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the claim "you shall not commit murder" (Levinas, 1969, p. 199). This is an idea that
will be returned to in chapters five and six, but for now it is worth pointing out that it
bears similarities with Williams's ethical consideration of the human individual's
right to live (see Williams, 1985, p. 148). And yet as noted, this ethics arises in the
narrative due to the formal, or structural, techniques employed within the novel itself.
The speaker never describes the atrocities of Pakistani history, though he does
digress into hyperbolic, satirical images of atrocities in his invented country. Our
comparison between such atrocities and Pakistani history is therefore not an effect of
the narrator's endorsement of a liberal-humanist morality, but is instigated rather by
the novel's self-conscious use of a fragmented structure. Here we have an ethical
ironic
formal
due
between
text
that
to
the
arises
novel's
relation
reader and
techniques - the very methods by which the narrative is presented to the reader rather than its straightforward appeals to a conventional, deconstructible morality. It
is not just the narrative content that influences this ethical relation then between
reader and text, but the form that that discourse takes as it is presented to the reader.
Here I am purposely conflating the idea of narrative structure with form, yet as I
shall demonstrate later, it is important that structure be understood as a relationship
between content and form, or the way in which content is formally constructed.

I would like to examine this idea of a literary ethics distinguishable from the
traditional moral considerationsmade within literary discourse.In particular I wish
to develop this idea of an ethics bound to literary, or more specifically, narrative
form, and in doing so will turn to some of the critics who in recent years have argued
that a literary ethics, distinguishable from conventional discourseson morality, is a
valid concept that complicates generalpoststructuralist notions on the ethical
potential of narrative fiction. As well as this, I wish to propose that such an
idea
bears
form
Levinas's
literary
to
experienceof
similarities
of an ethics that
Gibson has claimed is both "non-cognitive" (it doesnot assumeprior knowledge of
moral categories),and "immediate and singular, a question of responsivenessand
responsibility to what is at hand" (Gibson, pp. 16-7).

Can narrative structures produce a non-discursive ethics?
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This distinction between the ethical and the moral is very important... By morality I mean a
seriesof rules relating to social behaviour and social duty ... As prima philosophia, ethics
cannot itself legislate society or produce rules of conduct... It does not operate at the level of
the manifesto... When I talk of ethics... I do not mean indifference; I simply mean that it is a
form of vigilant passivity to the call of the other, which precedesour interest in being...
(Levinas and Kearney, p.65)

Above we can seethe distinction Levinas makes between a social morality and an
ethics experiencedprior to ontological relations. It is an ethics which resists
reduction to legislation or manifesto; an experiencethat as such resists literary
discourseitself. As noted, recently a number of critics have claimed that contrary to
general poststructuralist thought it is possible to locate an ethics within narratives
that can be distinguished from other discourses(ideological, moral, etc) that inform
narrative content. Similarly to my consideration of Shaine,such critiques prioritise
the role played by literary form as opposedto discursive content, many of them
emphasisingthe ethical role of the former, as opposedto the moral constructed-ness
of the latter. Newton emphasisesthe distinction that can be drawn between "the
conventionally understoodsynonymy of the words moral and ethical." For him,
literature does indeed presentus with ideologically construedmoral lessons,which
once learnt we can apply to our lives in a "conscious and external act of imitatio"
(Newton, p.5). But beyond this he also foreseesa separateeffect of narrative which
occurs through the act, or performance, of story-telling itself. As we shall see,the
ethics of this act differ from any other moral claims made through narrative
discourse,since obligations arise here due to "narrative as relationship and human
connectivity. " This ethics confers risks and responsibilities upon narrator, listener,
reader and characterby creating and making possible discursive relations between
them. From this perspectivenarrative expressionimplies "fundamental ethical
questions about what it meansto generateand transmit narratives, and to implicate,
transform, or force the personswho participate in them" (p.7).11

53Seealso Fultz, 83,
p.
on the need to draw a distinction between an ethics "based upon necessityand
expediency" - i. e. indispensableto everyday life - and moral principles of right and wrong in AfricanAmerican literary criticism. Booth makesa similar distinction by pointing out that one might benefit
ethically (ie for his/her own good) through the immorality of others (Booth, p. 179).
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Gibson also spendstime considering the distinctions that must be drawn
between a humanist morality and a pre-discursive ethics in order to argue "for a close
relationship between theory and ethical criticism" (Gibson, p. 12). By theory Gibson
meansliterary poststructuralism, and in particular the attention it pays to the
deconstructible properties of literary structures.He points to the difficulties that arise
within humanist ethical theories, such as those proposedby Nussbaum and
Maclntyre, due to their unwillingness to acknowledgethe discursive constructedness of their metaphysical claims:
At some stageor other, [traditional moral criticism] must revert to an apodictic `wisdom'
that, as a mode of knowledge, carries negligible conviction. In the end, it is at least an
unwillingness to hear their own discourseself-reflexively, to get the measureof its
blindspots, that seemsequally a problem with the work of thosewho are seeking a return to
the tradition, if in a modified form. (Gibson, p. 10) sa

Gibson thus aptly identifies the ethical conundrum that literary poststructuralism
places before ethical criticism - how can criticism identify an ethics in literature
which accountsfor the undecidability of language,and doesn't seem"as much the
product of `prior ideas' (or a prior discourse)" (p. 10). Or to put it another way: how
can we identify an ethics in texts that is not simply yet another deconstructiblemoral
discourse?
Eaglestonealso considersthe role that poststructuralist perspectivesmight
play in attempting to locate an ethics - rather than simply a moral discourse- within
texts. Via Donoghue, he provides two definitions of the function of criticism in order
to incorporate the deconstructiveperspective: any act of reading or criticism is one of
either two sorts: "epi-reading" or "graphi-reading" (Donoghue, p. 146). Eaglestone
claims that "[f]or an epi-reader,languageis transparent,a window through which the
world of people, actions and events can be seen." Examples of traditional epi-readers
would be Rousseauand Levi-Strauss. Derrida famously shows that they seewriting

saGibson also takes issuewith Booth's idea
of an ethical critique of literary by arguing that whilst
both pluralist and pragmatist, Booth "connects the idea of ethics to an essentialistconception of
ethos," especially in terms of an ethics of criticism (p.9).
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as an effect of human cultural experience,a representationaltool that develops
alongside social and cultural progress(Derrida, 1976).
For Eaglestone,graphi-reading on the other hand,
prioritises language,text, and reading over a nostalgia for the human... [it] readsthe words
and refusesto passbeyond, or createa world behind, them... All deconstructive criticism is
graphi-reading, suspiciousof a nostalgia for a person within a text. (Eaglestone, 1997,p.4)

Miller is an example of a graphi-readerwho seesan ethical experienceoccurring
during the event of reading which isn't actually influenced by the moral themes
raised within the text. For him an "ethics of reading" is the
aspectof the act of reading in which there is a responseto the text that is both necessitated,in
the sensethat it is a responseto an irresistible demand,and free, in the sensethat I must take
responsibility for my responseand for the further effects... social, political, or historical, of
my act of reading. (Miller, 1987,p.43)

Miller therefore identifies an unavoidable aspectof reading. For him, when we are
involved in the event of reading we necessarilyhave to subjectively respond to what
we read, whether we like it or not. Importantly though, this ethical effect has nothing
to do with the moral content of the text itself. It doesn't matter what we read, we will
respond in some way or other. Miller's view of reading therefore might seemto
reinforce the idea of the dissemination of literary-linguistic meaning, since he denies
writing's logocentric claims, yet he neverthelessidentifies a sharedand general
aspectof the reading event. This idea is central to the ethics of reading postcolonial
fiction looked at later in this chapter and in the oneswhich follow.
Gibson is also a graphi-readerwho wishes to exemplify an ethics of reading
without rejecting deconstructiveaccountsof languageand its take on totality and
presence (Gibson, p.87). As such, he arguesfor what he calls a "postmodern ethics,"
and one which favours the adoption of Levinas's "non-foundational" ethical insights
above all others (Gibson, p. 13 & p. 16). When considering Satanic Versesfor
example, he remarks that it is its particularly postmodern de-alignment of history that
allows it "to displace and disrupt the temporal logic that `realism' might appearto
present as ungainsayable,inexorable, transhistorical" (p.208). For Gibson this is an
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ethical aspectof its postmodern form, even though - as we saw in chapter one - this
exemplification of the decentring effect of Rushdie's fiction is not in any way an
original observation.Postmoderndiscourseis again employed here in what Sangari
terms its "ever-polite readinessto recycle and accommodateother cultural content"
(Sangari, p.216), though in this instanceit has a renewed ethical interest in mind. It
also of course claims to be distinct from a traditional objective view of ethical
philosophy.
Though this might seemat odds with my previous consideration of Shame,
my project differs from Gibson's is that no such priority is given to the role played
by postmodern literature or theory, which as we have seencan be problematic when
consideredfrom a postcolonial perspective.While for Gibson postmodern narrative
structuresmake possible new ethical outlooks, I am interestedin the idea that it is
becausecertain structuresarise within postcolonial cultures that they foreground
ethical considerationswhich merit our attention as readersand human beings. Just as
Levinas makes clear his belief that contemporary theory has an aversion to Western
humanism but has "no grip on the reality of violence and exploitation" (1972, p. 141),
Todorov makes the following comment concerning the application of general
postmodern principles to postcolonial literature,
[t]here is something futile about approachingthesetexts, which speak of tortures and
lynchings, passionatelove and hatred, with a critical apparatusthat precludes any
interrogation concerning their truth and values, or which combats the very idea of seeking
truth and values. (Todorov, p.379)

Or as Gandhi says about the political veracity of Rushdie's fiction, "the concernsof
the world about which he writes exceedthe exertions of textual jouissance" (Gandhi,
p. 158). All theseperspectivesreinforce the importance of examining an ethics of
narrative structure as Gibson and Eaglestoneargue, and highlight the need identified
by Miller to uncover a narrative ethics that cannot be explained as simply another
moral construct basedin historical, social, and linguistic parameters.Importantly
though, I also intend to examine whether such an ethics is affected by the reality of
violence that was and still is common acrossdistinct postcolonial cultures and
histories.
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To examine whether the structure of postcolonial narratives might perform
such an ethical role, I wish to turn to the work of Nussbaum,' Schwarz, and Nissen,
critics who through different methodshave promoted this idea in recent years.
Nussbaum for example points out that,
form and style are not incidental features.A view of life is told. The telling itself- the
selection of genre, formal structures,sentences,vocabulary, of the whole manner of
addressingthe reader's senseof life and of value, a senseof what matters and what does not,
of what learning and communicating are, of life's relations and connections. (Nussbaum,
1990,p.5)

This view of a narrative form that essentially influences our intersubjective
relationships with individuals in the world has obvious similarities to Newton's
narrative ethics. Unlike Newton though, Nussbaum's attempt to locate an ethics of
form bears little difference from the general view of ethics as an informed morality
or to use Henry James'sterms as she herself does- she attempts to locate "the
projected morality" of a literary work by considering its formal features (p. 10). As
such, her incisive inquiries into the ethical role form might play are inhibited by the
fact that the ethics she is describing, to adopt de Man's phrase, "is a discursive mode
amongst others" (de Man, p.206). As well as this it, isn't always clear what
Nussbaum meansby form or style, as opposedto other areasof narrative such as its
content. For example, in her reading of James's The Golden Bowl (1909) it is
specifically the content of the narration of Adam's thoughts that provides her with an
insight into the characters' "individual moral effort" (Nussbaum, 1990, pp. 151-3). A
further examination of critics who employ content analysis when formal analysis is
the critical aim will be looked at again in the next chapter.
Schwarz, in Donoghue and Eaglestone'sterms, is like Nussbaum a forthright
epi-reader, and enthusiasticto proclaim his humanistic views of general reading
practices. Leading from Newton's idea of the intersubjective relation that exists
between reader and text, Schwarz claims that we experiencean ethics while reading
that makes clear the "responsibilities, commitments, and values" that we harbour as
agentswithin our communities, or at least as human beings within human relations:
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[r]eading complementsone's experienceby enabling us to live lives beyond thosewe live
and experienceemotions that are not ours; it heightensone's perspicacity by enabling us to
watchfigures - tropes, that is, personifications of our fellow humans- who are not ourselves,
but like ourselves.(Schwarz, p. 195)

What this perspective, like Newton's, sees as imperative to our ethical experience of
reading is that participatory

link drawn by the act of reading between the experiences

of narrator, character and ourselves, and the actual external world(s) in which we
live. He repeatedly emphasises that this experience of narrative, "asks what ethical
issues
into
life
involved
in
transforming
the
such
art, and notices
questions are
act of
as Pound's or Eliot's anti-Semitism and the patronizing racism of some American
nineteenth century and early twentieth-century writers" (p. 191).

Schwarz differentiates himself from Newton though by arguing that for
political reasonscertain types of literature are more self-consciously aware of the
ethical task they undertake.He point outs that in postcolonial literature "this
involvement is much more intense," since such literature generally foregrounds the
awarenessof the socio-political interests of certain historically disadvantagedgroups
as one of its intended hermeneutic effects. This conviction is evident in his claim that
the general humanist concernsof such literatures, and the recent growth of interest in
it, "challenges the tenetsof deconstruction" (p. 195). Criticising both de Man's idea
of reading and what he considershis questionableethics, he asksus early in the
essay,"[w]ho really reads in terms of discovering where meaning goes astray?"
(p. 190) - and if I might add to this myself is this how readersgenerally approach
postcolonial literature?
According to Schwarz, reading postcolonial literature meansnot only gaining
an insight into how other cultures live and tell stories, but also an understandingof
"historical circumstances[of postcoloniality] and... the writer's ordering of that
history." This ethical reading provides an understandingof
not merely what patterns of provisional representationare createdby languagebut the
historical, political, and social ground of that representation.We need to be open to hearing
the often unsophisticatedand unironical voice of pain, angst, and fear. (pp. 195-6)
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For Schwarz then, experiencing the ethics of postcolonial narratives - or reading
is
responsibly - to acknowledgethe "pain, angst, and fear" which such literatures
provide a voice for. While as reading subjectswe remain distanced from the actual
experienceof that history and culture, our involvement with it through narrative
entails responsibilities that affect our lives as cultural agents.Booth similarly argues
for an ethical criticism that is socially and politically alert, allowing narratives to be
judged by the beneficial role they might play in drawing reader attention to the
(oppressive)histories that have shapedtheir communities and culture (Booth, p.70).
When commenting on Shame,I suggestedthat we only develop an insightful
ethical critique of the novel's political aspirationswhen we consider not only its
narrative discourse,or content, but also the unique formal strategiesemployed to
narrate that content. Following Newton and Schwarz then, it is not simply the
narrative itself that we turn to when carrying out an ethical critique, but the method,
or act of narration it carries out. Since our experiencesof narrative are always related
to textual structure - both the content and theform of narrative - it follows that the
an ethical experienceof narrative must also be linked to the structure of content and
form and our interaction with it. Schwarz seemsto believe this as well. He claims
that while we need to be aware of a text's "racist, sexist, and anti-Semitic nuances,
demands
in
the
terms
to
the
the
made
we also need stressreading
of
page
words on
by the text's context and form in particular, by its structure of effects" (p. 195). We
do not respond responsibly to a narrative's ethics then simply becausewe disapprove
of its moralistic content, but becauseof the way in which a narrative's structure
forces us to makes certain ethical considerations.In Schwarz's view this meansthat
narrative structure draws our attention to experiencesof pain and fear.
Yet ultimately Schwarz does not convince us of this claim, becausefor him
ethical criticism meansrelating to the unsophisticatedand unironical voice of
postcolonial pain and fear. Why should the literary articulation of pain and fear
necessarilybe `unironical' or `unsophisticated'?Such suggestionsseemto imply that
it is not formal, sophisticatednarrative structures(the "patterns of provisional
representation") that impart theseexperiences,but some other humanistic discourse
grounded in general "historical, political, and social" ontological phenomenawhich
we can all relate to. As we shall see,an ethical critique of narrative that relies solely
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on such generalprinciples cannot provide an ethics of narrative structure, but rather
reverts to a more traditional moral critique of the content of narrative discourse.
Nissen on the other hand is particularly keen to investigate the ethical
componentsof textual form. He draws on Nussbaum's belief that, "[s]tyle itself
makes its claims, expressesits own senseof what matters" and the idea that we need
to develop "an ethical understanding[of literary texts] that involves an emotional as
well as intellectual activity" (Nissen, p.263). He advisesthat we differentiate
between the ethics of narrative and the ethics in narrative. The latter of thesehe sees
as the ethical implications of specific eventsin the narrative - the actions of
charactersfor example. The former of these,on the other hand, he describesas the
"study of the ethical aspectof narrative form, " which he seesas necessarybecause
any formal choice within a communicative situation is value-laden...

Whether or not the

author is making systematic and ethical claims in or through her story, she cannot avoid
making claims through the story's form. Who is given voice? Who is silenced? Who is
characterised directly, who indirectly? Who is focalizer? Who is focalized... As far as these
choices guide us in determining our attitude to the novel's characters and events, they are
ethical choices. (Nissen, pp. 265-6)

This perspectivewould find affinity with Attridge's view that ethical criticism
consists of the "supremely difficult ethical act of responding to the singularity and
othernessof the unique instance- whether person, act, or text" (Attridge, 1995,
p. 119). For Nissen the "ethics of narrative" - the ethical effect of formal decisions on
the part of the author - and the "ethics in narrative" - the ethics or morality of action
and event - are intrinsically linked. The choices made by an author when shaping
narrative form affect the reader's ethical experienceof characteraction and events.
This can again be exemplified by turning to the reading of Shame- the ethics of that
narrative dependon its self-reflexive and ironic appropriation of the speaker'svoice
which juxtaposes itself againsthis sometimesambivalent and sometimesmoralistic
claims that he makes throughout the narrative discourse.
This brings us to a central difficulty when considering the idea of ethical
criticism. Though numerous critics attempt to define an ethical critique of narrative,
there is no common agreementamong them about how to differentiate between the
ethical implications of narrative form and narrative content. Newton, for example,
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implies
"narrative
that
ethics
claims
simply narrative as ethics: the ethical
consequencesof narrating story and fictionalizing person." He considershow
bind
listener,
both
form,
"teller,
to
witness, and
structure, as
content and
operates
for
implications
in
intersubjective
has
that
our everyday
reader" an
ethical
process
lives (Newton, p. 11). Booth's ethical critique on the other hand dependsupon his use
of the metaphor of `books as friends' - i. e. he seesthem as either harmful or
beneficial - and his theory of "coduction": the examination of characterisationand
figurative languagethrough discussionwhich enablesdifferent readersto jointly
evaluatethe ethical value of a text (Booth, pp.70-75). For Booth then, the ethical
import of a novel evolves by producing a critique of it with others and their opinions.
For Phelan ethical criticism initially considersthe eventsportrayed and then
evaluateshow the structure of a text promotes an ethical understandingbetween
author and the responsiblereader.ReadingBeloved, he argues,as we shall see,that
though the novel cannot force readersto adopt a specific outlook when considering
the ethical consequencesof Sethe's actions, an ethics arisesthrough Morrison's
ability to "clearly designatesome positions that we ought not occupy... without
positively establishing her own ethical assessment"(Phelan,p.329).
Bearing these different perspectivesin mind, it is clear that as Booth says,
"there are many legitimate paths open to anyone who decidesto abandon,at least for
a time, the notion that an interest in form precludes an interest in the ethical powers
in
leave
form"
(Booth,
6-7).
In
these
terms
this
me the
of
uncertainties
of
pp.
project,
rather opportune position of being able to define my own outlook with referenceto
these others. As I will show, I am in agreementwith Nissen's Aristotelian
perspective that ethics involves posing questions"about how best to live in the
world" (Nissen, p.263). In particular though I will be examining Newton's view of
form
in
is
intersubjective
the
that
we
an ethics narrative
relationships
concernedwith
between ourselves as subjectsand those other individuals around us, and how this
might affect the way in which we relate to narrative discourse as an `other' that, as
Miller points out, we have no choice but to relate to. Narrative ethics in this sense
foregrounds the intersubjective nature of the lives we lead and how narrative fiction
might or might not affect those lives. I intend to examine exactly how a narrative
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structure might have an ethical effect on us as readers,but at the sametime examine
how this ethics is related to the postcolonial nature of the fiction itself.

Reconsidering narrative structure as experiential form and discursive
content.
If we return once again to Shameand consider its narration of the ethical concernsI
have identified there, one of the problems of ethical criticism is laid before us: is this
ethical concern simply a popular or moralising reaction common to politically correct
western readerswho abhor terror and brutality, or does the structure of the narrative
itself in some way provoke a pre-ontological or irreducible ethical response,such as
the "non-ontological" and "pre-cognitive" responsibility for the other that Gibson
identifies in Levinas's ethics (Gibson, p.25 & pp.56-7)? The following section
intends to argue that while narrative form and content are intrinsically related, it is
the imposition of an innovative and radical form on the content of postcolonial
narratives that allows certain non-discursive ethical perspectivesto present
themselvesto the reader.
The idea of a `non-discursive' ethics within postcolonial fiction might at first
seemproblematic - postcoloniality is itself a discursive construct and related to a
specific political project. As Schwarz points out, the existenceof different sociopolitical discoursesamongst individual readersimplies that we should not, indeed
cannot, aim to uncover "correct," or singular, readings in narratives (Schwarz,
p.204). This is also one of the implications of Booth's theory of coduction - the
ethical value of a narrative cannot realistically be considereduntil different readers
have applied their subjective world-views to the text and discussedtheir experience
of it. Yet as I hope to show, just as narrative form influences reader experienceof a
text, so too does it unavoidably narrow the possible readings that are available to us
as readers.As already noted, this is the conclusion Phelan draws from his ethical
critique of Morrison's structuring of Sethe's horrific actions in Beloved. He reminds
us that due to their very ability to challenge and unsettle political discourses,
narratives can "extend [the reader's] vision of human possibility" (Phelan,p.325).
This argument servesas a warning to those critics who Booth claims have rejected
`unfashionable' ethical critiques of narrative due to poststructuralism's claim that
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"nobody [can] any longer believe that ethical appraisals[refer] to any independent
reality attributable to texts or readers" (Booth, p.88). Such perspectivesforget that
art, as Schwarzpoints out quoting Gordimer, reflects "the substanceof living from
which the artist draws his vision" (Schwarz, p. 195). Narratives thus do not only
develop as ideologically or discursively constructedstructures,but also possibly
exist as a link to `real life' scenarioswith which we are, as human beings, all to some
degreefamiliar.
Phelan's project is at this point central to the distinction I draw between the
ethical implications of content and form. Firstly, he concentrateson examining the
event in the narrative which presentsthe most morally difficult scenario for readers:
Sethe's killing of her daughter,Beloved. We assumethat the moral dilemma this
posesfor readersarisesbecauseinfanticide is generally outlawed within modern
societies, and yet as Phelan points out, the text itself provides no clear-cut moral
resolution on the event.
Phelan's main point is simple: we are provided with an event within the
narrative -I shall call this event narrative `content' - and yet our reaction to this
event is basednot simply on its content but on the intricate fashion in which it is
presentedto us. The event is transcribed several times, in each casethe content is
constant- Sethekills her child - and yet the form of its presentationis always altered
in some way. Factors such as narrator identity, modes of focalisation and the use of
temporal and spatial shifts are different eachtime the event is retold. The outcome of
this is that a final moral judgement of Sethe's actions on the part of the reader is
repeatedly made more difficult, and as such we are inhibited from assessingSethe's
actions from the perspectivesof the social, political, andjudicial discoursesof the
historical moment in which we live. We do not immediately condemn or condone
Sethe from the perspective of the modern maxim that infanticide is morally wrong.
Or as Wyatt puts it: "The novel withholds judgement on Sethe's act and persuades
the reader to do the same,presenting the infanticide as the ultimate contradiction of
mothering under slavery" (Wyatt, p.476).
This, for Phelan, is one of the ethical effects which Beloved's form entails:
any attempt to adopt a moral view of Sethe's actions is unsettled by the variety of
subject positions from which the event is transcribed. We as readersare, to use
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Docherty's term, dispositioned when attempting to relate to fictional characters - our
relation to the other (the fictional character) is figured by a fracturing of the self so
that no discursive, ideological or political outlook is subjectively constant (Docherty,
1996, pp. 58-67). Interestingly, Gibson, like Docherty, reads this fracturing of the self
as indicative of a postmodern ethics, but does so by applying Levinas's theory of the
other as absolute alterity, something that is always "radically in excess of what my
ego, cognitive powers, consciousness or intuitions would make of her or him"
(Gibson, p. 25). As Levinas realises, "[n]o one can remain in himself: the humanity of
becomes
is
for
The
to
the
the
self
return
man, subjectivity,
others...
a responsibility
an interminable detour" (Levinas, 1972, p. 149). We, as morally independent readers,
are not given the opportunity to outrightly judge Sethe's actions from our own
perspective. Her actions, as the actions of an other are beyond our possession and our
objective, politically-correct

righteousness. As Levinas points out, it "is in the laying

down by the ego of its sovereignty (in its `hateful' modality), that we find ethics"
(Levinas, 1989a, p. 85). The other effect, as touched upon in the last chapter, is that
the natural imagery and metaphors employed warn the responsible reader that exslave's such as Sethe's are unable to endorse the traditional American perspective of
nature and the landscape as symbols of opportunity and abundance. These effects are
achieved by portraying an event of general moral outrage within unconventional and
innovative formal structures. What the novel achieves then is not unlike what Said
sees as the ability of texts to undermine limitless interpretation, which is for him an
unfortunate perspective advocated by recent literary criticism. He argues that texts
aren't simply elements of the textualised world we live in or endlessly deferred
representations of an external reality, but that they are indeed part of our world and
can only be understood as part of the world which places "restraints upon what can
be done with them interpretatively"

(Said, 1984, pp. 39-40).

Maintaining this emphasison form or structure, I wish to turn to some of the
conflicting outlooks that have been presentedabout thesephenomenawithin
historical literary criticism. As Cranepoints out, twentieth-century criticism has on
the whole adoptedthe thesis first put forward by Aristotle that literature, being
distinct from other usesof language,needsbe examined under headingssuch as
"form, " "arrangement," "construction," or "design." It is the discussion of literary or
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poetic "structure" then, through "structural analysis," that for the most part defines
the methods and aims of modern criticism (Crane, pp.3-4). Within the twentiethcentury this trend can seento run from literary impressionism through Russian
formalism, American New Criticism, French structuralism, poststructuralism,
culminating in deconstructivecriticism. "
Even so, Crane showsus that an examination of literary structure doesnot
lead to a straight-forward understanding of the distinctions that can be drawn
between literature's `form' and `content. ' Indeed, if we make the common
assumption, as Wellek does, that literature is made up of an inseparable and
reciprocal interaction between form and content (Wellek, 1963, p. 55), then it would
seem sensible to view narrative structure as a careful arrangement of content - the
narrative of fictional events - within a formal apparatus that shapes the narrative act,
and is unique and internal to the poem or prose itself. From this perspective structure
is a relationship that exists between the narrative content and its form. It should be
noted that this definition of structure does not cross all critical fields - this version is
close to that proposed by the American New Critics. " For proponents of French
structuralism literary structure corresponds to the systematic way that a language is
structured, in Barthes' words, within a "grammar of narrative" (Barthes, 1981,
57
172).
p.

Crane isolates two critical approachesto the nature of literary structure. The
first of these,which he calls Aristotelian, makes the claim that the expressionof
meaning only functions within the poem or prose itself, being reliant solely on the
author's use of figurative language.As such,

55SeeNorris, 1982, 18 for history
a
of criticism up to deconstruction.
p. on
56For more on the New Critics theory
literary
forms
to
of
other
of structural criticism as opposed
critique, seeWellek, 1960,p.555.
57For a brief
analysis of this distinction seeAbrams, p.72, though for a detailed one seeGenette,
1982,pp. 10-13. When contrasting the critical approachesof the New Criticism and structuralists,
Genette claims that, "[a]ny analysis that confines itself to a work without considering its sourcesor
motives would, therefore, be implicitly structuralist, and the structural method ought to intervene in
order to give to this immanent study a sort of rationality of understandingthat would replace the
rationality of explanation abandonedwith the searchfor causes"(p. 12). I assumethat by the
"rationality of explanation" Genetteis referring to the critical exercise of the New Critics.
Nevertheless,he is guilty of grouping different critical theories together, such as Russian Formalism
and New Criticism, against the structuralist exercise.
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it will be there... only indirectly, as what is symbolized by the totality of particular
relationships and `tensions' observablein all the parts of the poem and on all the levels from metaphorsto plot or central image - on which meaning can be found. (Crane, p. 124)

This approach would seem to bear some resemblance to poststructuralism and the
claim that meaning can only exist ("only indirectly") within the linguistic structures
that we encounter since "texts refer neither to readers nor to readers' worlds, but only
to themselves" (Newton, p. 40). We must remember though that poststructuralist
critics denounce the privileged value and meaning attributed to literary form by the
New Critics. As Norris puts it when examining de Man and Derrida, "[s]ince all
forms of writing run up against perplexities of meaning and intent, there is no longer
any question of a privileged status for literature" (Norris, 1982, p. 22). And as he puts
it elsewhere on Derrida: "Writing is the endless displacement of meaning which both
governs language and places it for ever beyond the reach of a stable, selfauthenticating knowledge" (p. 29).

The secondPlatonic approachCrane outlines operateswith the view that
literary structuresare not free-standingcreations internally related only to the text
within which they are bound, but that they somehow serve as participants within and
effects of
the common symbolic operationsof the human mind, and hence on the structures of meaning
which, becausethey are basic and universal in man's experience,are in a sensegiven to poets
rather than createdby them. (Crane, p. 116)

Crane usesan argument made by Frye to exemplify the this secondmode of
structural critique at work, pointing out that Moby Dick "cannot remain in Melville's
novel: he is bound to be incorporated into our total verbal experienceof leviathans...
from the Old Testamentonwards" (Crane, p. 128). I might also add that the lived
verbal experienceof numerouswhalers has a large influence upon Melville's
invention of Ishmael's narrative. A similar casecan be made for the example of
Beloved given above. When a renewed ethical emphasisis placed on Sethe's actions
due to the intricacies of Morrison's narrative form, it affects the responsiblereader's
appraisal of the female African-American slave's encounterwith America's white
political world. It also unavoidably alters our perception and understandingof the
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real-life Margaret Garner caseof infanticide on which Sethe's story is based.Even
Shame,a novel whose narrative voice seemsto self-reflexively acknowledge the fact
that its narration of history, fictional or otherwise, lays itself open to deconstruction,
seemsdifficult to imagine existing and being read without relation to the social
realities of historical Pakistan.
Unlike Cranethough, I am not enthusiasticto adopt his naming of thesetwo
critical approaches "Aristotelian"

and "Platonic" respectively. Doing so seems to

ignore Aristotle's belief that "the origin of the art of poetry is to be found in two
human
imitation
"
being
these
the
natural causes,
and rhythm,
a priori gifts of
attributes that Aristotle believes we experience prior to language (Aristotle, Poetics,
pp. 7-8). This idea actually bears similarities to Crane's second "Platonic" critical
approach and the view that literary form creates meaning both through the use of
figurative language and by relating that language to prior lived experience on the part
human
"common
the
through
the
of author and reader
symbolic operations of
mind. "58

It is interesting that this emphasison natural rhythm and imitation seems
comparableto the views of the postcolonial critics Braithwaite and Powell.
Braithwaite espousesthe Aristotelian view that pentameterrhythms in poetry do
indeed imitate certain (Eurocentric, according to Braithwaite) life experiences,and
that these literary structuresare imposed upon the non-Europeanlanguagespeakerin
colonial situations through the dominanceof the colonial tongue. He arguesthat if
we examine the form of Caribbeanpoetry we find that it in fact utilises a nonwestern form, the "calypso," which incorporatesdactyls that necessitate"the use of
the tongue in a certain way, the use of sound in a certain way." He claims that this is
the structure that Caribbeanpoets are now employing more and more frequently. The
metaphor Braithwaite employs to describethe life rhythms of the Caribbean is the
"hurricane":

58As if to reinforce this
criticism of Crane, this idea of literary form is close to that which Nussbaum
calls the "Aristotelian conception" - "a distinctive ethical conception... that requires, for its adequate
and complete investigation and statement,forms and structures such as those that we find in... novels"
(Nussbaum, 1990,p.26).
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[T]he pentameterremained,and it carries with it a certain kind of experience,which is not
the experienceof the hurricane. The hurricane does not roar in pentameters.And that's the
problem: how do you get a rhythm which approximatesthe natural experience,the
environmental experience?(Braithwaite, p.313)

Here literary structure,albeit poetic, gains its model and rhythm from both natural
and environmental experience,as well as no doubt being influenced by the counterdiscursive role it plays in resisting the literary-linguistic forms of colonialism.
Cultural hybridity here takes on a different hue from Bhabha's since the opposition
of slave descendentand coloniser is undermined not by creating "heterogeneous
hybrid sign[s]" out of the symbols of historical opposition, but by using the
ahistorical, natural structure of the hurricane - an inevitable chanceattribute of this
postcolonial environment - on which to baseits `newness.'S9
We seea similar argumentwhen reading Powell's examination of the
relationship between narrative focalisation and hybrid identities. She appropriates
Bal's view that events in narrative "are presentedfrom as many angles as there are
focalizers, depending on the orientation of the agent or agents" (seeBal, 1985,
p. 101), noting that theseanglesare affected and influenced by the "physical,
historical and psychological" position of the agent or agents(seeRimmon-Kenan,
pp.79-82). She claims that
what is commonly called the text becomesboth context and pre-text; that is, the text is not
only influenced by the here and now, its immediate physical and psychosocial environment,
but also by the history and the experienceof the seeingand speaking agents.(Powell, p.65)

Focalisation in theseterms is both ideologically and psychologically influenced, a
phenomenonwhich Powell is quick to point out is non-verbal though it manifests
itself through the psychologically influenced narratives of fictional speakersand
observers.She arguesthat focalisation, being dependenton the effects of so many
psychological influences and socio-political ideologies, "enjoys an inwrought

59SeeBhabha, pp.207-9 & 219 for
p.
more on postcolonial hybridity as the moment in which narrative
meaning is "undecidable... the subject of discoursesplit and doubled between native informer and
colonial enunciator (p.206). Braithwaite attributes the undecidable or unknowable aspectsof
Caribbeanpoetic structure to the non-human and unalterable force of nature itself.
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the [focalisation] theory to createan analytical dovetail, so to speak,with Caribbean
literature" (Powell, p.69). In Braithwaite and Powell then we see a strong link being
theorised betweenthe postcolonial cultural individual and the non-traditional form of
postcolonial literature. Both critics seethe respective literary strategiesthey examine
as being reciprocally and inseparablyrelated to the real-life experiencesof subjects
within postcolonial cultural communities bo
Yet why all this emphasison trying to argue that literary creations are at
some formal level representativeof human lived experience?Isn't that a foregone
literary
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more
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poststructuralists- the notion of our having such accesscan only be a product of
those current... signifying codesthat constitute `reality' so far as we can possibly
know it" (Norris, 1999, p.55). Highlighting what he seesas the overbearing emphasis
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be
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within
critiques
viewed as playing an ethical role in representingthe world outside the languageof
the text itself. For Newton thesecritical positions insist that "narrative discourseis,
like any other, prey to tropological forces it cannot control," and claims that "all
criticism devoted to analyzing stable linguistic structuresassumesthe same"tragic
burden" (Newton, p.52).6"His responseto this charge is to reconsider the
form/content binary upon which he feels such critiques are based.He arguesthat
narrative criticism, being aware of both "deep syntax" and "textual surface," should
attempt to analysenarratives "in terms of messagesas well as codes" (p.53), and
60Interestingly, Gandhi
also makes the claim that postcolonial literary theory has a lot in common
with the extra-textual provenancethat the New Critics located in literary form (Gandhi, p. 160).
61The referencehere is to Godzich's description deconstruction's
critique of narrative poetics.
of
Godzich claims that as a critical practice narrative poetics in the wake of deconstruction is "tragic
becauseat once inescapableand doomed to alternate,without the possibility of totalization, between
its dependantconstituents" (Godzich, xiii, quoted in Newton, p.52). Newton interprets "dependant
constituents" as narrative content and narrative form.
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consider how both form and content affect the ways in which readersrelate
narratives to lived experience.He asksus to
[c]onsider... that "theme" or "topic" can be interpreted narratively (what or how a story
tells), discursively (what or how subjectstell), or figurally (what or how grammar, syntax
and lexis tell); "content" suddenly appearsa far weightier analytical matter. "Voice"
possessesboth a form and a content; "point of view" involves an interdependenceof percepts
and concepts.Structural entanglementsof teller and listener defy analyseswhich privilege
their independentroles. (Genette's clarifying distinction between "who speaks?" and "who
sees?" still resolutely avoids filling out the truncated predicate in each case,becausethe
subject's positionality presidesfor him over intersubjective relations.) Whereas
deconstructioncannot allow the ethical category status,narratology tends to deny it formal
consideration. (p.53)

Newton's aim then is to provide an ethical role for both form and content and affirm
the idea that critical privilege should not be given to either category during the
reading event. He envisagesethics as an effect of narrative structure itself (an idea
rejected by narratology), and attributes ethical statusto the formal featuresof
narrative. Thus while deconstructivecriticism points to narrative content's inherent
ability and tendency to undermine its own truth claims, Newton claims that it fails to
consider the formal aspectsof narrative that might provoke ethical consideration.He
also points out that narratology fails to consider ways in which structure might be
ethical. For him these are "the extent to which strictly figurative properties such as
metaphor become experiential," and "the way characters... can become inculcated
figures of speech" (p.53). He warns us not to confine our examinations of
temporality, point of view and agency"to thin descriptions of autonomousnarrative
structures" but rather to examine, and in doing so extend, the links that narratives
uncover between themselvesand subjective experience.For example, is it possible to
envisagean intersubjective ethical relation between narratives and their readers?As
we shall see,Newton's work is important here becauseit allows the possibility of
such questions,yet it is perhapswise to raise a word of caution. Newton arguesthat
such questions are necessarybecauseof the failure of deconstruction, in particular, to
addressthem. As I have already noted though and as will be further emphasisedin
the next chapter, there is a convincing caseto be made for the idea that
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deconstruction - or at least Derrida's idea of it is indispensable to any notion of a
narrative ethics, and that ethics in fact becomes indispensable to Derrida's later
work. As well as this, Newton is incorrect to imply that according to deconstruction
"narrative discourse is prey to tropological forces it cannot control. " As Norris makes
clear, it is deconstruction's aim to rigorously uncover the "tropological

forces" which

affect meaning and in doing so interrogate that meaning (Norris, 1990, pp. 144-6 &
155-6). The idea that deconstructive criticism views our reality and the discourses
that evolve in it as simply signs, marks, or texts that are infinitely reducible is a
misguided point of view that has been criticised by Attridge, Derrida, Miller, and
Spivak. In fact, as we shall see, one of the effects of deconstruction is that we are
able to consider experiences irreducible to language, or as Derrida puts it, the "other
of language. "62

Levinas, Newton and the responsibility of reading structure as Saying
and Said.
Related to the content and form of discourseis the answerability the reader is subject
to when encountering an other - or the discourseof another- in narrative. The term
answerability is apt in that it emphasisesthe role played in responding to, or
answering, the discourseof others- in responding we provide an answer of a certain
content, but we also engagein the act, or expression,of answering. We have noted
how Levinas locates the disruption of the pure self in its relation with others, how "in
its non-intentional identification, identity recoils before its affirmation" (1989a,
p.8 1). Here I want to briefly examine how Levinas's idea of the subject's
responsibility for the alterity of the other might be related to the subject's experience
of narrative discourse.For Levinas, the result of this experienceof absolute alterity is
that the subject has a responsibility to respond to the other, to answer to that

62SeeAttridge, 1992, 20 for this Derrida
p.
quote and his own comments on this aspectof
deconstruction. The quote is from an interview where Derrida counters the claim that deconstruction
is a "suspension of reference" and makes clear the vast difference between deconstruction and the
majority criticism claiming to be "post-structuralist" (Derrida and Kearney, pp. 123-4). Miller has
made similar observationsabout the view that "deconstruction removes all grounds of certainty or
authority in literary interpretation" (Miller, 1987,pp.9-10). Also see Spivak, 1986b,pp.52-53 on the
critical misjudgement that critics such as herself are "trying to reduce hard reality to nothing but
signs."
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unknowable presence.As Levinas makes clear, the pre-cognitive and unavoidable
spontaneity of this experienceof the other,
precedesthe formulation of any metaphysical ideas on the subject, that very justice of the
position within being is questioned,a position which assertsitself with intentional thought,
knowledge and a grasp of the here and now. What one seesin this questioning is being as
63
mauvaise conscience; to be open to question, but also to questioning, to have to respond.
Language is born in responsibility. (1989a, p.82)

Our complete alienation from the others we encounteris therefore negotiated by our
responsesto them, and the form and content of the discoursethat these responses
take. Or to use Levinas's phrase,one exposes"oneself to [the other's] responseand
his questioning" through expression(1969, p.200).
Newton's consideration of the form and content binary provides an insight
into how narrative might meaningfully allow readers to intersubjectively relate to a
novel. He claims they are given the opportunity - indeed have no choice - but to
participate in responding to the narrative structure they encounter. To this degree, via
Levinas, form and content both influence the reader's "responsibility

toward an

Other which no one else can undertake" (Newton, p. 12). What is unique here is the
idea that an intersubjective ethical responsibility exists outside, or prior to, the
literary-linguistic

structure of discourse, and that that pre-discursive and non-

cognitive responsibility ultimately affects the discourse that we `give' to others. To
this end then, narratives provide us with an ethical encounter - they place us in a
position to respond with a discourse of our own, and in doing so we must undertake
an ethical consideration concerning the structure of their discourse, and the structure
ours will take.

When introducing his view of narrative ethics Newton points out that for
Levinas "narrative, as participatory act, is part `Said' the content of the discourse,
it
what narrates - and part `Saying, ' the latter - the intersubjective relation that arises
through the act of narration - being the site of surplus, of the unforeseen, of selfexposure" (p. 3). In explaining this distinction he turns to Coleridge's The Rime of the
63SeeLevinas, 1989a,p.81 for an
explication of mauvafseconscienceas spontaneousnonintentionality.
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Ancient Mariner (1798) and its use of a framed oral narrative. While the role of the
Saying and the Said in affecting intersubjective signification will be looked at in
more detail in chapter three, here I initially wish to encouragean awarenessof the
distinction between narrative as an act of structured expression,and its discourseas
literary-linguistic content. The realm of the narrative poem's Said, we are told, is the
realm of "moral propositionality. " For example, the poem can be interpreted as
containing a moral, but that ideological lessonwill be interpreted differently from
reader to reader, culture to culture, and history to history. Thus the Said is literarylinguistic content and is indeed "prey to tropological forces it cannot control."
The domain of the Saying, on the other hand, the poem's expressionof
discourse,is where Newton locatesits representationof ethical experiencesthat,
according to Levinas, originate prior to "decision and understanding." It is here that
the very moment of the mariner's narrative comes to life - the act of Saying the story
between
it
does
the
the
the
encapsulating
relation
story-telling,
as
ancient
act
of
mariner and his listeners, and the relation between the poem and its readers.Yet the
Saying is an experienceimmediately prior to discourse,and as such maintains an
element of irreducibility during discourseand the reading event. It is this interactive
and volatile moment in the poem that for Newton exemplifies an ethics of
"intersubjective relation" within its narrative (Newton, p.7). It is evident in the shift
in form that occurs as the poetic content moves a third-person narrative voice to the
direct discourseof the mariner's tale itself (Coleridge, line 20).
It is here then that we can seethe similarities betweenNewton's theory and
Crane's secondapproachto criticism, as well as Aristotle's poetics. Narrative
structure, consisting as it does of a content and form, contains elementsthat relate
narratives to lived experienceand our discursive interactions with others. Using the
Rime to explicate this point is apt due to its use of a framed oral narrative. The point
at which the mariner stops eachof the wedding gueststo bestow upon them his tale
provides us with an insight into the role played by each of us as readersand
audience.In the act and the moment of reading we are ourselves `stopped' and forced
to respond to the narrative presentedbefore us. We become answerable to it. Part of
that responseinvolves acknowledging our absolute estrangementfrom the mariner
and his text, which meansexperiencing something irreducible in the form of the
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reading event. The content is laid before us, but in our experienceof its form there
remains an element of the irreducible and the pre-discursive.
This view of structure as form and content perhapsbears a resemblanceto
Derrida's view of literature asforce andform, where force is the origin of the
phenomenonof language,and form is the stifling occurrencewhich gives that
languageits meaning (Derrida, 1978d,p.26). Importantly, Derrida usesthis notion of
irreducible force to undermine the structuralist form/content binary. In the view I
have outlined above, form, like force, is a non-discursive entity it provides the
shape and impetus of discursive content, but it isn't made up of literary-linguistic
signs itself. It is worth noting that Derrida later re-examinesthe concept of form,
reiterating the point that form's presenceand meaning have been associatedwith the
"language of metaphysics" since Ancient Greek philosophy, and that as such, form
has always been consideredwithin a "system of oppositions in which something like
form, the formality of form, can be thought, is a finite system" (p. 158). Yet he goes
on to ask if "some irreducible complicity, between Being as being-presentin the
form of meaning... and Being as being-present in the so-called preexpressive form of
sense, has not been operative, welding the strata to each other" (p. 171). In fact, he
points out that this "logicity of the preexpressive stratum" is always related to form
and ultimately allows the conversion of the "not being-present, into an experience in
the form of being-present" within an irreducible relationship (p. 170). Thus for
Derrida an aesthetics always depends on the "preexpressive" aspects of form in order
to create ontological meaning out of the "not being-present. " This can be related to
the pre-discursive form I outlined above. A narrative structure can be made up of its
content (the words on the page), and its form (it consists of x number of chapters),
yet the occurrence of this form isn't made up of words. An example of this would be
the blank sections of page which occur between chapters. While the discursive
content is shaped by them, they themselves have no describable meaning.
Nevertheless, both this form and the content it affects produce a meaningful
structure. I suggest that as readers we have no choice but to relate to this `silent' form
whilst reading, and in doing so interact with the indescribable otherness that makes
possible a meaningful narrative discourse in the first place.
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WhereasDocherty arguesthat the fracturing the reading subject undergoes
when encountering the other entails an ethical dispositioning of the reader, Levinas
interprets this ethical formation of the self differently. For him this unsettling of the
self in front of the other provides the basis of an "intersubjective" ethics - rather than
trying to `possess'the other, the self realisesthe possibility of `offering' himself over
to the other, of responding responsibly to him or her. According to Levinas, this
responsible ethics is "the very heart of the relationship with the other that
characterizesour social life [where] alterity appearsas a nonreciprocal relationship.
As such, he claims that "intersubjective spaceis not symmetrical" (1987, pp.48),
in
his/her
implies
has
treatment
therefore
that
the
which
an element of choice
subject
of the other. Unlike Docherty's, this view of identity encapsulatesan ethics which
in
its
before
both
the
the
self
reaffirms
responsibilities placed
subjectivity and
interactions with others both in life and when reading narrative. Importantly this is
due to an irreducible element within the structure of discourse,and in particular the
form it takes. I now want to examine how such a theory might relate to the
innovative structure of Shanie.

Response and responsibility due to structure in Shame.
Consider again the moral that Shame'snarrator uncharacteristically places before us
when considering actual Pakistan: "liberty; equality; fraternity... I recommend them
highly. " As we noted before, this can be read as a moral discourse encapsulated
within a narrative content - that which Nissen calls an ethics in narrative, and
Newton a moral proposition. In Levinasian terms it is the Said of spoken discourse,
that which the speakercontextualisesand places before us as understandablecontent.
Ultimately though, as deconstructionteachesus, such statementsundermine their
claim to truth, their inherent appealto a notion of logos or Reasonthat lies outside
subjective, reducible values.
And yet like the ancient mariner, this discourseby Shame's speakeralso
brings his readers/listenersto a suddenhalt. When introducing it the narrator
interrupts the story of "Peccavistan's" political history to ask, "May I interpose a few
words here on the subject of the Islamic revival? It won't take long" (p.250). This
narrator, like the mariner, therefore purposely interrupts the narrative in order to
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suddenly command the reader's attention. This passagequite obviously and selfreflexively contrastswith the content and the form of the preceding, and following
narration. It is concerned,quite sombrely, with the oppressivenessof theocratic
governments,such as Israel, Iran, and Pakistan, who appropriate religious dogma for
their own ends, and even mentions real historical figures. It effectively interrupts
what until this point had been an ironic, satirical, and even fantastical historiographic
metafiction in Hutcheon's sense,` with a moralising (though still quite comic) gripe
about recent middle-easternpolitics and religion. Thus it fractures what had been up
until this point an already fractured magic realist novel, with a serious dose of
realism. As well as this, it addressesthe reader as implied listener during the
interjection. What I want to look at are the ethical implications of this self-conscious
fracturing on the deconstructible,moralising claims made during this radical shift in
narrative structure.
Newton claims that as narrative TheAncient Mariner presentsus with access
to "that territory inside the poem sharedby Mariner and Wedding Guest in their
communicative, interlocutionary relation - in their immediate claim on each other and that territory outside the text marked out by the claims it makes upon its reader"
(Newton, pp.5-6). Similarly, the interjectory, moralising passagein Shainealso
forces the reader to consider the implications of this intersubjective relation between
speakerand reader on "that territory outside the text." We can argue that the
structural effect of this passageupon the reader operateson several moral levels.
Firstly, as already noted, it presentsa moral stancein the traditional way, by
appealing to popular moral outlooks - in this caseliberal-humanism.
Secondly, the interjection obviously createsparallels between events in the
narrator's history of Peccavistan,and events in the apparently `real' history of
Pakistan. Our narrator, for example, doesnot describe for his readersthe suffering
that he obviously feels the inhabitants of Pakistan undergo due to their nondemocratically elected leaderstendenciesto endorseIslamic doctrine as a meansof
national cohesion and social justice. He calls such doctrines mythologies and warns,
with a note of both satirical and solemn finality, that "they can become very
64SeeHutcheon, 1988, 14 the
p. on
role of "historiographic metafiction" in forcing readersto question
the "textualized accessibility" of the past.
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unpopular indeed if they're rammed down people's throats... What happensif one is
force-fed such outsize, indigestible meals?- One gets sick. One rejects their
nourishment. Reader: one pukes." The languagehere - both formal (the use of the
pronoun "one" severaltimes) and slang - sardonically relays the distress of common
Pakistan, and producesthe amusing and belittling metaphor of indigestible meal as
oppressivereligious doctrine. The actual suffering of Pakistan therefore remains very
much untold here, and very much a reducible, malleable, and metaphorical quantity.
For whatever reasons,our speakerleavesits realist articulation unsaid.
And yet, unsaid or not, this uncharacteristicinterjection by the speakerallows
us as readersto elaborateon this suffering for ourselves.If we turn to the narrative
immediately prior to this digression, we find depictions of the fictional brutalities
that the fictional Raza Hyder handsout upon the people of Peccavistanin the name
of Islam:
What Raza did: he bannedbooze... On the Prophet's birthday Raza arrangedfor every
mosque in the country to sound an alarm at nine a.m. and anybody who forgot to stop and
pray was instantly carted off to jail.... In the first year of his rule Raza Hyder incarcerated
one hundred thousandbeggarsand, while he was at it, a further twenty-five hundred
members of the now-illegal Popular Front
[T]he women of the country beganmarching against God... But Raza was circumspect;
...
he told police to avoid hitting the ladies on the breastswhen they broke up the
demonstrations.
(pp.247-9)

The structure of a frame narrative around the speaker'sinterjection createsa moral
parallel between the two stories - though the narrator refusesto elaborateupon `real'
brutalities that may or may not have occurred in Pakistan, he leavesus under no
illusion as to the form these oppressivemeasurestook in Peccavistan.While he
refusesto make `unfashionable,' totalising claims concerning the fate of the people
of Pakistan, the ironic, self-reflexive parallels between thesetwo realities once again
projects a moral consideration for the reader about that fate.
This leadsus to the third ethical effect of the narrative structure: the
realisation that the readerhas to interact with the text - i. e. consider the ironic, yet
non-committal comparison it draws between oppressionin Peccavistanand Pakistan
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the ethical implications of this narrative. What, for example, are the moral dilemmas
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demonstratedfor the alms that Islamic discourseclaims should be given to them?
People might argue differently concerning the ethics of this act - no doubt Raza
Hyder's (or even PresidentZia's) interpretation of it might be different from that of
many of Rushdie's readers.What about the ethics of the beating of women - except
on the breasts- who march for civil rights? Can we agreethat this is unethical?
Many might, but so-called Islamic fundamentalistsregimes might claim otherwise.
In any case,theseare not moral dilemmas that the majority of western readerswould
have much experienceof, though it is likely that the overwhelming majority of us
might agreein principle that such actions are unethical. What about puking due to
force-feeding? It is, after all, an experiencethat we all can to some degreerelate to or
here?
vomited
involved
has
Is
everyone
at some time another. there an ethics
Would we all recoil from such literal experiences?Almost certainly.
The point of theserhetorical questionsis to highlight how this narrative
forces us to consider an ethics due to the irreducible aspectsof its structure, and
through the way that structure relates to our own experienceand knowledge of
suffering in the world. The narrative incorporatesa temporally and spatially
disjunctive interjection, which as an aspectof radical form necessarilybrings aprediscursive element to the structure by so obviously departing from its prior
representationof Peccavistan.Its suddenreferencesto Pakistan foreground the
"preexpressive" element of structure highlighted by Derrida's identification of the
"not being-present" during expressionand the irreducibility of Levinas's Saying.
This in turn allows the structure to relate its discursive content to oppressionin the
lives of our narrator's characters,and to physical stressin our own worlds. This
innovative representationof suffering as an aspectof human experiencetherefore
intersubjectively connectsthose fictional and `real' scenarios.It is the irreducible
elementsof the innovative narrative structure then, and its representationof
suffering, that link the "territories" which Newton identifies both "inside" and
"outside" literary structure, by radically appealing to the reader's experiential
is
As
Williams
repertoire.
claims, suffering, especially physically painful suffering,
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person's ethical life (Williams, 1972,pp.89-90).
In concluding I want to specifically highlight the role played by this nontraditional narrative structure in producing a non-traditional ethics within the text,
and briefly consider the role that the representationof physical suffering might play
in a narrative ethics. I am suggestingthat it is in this innovative aspectof the
narrative, the part that noticeably forces us to consider fictional suffering in our own
real terms, that a literary ethics arisesas an aspectof narrative expression.This
before
discourse
the
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the
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us. It
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structure compels us respond
part of
is this pre-discursive element- the act that shapesthe eventual discourse- that finds
itself "contaminating," to appropriateNewton's phrase,the ethics of our reading of
the text. This is an ethics of narrative expression,as opposedto the morality of a
narrative discourse.As Nussbaumpoints out, "[l]ife is never simply presented by a
text; it is always representedas something... [T]he style... itself expresseschoices
and selections,and setsup in the reader, certain activities and transactionsrather than
others" (Nussbaum, 1990, p.5).65As already noted, in this caseit is unlikely that the
reader will not be able to relate to the metaphor of physical illness, and thus bring her
own personal subjective insight to the unethical treatment of the people of Pakistan.
Here we seehow responsibilities arise through discursive interaction with narratives
during the reading event itself. We have a responsibility to respond, to interact with
narrative structures,and to consider the fictional eventsthey place before us in terms
of our own human experience.This is what Miller calls "an experienceof an `I
must"' in his ethics of reading (Miller, 1987,p. 127), except that unlike Miller I
propose that the need to attend to postcolonial narratives during the reading event
may also foreground human suffering as a common experienceavailable to us all. As
Derrida has said of Levinas's ethics, its authority is never basedin any discourse:"It
seeksto be understood from within a recourse to experienceitself. Experience itself
and that which is most irreducible within experience" (Derrida, 1978a,p. 83).
But what of the moral claims of liberal-humanism that are also made?They
are undoubtedly deconstructible concepts,rational claims whose veracity can be

65Nussbaum
equatesnarrative form with narrative style (p.5).
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questioned.Yet they remain encapsulatedwithin a narrative structure which
foregrounds both an irreducible relation between readersand text that isn't easyto
undermine, and a desire to articulate the immoral events of postcolonial history. To
this degreethey perhapsremain reminders of those forms of justice that in the last
chapter we saw Spivak calling those things which we cannot not want. And yet they
perform an even simpler task: to remind the reader of the non-liberal, unequal, and
unjust realities of life in certain postcolonial states,even while contemporary critical
theory rejects the existenceof the antithesis of theseconcepts.The morality of
discourseson "liberty; equality; fraternity" might be easy to undermine, but it is not
so easy to question the real flesh-and-blood experienceof non-liberal and unequal
suffering that the narrative structure representsfor us here."
It would seemthen that perhapsthere are two separateelementsof an ethics
at work within Shane. One of theserelates to Levinas's account of discoursewhich
Newton develops, the experienceof interacting with discoursesand relating them to
intersubjective human experiencedue to the pre-discursive elementsof narrative
structure. The narrator's interruptions for example force us to attend to his
digressions- we cannot avoid this during the reading event. The other ethical
element relates to the consideration given by readersto the representationof
postcolonial suffering and how it relates to their own experiencesof physical
suffering. Yet as we shall seein chaptersfive and six, the differences between these
aspectsof a postcolonial narrative ethics may not be distinct. Although Newton does
not addressthe issue, Levinas also emphasisesthat we should be aware of the role
played by the human experienceof pain and suffering within an irreducible ethics -a
point which as we shall seein chaptersthree and six severely underminesNewton's
rejection of the political validity of deconstruction.For now what I hope to have
exemplified is the idea that an ethical critique of postcolonial fiction must necessarily
turn to the pre-discursive elementsof narrative structures.Also, I hope to have
provided an insight into some of the recent critical attempts to formulate an ethics
which arises out of narrative structure rather than moral discourse,and outlined the
66SeeDuring, 1987, 461
p.
on the idea that Rushdie's postmodern form "certainly does not reflect
postmodernity... [Shame] remains connectedto those conceptsof justice and reasonthat totalizing
denouncersof our postmodernity assureus are in their safekeeping."
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need for further investigation into such a concept. What I wish to do now is develop
this Levinasian idea of an ethics within the structure of discourse,and investigate, in
terms of postcolonial fiction and deconstruction,how it might benefit the
examination of an irreducible ethics both in narratives and in literary theory.
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Chapter Three: Traces of Responsibility in Toni Morrison's Jazz.
Getting away with murder: Benito Cereno and the problems with a
Levinasian ethical critique of narrative content.
As for the black - whose brain, not body, had schemedand led the revolt, with the plot - his
slight frame, inadequateto that which it held, had at once yielded to the superior muscular
strength of his captor, in the boat. Seeingall was over, he uttered no sound, and could not be
forced to. His aspectseemedto say, since I cannot do deeds,I will not speakwords...
Some months after, draggedto the gibbet at the tail of a mule, the black met his
voiceless end. The body was burned to ashes;but for many days, the head, that hive of
subtlety, fixed on a pole in the Plaza, met, unabashed,the gaze of the whites; and acrossthe
Plaza looked towards St. Bartholomew's church... and acrossthe Rimac bridge looked
towards the monastery,on Mount Agonia without; where, three months after being dismissed
by the court, Benito Cereno,borne on the bier, did, indeed, follow his leader. (Melville,
1855,p.307)

The above quotation from Melville's Benito Cereno (1855) seemsto self-consciously
lend itself to the close ethical analysis I wish to apply to the narrative form and
content of postcolonial fiction, though the short story itself is not considered
postcolonial. Newton also considersthe short story, though for him Benito Cereno's
prejudiced figuration of the black face, a technique he calls "monstration," coupled
with the refusal to grant its Negro charactersany substantivevoice to addressthe
book's mainly white audience,meansthat the text fails to ethically representan
historical moment of African-American slave insurrection (Newton, p.211).
Benito Cereno is a story of insurrection upon a slave-ship, describedin
several narrative discourses.The first of theseis the third-person narrative of Captain
Delano's experiences,who after meeting the slave-ship at seastrikes up a
relationship with its captain, Benito Cereno.Delano fails to notice the predicament of
the captain who is forced by the Negroes to act and appearas though all were
normal. It is only at Delano's departurethat he realises the ruse, and in doing so
attacks and regains the ship, saving Cereno.The rest of the story is made up of
official court depositions of eye-witnesstestimonies.
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Newton's critique of the novel engageswith its characterisationand its
representationof the face of the oppressedother. He adopts a theoretical perspective
we will be investigating throughout the next two chapters- the Levinasian theory of
the face of the other as unknowable expressionin the discursive self/other relation
(seeLevinas, 1969,pp.50-1) - and arguesthat the novel presentsa particularly
unethical representationof the faces of its principle Negro characters.Yet for me, the
passageabove uncovers some of the difficulties of such an approachto narrative
ethics. These can be shown if we examine the figuration of the face of "the black"
in
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at whose religious
silence, not only in death, but also in decapitation?
Answers to thesequestionsare possible if, unlike Newton, we engagewith
not only narrative content but formal structure as well. His claim that the text doesn't
give voice to the slaves' experiencesis correct, but in theseclosing passagesthat
seemsto me to be one of the narrator's overwhelming concerns.If we consider the
prepositional phrasein the following self-consciousomniscient interjection - it was
Babo's "brain, not body, [that] had schemedand led the revolt, with the plot" (my
italics) - we are ironically reminded that this "plot, " of which we are told nothing by
Babo, is completely objectified within the narrativeplot Melville provides us with.
We are told that now totally oppressedhis "aspect seemedto say, since I cannot do
deeds,I will not speak words" (my italics). Both here and throughout the passagethe
collocated referencesto speechare numerous,a fact that suggeststo me that the
large
his
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is
fact
Babo,
the
that
narrator
apparently
with
overly consciousof
brain, has had all omniscient knowledge of his thoughts and actions silenced.
This silence halts any insight into Babo's subjectivity, and reminds the reader
that while several other narratives are provided to make up for this silence - official
court depositions for example- his narrative hasn't been told. " The dominant
discoursesof the historical moment that is the institution of American slavery mean
that Babo remains objectified. The narrator's final ironic comment on the insidious
67SeeLee, pp.503-4
on the idea that using "doctored court documents" amongst other discourses
assistsin the purposeful silencing of the voices of lessercharactersin the narrative.
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Like Phelan's critique of Beloved's narrative structure, this reading of Benito
Cereno provides an example of how ethical critique uncovers the restricted readings
that a text places before us. While it could be argued that Melville's authorial intent
is negatively affected by the racial discoursesthat permeatethe historical moment in
which he was writing, it is also clear that the text's innovative form and its use of
physical imagery problematise such a partial reading (Stuckey, p. 167). Where my
its
formal
differs
is
from
for
Newton's
that
the
strategies
use
reading
narrative's
me
of purposely prejudiced official depositions to inform the plot for example undermines the neglectedanswerability and lack of authority which Newton sees
figured in the decapitation and monstration of the silent Babo. For him, the story
"makes and unmakesa black monster" (Newton, p.21 1), and presentsa scenario
b$
it
doesn't
be
Babo's
the
to
exist.
where
narrative since
reader cannot answerable
For me, the self-consciousinterjections of the narrator and his/her collocated
referencesto silence within a structure concernedwith authority mean that that
making of such a monster is highly ironic and unsettlesthe cliched image of a black
monster altogether. This raisesanother important point, fully examined in chapter
six: is Newton right to assumethat it would be more ethical for a white author to
his/her
let
him
for
Negro
than
subjective
retain
provide a voice
slave character,rather
silence?
What is exemplified here are the dangersthat arise if we engagein an ethical
critique that deals primarily with narrative content. The last chapter raised Levinas's
idea of the ethical answerability and responsibility of the subject when involved in
discursive self/other relations. In terms of the ethical considerationsthat arise when
reading, I implied that Levinas's structuring of discourse- its inclusion of an
68Newton's argument follows a vein in American
criticism that claims Melville was anti-black, and
was first suggestedby Kaplan (seeKaplan, pp.287-301). For contrary perspectives,see Stuckey,
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irreducible relation to the other (Saying) that can shapethe content of the discourse
itself (Said) - finds affinity with a reader's experienceof narrative structure. S/he too
has a responsibility to consider the narrative as a discoursefrom the other and
respond. It is not the content of verbal and narrative discoursesthat we relate to
ethically, but their structure.Newton's reading of Benito Cereno on the other hand,
speaksof the "ethical culpability which witnessing entails, the sharewatchers have in
the production or creation of images" (Newton, p.214). Strangely, the term watchers
does not include the reader,but rather the fictional characters,and perhapsthe
inclusion of Melville himself:
Accordingly, within Delano's mild and balmy ken, we find Babo's dark and villainous
"aspect" engendered,as Melville's text in turn, I would insist, preserves,sustains,and
extends it outward; one order of monstration... breedsanother. (Newton, p.214)

Newton's refusal to engagewith Benito Cereno's structure, and specifically its use of
multiple narratives and narrators,meansthat he fails to addressthe question of
responsible answerability that it posesfor its contemporaneouswhite readers,and the
intersubjective link that the narrative draws between the experiencesof narrator,
characterand ourselves,and the actual world(s) we relate them to.
To exemplify this we can return to Levinas. He has written that the
relationship between the subject and the face of the other is "beyond rhetoric"
(Levinas, 1969, p.75) an apt idea concerning Babo's condition - but he also tells us
not
is
is
Saying
"intrigue
elsewherethat while the
reducible to the
an
of meaning that
thematization and exposition of a Said" (1993, p. 141), it is an addresswhich "even
without leaving the lips... appeals to the other [in] the risk of disinterest" (p.33).
Reading Babo's predicament (beheadedand voiceless yetfacing his persecutors),
within a structure that self-consciously draws attention to the issue of voice and
authority, castsdoubt on the idea that he is simply being figured as a monstrous
black insurgent. The fact that Babo has been completely objectified by the discourses
that make up the narrative, that his "appeal" to those characters- and readerswhom he faces is forcibly silenced within this structure meansthat his image
p. 172, and Morrison, 1989,pp. 14-19, who according to Duvall seesMelville as a "traitor to the
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lips.
"
ironic
insurgency,
leaving
For the
"even
the
expressesa subtle
without
responsible contemporary American reader the novel's unsettling question of
answerability should prove to be just that - the juxtaposition of Babo's unabashed
yet voiceless face againstthe religious and political landscapeof colonial American
is suddenly much more ironic and subversive than it may at first appear.69
Newton's reading of fictional characters' faces in terms of Levinas's theory
by
is
in
face
is
It
tactic
the
adopted
a
also
of
not unique recent ethical criticism.
Gibson when reading Conrad's Heart of Darkness (1902). He too relates Levinas's
face to facial figuration in narrative and the responsesmade to them by other
face
but
the
for
Marlow
"cannot
to
He
that
of
respond"
characters. argues, example,
the "Intended," Kurtz's betrothed, and offers this as evidence for Marlow's ethical
responsibility to the woman - he lies to saveher feelings, and her impression of
Kurtz (Gibson, p.64; see Conrad, pp. 117-21). Such a technique seemsstrangefrom
these critics who emphasisethe need to engagewith aspectsof narrative form in
in
both
In
to
these
engage
order provide an ethical critique of narrative.
examples
straightforward content analysis - the literal representationof face becomesa
7°
between
for
face-to-face
Levinas's
theory
the
self and other.
metaphor
relation
of
As we shall seein more detail later, for the early Levinas it is the face of the other
that silently appealsto the subject during discourserelations - the "proximity of the
other is the signifying of the face" (1989b, p.23). Thus when two individuals enter
into discourse,it is the expressivenessof their faces that makes possible the silence
justify
how
As
discourse
Said.
Saying
before
divulging
the
the
the
can
we
such,
of
of
Gibson's assumption that Marlow's treatment of the betrothed is a narrative
dishonesty,
Surely
Marlow's
Levinasian
while apparently
representationof a
ethics?
carried out with the betrothed feeling's in mind, reinforces the patriarchal
construction of the psychologically fragile Victorian lady? And if we could argue
that the betrothed's "pale visage, this pure brow" makes a silent appeal to him, surely
cultural construction of whiteness" (Duvall, p. 18).
69See Sundquist, 101 for
in
institutions
Benito
World
ironic
New
Melville's
of
p.
more on
portrayal
Cereno.
70As pointed out in the last chapter, this idea of engaging in content analysis where formal analysis is
the intention is a criticism that can at times be made of Nussbaum, as Eaglestonedoes when
examining what he calls her "interpretive approach" (Eaglestone, 1997, p.55). Ravvin also uses
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his appraisal of her "awful desolation" again belies a socially constructedview of
womanhood, as opposedto an irreducible ethical reaction? As Driver notes, the
Intended is figured as "the feminine ideal, so unsullied by the businessof empire that
she may not be told the truth about colonial exploitation" (Driver, p.248).
Neither critic seemsto feel it necessaryto point out that Levinas's
theorisation of the face-to-facerelation is basedon the actual flesh and blood
interaction between individuals within the `real world' when about to enter into
direct speech." In fact, it dependsupon the "nudity" of the face as an expressionof
the vulnerable exposureof the other (Levinas, 1987, p. 107). As I hope to show here
and in later chapters,using certain fictional content as a metaphor for the real risks
and responsibilities that occur during actual direct speechis a misreading of
Levinas's philosophy. In much of his own work, Levinas himself was reluctant to
&
(see
1999
Robbins,
forms
his
facial
to
theory
apply
ethical
of
expression other art
Hand, 1996, pp.64-7). Emphasisingthe ethical primacy of oral discourseover other
forms of languagehe tells us that, "Speech refusesvision, becausethe speakerdoes
not deliver images of himself only, but is personally present in his speech,absolutely
italics).
296,
image
leave"
1969,
he
(Levinas,
to
my
exterior every
p.
would
Yet if I claim that there are ethical considerationsevident within the structure
innovative
Benito
Cereno,
is
idea
if
to
the
turn
this
structurally
more
of
still valid we
is
have
As
this
question especially
contemporary postcolonial novels?
seen,
we
problematic if we consider that many critics read such novels as indicative of literary
postmodernism, a category generally thought to representthe non-legitimacy of
how
In
we
saw
one
narratives' representationof universal ethical values. chapter
Beloved's various authoritative narrative voices, coupled with their distinct
by
disrupt
landscape,
the
theories
subject
of
representationsof
poststructuralist
bringing the notion of the indescribableto narrative representationsof subjectivity.
In the last chapter we saw how narrative structure itself is an expressivesite which
calls the reader into a responsiverelation to Shame.Whilst bearing in mind what we
Levinas to argue that the literal imagesof faces in post-Holocaust fiction "develop a commitment
toward the absentother that supports an ethic of humane development" (Ravvin, p.58).
71For example, though Ravvin's examination of Levinas's influence on post-Holocaust Jewish fiction
also indulges in this interpretive reading of facial imagery, he does acknowledge the difficulty in
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have said already about the postmodern aspects of postcolonial literature, both these
lines of argument will be incorporated into this chapter's ethical critique of
Morrison's Jazz (1992). Their relevance will be judged alongside Booth's warning
that we need to consistently recognise the relations between ethical criticism and
socio-political criticism. As he points out, when texts are examined ethically it is
inevitable that such ethics has bearing upon the political landscape in which the texts
are created and read (Booth, p. 12 & pp. 136-7).

Ethics versus Politics.
As Bernstein points out, within traditional practical philosophy the definitions of
ethics and politics are inseparable.More than this, they form a "symbiotic
relationship" which defines our understandingof each term: "we cannot understand
ethics without thinking through our political commitments and responsibilities. And
there is no understandingof politics that does not bring us back to ethics" (Bernstein,
p.9). Newton foreseesa similar dependency,especially when considering the role of
texts within communities (pp. 179-80). Though for him and Levinas ethics affects the
discursive encounterin an irreducible way unrelated to socio-political ideology, both
neverthelessclaim that this ethics has the potential to affect our socio-political
worlds (see Smart, pp.73-4; Levinas and Kearney, pp.57-8). Gibbs similarly
describesthis primordial moment of ethics as a "responsibility [which] defines the
position and is not the choice of a being who first has independentsubstantial
existence" (Gibbs, p.5). For thesecritics then ethical experienceis not a subjective
decision - it is an inescapableaspectof human discourse.Such views stressthe
possibility that this predicative, if theoretical, ethical responsibility occurs prior to
discursive
inevitably
Belsey
socio-political concernswhich, as
shape
points out,
interaction (Belsey, 1983,p.403).
Miller also considersthe idea that ethical criticism might have a positive role
to play when considering socio-political relations in the public-sphere, though he
distinguishes more specifically between the two categories:

equating the Levinasian face-to-face relation as an "ethical languagerelation" in works of art (see
Ravvin, pp.58-65).
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[n]o doubt the political and the ethical are always intimately intertwined, but an ethical act
that is fully determinedby political considerationsor responsibilities is no longer ethical...
The samething could be said of casesin which the apparently ethical is subordinatedto the
epistemological, to some act of cognition. If there is to be such a thing as an ethical moment
in the act of reading, teaching, or writing about literature, it must be sui generis, something
individual and particular, itself a sourceof political or cognitive acts, not subordinatedto
them. (Miller, 1987,pp.4-5)

Such an ethical experiencecomesprior to political ones, and Miller stressesthat such
does
he
itself
"ethical
And
though
not
an
moment" could
affect socio-political acts.
emphatically state that such an influence would always be positive, his syntax does
hint at this belief; ethics here is aligned with "responsibilities," and free of
epistemological or cognitive influences. It is important then that we seeMiller's view
of the ethical in a particularly deconstructive light - it arrives prior to ontological
experience,and as such is irreducible, unlike metaphysical discourseswhich
deconstructthemselves.72
Newton is less vague. For him, "[t]he only just politics begins as an ethics"
(p. 179), and as he later points out, the representationof characterin narrative
grafts [degrading] political meanings onto originally intersubjective images and tropes;
neutral faces thus become either black or white, the `simple' act of looking becomesmarked
as white (objectifying) or black (objectified). (p.227)

Though ethics therefore provides the possibility of a just politics, the intersubjective
moment ("originall)" ethical) always runs the risk of being usurped by the political,
or as the early Foucault would argue,the social self, even at the level of the
biological body, is in the modem age always constructedby the discoursesof macro
institutions." These are observationsthat I will place alongside my ethical critique of
Jazz, thereby initiating the question of whether an ethical reading of its structure can
for
looking
in
I
then
the
evidence
uncover a socio-political responsibility
novel. am
of Nussbaum's apt claim that "the novel... is a morally controversial form, " a

72For a critique of Miller's intended deconstructive
approachto literary ethics seeEaglestone,1997,
pp.75-92.
73Foucault, 1975,pp. 199-212,and 1991,pp.73-169.
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but
in
face
also
considerations,
ethical
structural relation
which readers not only
because of these have the possibility of developing subversive ethico-political
positions (Nussbaum, 1998, p. 224).

Ethics and fictionalised

character:

Docherty's

postmodern

ethics.

Phelan describesBeloved's narrator as "protean" since s/he provides the readerwith
insights into the consciousnessesof the novel's major characters(Phelan,p.323). Yet
this narrator's role departsfrom that of traditional omniscience since these depictions
of subjectivities are often strongly focalised from the characters' perspectives,or
even narrated solely by interior monologue. In the latter casethe voice of the narrator
is completely subsumedby the character's.This protean narrator therefore
incorporatesboth "external" and "internal" focalisation (seeRimmon-Kenan, p.74).
Yet the use of interior monologue and addressee-lessdirect discoursealso means
that the story regularly acquiresa non-conventional intradiegetic narrative function it incorporates internal, independentcharacternarratives (seeRimmon-Kenan, pp.912).74For Phelan this adds an ethical emphasisto the representationaland hermeneutic
elementsof Beloved - its representationof characterand the interpretive relationship
between the reader and the story. At first glance Jazz seemsto presentus with a
similar narrative technique, and, taking my lead from Phelan, I wish to examine the
structural effect of utilising such a narrator.
Consider the opening passageof the novel:
Sth, I know that woman... her name is Violet, went to the funeral to seethe girl and to cut
her dead face they threw her to the floor and out of the church... like me, they knew who she
was... becausethey knew that her husband,Joe Trace, was the one that shot the girl.
(Morrison, 1992, p.4)

The opening passagefrom Jazz is now well-known amongst critics of Morrison's
work, one of the reasonsfor this being its troublesomeuse of exposition-like
apostrophe.Some critics seethe functionless sound "Sth" as exemplary of the

74Rimmon-Kenan outlines a hierarchical structure within stories whose central, "extradiegetic"
narrative contains inner, "intradiegetic" narratives narrated by characterswithin the story. The
terminology is derived from Genette, 1983,and Bal, 1977.
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participant-narrator's construction as a jazz-music formulation (Ryan and Mäjoza,
p. 129). For Rodrigues, it is like "the muted soundsplashof a brush against a snare
drum" (Rodrigues, p. 154). Its use in the representationof black female direct
discoursein Beloved perhapscastsdoubt on such views, reducing it to simply
75
Morrison's
African-American
another aspectof
oral expression.
representationof
All thesereadings are plausible, if tenuous, and they highlight the intriguing
narrative subjectivity that the reader is presentedwith at this point and throughout the
novel. In terms of narrative authority what is most interesting is the self-conscious
assumption of omnisciencethat accompaniesthe opening sound. The narrator claims
to "know" Violet, though s/he at once distancesherself from the physical
community: "like me, they know who she was, who she had to be." While the
community has to work out who the attacker is ("who she had to be"), the narrator
does not. While the community is "like" the narrator in terms of what they know, the
narrator retains an intrusive omnisciencethey do not possess.This point of view is
later challenged by the narrator's self-consciousadmissionsof inconsistency and
failure when reporting events at which, as we shall see,she is apparently not present.
The effect of this is that traditional definitions of narrative point-of-view are
"
it
first
define
third-person.
renderedunusable: we cannot even
or
as
We could read such an-unconventionalnarrator-figure as confirmation of
Docherty's view that we need to critically reconsider fictional characterwith an
awarenessof the "seduction of characterization." He claims that
in postmodern narrative, characteras such is never produced (it `disappears'); rather, we
have the seductionwhich radically involves the confusion of the ontological statusof
characterwith that of reader and author. (Docherty, 1996,p.40)

This'view is exemplary of a typical postmodern reading of characterwhere the
subject is replaced by a heterogeneous"subject-in-process" derived primarily from
Foucault's theory of socio-political discourseand Lacan's theory of the subject

75SeeMorrison, 1987, 187 where Ella
p.
usesthe sound to emphasiseher derogatory feelings about
Sethe.
76For more on the elusivenessof the identity
and type of Jazz's narrator, seeDuvall, pp. 132-3, and
Mayberry, pp.304-5.
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"
linguistic
difference.
Indeed, the construction of
the
constructedwithin
system of
this "disembodied narrator" leads Duvall to view Jazz as Morrison's most
"postmodern" novel (Duvall, pp. 131-3). Yet for Docherty such an outlook not only
brings to the fore the non-essentialnature of the subject, but also allows the
development of a postmodern ethics of the subject which he calls an ethics of
by
This
theories
traditional
rejecting the
of
character
alterity.
ethics reacts against
previous phenomenological situation wherein reader and characterposition each
7'An
identities
imperially
the
other around
constructed
axioms of empirically and
.
example of such a traditional reading would be Defoe's contemporary European
readersidentifying with Crusoe and his bourgeois maxims, and with the reasonable
subjugation of the savageFriday.
Contrary to this practice of "character-as-position," Docherty seesa more
ethical reading arising out of the awarenessof character-as-disposition.This view
disrupts essentialidentity and allows the "subject-in-process [to move] towards a
historical futurity in which she or he constantly defers the production of identity or of
an empirically determined selfhood" (p.41). The reader, in other words, has the
both
knowledge
her
due
that
to
to
narratives,
ability
question objectifying narratives
fictive and ontological, are numerous and prone to change.It is interesting to
consider how Docherty's "postmodern ethics" differs from Gibson's. As seenin the
last chapter, in Gibson's Levinasian perspectivethe subject undergoesa fracturing
due to the ethical need to give oneself over and respond to the unknowable alterity of
the other. Selfhood here always undergoesan ontological disturbanceby constantly
having to respond to alterity. The distinction between Docherty and Gibson places
the idea of a postmodern ethics under interrogation. Both critics call their ethics
in
but
due
fracturing
they
the
the
to
each casethis
envisage,
postmodern
of
subject
fracturing occurs for a different reason.One is due to the need to constantly
distinguish evolving subjectivities from dominant social discourses,and the other
77See for example Hunter who investigateshow the Foucauldian concept of discourseaffects "the
practical deployment of a public apparatusof reading, in which what is to count as character is
determined" (Hunter, p.247). Seealso Rice and Waugh, pp. 119-121 on the Lacanian subject, and
Martin, p. 121 on the effect Lacan has had on developing a non-static view of character.
78Why Docherty should deem this to be specifically ethical, as opposedto moral, isn't clear. He never
describeswhat he meansby ethics, leaving the reader with no choice but to make the assumptionthat
what Docherty is actually providing us with is yet another historico-political morality.
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occurs due to the needto constantly and responsibly react to the alterity of the other.
What thesecritics ironically provide us with is yet another example of ethics as a
discursive construction; here we have two ethics defined not by a hon-political
ethical value, but by their vision of a subject which correspondsto the discoursesof
traditional postmodernism.
Even so, Docherty's perspective doesprovide a useful starting point from
which to consider Morrison's representationof both the narrator and charactersof
Jazz. As we have seen,Beloved's innovative narrative strategiesconstantly question
historical
its
African-American
the
within
constructions of
subject and representation
America. We could argue then that the formal strategiesaffect what Newton calls the
novel's representationalethics - the ethical implications of "fictionalising oneself or
others by exchanging `person' for `character"' (Newton, p. 18). Beloved's
representationof charactersubjectivities could be consideredethical as it reveals that
a slave's oppressedpositioning within American discourseson the natural-world is
repeatedly undermined-anddisrupted by the various representations-the-slaves
themselvesprovide of American nature.
Yet Docherty's enthusiasmto envisagecharacterswithin a specifically
postmodern context compromisesand somewhatover-simplifies the representational
ethics Jazz examines.For example,he claims that postmodern narratives, rather than
producing characters,reveal a "series of fleeting instantiations of subjectivity" which
abjure the notion of a definitive reality - thus, "[a]t best... the progression of a
postmodern narrative cannot move from appearanceto the enlightenment of a reality,
but only from appearanceto disappearanceto different appearanceand so on" (p.64).
McHale's perspective is similar, though ultimately less fatalistic: "[P]ostmodern
fiction does hold the mirror up to reality; but that reality, now more than ever, is
plural" (McHale, 1987,p.39). Thesepostmodern argumentsseemsto rest rather
uncomfortably alongside critics who seeMorrison's representationof characteras
formally innovative, but ultimately linked to certain African-American experienceof
socio-political reality.
For Jones,Morrison's representationof the heterogeneoussubject
paradoxically allows a new concept of modern African-American identity to form,
the "pieces" which she "frets... into a strategy for survival that makes identity and
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wholenesspossible" (Jones,p.493). Dobbs readsthe fracturing of Morrison's
charactersas not simply evidence of theirephemeral nature, but closely related to the
cultural significance of physical subjugation: "Loss of mother and self are... not only
physiological phenomena,but also historically determined,physical realities"
(Dobbs, p.571). Both thesereadingsto certain degreeshareDocherty's awarenessof
the unstable nature of the modern subject, especially the anamnesticfunction via
which subjectivity is always affected by a `rememoration' of the personal past. Even
so, they call into question Docherty's enthusiasticespousalof the idea that "realities"
are also impossible to define due to their being constructedand therefore nonessential.Along with other critics, both argue that Morrison's work not only
have
but
African-Americans,
those
the
that
refigurations
refigures
representationof
profound bearing upon the actual experiencesof black people in modern America.
Docherty's description of such criticism is derisive. He claims that "judging
the charactersand actions as if they did indeed exist independently of... fiction" is
moralistic, contrived only through the consideration of "`personal' existence" and in
his view "profoundly unethical" (Docherty, 1996, pp.36-7). In my view this
distinction between postcolonial and postmodernviews of the fractured subject
provides the opportunity for a new ethical critique of narrative to be introduced. If, as
Newton argues,a narrative ethics investigatesboth the intersubjective nature of
literature and its participatory link to the reader's external world, then perhapsit
might offer ways of examining how the heterogeneousaspectsof fictional character
have ethical implications for the realities with which readersare familiar.

Jazz: Musical form as a structure of narrative expression.
The latter part of Jazz describesthe armed hunt by Joe, one of the novel's
protagonists, for Dorcas, his teenageex-lover, through the streetsof the "city" (it is
never named for us). This section describesthe murder which links all of the
characterswhose pasts and presentthoughts the narrator divulges. The self-conscious
unreliability of Jazz's narrator is foregrounded afterwards though when she admits
that her interpretation of Joe's hunt for Dorcas - the one presentedhere - was
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flawed." She tells us that at the time she believed he was simply looking for Dorcas,
yet realises now that his thoughts and feelings were influenced by the memories of
knew:
"To
he
hunts
he
for
teenager
the
other
made as a
wild-woman mother never
this moment I'm not sure what his tears were really for... All the while he was
her,
looking
for
in
he
bad
I
through
the
thought
not
was
running
streets
weather
Wild's chamber of gold" (p.221). The question of authority is raised here then, with
the readerreminded of McHale's claims concerning the unreliability of postmodern
"
narratives, and perhapsalso a senseof Fludernik's warning that sometimeswhen
the reliability of their speakeris undermined non-conventional narrative structures
may threaten "to disintegrate into a congeriesof unrelated discourses" (Fludernik,
p.278).
Thesepostmodern readings of narrative legitimacy are compromised by the
fact that the narrator is not making her admission of unreliability with a view to
remedy her flawed narrative. The delegitimate or unreliable aspectof the narrator's
account is rectified by the fact that the description of the hunt (given through Joe's
direct discourse)was fragmentedby the interjections of an alternative speakerwho
recounts Joe's subjective recollection of his past. The form utilised by this unknown
speaker(we assumeit is not the original narrator since she denies knowledge of it) is
intricate and unpredictable - initially third-person and omniscient, then at times
highly focalised through Joe with interspersionsof interior monologue. For example,
when hunting Dorcas, Joe's direct discoursepresentshis conscious thoughts, though
bet
life
know
do
know
her,
he
is
find
I
"When
I
to
my
we
not
speaking,
whom
-I
hers.
be
be
holed
His
them.
with
mixed
up
she won't
all
up with one of
clothes won't
Not her. Not Dorcas. She'll be alone. Hardheaded.Wild, even. But alone" (p. 182).
This discourse is followed by a physical pausein the text and an extended
ellipsis, after which the narrative content is revived with a third-person presentation
of the younger Joe's focalised searchfor his mother:
Beyond the tree, behind the hibiscus, was a boulder. Behind it an opening so badly disguised
it could only be the work of a human. No fox or foaling doe would be so sloppy. Had she
79For easeof writing I will assumethe narrator is female, though as Gatespoints out the idea that the
narrator is "both and neither" male or female adds to the novel's theme of indeterminacy (Gates,p.54)
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been hiding there?Was she that small? He squattedto look closer for signs of her,
recognizing none. (p. 183)

The transcription of events from varying points of view plays an important role if we
consider them alongside the narrator's later claim that she misinterpreted Joe's
thoughts and actions. The admission is ironic not only becauseit underminesthe
narrator's omniscience,but also becausethe readerhas already had accessto the
knowledge the narrator claims to be ignorant of. The extendedparagraphbreaks that
repeatedly figure and mark spatial shifts in the narrative point of view make it clear
that Joe's discourseis closely, and anamnestically,related to events in his past.
While on the one hand this is an example of the narrative's ability to undermine
homogeneousinterpretations of character,it also presentsa many-sided yet
composite picture of a character's thoughts and actions in the face of the narrator's
self-conscious admission of unreliability. This disparity between readerknowledge,
the subjectivity of the narrator and the `composite' fragmentation of the charactersis
not as incongruous as it first appearsif we consider the similarities between the novel
structure andjazz music itself.
Critics such as Burton, Lewis, and Rodrigues have commented on the
parallels that can be drawn betweenJazz's structure and the music form. $' And as we
shall see,theorists such as Gilroy and Sneadhave examined the form of jazz and
other African-American music not only in relation to literary texts, but as a
signifying practice that occurs acrossthe cultural spectrum of diasporic-African
forms. Petersonfittingly links Jazz,jazz music, and wider African-American culture:
jazz offers another example of a (narrative) line that resists predetermination... the room for
improvisation and the spontaneity of performance createa fluid and shifting text. Jazz as a
genre revisits its own past melody to claim what is useful... it is, in other words, a model of a
useful black history. (Peterson,p.210)

80SeeMcHale, 1992, 29,
p.
and 1987,pp. 197-215.
81SeeBurton,
pp. 185-6, Lewis, pp.272-3, and Rodrigues, p. 156.
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Taking this view of the jazz structure's symbolic relation to African-American
by
is
I
the
to
cultural consciousnessas given, what want examine
role played the
reader in the complex narrative structure placed before him/her.
The structure is centred around the narrator's story of events and, as shown
above, the narratives of severalmain characterswhich sometimescomplement and at
other times undermine the narrator's account. The characters' narratives are in
general highly focalised from their perspectives,though sometimesshifting to
interior monologue piecesthat completely subsumethe narrator and attain full voice
and authority over the content. Thus the "fluid and shifting" discoursesthat shapethe
structure are formed by the distinct voices which engagethe narrative with varying
intensity and volume, and which inform the story provided. This technique mirrors
that of syncopation and improvisation which Southernexplains asjazz's most salient
features: "Jazz is a vocally orientated music; its players replace the voice with their
instruments...but it is the personality of the player and the way he improvises that
produces the music" (Southern,p.363).
A further description of this improvisatory form by Bond aptly highlights
how such techniquesmight be used in alternative art-forms. He tells us that jazz
relies upon introduction, statementof theme, repetition, and Wham! an improvised reworking
of the familiar which dependsupon everyone knowing the original referencesound, in order
to appreciatewhere [the artist] took it then [took] off. (Bond, qtd. in Jones,p.487)

Joe's hunt for Dorcas is an example of such disjointed shifts and reworkings in the
novel's structure. Another example is the consistentpractice of allowing the closing
clause of each chapter to semantically and syntactically relate to the first clauseof
the next chapter's first sentence.The fact that thesechapter breaks often signal a shift
in narrative focalisation reinforces Bond's description of jazz. The opening
statementsof each new chapter dependon a reworking of the familiar simply
becausethey semantically relate to the closing clause of the preceding chapter- they
can be read as a continuation of preceding syntax. The close of chapter one reads:
"He is married to a woman who speaksmainly to her birds. One of whom answers
back: `I love you... (p.25). The following two pages are blank and in the next chapter
the narrative resumeswith the phrase"Or used to" (p.27). While the syntax of the
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resumednarrative marks a semantic continuation of the previous chapter's closing
clause, it also marks a radical shift in the temporal and spatial site of the narrative
voice. Events in the previous chapterwere related in the present tense,whereasnow
the narrative subjectivity hasjumped forward to transcribe events, in the past tense,
that followed those of the first chapter.
Morrison further reinforces this replication of performative technique by
placing a blank page physically between the chaptersto accentuatethe "Wham! " and
jazz
As
the
to
the
reworking effect of
performance
attempt replicate
structure. such,
in languagemeansmomentarily taking the reader outside the narrative itself, to the
blank page of the unwritten, the unknown, just asjazz music itself momentarily
What
I
improvisory
before
its
during
the
want
pause.
places
unknown
audience
each
to suggestis that Jazz's structure not only mirrors musical form, it also attemptsto
insists,
jazz
As
Peterson
such
reflect
asperformance and expressionas well.
innovative forms of expressionrely on the listener/readerto render coherenceand
devolving
to
that
risk
recognition a communicative performance
would otherwise
into the unrecognisable(Peterson,p.216). The readerneedsto self-consciously
interact with the narrative performance then to make senseof what Gilroy calls the
"radically unfinished forms" of "black diaspora" music which are expressiveof exslave culture (Gilroy, 1993a,p.73 & p. 105). As we saw earlier, Fludernik points out
that the risk of dissolution is one of the marks of radically unreliable narrators, a risk
that would seemto be removed here by the self-conscious appeal to readerinvolvement.

Narrative structure and the responsibility of the reader.
It is this self-conscious inclusion of the reader as text's `listener' or `audience' that is
fundamental to the representationaland hermeneutic ethics that Jazz espouses.In the
previous chapter I introduced Levinas's theory of the Saying and the Said in the
structure of discursive relations in order to consider the halting effect that narratives
can impose on the reader.What I want to emphasisehere is the element of risk and
responsibility that Levinas envisagesin the Saying and how for the reader it might
add to an ethical consideration of Jazz's structure.
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Whereasthe early Levinas, as we have seen,repeatedly emphasisesthe
primacy - and responsibility - of the relationship with the other in defining our own
reality, " later he spendsmore time investigating how this responsibility is related to
discourse.This is not only the act of signifying (speaking) with the other, but the
expressive-nesswhich is antecedentto speech(Levinas, 1981a,p.5). The ethical
relation entailed in the bringing of signifying to the other is no longer hinged simply
on being responsiblefor others during discourse.Its presenceis also basedon the
fact that involving oneself in discourse opensthe speakerand listener up to an
element of personal risk which is evident in the structure of discourse,in particular
the distinction betweenSaying and Said (Critchley, 1992, p.7). All intersubjective
signifying is dependenton this exposureto the other:
Saying is communication, to be sure,but as a condition for all communication, as exposure...
The ethical senseof such an exposureto another, which is the intention of making signs... is
now visible. It is not due to the contentsthat are inscribed in the said and transmitted to the
interpretation and decoding done by the other. It is in the risky uncovering of oneself, in the
sincerity... and the abandoningof all shelter, in the exposureto traumas,vulnerability.
(Levinas, 1981a, p.48)

Here we have a brief introduction to the operation of the Saying and the ethical
relation it encompasses,and the manner in which it is presupposedby the Said. I will
be arguing that the prevalenceof the everyday nature and responsibilities of this
encounter- "presupposedby the Said" and experiencedby the listener of discourseis emphasisedby the structuring of discoursesin Jazz itself.
As we shall seein chaptersfive and six, the ethics of this relation is closely
connectedto the flesh and blood physical status of the subject, and the degreeto
which this corporeality is put at risk when engagedin discourse.In terms of Jazz
though it is important that we grasp the intricate relationship between communication
and responsible ethics. Consider Derrida's idea that within Western thought a
moment has passedwhen,

82Seefor example Levinas, 1969, 178-9
pp.
where he arguesthat exposure to the Other "engendersme
for responsibility; as responsibleI am brought back to my final reality. "
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languageinvaded the universal problematic, [and] in the absenceof a center or origin,
everything becamediscourse... a system in which the central signified, the original or
transcendentalsignified, is never absolutely presentoutside a system of differences. (Derrida,
1978b,p. 110)

If as critical theorists we hold with this well-known view then we must necessarily
in
in
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the previous
to
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that
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return one of
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chapter: can we locate an ethics within postcolonial narratives that can be
convincingly related to a reality `outside the text,' or that might exist "outside a
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discourse
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be
but
Can
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brings us back to Docherty's account of how texts should not be read as ethical
encounterswhich can be related to any singular reality outside the text. Yet, if one of
the main aims of Jazz is to createa structure that presupposesa symbiotic relation
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presupposea necessaryrelation with the ultimate realities which its `real' readersare
familiar with?
The opening sound of Jazz and its narrator's closing comments present some

clues to answering such questions.As will be shown, the semantic sign "Sth"
initially warns readersthat the narrative structure they are about to engagein is
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want
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immediately complicates the deconstructiveview of written text as a series of
signifiers which can be subjectively (mis)interpreted by readers.Considering the
historicity of all Western texts Derrida arguesthat "the person writing is inscribed in
a determined textual system. Even if there is never a pure signified, there are
different relationships as to that which, from the signifier, is presented as the
irreducible stratum of the signified" (Derrida, 1976, p. 160). Writing, though never
capable of presenting a "pure signified, " doesrefer, through the use of
(a
"irreducible
the
to
signified"
of
understandablesignifiers, an apparent
stratum
transcendentalreality or presencewhich would appearto preclude language).
Therefore though writing seemingly refers to an origin outside of languagein
a secondaryrelation to speech,Derrida claims that in fact
writing - no longer indicating a particular... form of language in general (whether
understood as communication, relation, expression...) - is beginning to go beyond the
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extension of language.In all sensesof the word, writing thus comprehendslanguage... The
secondarity that it seemedpossible to ascribe to writing alone affects all signifieds in
general... There is not a single signified that escapes,even if it is recaptured,the play of
signifying referencesthat constitute language.(Derrida, 1976, pp.6-7)

Speechtherefore, as a manner of producing signifieds, is in fact a form of writing.
Like writing, speech`puts into play' signifying references.Interestingly, in the
it
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phonological signifier ironically does,at this moment, apparently refer to something
outside semantics.It therefore problematisesthe claim that Western texts are
traditionally basedupon the "the idea of an immediate, intuitive accessto meaning"
(Norris, 1982, p.30). As Morrison has written of a similarly disorientating start to
another of her novels, it risks "confronting the reader with what must be immediately
incomprehensible in that simple, declarative authoritative sentence"(Morrison, 1989,
p.32). As we know, jazz music relies upon syncopation and the improvisation of the
as yet unknown. As a text of musical notes (or musical signs) it does not actually
"
listener
the
the
unfamiliar.
exist until played,
always risking an encounterwith
What we seeoriginating in this novel is a risk of responsivenesson the part of the
reader, due to a narrative structure that complicates traditional conceptions of reading
and writing.
The closing paragraphsof the novel reinforce this idea and at the sametime
seemto show a concern with Docherty's dispositioning of the reading subject. The
narrator tells us that she longs to "say out loud what [public lovers] have no need to
look,
let
because
free
"
free
do
it
"You
I
to
to
say at all, and claims,
you
are
and am
look. Look where your hands are. Now" (p.229). Jonesreadsthese lines as a closing
order from the narrator to the readerwhich demandsto be taken up immediately:
"Look where your hands are. Now. " The simple syntax and the finality of "Now"
would seemto suggestthat she is right. Since the narrator's discourse is aimed at us
hands
her
this
that
our
are
of
reading
we
realise
at
point
- and assumingwe obey
holding Jazz, and that we are self-consciously participating in the act of responding
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to the text, in much the sameway a jazz musician respondsto the music by placing
her hands on an instrument and performing her improvisation. It would seemthat
what is being emphasisedhere for the listener/readerfigure is the fact of his or her
own role in responding to and interacting with the jazz structure placed before her.
For Matus it reminds us that "[s]ince the book is powerlessunless picked up and
read, its pagesturned, the reader's responseis the very condition of its existence"
(Matus, p. 124)
We can seehow this resemblesSnead'stheory of the responseexpectation in
black cultural forms. For him such structuresimply
[n]ot only improvisation but also the characteristic `call and response' element in black
culture (which in eliciting the participation of the group at random... ) requires an assurance
of repetition... the beat... must at any point be `social'... The typical polymetry meansthat
there are at least two or more rhythms going alongside the listener's own beat. The listener's
beat is a kind of `horizon of expectations' whereby he or she knows where the constantbeat
must fall in order properly to make senseof the gaps that the other interacting drummers
have let fall. (Snead,p.68)

This interpretation of black cultural form borrows heavily from the structure of jazz
music. Importantly we see Sneademphasisingnot only the improvisory aspectsof
the jazz form, but the responsibility placed upon the audienceto envisageand sustain
"a kind of `horizon of expectation"' through their provision of a beat. The exact form
of the musicians' next improvisory departureis itself unknown, but is nevertheless
dependenton the audience's participation in the "social" act of expressive
communication. In view of Jazz, it would seemthe reader has the opportunity to
respond to those others involved in the expressivenessof this novel - those others
being the narrative itself and the distinct discoursesof which it is made. What we see
here then is the type of text that Said says "seems to self-consciously... incorporate
the explicit circumstancesof its concretely imagined... situation" and one which
"deliberately conceivesthe text as supportedby a discursive situation involving
speakerand audience" (Said, 1983, p.40).

83Or as Morrison has said in interview: "jazz: it is
open on the one hand and complicated and
inaccessibleon the other" (Leclair, p. 124).
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It is interesting to consider how this view of jazz form and narrative structure
relates to Gibbs's view of the ethical dimension of pragmatic semiotics (the relations
of signs and their users).He claims that unlike general pragmatic theory where
attention is given to the degreeto which understandablesigns are dependanton the
cultural context of usage(seeLevinson, p.9), we need to also examine the
responsibility entailed in the "handing over of signs" (Levinas, 1981a, p.62).
Obviously influenced by Levinas, he claims that this ethics "examines responsibility
in the medium of signs becausea sign is something that refers to something for
for
in
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look
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the
another
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signs, we are already
midst of relations
we
(and not only to another)" (Gibbs, p.6). As with Levinas and Newton, the radical
aspectof this claim lies in its conviction that responsibility and ethics should not be
looked for solely in the semantic content of narrative or speech,but in the actual
action or expression(Saying) that anticipatesthe passing of signs between self and
other. Gibbs contentious claim then is that the
claim of ethics always occurs in the dimension of ought that governs signifying practices,but
ethics is not an account of the motives of the author or speaker... to examine our motives in
using signs would be to take recoursein the medium of consciousness.Why we should listen,
for instance, is the reason within thepractice and may often be ignored or transgressedin
intentions...
We
do
in
intentions...
Relations
that
use
our
are
struck
exceed
our
performances
words and other signs to know the world, but the reasonwhy... has to do with the social
relations for the sake of justice and responsibility for each other. (Gibbs, pp.6-8)84

Accordingly, a pragmatic ethics isn't found by considering the morality of human
actions and motives, as it is in traditional ethical inquiry, but rather in the
intersubjective meaning that is always already present in discursive practice - the
"meaning that pervadesthe practice" (p.7). `Why we should listen' to anotherperson
is a question always made partly redundantby the fact that we do. Whether we agree
with what another person has to say, whether we like or dislike the other person,
even if we discard their views, or interpret it in ideologically informed ways, the fact
is we will listen to what they say whether we like it or not. We have no choice but to
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is ignored by the actual discourse we respond to them with. The ethics of `passing
is
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but
therefore
signs'
something which all of us engage
ethical meaning
found in the responsibilities one takes on when about to enter into discourse, not in
the content of discourse itself - we are obliged to listen to others no matter what.
Like the jazz structure we have examined here, it is not so much the improvised
content of the narrative discourse that harbours a social responsibility, but the
necessary participation of both musician and listener to make the evolving
syncopated structure possible. This can be reaffirmed by returning to the active or
performative element of Jazz's hunt sequence.

When Jazz's narrator tells us of her `mis'-telling of Joe's hunt for Dorcas it
foregrounds for us the "call and response"element of black aestheticsthat Snead
is
jazz
The
improvisory
the
reader
examines,as well as
music.
syncopation of
immediately made to ask questionsof the hunt narrative: how could the narrator be
Snead
her
focalised
Joe's
unaware of
consciousnesswithin
own narrative?
contextualisesthe aestheticsthat necessitatethis question in the first place. As noted,
the sceneconsists of repeatedshifts in temporal and spatial narrative content, and the
markednessof thesedisjointed discoursesis reinforced by the narrator's ignorance of
them. Though the narrator is a central characterwho exercisesa certain amount of
control over much of the narrative, the jazz structure insists that she relinquish that
control at times to other participants in the story, in this casean unknown speaker
with accessto Joe's consciousness.The successof this improvised syncopation
dependsupon the reader "knowing the original referencesound" - the narrator's
introduction to the narrative of the hunt and Joe's dialogue. The repeatedshifts
between the various speakers- the narrator, Joe, and another speaker- reflect
Snead's claim that there are always at least two or more rhythms going alongside the
listener's own beat the readerhas the overall beat and knows the theme, the
separatediscoursesof other speakersprovide the juxtaposed yet complementary
rhythms.
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three main aspects:syntactics (the relation of signs to other signs), semantics(the relations of signs
and their referents), and pragmatics (the relations of signs and their users).
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This reading therefore rejects Ryan and Mäjoza's view of the narrator as "the
character, jazz" (Ryan and Mäjoza, p. 129), emphasising rather the novel structure
itself as representative of the jazz form. 85Thus though the narrator is never
permanently silenced within the narrative, but merely in breaks, the responsibility for
the narrative is repeatedly shifted away from her towards the other characters, and as
I have implied, the reader. The other effect is that the hierarchical relation RimmonKenan draws between extradiegetic and intradiegetic narrators is interrupted and
undermined: for the jazz structure to successfully `perform' its story it is necessary
that the relevance of all character rhythms (discourses) be juxtaposed and
incorporated against that of the initial narrator.

The central narrator's admission of misinterpretation bears interesting
relation to Ryan and Mäjoza's claim that
[g]overning the blues is an ethic that insists on a declaration (sounding) of wrongdoing...
The singer admits his/her responsibility for a variety of wrongful actions ranging from
infidelity to extravagantspending... Blame or responsibility is never displaced. Instead, the
singer takes responsibility for what has happenedand for what Hursthappen. (Ryan and
Mäjoza, p. 150).

Though I sharethe view that ethics is a matter of acknowledging responsibility, the
claim that it is the singer who must acceptresponsibility seemsto me to ignore the
wider implications the jazz structure has on the idea of reader participation. Snead's
claim that the listener forms an intricate and necessarypart of jazz aestheticsis borne
out by Jones's view that readerparticipation is fundamental to uncovering Jazz's
aestheticintentions -jazz is, after all, call and response.We need to consider that it
is not only the narrator and charactersthat are held accountablefor the implications
of the narrative, but that the readerhas a responsibility for them as well.
What Jazz exemplifies then is a reader-text relationship wherein the onus lies
on the reader's responsibility to interact with narrative structure as opposedto
narrative content. The reader here is no longer simply an interpreter of narrative
discoursewhich, according to Fish, was non-existent prior to the reader's arrival
85Matus proffers
a similar idea: "the book itself is conceived as a narrative performance, the narrator
becoming indistinguishable from the story it makes" (Matus, p. 124).
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(Fish, pp.322-3). The novel emphasisesthe degreeto which the reader must interact
with this narrative even before considering the content of what is actually said.
Responsibility in this casedoesnot mean being responsiblefor simply subjectively
interpreting narrative, as with Fish, but rather attending to the fact that the reader
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though apparently directed at no-one in particular, is not the sole reasonthat the
reader has to interact with the text to gain an insight into the anamnesticrelation
between Joe's presenthunt and his past. This is also due to the pausesthat fragment
and `rework' the narrative and necessarilyenable a particular form of reader
participation, as well the highly focalised interjections of an unknown narrator, and
the initial narrator's self-reflexive admissionsof unreliability. As Willis points out,
Morrison's narratives "disrupt" the everyday reader experienceby incorporating
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the unavoidable and necessaryexperienceof narrative structure, a perspectivethat
has obvious similarities with Levinas's view that responsibilities arise during direct
discoursedue to its structure.
Even so, one of the difficulties with this perspective is the fact that Levinas
himself was strongly opposedto applying his theory of discourseto books, writing,
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the work of Derrida, who examined this aspectof Levinas's work, and posit Jazz as

86SeeRavvin, p.65,
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aspectof
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and
Levinas, 1948; 1969,p.74 & p. 176; and 1981b,pp. 122-28 for his own commentary on it. Seealso
Hand's in-depth account of Levinas's relationship with aestheticswhere he claims that though
Levinas denouncesart, it also occupiesa complex and even self-contradictory place within his work
(Hand, 1996). He also examineshow Levinas's ethical view of aestheticswas influenced by an
opposition to the "violent or triumphalist" aestheticproposed by Heidegger's `nationalist
metaphysics' (1996, pp.79-81).
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exemplary of some of the theoretical influences that Derrida and Levinas have on
each other, and on an ethics of reading."

Origins of the trace: Derrida and Levinas.
Jonesdraws our attention to the relation that can be drawn between the `breaks' in
the narrative that the reader is forced to respond to and the Derridean trace we
encounterwhen interpreting signs. She does this by reading the narrative's breaks
and `cracks' as an "absenceof presence"within the reconstruction of AfricanAmerican history, and points out that such traceswithin the historical narrative mark
an absolute alterity within it, as Derrida's definition of the trace does within writing
(Jones,p.483). For Derrida the trace or "tracings" are always marked in signifying,
but "are not present in themselvessince they always refer, perpetually allude or
represent" (Derrida, 1981a,p. 162). An explication of how the trace makes meaning
possible within writing by constantly deferring to the non-presenceof the other is
provided below. It also exemplifies how the trace figures in Derrida's wider project
of re-conceiving the role of writing as no longer secondaryto speech.
Why traces?... It is a question... of producing a new concept of writing... The play of
differences... [forbids] at any moment, or in any sense,that a simple element be present in
and of itself, referring only to itself. Whether in the order of spoken discourse or written
discourse,no element can function as a sign without referring to another element which itself
is not simply present... Nothing, neither among the elementsnor within the system, is
anywhere ever simply present or absent.There are only, everywhere, differences and traces
of traces. (Derrida, 1981b,pp.26-7)

While the trace on the one hand underminesthe mimetic claim of narratives, and the
authority of writing itself, it also opensup a space("hymen") that "both sows
confusion betweenoppositesand standsbetweenthe opposites `at once"' (Derrida,
1981a,p. 164). As Bhabha has shown, it therefore provides an in-between space
which undermines the logocentricity of Western texts and can exemplify the
ambivalence of the homogeneousand silenced Other of these texts (Bhabha, pp.52$7SeeCritchley, 1992 for
what is probably the fullest account of the unacknowledged degreeto which
Levinas and Derrida were in an almost reciprocal relationship of influence on each other. For
introduction to this idea see Critchley, 1992,pp.9-13.
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3). Derrida also points out though that in trying to exposethe trace of the,other, and
write or speakabout it, we always fall into the trap that is language,and as such
createmore traces.We cannot, for example, make generalising claims about the
possibility of a universal ethics without leaving our own writing open to
deconstruction, a fact that Derrida exemplifies by citing the example of Western
in
because
it.
He
that
to
changes
philosophy and attemptsmade undermine
claims
perspective fail to mention "all the other forms of... perspective... the simple
practice of languageceaselesslyreinstatesthe new terrain on the oldest ground"
(Derrida, 1982a,p. 135). Unless we carry out that impossible act of considering all
perspectiveson a matter, we always leave a trace of othernesswithin our writing, a
fact that makes meaning - through difference - possible in the first place.
Interestingly though, it was Levinas, not Derrida, who first examined the idea
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Levinas the trace is something beyond our knowledge which we experienceas we
approachthe face of an other person. It exposesthe other as absolute alterity and
calls our idea of rational objectification into question:
When a stone has scratchedanother stone, the scratch can, to be sure, be taken as a trace, but
in fact without the man who held the stone this scratch is but an effect. It is as little a trace as
the forest fire is a trace of the lightening... The absolutenessof the presenceof the other... is
not the simple presencein which the last analysis things are also present. Their presence
belongs to the presenceof my life. Everything that constitutes my life with its past and its
future is assembledin the present in which things come to me. But it is in the face of the
other that a face shines; what is presentedthere is absolving itself from my life and visits me
as already ab-solute. Someonehas already passed.His trace does not signify his past, as it
does not signs his labor or his enjoyment in the world... A face is of itself a visitation and a
transcendence.But a face, wholly open, can at the sametime be in itself becauseit is in the

88Derrida acknowledgesthe role Levinas's trace
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past that has never been present: this formula is the one that Emmanuel Levinas uses... to qualify the
trace and enigma of absolute alterity: the Other. Within theselimits, and from this point of view at
least, the thought of dferance implies the entire critique of classical ontology undertakenby Levinas.
And the concept of the trace, like that of djerance thereby organizes, along the lines of these
different traces and differences of traces... the network which reassemblesand traversesour `era' as
the delimitation of the ontology of presence" (Derrida, 1982b, p.21). Seealso Bemasconi, 1985,
pp. 13-15 for a useful introduction to the origin and influence of the Levinasian trace in Derrida's
formulation of djerance. For more on the origins of certain terms in Derrida, seeAttridge, 1992,
pp.9-10. It should be noted that the trace is a term also used by Nietzsche and Freud.
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trace of illeity. Illeity is the origin of the alterity of being in which the in itself of objectivity
participates, while also betraying it. (Levinas, 1963,pp.358-59)
A face is not the appearanceor sign of some reality... It is a trace of itself, a trace in the trace
of an abandon.It obsessesthe subject without staying in correlation with him, without
equalling me in a consciousness,ordering me before appearing,in... obligation. Theseare
the modalities of signification irreducible to... presences,different from the present...
(1981a, pp.93-4)

For Levinas then, there is always a trace of othernessin the face-to-face relation and
in ontological experiencethat resists objectification (1969, pp.79-81), and this trace
manifests itself in the silence of the Saying (1981a, pp.46-47). Yet as the passages
above suggest,in much of Levinas's early work the role of the trace in calling us to
responsibility in front of the other's face is an occurrenceof one-to-one speech
relations - the other needsto be presentfor us to experiencetheir presenceas a trace
of the ab-solute. Its non-presencein the world of discoursedoes not exceedspeech
and `contaminate' writing (Eaglestone, 1997,p.99). For the early Levinas literature is
a determined entity, "completed in spite of the social or material causesthat interrupt
it. It does not give itself out as the beginning of a dialogue" (1948, p. 131). While the
content of literature is languagethat atteststo the existenceof an author, it
neverthelesslacks the physical embodiment of the author with whom we can enter
into ethics through dialogue. For languageto harbour the responsibility of the Saying
which precedesthe content of discourse,the early Levinas asksus to realise that the
"face, pre-eminently expression,formulates the first word: the signifier arising at the
thrust of the sign, as eyesthat look at you" (1969, p. 178, my italics). An irreducible
trace of the other thus arisesprior to and during discourseand calls us into question,
but it dependsupon being in close proximity to the other. As such, using Levinas to
responsibly locate the other within narratives isn't as straightforward as critics such
as Newton and Gibson seemto suggest.
Derrida's attention to Levinas's work changesthat. One of Derrida's specific
intentions of this attention is to draw into question the emphasisthat the early
Levinas places on the role of speech,much as he similarly questions the primacy
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Somewhat satirically, Derrida notes that for
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Levinas,

[o]nly living speech,in its mastery and magisteriality, is able to assist itself; and only living
speechis expressionand not a servile sign... The written and the work are not expressions
but signs for Levinas... Is "oral discourse" "the plenitude of discourse?" Or is it, in another
sense,the "speech activity" in which I "am absent,missing from my products" which then
betray me more than they expressme?... Is it not possible to invert all of Levinas's
statementson this point? By showing, for example, that writing can assist itself, for it has
time and freedom, escapingbetter than speechfrom empirical urgencies... That the writer
absentshimself better, that is, expresseshimself better as an other, addresseshimself more
from
Levinas,
(Derrida,
1978a,
101-2;
than
the
are
quotations
effectively
pp.
speechof man?
1969)

What Derrida effectively does here is throw into question any chance of applying
Levinas's ethical theory of the self/other discourse relation to literary discourse. As
Bernasconi puts it, for Derrida the trace in writing and signifying is the trace "of a
text and not [simply] of the Other" (Bernasconi, 1985, p. 24). This critique of the
primacy placed upon responsibility during speech is also reinforced by Derrida's
exemplification

its
failure
due
to communicate
that
to
the
elsewhere
writing,
risk of

its intended meaning (also an effect of the unknowable trace within written
language), does indeed call the reader into responsiveness and responsibility. ' What
we see here then is a conviction on the part of both critics to acknowledge the nonpresence of otherness in language, though both disagree on the primacy to accord
speech or writing. This has led Bernasconi to argue that Derrida isn't so much
criticising Levinas's work as deconstructing it (Bernasconi, 1986, p. 187). It is
Derrida's intention to prove that Levinas's radical view of language and his theory of

89The primacy
accorded speechin the early Levinas can be seenhere: "Speech is an incomparable
manifestation: it does not accomplish the movement from the sign to the signifier and the signified; it
unlocks what every sign closesup at the very moment it opensthe passagethat leads to the signified,
by making the signifier attend this manifestation of the signified. This attendancemeasuresthe
surplus of spoken languageover written language,which has again become signs" (Levinas, 1969,
p. 182). For the early Levinas then de Saussure'sdistinction between signifier and signified operates
only within languageas speech,of which writing is merely a representation.
90SeeDerrida, 1987, 5
p. on the idea that The Postcard draws its readersinto an uncertain though
interactive relation with it as a text. Seealso Derrida, 1987, pp.28-30, and Gibbs, pp.72-4 for a
commentary on the responsibilities it unmasks for both writer and reader.
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speech"remains under the sway of metaphysics" as he attempts to transcendit
(Derrida, 1978a,p. 151), yet he provides no firm rebuttal of Levinas's claim that
discourseoriginates in the non-violent silence of the Saying which offers a
"transhistorical" distinction from the violence which both theorists identify in the
historicised discourseof the Said (pp.147-48). In fact, he leaves his final comment on
Levinas's theory of the irreducibility of the other's non-presenceas a seriesof
questions: "Has not the concept of experiencealways been determined by the
metaphysicsof presence?Is not experiencealways an encountering of an irreducible
presence,the perception of a phenomenality?" (p. 152). While Derrida claims then
that Levinas's work cannot escapemetaphysical language,his consideration of
Levinas's proposalsseemless a critique and more an investigation into their
possibility. The importance that this idea of an irreducible non-violence holds for
Derrida's later work will be looked at again.
Turning again to Jazz then, I want to propose that neither Derrida or Levinas
provides a definitive answerto a postcolonial ethics of reading Jazz, but rather that
both of them through each other do. It is my view that the novel self-consciously
investigatesthe role of the trace when attempting to draw the reader into a
responsivereading of its structure, as well as its ethics. Yet unlike Jones,I wish to do
this by attending to Derrida and Levinas's attention to each other. An example of this
influence can be seenin Derrida's consideration of the anamnestictrace in Mallarme,
when he contendsthat it is the "plays of facial expressionand the gestural tracings"
which offers up a "past, underfalse appearanceof a present" (not dissimilar to how
the representationof Joe's past during the hunt expressesit under a false appearance
of a present). The idea of a trace reliant on physical expressionimmediately alerts us
to Levinas's unmentioned influence, and its relationship with the "other absolute
origins" of memory in the present, is acknowledgedin Derrida's first major essayon
Levinas (Derrida, 1978a,p. 132).

Traces of Derrida and Levinas in Jazz.
All the silences and breaks in the narrative, and the anamnesticaspectof Joe's
experienceof the hunt, allude to a trace of the unknowable aspectsof the narrative
that the reader is forced to acknowledgeand respond to. Even his very name (Joe
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Trace), alludes to the untold story of his parentsabout which he knows nothing for
sure, and about which we have only disjointed and unverifiable details. Without the
breaks that shift the narrative away from the main narrator the reader cannot gain an
insight into Joe's subjective past and its relation to the present.The interaction here
between the reading subject and the fictional characterof Joe as other bears little
relation to Docherty's view that postmodern charactersare constructed as a "series of
fleeting instantiations of subjectivity" which abjure the notion of a definitive reality.
On the contrary, the reader of Jazz who takes up the narrator's invitation to question
the structure through her admission of irresponsibility uncovers an intradiegetic
narrative which self-consciously invites the reader to participate in its construction
and in doing so consider the `real-life' implications of the silences and tracesthat
figure the stories of characterssuch as Joe and Violet. The trace that marks our
reading of Joe's story is exposedas anamnesis:it is a re-memoration of a silenced
personal history that the readermust attend to.
As Jonespoints out, the narrative portrayal of Violet sharessimilar features.
The narrator figures her as a characterfull of "private cracks," "dark fissures" that
deface the "string of small, well-lit scenes"that make up Violet's day. These cracks
are presentedas the causeof Violet's "public craziness": "Sometimes when Violet
isn't paying attention she stumbles onto these cracks, like the time when, instead of
putting her left heel forward, she steppedback and folded her legs in order to sit in
the street" (pp.22-3). This crazinessis also figured in Violet's random inability to
involve herself in semantic discourse:"Violet had stumbled into a crack or two. Felt
the anything-at-all begin in her mouth. Words connectedonly to themselvespierced
an otherwise normal comment" (p.23). Interestingly, this bears close relation to the
later Levinas's description of those medically defined as mad and their inability to
involve themselvesin logical discourse:
It is in the associationof philosophy with the State and medicine that the breakup of
discourse is surmounted.The interlocutor who does not yield to logic is threatenedwith
prison or the asylum... violence.., ensuresto the rationalism of logic a universality... But the
State does not irrevocably discount folly... It does not untie the knots but cuts them. The said
thematizesthe interrupted dialogue or dialogue delayed by silences, failure or delirium, but
the intervals are not recuperated.Does not the discourse that suppressesthe interruptions of
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discourseby relating them maintain the discontinuity under the knots with which the thread
is tied again?(Levinas, 1981a,pp. 170-1)

The "thread" that Levinas refers to here is logos, the discourseof Western
philosophy which defines Western reason.The interruptions or "knots" are
intercessionsinto logical discourse(like Violet's semantically troublesome "Words
connectedonly to themselves") which the Said of rational discourse subsumesand
maintains in silence." As Eaglestoneputs it, "[t]he thread - the `Said' - is interrupted
with knots - the `Saying.' Theseknots are dependenton the thread and yet are not
the thread" (Eaglestone, 1999,p. 83). It is this otherness(otherwise than ontological
Being) that Levinas claims it is his task as a philosopher task to uncover.
Logical discourse(Said) therefore ironically maintains discontinuity by
considering it irrational and silencing it, or, as Levinas also puts it, Western
"discourse is ready to say all the ruptures in itself, and consume them as silent origin
or as eschatology" (1981 a, p 169). This is a similar finding to that of Foucault in the
study of the institutional construction of madness. Like Foucault, Levinas realises
here that narratives, in particular official historical discourses on events, construct
both history and the irrational itself (see Foucault, 1975, pp. 204-5). What it is
important to realise is that Levinas here is referring to philosophical discourse, not to
speech, and in doing so is attempting to relocate the ethical importance of the trace of
the Saying in literary-linguistic

structures as well as speech. Several critics have

noted that this attempt comes in the wake of Derrida's critique of his early work.
(Bernasconi, 1985, p. 25; Eaglestone, 1999, p. 83). It is evidence for Eaglestone that
the later Levinas offers an ethical philosophy "through representation, through the
phenomenon of language" - rather than just speech - in response to Derrida's claim
that language, or `arche-writing, ' precedes ethics (1997, p. 35). Thus for Levinas a
book - literary discourse becomes an "interrupted discourse catching up with its
own breaks... [which] in the end are interpreted in a saying distinct from the said"
(Levinas, 1981a, p. 171). Or as Eaglestone puts it, the interruptions of language in
literature open up the Saying, which evokes an ethical responsibility for the other

91SeeBernasconi, 1985, 18: "Levinas's intention is to
p.
passbeyond the discourseof Western
philosophy; he summonsus to a dislocation of the Greek logos."
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(1997, p. 158). Derrida's `reading' of the silent "madness" which interrupts the
discourse of Reason and yet is not "said" (Derrida, 1978c, pp. 36-7) would seem to
concur with Levinas here, though for Derrida this inconceivable silence is a
subsequent effect of the dominant logical discourse, not a silence which `occurs'
prior to the discourse itself (p. 38). In Levinas the silent interruptions of the Saying in
literary discourse opens the reader to the responsibility to acknowledge those
silences.

Violet's "public craziness" and its effect on her ability to communicate
logically can therefore be viewed from a Levinasian perspective as interruptive
"breaks" in languagethat develop out of illogical, "silent origins." Morrison herself
claims that one of her aims is "to urge the reader into active participation in the nonnarrative, non-literary experienceof the text" (Morrison, 1984, p.387), an idea that
allows Dubey to argue that her fiction disavows "the literate and literary mode"
(Dubey, p. 187). This leavesMorrison's readersand studentsin the rather precarious
position of having to consider what exactly could be describedas the "non-narrative,
non-literary experienceof text." In terms of contemporary narratology such ideas
verge on the controversial: according to Genettecritics cannot speculatethat any part
of narrative might relate to non-verbal aspectsof consciousnesssince narratives can
only representcharacterexperienceverbally, even though he does accept that the
non-verbal exists (Genette, 1988,pp.58-61). As we have already seento some
degree,the idea of the ineffable is central to deconstruction, and to the expressionof
cultures of oppression.In the following chapterswe shall go on to seejust how
intricate the link is between unspeakableexperienceand the postcolonial narrative
structure.
As with Joe then, Jazz's structure does give Violet the opportunity to express
the unspeakabletraces of her subjectivity. Her awarenessof the "cracks" within her
own personality arisesas she ponders her attempt to deface Dorcas in her coffin. The
representationof subjectivity here is again marked by a radical shift in the
representationof characterconsciousness.The third-person omniscient voice which
initially narratesthis sceneis steadily elided over several pagesduring which the
intensity of Violet's focalised anger rises:
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They had to wrestle her to the floor before she let go. And the sound that came from her
mouth belonged to something wearing a pelt insteadof a coat.
By then the usher boys were joined by frowning men, who carried that kicking, growling
Violet out while she looked on in amazement.She had not been that strong since Virginia,
since she loaded hay and handled the mule wagon like a full-grown man.
And that's why it took so much wrestling to get me down, keep me down and out of that
coffin where she was the heifer who took what was mine, what I chose,picked out and
determined to have and hold on to, NO! that Violet is not somebodywalking round town, up
and down the streetswearing my skin and using my eyes shit no that Violet is me! The me
that hauled hay in Virginia and handled a four-mule team in the brace. (pp.92-6)

The reader is presentedwith the narration of a scenein which a character's
subjectivity is allowed to completely subsumethe narrator's, reflecting once again
the jazz technique of introducing a theme and then allowing alternative voices to
break it and pick it up in a different form. In Levinasian terms our attention is drawn
not only to the semantic content of the Said (what the narrative tells us about Violet's
present and past actions), but also to the unknowable trace of the anamnesticpast,
that non-presencein the silent, improvisory break which reworks the narrative from
third-person discourseto interior monologue. To use Levinas's own terms, here we
seethe unknowable trace of the past "interrupting" and "catching up" with the
narrative which it "breaks," opening up a "saying distinct from the said."
It is interesting to note that when considering how the trace of the other
affects the Saying and opensup the possibility of responsible discourse,Levinas sees
the subject as always already obeying an order which precedesthe possibility of
discourse:
A face as trace, trace of itself... does not signify an indeterminate phenomenon;its ambiguity
is... an invitation to the fine risk of approachqua approach,to the exposureof one to the
other, to the exposureof this exposedness,the expressionof the exposure,saying... The
mode in which a face indicates its own absencein my responsibility requires a description
that can be formed only in ethical language.(Levinas, 1981a,p.94)

As he puts it elsewhere,"It is as though saying had a meaning prior to... the advent
of knowledge... free of everything said, a saying that does not tell anything, that
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infinitely, prevoluntarily, consents" (1972, p. 147). This reminds us of the realisation
the reader makes when s/he obeys the narrator's order to "[l]ook where your hands
are. Now" at the end of Jazz. S/he finds himself confronted with an "order" that his
very reading presupposed - Jazz makes us realise that to read discourse is to involve
oneself in an intersubjective relation that presupposes the fact that one picks up a
book and becomes responsive and responsible for the act of engaging with literary
discourse. And yet this responsibility is not completely subjective, or related solely
to how we interpret literary discourse. It insists that the reader "yields oneself" to
"others, " thereby realising the ontological "exposure" that both reader and the
narrative as other undergo. "Exposure" in this sense refers to the risk of harm, loss,
defacement - an experience which the traces of Jazz highlight as being closely
entwined with the silenced histories of Violet and Joe. The reality of defacement is
the very act which Violet, in her "public craziness, " tries to enforce on the dead
Dorcas herself. 92

Importantly, in one of Derrida's later essayson Levinas he too comes to
recognise the link that might be made between reading and the flesh-and-blood world
in
93
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reflect.
Derrida says we experience it as though through a process of `crossing out. ' We
realise the absolute alterity of the other
only after a seriesof words which are all faulty, and which I would in passing,have crossed
out regularly, one after the other, while leaving each its tracing force, the wake of their
tracing, the force (without force) of a trace the other's passagewill have left. (Derrida,
1991a,p.36)

But Derrida no longer leaves this trace as the mark of the other which only opens
writing to a "system of differences. " In a change of tone he argues that these words
and their traces can also be thought of as a
92Interestingly, Rainsford
also takes what he calls this "undeconstructive step" and asks us to ethically
consider "the text as something you can actually seeand hold in your hands" (Rainsford, p.219).
Importantly though, Rainsford encouragesus to consider Derrida's Glas (1974) as a text that has
"extra-literary ways of insisting in its own materiality," and one which, amongst other more traditional
literary works such as those by Blake, forces the reader to ethically contend with its non-presenttraces
of the "outside world in general" (pp.223-4).
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series of interruptions laced together, series of hiatus (gaping mouth, mouth openedto the
speechcut short or to the gift of the other and to the bread from his mouth)... to no longer
dissociatewhat is no longer dissociable in this fabric. (p.36)

Here for Derrida then the tracesand non-presences`in' writing can be related to an
is
intrinsic
inscribed,
but
is
longer
textually
other who no
whose materiality
simply
to our relationship with that otherness.As we have pointed out above, the tying of
is
literary
is
fiction
that
to
all
ethics
signifying
a central aspectof a
materiality within
too often bypassedby contemporary commentators.Importantly though, the phrase
used to relate this vulnerable materiality (a discursive interruption as giving the
"bread from his mouth") is very similar to Levinas's own phrase:"the way that
signification signifies before showing itself as a said in... the linguistic system
[shows] that a subject is of flesh and blood... and thus capable of giving the bread
from his mouth" (1981a, p.77). The similarities between the later Derrida and
Levinas do not stop here. As West points out, Derrida usesthe image and idea of
`eating well' as a metaphor for the infinite appealto othernessthat occurs in writing
(West, p. 190) -'to eat well' for Derrida does not mean to nourish the self but
"learning and giving to eat, learning-to-give-to-the-other-to-eat.One never eats
(Derrida,
1991b,
infinite
hospitality"
is
It
entirely on one's own...
a rule offering
p.282). And as we shall seetowards the end of this thesis, the later Derrida also
adopts the idea that the ethical relation with the other is born in a silent responsibility
prior to the violence of language(1992, p.68), and acknowledgesthe debt to
"Levinas's thinking" (pp.83-4). As Woods notes, the later Derrida "opens up the
possibility of a fundamental pre-ontological structure of receptivity and donation
which has intrinsic ethical significance, and which representsan attempt to restore a
senseof ethical orientation and political possibility" (Woods, 1999, p. 113).
It is both Levinas and Derrida then - and indeed their supplementary reading
of each other - that can be read alongsideJazz to explore how its innovative structure
self-consciously presupposesand draws our attention to the ethics of engagingwith
narrative as other. As both in different ways exemplify, texts can open up the trace of
93SeeCritchley, 1992,p. 11 on the unnoticed importance of the essay"En cc moment meme danncet
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the other as an experience of responsibility for their readers. For Robbins it is only
by reading Levinas through Derrida and vice versa that we can contemplate an ethics
that is "nonmetaphysical, nonlogocentric, not orientated toward the subject,
consciousness, or any of the philosophemes of traditional ethics" (Robbins, 1995a,
p. 178). As Derrida himself has written of Levinas's attempts to demonstrate the
ethical relevance of the trace of the other in textual discourse, "[the trace of
interruption] does not belong to discourse and only conies to it front the Other. That
is true also of [official] discourse... but in [Levinas] the nonphenomenality should
oblige... to read trace as trace, the interruption as interruption" (Derrida, 1991a, p. 28,
my italics). Or as Gibbs puts it, Derrida acknowledges that Levinas's work makes
certain the traces of otherness as "the threads of suffering, of otherness of other texts,
of ruptures in our lives... Levinas' text... serves to guard the traces, to protect them
in order to leave open the possibility for someone else to find there ABSOLUTE
INTERRUPTIONS"

(Gibbs, p. 110). It is Levinas's later intent then, like Morrison's

in Jazz, to mark the trace of the other in the expression of discourse, and in doing so
draw readers into recognising the responsibility that comes in acknowledging the
silence of these traces and how they relate to real-life suffering.

Traces of the real responsibilities of postcolonial narrative.
In my earlier consideration of the narrative structure of Benito Cereno I questioned
the idea that the literal figuration of faces could be used as a critical analogy for a
Levinasian ethics. As we briefly saw, in Jazz, like Benito Cereno, a disfigured
representationof a character's face is also provided. It is the dead Dorcas's face
where Violet irrationally attempts to trace the silenced historical events that lead up
to her husband's infidelity and Dorcas's murder. In both texts we could argue that the
risk which Levinas theorises in the exposure of the face is exemplified by the
silenced horror which surrounds the historical experience of such characters. As we
saw though, the traces of Violet's silenced history subsume the voice of the narrator
and it is at this point, in one of Violet's cracks, that she subjectively explains her
reasons for trying to deface Dorcas in her coffin. The trace of the silenced historical
experience of the other thus becomes non-present in the narrative through violent
ouvragemevoici" asa reflectionon deconstruction
anda Levinasianethics.
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fractures. As such, it is not enough to claim that critical appraisalsof the narrative
representationof faces can locate the trace of othernessin the Saying, because
ultimately such appraisalsdo not engagewith narrative as a structure of expression,
of which the Saying is a part. Such traces are eminent in the structure of the
narratives themselves,whether they provide images of faces or not.
As we have seen,the reader-to-narrativerelation representedin both
narratives doesuncover a representationaland hermeneutical ethics in their
respective methods of characterisation.It is also an ethics that lies at odds with
Docherty's idea of non-essential,unstablepostmodern fictional characters
distinguishable as "fleeting instantiations of subjectivity" which deny the reader"that
very notion of a material or essentialreality. " As shown here in relation to Jazz, the
innovative formal structureswhich often provide the textual evidence for such
postmodern critical claims about heterogeneityin fact disclose a responsibility which
finds its basis not in the textuality of representedexperience,but in the
intersubjective relations which exist between self and other, prior to the act of
discourse itself. Here we have a narrative structure that purposely attemptsto
emphasisethe degreeto which narratives ask responsibilities of their readersbefore
they have actually askedthem anything. Morrison herself acknowledgesthat such an
unsettling of the reader carries necessaryrisks, risks that she claims she is
determined to take. One of theseis the risk of confronting the reader with an
unknowable trace of the other, and another is the risk of responsibility that comes
from acknowledging that trace. Morrison is determined to exploit theserisks
because,

the in inedias res opening that I am so committed to is here excessively demanding. It is
abrupt, and should appearso... The reader is snatched,yanked, thrown into an environment
completely foreign, and I want it as the first stroke of the sharedexperiencethat might be
possible between the reader and the novel's population. Snatchedjust as the slaveswhere
from one place to another... (1989, p.32)

And as she says elsewhere:
I would like to... try to put the reader into the position of being naked and vulnerable,
neverthelesstrusting... in order to engagehim in the novel. Let him make his mind about
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what he likes and what he thinks and what happened based on the very intimate acquaintance
with the people in the book, without any prejudices, without any prefixed notions, but to have
an intimacy that's so complete, it humanizes him in the same way that the characters are
humanized from within by a certain activity, and in the way in which I am humanized by the
act of writing. (Ruas, p. 109)

As we have seen,tracesof the other as openings do erupt in medias res, traceswhich
we are askedto be responsiblefor. If we consider this risk from a Levinasian
perspective, its ethics imply that we don't simply relate to characteras if they did
have a `real-life' existence,but that we also are made aware of the actual
responsibilities always presentin historicized discursive acts. For Levinas, like
Morrison here, engaging in discourse,both inside and outside out literature, means
risking "the exposureof one to the other, to the exposureof this exposedness,the
expressionof the exposure,saying." What it exposesis vulnerability itself, and the
degreeto which this affects discourseboth inside and outside literature. All such
experiencesare basedin the structuresof language,and determine our responsibility
to respond to those structures,and the real-life risks they relate to. Such a narrative is
not unlike the postmodern structuresthat Tierney-Tello claims defy "the utopian
desire for and unproblematic view of otherness"in the work of Diamela Eltit, and yet
also "force the reader to encounteran uncomfortable real" (Tierney-Tello, p.81, my
italics). Here so-called postmodern featuresin fact reinforce aspectsof an essential
"
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disregard.
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reality
seems
If, contrary to postmodernliterary theory, it is possible to locate an ethics of
responsibility in narratives that relates to `real-life, ' then it might also possible to
encourageresponsible political discoursesalongside those readings. The
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representationof split-subjects
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that social realities are often presentedas narratives themselves,and that individuals
are not blessedwith homogeneousidentities that can be basedon the attributes of
gender, skin colour, and sexuality, but theseare all observationsthat relate to
subjective experiencesof an external reality itself. Said points out that in caseswhere
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94Seechapter five for a consideration of Tiemey-Tello's
examination of Eltit's aesthetics.
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discoursesand its audience,that situation "is the text's situation, its placing of itself
in the world" (Said, 1984,p.40). Such narratives don't disavow the notion of reality,
but rather take up their positions within reality and its multifarious discourses.As
Morrison herself has pointed out, subjectsthat live in cultures of oppressiondeal
have
lives,
day
issue
destabilised
being
their
the
and
of
with
silenced and
every
of
done throughout history (see Gilroy, 1993b,p. 178). This is therefore not a
by
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The location of othernessin novels such asJazz does concur with Docherty's view
that postmodern novels destabilisetraditional, imperialist claims about the Western
in
it
Other,
it
fulfils
traces
that
such
world's
another role: emphasises
yet also
African-American cultural expressionpoint to a silenced, unspeakablepast that can
neverthelessbe acknowledgedand criticised responsibly. Even so, I must also
conclude that an ethical acknowledgementof othernesswithin postcolonial narratives
is not in a position to proffer political discourseson postcoloniality. For now, it
remains a tool with which to emphasisethe political problems that must at some
because
be
that
the
of
result
point
silences
addressed- oppression,violence, and
them. As we shall see,it is this silence, an aspectof the oppressionin postcolonial
history and a non-discursive call to respond to the narratives of that historical
consciousness,that provides the unheard appeal for an ethical understandingof other
postcolonial fiction.
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Chapter Four: Violence and Expressions of Otherness in the
Structure of Three Historical Narratives
[T]he work of subversivepolitics is inherently problematic. Here subversive implies not only
opposition to prevailing ideologies but also a cunning use of narrative and tone that defies the
public spirit of politics... we must, like Melville, closely attend to the potential responsesof
readers;for subversivepolitics are semiprivate. They must fool a suppressive,dominant
culture while speaking the unspeakableto someone.(Lee, p.496)
Perhapssome of thesewriters... have much more to say than has been realized... To ignore
this possibility by never questioning the strategiesof transformation is to disenfranchisethe
writer, diminish the text and render the bulk of the literature aesthetically and historically
incoherent... The re-examination of founding literature of the United Statesfor the
unspeakableunspokenmay reveal those texts to have deeperand other meanings,deeperand
other power, deeperand other significances. (Morrison, 1989,p. 14)

What the last chapter shows us is how a structurally innovative postcolonial novel,
Jazz, can be read as a self-reflexive attempt to provoke an ethically responsive
relation between narrative and reader.The chapter did so by showing how the
responsibilities that exist between the readersand narratives can be revealedby
engaging with the trace of othernessin discourse as theorised by Derrida and
Levinas. Importantly, this trace came to be seenas a nonpresence in discourse,an
unspokenaspectof narrative structure that neverthelessarisesthrough narrative
articulation itself. I argued that readers' experiencesof silent non-presencesin
narrative might be indicative of what Morrison has called the "non-narrative, nonliterary experience" of text.
In the secondpassageabove we again find Morrison alluding to certain
ineffable or unspoken aspectsof narratives, this time in terms of the traditional
American literary canon. In the first passage,Lee links a narrative's ability to "speak
the unspeakable" to a subtle and subversiveradical nature. While Lee obviously
aligns the unspeakablewith a subversivepolitics, I want to suggestthat the allusion
to the unspeakablewithin both thesecritical perspectivesmight also be comparedto
Spivak's theory of a "native informant" within traditional western texts, a non-
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presencewhich through deconstructivereadingsreveals the repressionof
unacknowledgedaspectsof western culture." What we saw with Jazz though is that
the representationof unspokenpolitics in historically oppressedcultures is not
limited to the founding texts of dominant western cultures. In fact, the link made
between the recollection of an unspokenpast and the ineffable elementsof narratives
in the present self-consciouslyunveils the need for a responsiveand responsible
reading of the novel. As such, it would seemthat even recent novels informed by a
postcolonial discoursesmaintain their fair shareof silencesand unspeakablefeatures.
In this chapterI turn to other recent novels and examine how their use of
narrative structure, in particular their use of certain leitmotif features,also attemptsto
expressthe ineffable aspectsof postcolonial cultures and the silencesof the past. I
ask whether such a controversial category as the "non-narrative" aspectsof narrative
can be located in the structure of other postcolonial fiction and what its link might be
to the narratives of postcolonial memory, in particular their representationsof a
violent past. Certain areasof concernwill be given particular attention:
1. the performative role that is played by repetitive or structurally influential
leitmotif featureswithin postcolonial narratives,
2. the idea that thesenovels can be read as the other of a discursive ethical relation
which the readerbecomesinteractively involved in, and
3. how the act of imaginative creativity on the part of the writer, and also the reader,
is related to the non-discursive elementsof ethics.

Ben Okri's The Famished Road, leitmotif metaphors, and postcolonial
hybridity.

While running through the forest paths I steppedon an enamelplate of sacrifices to the
road... I was so hungry that I ate what I could of the offerings to the road and afterwardsmy
stomachswelled and visions of road-spirits, hungry and annoyed,weaved in my brain...
The road becamemy torment, my aimlesspilgrimage, and I found myself merely walking to
discover where all the roads lead to, where they end.
95SeeSpivak, 1999, 4
p. on the role of the native informant in uncovering "an unacknowledgeable
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And then I cameto a place where I thought the roads terminated.An iroko tree had been
felled acrossit... Beyond, the road sheeredinto a deeppit. Across, on the other side were
sand-carryinglorries. (Okri, p. 115)

The passage above is one of the numerous fabulous representations of the road
Famished
Okri's
The
first-person
by
Azaro,
the
provided
narrator and protagonist of
Road (1991). Azaro is an abiku, one of the spirit-children whose trait is to reject
human existence and die upon every attempt at human-birth, thus maintaining an
idyllic sojourn in the spirit-world amongst abiku companions. 96Azaro's narrative is
just
in
Nigeria
in
human-world
his
the
set
made up of
experiences and perceptions
prior to the country's first independent elections - from birth and throughout early
beset
his
And
the
are
childhood.
conscious experiences
yet, as
passage above shows,
by hallucinations, and at other times the haunting of spirits, which he claims is his
fate as an abiku who has forsaken his companions and remained in the human-world.

We are made aware of the theme of postcolonial hybridity through these
hallucinations and their depiction of the mythic road which demandssacrifices of its
users and yet is injuriously partitioned breadth-wiseby a fallen tree to mark the
industrial
Western
the
oncoming progressionof
modern road-makersand
technology. It symbolisesthe hybrid border site which Anzaldüa calls an "open
wound... where the Third World gratesagainstthe first and bleeds... It is in a
constantstate of transition" (Anzaldüa, pp.2-3). For Azaro the road upon which so
much of his narrative is centredis marked not only by the myths that his father tells
of the ever-hungry-for-sacrificesKing of the Road, but also by the social,
technological and economic developmentthat the pre-independenceNigeria is
undergoing. As such the novel provides an appropriaterepresentationof Bhabha's
postcolonial hybridity "where difference is neither One nor the Other but something
else besides,in-between... It... emergesin-betweenthe claims of the past and the
has
Azaro
9'
As
(Bhabha,
219).
the
this,
the
road which
needsof
well as
present"
p.

moment" in the major westernphilosophical texts.

96See Maduka,
pp. 17-18 on the origins and description of this Igbo and Yoruba myth. The term
`abiku' is the Yoruba translation, the Igbo word being `ogbanje. '

97Seealso Moreiras, p.377 on "border epistemologies," and Bhabha,pp.40-65 on his theory of
hybridity at the "third-space," situated"in-between" the colonial discoursesof Self/Other. For a
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embarkedupon is not only the physical road he fearfully envisages- "leading
towards home and then away from it, without end, with too many signs, and no
directions" - but also the metaphoric road which all beings embark upon within their
own existence,the road that they follow through time and their history, until they
face their fate, an analogy not unlike the river of Yoruba myth. It also, as I will show,
provides a leitmotif metaphorthat influences the structure of the novel throughout.
Cooper acknowledgesthat it is difficult to isolate the origins of many of the
mythic symbols utilised in African magical realist fiction, or indeed any international
magical realist fiction, within a specific cultural context (Cooper, p. 16). Shepoints
out that what is common to the African genre is a "cultural milieu of borrowing,
reading, and cross-referencing;of Yoruba, Igbo and Akan or any other proverbs,
tales or poetry" (p.39), a claim reinforced by Maduka's examination of the
incorporation of the ogbanje/abiku myth as a cross-cultural phenomenonthat
"transcendsthe confines of specific ethnic groups" (Maduka, p. 19).
Though by popular definition then magical realist fiction provides a narrative
content that encompasses both pre-modern (or fantastic) and modern (or realist)
imagery (Faris, p. 163),98the fact that these pre-modern motifs are often impossible to
locate within specific historical cultures foregrounds the claim that it is not the
cultural symbolism of such narrative content which is paramount, but rather its
ability to project various non-western voices onto the traditionally European novel
form. 99Thus in Marquez's One Hundred Years of Solitude we come across a galleon
stranded in the middle of the jungle, and in doing so witness a motif of Spanish
colonialism within a fabulous, non-realist and geographically unsure setting
(Marquez, p. 12), and in Rushdie's Satanic Verses we watch as the immigrant Saladin
Chamcha transforms into a goat-like devil figure whose origins lie in Western myth an irony critically reinforced by the metropolitan police's inability to see anything
the matter with the migrant their culture and history has created (Rushdie, 1988,
historical appraisalof the issueof cultural hybridity up to Bhabha's appropriation of the term see
Young, 1995,pp. 1-54.
98SeeFaris for explication of the sharedtenets magical realist fiction, as
of
well as Faris and Zamora,
p.3; McHale, 1992,p.31 on Marquez; and Sommer,pp.72-3 on the relationship betweenthe genre and
history.
99SeeBrennan, p.56
and Chanady, 1995,p. 141 for more on this political aim of the magic realist
genre.
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10°
157-171).
Magic realism is therefore at first sight a genre that appropriately
pp.
lends itself to contemporary theories of hybridity and the "elliptical in-between"
(Bhabha, p. 60), representing as it does subjectivities and cultures characterised by
"[h]ybridities

that result from the interminglings of disparate cultures [and thus]

implicate cultures that themselves are already syncretized, always in the process of
transformation" (Lavie and Swedenberg, p. 163).

This is true also of Okri's text, the symbolism of the road of its title having
origins not only in the myths of African tribes, but within many pre-modern nonAfrican cultures as well. Thus, whereas Fraser interprets this road as primarily
derived from Yoruba and Igbo myths (Fraser, p. 186), it can also be argued that given
the magic realist genre's tendency to appropriate non-realist images at will, this idea
of a road can be traced through numerous cultures, both western and otherwise.
Cases in point would include Irish folklore, and the symbolism of the Red Road in
Native American Indian religion. Importantly, the metaphor of life as a journey - aye
interpreted
be
journey
insist
in
does
Yoruba
that
that
as
a
popular
not
myth,
road, but more often as a search or a river journey, a fact that would seem to
1'6j6

undermine Fraser's proposal (Drewal, p. 199; Mason, p.421). The hybrid nature of
this title is therefore doubly figured - it is both a signifier of on-coming western
technological encroachment into postcolonial cultures, and a marker of the
transcultural prevalence of pre-modern symbols and proverbs.

This idea of diversity in new African art forms finds an interesting reflection
in Yai's criticism, who points out that unlike western culture, in Yoruba philosophy
there is no `centre' in terms of identity and reality, but rather universal bifurcation
he
idea
Thus
forms
the
that
new.
and
argues that
art
provide something unique and
Yoruba influenced art does not try to replicate reality, but its diversity - the artistic
intention is not to imitate, but to produce something new and multifarious (Yai,
p. 113). This also makes clear the over-simplicity of Fraser's view that such premodern symbols are primarily used to oppose industrialisation (Fraser, p. 161).
Cooper's warning that we should not too readily read the road of Okri's title as a
100For a further insight into this aspectof Marquez and other Latin American magical realism see
Chanady, 1986,p.50, and seeWalker, 1995, for an exemplification of how magic realist
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"colonial symbol of Western intrusion and technology" is therefore both apt and yet
somewhat incomplete - she fails to go on to note that the inscription of pre-modern
myth within its allegorical symbolism is not only African but arguably universal. As
Azaro's father tells him when describing the spiritual beliefs of the village he came
from, "[a]ll human beings travel the same road" (Okri, p. 70). The metaphor of the
novel's title then, while undoubtedly an example of a postcolonial hybrid leitmotif,
does not undermine the opposed cultures of Nigerian past and present as specifically
as might be supposed.

When examining the symbolism of Sethe's"chokecherry tree" scar in
Beloved, Härting claims that the use of certain specific metaphorscan refigure
silenced and unspeakableexperienceby articulating the palimpsestic structure of
memory within marginalized cultures (Harting, p.25).1°'This idea is reinforced by
Doyle's claim that Beloved's trees function as "more than metaphors.They manifest
the phenomenaleffects of the history of slavery" (Doyle, p.213). Accordingly, this
function of metaphoric signification, specific only to marginalized discoursessuch as
postcoloniality, challengesthe conventional notion of a metaphor as a "trope of
substitution and resemblance"that generatesa "dualistic and cohesiveidentity"
(Harting, p.24).1°2Though Härting's claim homogenizespostcolonial discourseand
ignores the structural featuresit shareswith other fictional genres,such as the
postmodern,she neverthelessprovides an innovative insight into the relation between
certain featuresof narrative structure and the silencing of historically oppressed
subjectivities.
Arguing that metaphors`translate' historical memory into text by
"figuratively encoding and decodingthe unconscious," she claims that

metamorphosis in The Satanic Verses ironically reflects the social construction of the immigrant in the
metropolitan United Kingdom.

101The idea the
of
palimpsestic structure of metaphor is drawn from Genetteessay"Proust
Palimpsest," seeGenette, 1982,p.203. The importance of Genette's critique of Proust's view of the
metaphorwill be examined in more detail later in the chapter.

102See Ricoeur, 1976, 49,1978,
p.
pp. 25-26, and Ricoeur and Kearney, p. 170 on this oppositional
view of metaphor and the difficulties that arise when we consider text, or discourse, as "event. " Also,
Genette, p. 204 on metaphors as a "miracle of analogy"
"bringing
together two sensations separated
by time"; Barnes and Duncan, pp. 10-11; and Steen, 1994, especially
chapter 1. Derrida also examines
in detail how the binary oppositions implied by metaphors have been
employed in Western philosophy
to create objective truths (Derrida, 1982c).
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translation establishesmetaphoras a contestedand multi-accentuatedtextual spaceas the
memories- which constitute a symbolic net of metaphors- are always already culturally and
historically coded even before they enter the subconscious... Imagining or writing the
interior lives of others (that is, the unspeakableand the repressed),also presupposesthat the
writer must balanceher own unconsciousdesiresand memories with the necessityto access
the unconsciousof others. (p.23)

Metaphors in this context therefore contain the possibility of undoing the dominant
significations of language within oppressive social and political contexts by retaining
an insight into the memories and interior lives of others in an historically
marginalized culture. Härting argues that the chokecherry tree metaphor achieves this
by juxtaposing the modern representation of the tree as genealogical, biological and
evolutionary growth against the horror trees can come to symbolise due to the
lynchings of slave culture.

Two points can be made about the implications of this argument for an ethical
critique of The FamishedRoad. Firstly, this perspectiveagain raisesthe issue of the
unspeakablepain or horror within narrative representationsof oppressivehistorical
realities. Just as Sethe'sscar is a permanentsymbol of oppression,brutal realism is
never far from Azaro's representationof the road - the "paths... dirt tracks...
streets... [and] avenues"of which it is made are the sameonesthat the jeeps of the
Party of the Rich and the Party of the Poor also traversein force to brutally coerce
and intimidate the nation's population. Secondly,Harting uncovers a specifically
postcolonial leitmotif function in Morrison's metaphorwhich she claims "prompts
and shapes"the structure of the text as a whole; though TheFamished Road shares
little of the volatility of Beloved's form - its narrative point of view never
unconventionally shifts betweencharacters-I want to suggestthat like the
chokecherry tree, the symbol of the "famished road" repeatedly influences the novel
structure. It too figures the silencedpalimpsestof postcolonial memory, and fractures
the modern motif of the road in Western culture and language.To exemplify this I
will consider the structuring of Mum's stories which Azaro inserts into his narrative.
It is clear throughout the novel that the road is a metaphoric theme that
influences the content of almost all of Azaro's narrative. An example of this would
be the stories his mother (Mum) tells him, the telling of which he narratesto the
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reader. In one of these stories the modern road is figured as a hybrid place of
progress and poverty. In this tale Mum gives advice to a European man trying to
escape Africa. He ignores Mum's advice, refusing to take heed that "[a]ll things are
linked" (p. 483), a motto that he sees scored on the side of a bus. Mum warns him not
to reject this advice, which she claims was also told to her by a tortoise she met at a
When the European
crossroads, both obvious symbols of Igbo and Yoruba myth. 103
returns to see Mum a few weeks later he has been transformed into an African. He
tells her that he finally found happiness and admits, "I discovered the road... The
only way to get out of Africa was to become an African. " Here the road becomes a
hybrid site for the fictional character to be both African, European, and neither. As
we shall see, the representations of the road as a metaphor of hybridity reoccur
throughout the novel and continually affect the content of Azaro's narrative.

It is interesting to note that this repetitious structural feature might be
consideredas a method of uncovering othernesswithin narrative. Attridge notes for
example that,
[t]he formal sequence[of literary structure] therefore functions as a kind of staging: a
semanticand emotional performance.Every time I read a linguistic text as a literary work... I
engagein and am taken through that performance... hencethe need to repeatthe work, as a
temporal, sequentialexperience,if one wishes to repeatthe apprehensionof its otherness.
(Attridge, 1999,p.27)

In Attridge's view, one of the aspectsof "meaning" performed by literary-linguistic
structuresis the fact that it evolveswithin a repetitious experienceof a text's
otherness.As seenin the last chapterthis othernessis a feature of a discourse's
absolutely unknowable features,it is the trace of the silent other, the non-presence
which makespossible differance and literary-linguistic meaning."' The trace,
consisting "of all the nonpresentmeaningswhose differences from the present
[utterance] invest the utterancewith its `effect' of having meaning," also meansthat
a decidable meaning seemingly basedin difference is actually always deferred
103Interestingly, the
modem bus bearing cross-cultural motifs is also presentedas a sign of hybridity
in Achebe's Anthills of the Savannah(1987), pp.200-3.
104SeeDerrida, 1973, 130,
p.
and seealso Brogan, p.36, and Bemasconi, 1985 for an explication of
djerance as Derrida's unnameable,the absolutely unknowable.
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(Abrams, pp.226-7). Or as Derrida puts it, "[dJifferance produceswhat it forbids,
makespossible the very thing it makes impossible" (Derrida, 1976,p. 143).
Importantly, as both Bhabha and Spivak make clear, it is Derrida's conceptof
differance that allows the theorisation of postcolonial hybridity in the first place.
Bhabha draws a distinction betweenthe colonised Other of colonial discourseand
the in-between "figure of colonial otherness"which for him underminesthe
homogeneousdiscoursesof coloniser and the colonised (Bhabha, p.45, my italics).,"
And as we saw in chapterone, it is differance which for Spivak provides the
possibility of undermining the oppositional structuresof homogeneousidentity. "' In
languagereminiscent of the Derridean and Levinasian terminology we saw in the last
chapter,Bhabha reminds us that the site of hybridity - the "interstitial passage
between fixed identifications" is reliant on repetition: he claims the experienceof
it, in literature and other texts, is "unknowable, unrepresentable,without a return to
the `present' which, in the processof repetition, becomesdisjunct and displaced"
(p.4, my italics). Our experienceof hybridity, and the silence of unknowable
othernesswhich informs it, is therefore reliant on the repetitious featuresof narrative
structure itself. I want to provide an example of Okri's novel now where its
repetitious incorporation of a leitmotif metaphornot only uncovers an awarenessof
unspeakablecultural experience,but also complicatesthis view of poststructural
hybridity.
Mum's other brief historical tale goesback in time to the Igbo myths of the
whites that are evident in Achebe's ThingsFall Apart (1958), and tells of a time
prior to western imperialism when both Africans and Europeanssharedtheir
knowledge and exchangedgods. It goes on to say that the white people,

105We have
seenin the last chapterhow both Levinas and Derrida exemplify the degreeto which this
othernessmaintains a non-presencewithin discourse.According to Young, Bhabha's hybridity is the
moment "in which the discourseof colonial authority loses its univocal grip on meaning and finds
itself open to the trace of the languageof the other, enabling the critic to trace complex movementsof
disarming alterity within the text" (Young, 1995,p.22). For Moreiras hybridity's irrational features
make it "the ne-plus-ultra of any limit... the limit of limit... an impossible possibility" (Moreiras,
ö400).
6 In Spivak's
considerationof djerance she claims that in "Derrida's reworking, the structure
preface-text becomesopen at both ends.The text has no stable identity, no stable origin, no stable
end" (Spivak 1976,xii). Elsewhere,she claims that applying djerance to the "self-proximity of the
ontic" means"`identity' differed-deferred from itself by randomnessand chance" (1992, p. 154).
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forgot all this. They forgot many things. They forgot that we are all brothers and sistersand
that black people are the ancestorsof the human race. The secondtime they came they
brought guns. They took our lands, burned our gods, and they carried away many of our
people to becomeslavesacrossthe sea... They are misusing the powers God gave all of us.
(p.282)

Admittedly in this tale, as Cooper points out, a tradition of idealised negritude is
(Cooper,
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traditional
promoted
peoples
polarity of
undo
p.71). She claims that Mum's closing comments- "[t]hey are not all bad. Learn from,
them, but love the world" - doeslittle to mediate this binary. What Cooper fails to
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though
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devoted to representingthe oppressiveand brutal effects that the first independent
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brevity of her response and its interruption of his indirect narrative emphasises the
importance of what she has to tell him not only in terms of the day's events, but, as
we shall see, in terms of the narrative structure of the chapter itself. She tells him,
"The thugs came again today. Election time is near." (p. 279). When Azaro's father
(Dad) does not return home, they sit up that night in worry, and for Azaro, "It
seemed our lives kept turning on the same axle of anguish. " The telling of Mum's
story fragments Azaro's narration of the scene, and is framed by the wait for Dad
and, at the close of the chapter, both of them searching for him on the road outside.
They find him on the road beaten and bleeding after an attack by the thugs of the
Party of the Rich, the one he refuses to vote for.

Cooper claims that Mum's conclusion to her tale (quoted above) is "rather
peculiar" (Cooper, p. 72), and goes on to imply that it is not "as complex" as Mum's
other tale. In my view this passive and "peculiar" ending by Mum is a purposeful
ironically
in
bring
to
the
the
the
to
the
ploy on
chapter
other events
part of
author
bear on Mum's words. The tale of ancient, idealised negritude is subtly undercut by
Okri's narrative structure here, for the parallels between Mum's critique of the
Europeans and the brutal actions of Nigeria's first independent politicians are
impossible to ignore: "[t]hey forgot that we are all brothers and sisters... They are
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greedy... Some of them worship machines. They are misusing the powers that God
gave all of us." This ironic authorial distance is apparent in the use of painfully brief
character dialogue throughout the chapter, as well as the use of the framing technique
itself. The chapter ends, like Mum's framed story, with an image of oppression and
pain: "The dried surface of his wounds came off on the sheet. His pain was reopened.
He went to work as usual. " (p. 284).
Like Achebe's, Okri's vision of postcolonial hybridity foresees a dangerous

and brutal socio-political reality that overshadowsthe alleged progressive
possibilities encompassedin interstitial, in-between spaces,"' and is one that echoes
Eagleton's view of the repetitive repercussionsof violence and corruption that he
argueshave characterisedpolitical power throughout history (Eagleton, 1996,
p.51).1°8In Okri's novel the metaphor of the road becomesdivested of both modem
and pre-modem discourses,acknowledging the progressivepossibilities encapsulated
in both and yet constantly aware of the dangersthat lie in embracing a hybrid
discourse.The silent trace that underminesthe differencesbetween thesediscourses
is ironically a similarity sharedby them all: a historical memory of unspeakable
violence that is prevalent in African, European,and postcolonial cultures. As shown,
this trace of violence in the road metaphor is not commentedon directly by Azaro,
but rather becomesnoticeablethrough the metaphor's repeatedinfluence upon the
content and form of his narrative. In Okri's ironic structuring of Mum's latter story it
is not the idealism of negritude, or the possibilities of a hybrid postcolonial future
that are emphasisedwhen considering the road from ancient tradition to Nigerian
independence,but the unspeakableand violent realities that universally infect all
such discourses.
What we seearising in this structurethen is an experienceof hybridity that
somewhatdiffers from Bhabha's politically progressivehybrid site where "cultural
107SeeGikandi,
pp.7-8 on Achebe's literary representationof a modem African culture that refusesto
indulge in traditional "romance and nostalgia," and yet remains self-consciousof remaining colonial
anxieties. SeeWilliams, 2001, p.8 on Achebe's outspokenpolitical critiques of postcolonial Nigeria,
and p. 13 on his disagreementswith "hybrid-poststructuralist" postcolonial writers, in particular
Salman Rushdie.Also Olaniyan, p.27 on Achebe's idea that a hybrid state cannot "escapethe logic of
its origin in the colonial state."
108As one of the
characterssurmisesin Anthills of the Savannah,the representationof the hybrid,
modem bus seemsto expressa hybrid acknowledgementof "suffering" above all else (Achebe,
p.203).
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differences... conflictually touch" (Bhabha,p.207). This hybridity isn't only
dependenton the differences that undermine the coloniser/colonisedopposition, but
on the silencesthat are non-presentin the discoursesof both.1°9Okri's ironic
employment of a generally conventional structure would seemto suggestthat there is
little to separatethe violences of a colonised past and a postcolonial presentand the
silencesthat surround the representationof both.

Ethics as creative engagement during reading and writing.
Importantly then, it is the repetition of the leitmotif metaphor that informs a
reconsiderationof postcolonial hybridity and allows tracesof the silenceswithin
various cultural discoursesto affect the narrative structure. In the last chapterwe saw
how certain postcolonial fictions self-consciously drew their readersinto an
intersubjective relation with their acts of narrative expression.What I want to
consider now is how this idea relatesto recent ethical criticism, before going on to
ask whether it might form an aspectof other postcolonial fictions, and in particular
their use of specific structural features.
Burke envisagesa relation between individual ethical action and creative selfexpressionby examining the responsiveaspectof ethical interaction between
subjects:
[t]he act, in being an assertion,has called forth a counter-assertionin the elementsthat
composeits context. And when the agent is enabledto seein terms this counter-assertion,he
has transcendedthe state that characterizedat the start. (Burke, pp.38-9; quoted in Albrecht,
p.51)

Interestingly, this claim concerningtranscendenceis very similar to Levinas's idea
that "[t]ranscendenceis ethics... [becausethe subject] is under the accusationof the
other... is a hostagefor the other, obeying a commandbefore having heard it,
faithful to a commitment that it never made" (Levinas, 1978,p. 178). As we have
seen,the "command" that Levinas refers to here is the call to responsibility, a
109For criticisms hybridity theory's tendencyto
of
overly rely on a deconstructionof binary
oppositions seeDukes, p.348, and Lavie and Swedenberg,p. 167. Seealso Aizenberg, p.461, and
Coombes,p. 107 on the real political dangersthat can arise when binary oppositions are deconstructed
for commercial ends.
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summons that he ultimately links with the idea of God and the prohibition of murder:
"you shall not commit murder" (1969, p. 199). The infinite transcendence of the other
allows the subject to ethically transcend his own ontological condition. For Levinas,
transcendence thus means two ethical experiences closely linked: the experience of
absolute alterity - the other that we can never fully know or objectify - and also the
for
in
God
the
the
that
other
experience of
otherness
makes possible responsibility
the first place (1978, p. 179). Without this active and infinite resistance to murder
between individuals, no ethics is possible (1969, p. 198).

Albrecht also points out that Emersonechoesthis theory of interactive selfexpression when considering the ever-present role of antagonism in the relationship
between self and other. Appropriating Emerson's perspective he points out that "[i]t
is against the resistances of our environment that we know and develop our
individuality"

(Albrecht, p. 51, see Emerson, p. 140). Individuality

here refers not

only to the character of the self, but also to the creative faculties, and though this
reference to the environment is made in a particularly naturalistic sense, I want to
suggest that such `resistances' can be encountered in social environments also. Thus
to develop creatively an individual must encounter resistances, one of which, as
Burke and Levinas show, is encountered when interacting with other individuals. The
expressive interaction between self and other is therefore a performance based on
reciprocal resistance -a "calling into question" (Levinas, 1989b, p. 25) which
"identifies individuals and concepts and distinguishes them from one and another, or,
(p.
30).
by
to
opposes notions
one another
contradiction or contrariety"
Interestingly, when reading Moby Dick (1851) Toni Morrison also pinpoints
this idea of imaginative and creative struggle as one of the performative functions
carried out by Ishmael when attempting to articulate the unspeakable significance of
"[t]he Whiteness of the Whale" in terms of idealized American culture and its
treatment of its Others (Morrison, 1989, p. 17). Ishmael despairs of his inability to
relate the "vague, nameless horror concerning the whale... so mystical and well nigh
ineffable was it... It was the whiteness of the whale that above all appalled me"
(Melville,

1851, p. 204, see fig. 1). As Morrison notes, what follows in the narrative is

a digression into whiteness idealized throughout history, its refinery in Ishmael's
words, "giving the white man ideal mastership over every dusky tribe" (my italics).
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And yet we have seenevidence of Melville's ironic representationof racially `ideal'
imagesbefore; could this too be a satirical take on such idealism?
After a page and a half of reinforcing this refinery Ishmael tells us that
for all theseaccumulatedassociations,with whatever is sweet, and honorable and sublime,
there yet lurks an elusive something in the innermost idea of this hue, which strikes more of
panic to the soul than that rednesswhich affrights in blood. (p.205)

Ishmael's attempt to grasp what is "ineffable" and "elusive" in whiteness swiftly
turns it blood-red in this abrupt anticlimax to a page-long sentence.This unsettling
structural and rhetorical effect reinforces Morrison's claim that it is not "white
people" that Ishmael ponders but the silencesthat reside in any discoursethat
idealises whitenessas a cultural symbol the `ideal' of whiteness is suddenly
juxtaposed against "the transcendenthorrors" of the "white bear of the poles, and the
white shark of the tropics." While Ishmael may admit he is unable to pin down
what
its
horror"
infects
ideal,
his
"nameless
to
the
exactly
willingness engagewith
unknowable othernessstill informs an evocative and ironic narrative for his readers.
As I shall show, this imaginative attempt to expressthe inexpressible by Ishmael, and
indeed Melville himself as an ironic authorial presence,is a creative project still
undertakenby postcolonial authors and their narratives in recent times.
The idea of ethics through interaction is particularly pertinent if we turn to
Haney's conviction that "the structure of the reader's interpretive relationship to a
literary text has affinities with a person's ethical relationships to others," since a
"person or text maintains its otherness[and is] not relegatedto a clearly understood
1°
in
(Haney,
38-9).
place a system of conceptual or representationalpresence"
pp.
This idea is also evident in the work of Attridge. In particular, Attridge investigates
the definition of the other in different critical discourses,arguing that our
relationships with otherness- i. e. as a reader of a text, as a writer of a text, or as an
everyday individual meeting other individuals - always come with an ethics of
responsibility and creativity attached(Attridge, 1999, pp.21-24 & p.29). He
introduces this idea by examining how creative resistance such as that which
-
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Albrecht commentson and is outlined above- is presentwithin everyday encounters,
as well in the act of reading and writing.
Using Derrida's consideration of the other as a starting point, Attridge
emphasisesnot only the absolute othernessof the other for the subject, but also the
creativity the experienceof encountering othernessengendersin the self."' The
originality of this intention is mirrored by the inventivenessof his critical style: he
usesthe image of himself self-consciously engagedin the writing of his essayto
provide an example of a writer's interaction with alterity - or the unknowable during creative act. He notes that,
"creating the other"... emphasizesagency and activity: to be truly creative is to wrest from
the familiar the hitherto unthought, to bring into existenceby skilful and imaginative
intellectual labor an entity that is absolutely different from what is already in being.
(Attridge, 1999,p.21)

The emphasisplaced upon the inevitability of agency and resistant activity when the
self encountersthe other draws obvious parallels with the work of Albrecht and
Burke. Yet Attridge developsthis idea further: for him aligning the self/other relation
with the act of creativity doesn't mean that creativity evokes the non-existent, but
that engaging with alterity helps articulate or exemplify unformed ideas that the
writer is partly aware of and wishes to put onto paper. In doing this he draws on
Derrida's view of writing as a creative enterprisethat has no prior prescription, but
that brings into existencemeaningsthat where previously indescribable and nonpresent (Derrida, 1978d,p. 11). Like Attridge, Derrida points out that because
meaning constantly differs from itself in writing, it possessesirreducible features
which allow us to locate the other in writing and reading. This posesproblems for
Barthes' theory of writing as performance or act, for while Barthes reinforces the
110Haney draws this
view from his appropriation of theorists such as Levinas and Gadamer,but also
through his examination of the poetry of prominent Romanticist poets.
111Attridge
coins Derrida's phrase"tout autre est tout autre" - "every other (one) is every (bit) other (Derrida, 1995,pp.82-4), to explain how the other, by its very nature of being other than the self, is
completely unknowable to the subject. Importantly, in Derrida's own consideration of this phrase,he
acknowledgesthe influence of Levinas in promoting it and the idea that the Other (i. e. God, and every
man and woman) is 'infinitely other' in relation to the self. Ultimately though Derrida claims that
Levinas fails to distinguish between the "infinite alterity of God and the `same' infinite alterity of
every human," and that as such his ethics is always a religious one (1995, p.84).
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idea of discursive enunciation as eternally written in the here and now, something
that is spontaneous,incorporating an element of the unknown (Barthes, 1977a,
pp. 168-70), he neverthelessignores the fact that such creativity can only result from
an author's experienceof the unknowable. He claims that while the structure of
writing can be followed "like the thread of a stocking," nevertheless,"there is
nothing beneath" (1977a, p. 171). As we saw in the last chapter this is the very
metaphor used by Levinas and similarly so by Derrida to uncover the necessary
traces of the irreducible within writing. Interestingly, Foucault rejects the idea of
writing as act (Foucault, 1979,p. 198), and though he does elsewhereadmit to the
role of invention played by the author, he refusesto entertain any notion of the nondiscursive within writing (1970, pp.235-6). Thus whereasin Barthes' and Foucault's
famous interjections on the subject we seeauthorship solely as an effect of cultural
discourse,creative writing in Attridge's sensealways contains an element of the
unknown, that which can't be reduced to discourse- "I am not able to say how [the
newly invented sentence]came into being, but I can say I did not produce it solely by
meansof an active shaping of existing, conscious,mental materials" (p.21).
Attridge's claims are reminiscent of Bisla's call for an examination of the
importanceýof"those complications that might have been experiencedby the author
in the act of composition" (Bisla, p. 105). Her aim is to take issue with what she calls
the "conventional-framework-bound criticisms" that traditionally equatesthe critic,
but not the author, with the reader."' More than this, she also seesa need to link the
"complications (or complicatedness)"of creative writing to the interaction that take
place between fiction and history - in this context the author also necessarily
becomesa reader of history (p. 112).13Here the individual author, just like any
reader, has an inevitable responsibility to respond to the silences or unknowable
aspectsof such `histories' - an experiencewhich necessarily entails interacting with
alterity through an imaginative act. Writers in this senseare not only engagedin the
creation (or appropriation) of the other, but also dependenton an experienceof
112Seealso Rimmon-Kenan,
pp.86-9 on the idea that the real author, as opposedto the implied one, is
due reconsiderationwithin critical discourse,especially in his/her relation to creative writing as
communicative act.
113SeeRainsford,
pp.216-7 & p.224 on the idea that acknowledging the trace of authorship also
meansacknowledging the personal "burden and obstacle" of creative writing.
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absolute alterity. Subjective creativity - the production of text for example - cannot,
as Barthes and Foucault argue,be solely a result of social and cultural discourses.
This introduces an elementto the act of creativity and the act of being that
"achieves what a logical or discursive account could not": creative behaviour
involves "both the refashioning of the old and of the unanticipated advent of the
new" (Attridge, 1999, p. 21). It finds support in Ricoeur's belief that "human
language is inventive despite the objective limits and codes which govern it"
(Ricoeur and Kearney, p. 19). Interestingly, this idea is reflected in the strong links
that can be drawn between artistic creativity and the Yoruba idea of tradition. As Yai
points out, the linguistic terms for these two concepts - itän and äsä - are
etymologically linked. Sä and itän being semantically cognate means that without
creative choice (sä), a tradition of cultural being (äsä) is not possible (Yai, p. 1 13).
Attridge's argument also echoes Rorty's view that writers, through their
appropriation of the surplus of meaning within metaphors and figurative language,
are producers of the wholly new (Rorty, p. 17). 14 Importantly, as Attridge outlines in
detail, this `irrational' aspect of encountering the other in the act of writing and in
day-to-day existence bears a strong relation to Levinas's view of the subject's ethical
responsibility for the other. As we shall see, this ethics of creativity has implications
not only for the writer as artist, but for the reader and the ethico-political

aims of the

novel.

Can the text be a face?
As noted in the last chapter, for Levinas ethical responsibility entails being attentive
to the trace of vulnerability that arisesduring face-to-face discursive relations. And
as Haney points out, when engagedin the act of reading it is plausible to consider
text as other, even an other person. For Attridge a similar interaction occurs in the act
of writing, an act during which he claims responsibility for the other is no less
pertinent that when encountering the other as person in life. Like Levinas, Attridge
emphasisesthe risk that is always inherent when contemplating the other - "a crucial
concept in any consideration of creativity... every such opening is a gamble. I trust
the other before I know what the other will bring" (p.27). And also like Levinas,
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Attridge strongly emphasisesthe distinction that must be drawn between what
Levinas calls the "primordial" ethical demandof self/other responsibility (Levinas,
1969,p. 199) which always involves unpredictability and risk, and eioral obligations
which are always predicated by the specific social settings in which they arise."' As
seenin chapter two, moral perspectivescould be informed by the non-discursive
ethics that Levinas uncovers,but they are neverthelessalways precededby such an
ethics. This ethics then, effective during the creation and reading of narrative and yet
neverthelessnon-discursive, seemsto bear strong similarities to that phenomenon
that Morrison calls "non-narrative, nonliterary experienceof... text" - the constant
responsibility on the part of a reader or writer to respond responsibly to the otherness
inherent in texts.
Woods also emphasisesthe need to consider our experienceof texts as
encounterswith otherness(Woods, 2000, p. 159). Like Haney and Attridge, he draws
comparisonsbetween written texts and the other of the self, but does so by
examining how the representationof voice through languagebearsrelation to
Levinas's theorisation of the "face" as a pre-linguistic expressionof the other. In
Levinas's view the
proximity of the other is the signifying of the face. A signifying that is immediately from
beyond the plastic forms that keep covering it up like a mask with their presencein
perception. Incessantly it penetratestheseforms. Before any particular expression- and
beneathall particular expressionthat... covers and protects it there is the nakednessand
baring of expressionas such... (Levinas, 1989b,pp.23-4)

Or as he puts it elsewhere,the face "expressesitself' (1969, p.51). As we saw in the
last chapter, the other unexpectedly expressesthe risk of discourserelations through
the silent trace of alterity in its `face.' But what exactly does this non-presence
expressbefore the other has even openedits mouth - if it has one - to give voice?
And can we convincingly relate this aspectof the encountering the other with our
experiencing of reading postcolonial fiction in general?

114Seealso Barnes
and Duncan, p. l l on this aspectof Rorty's theory of metaphor.
115Also see Critchley, 1992, 3
p. on the distinction between the "primordial ethical experience," and
"civic duty."
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Woods readsthis expressionquite literally as the expressionof a universal
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116Seealso Levinas, 1998a,pp.9-10 on the temptation to murder the other.
117Note that Woods also draws from the poets David Miller and Bruce Andrews, both in their poetry
and in their critical work, to produce evidence for his theorisation of the non-presenceof the other's
face `in' the reading of texts.
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Taking Levinas's point that an ethical encounteris "presupposedin all
language," it is interesting to note how his theory of the structure of face of the other
can be comparedto the structure of narrative discourse.It is the "plastic" structure of
the face as form and content that betrays the silent expressionwithin the face:
The face brings a notion of truth which... is... expression:the existent breaks through all the
envelopings and generalities of Being to spreadout in its `form' the totality of its `content'...
the first content of expressionis expressionitself. (Levinas, 1969,p.51)
Form - incessantlybetraying its own manifestation, congealing into a plastic form, for it is
adequateto the same- alienatesthe exteriority of the other. The face is living presence;it is
expression. (p.66)

Referencesare made here to the "content" that is figured by the face, and the "form"
that the face takes when the subject encountersthe other. Both terms can be
interpreted synonymously with their use in the literary critique of this project. Firstly
Levinas warns us not to consider the face simply as a figuration of tangible content,
as a "set of qualities forming an image," becausethe face "exceedsthe idea of the
other in me" (p.50) - it `expresses'absolute alterity. Secondly, the form that the face
takes, though recognisableas being similar to other human faces- "adequateto the
same" - is in fact indicative of the unspeakableyet acknowledged expressionof
responsibility that lies within it. The form of the face, betrayed by its own possibility
of expressiveness,alerts us to this expressionof living presence(Levinas, 1981a,
p. 122). This pre-discursive expressionof ethics undoes our impression of the face as
a simple structure of form and content. We have seenthis ethical responsibility
similarly undo our perception of narrative as a wholly discursive structure.
Here we have an argument that reinforces those of Attridge, Haney, and
Woods for the application of Levinas's view of self/other relations to narrative
discourse,even when Levinas's work seemsmost concernedwith the need for
physical proximity in such relations. Structure, under the semblanceof seeming
familiar yet neverthelessunique from text to text, provides the meansvia which we
as readersuncover the pre-linguistic ethics on which relations are based.
When considering TheFamished Road we saw how the repetition of a
leitmotif metaphor could reveal within the narrative structure a silent non-presence
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related to the violent and unspeakable, yet shared, aspects of distinct cultures and
their histories and discourses. Like in Genette's reading of Proust, metaphor here
becomes a "necessary instrument for [the] recovery" of that "`hidden essence' that
eludes perception" (Genette, pp. 204-6), uncovering within the narrative structure the
"psychological experience of involuntary memory... by bringing together two
sensations separated in time" (p. 204). And likewise it becomes easier to see what
Ricoeur is referring to when he identifies the surplus of meaning in metaphorical
analogy and argues that this an aspect of poetic discourse that brings to language
"modes of being that ordinary vision obscures or even represses." As such, we as
readers have access to an "experience that does not allow itself to be completely
inscribed within the categories of logos or proclamation and its transmission or
interpretation" (Ricoeur, 1976, p. 60). Metaphors here retain an aspect of alterity that
is necessarily experienced during the reading event. Importantly, Harting argues that
this is also the effect of the repetition of the structural metaphor in Beloved - it
produces "sites of narrative ambiguity, by marking a textual site of intervention that
resists the reader's complete conquest of the text" (Harting, p. 31). Reading such
views alongside Albrecht, Attridge, Haney and Woods, it becomes possible to
appreciate leitmotif metaphors not only for their ability to undermine (non-realistic)
oppositional identity politics, but also because they uncover those unspeakable
aspects of hybrid discourses whose otherness we as readers have a responsibility to
respond to.

Reading and writing performativity and the unknowable in Romesh
Gunesekera's The Sandglass.
Gunesekera'sThe Sandglass(1998) is another example of a novel where the title
forms an introduction to a central leitinotif metaphor that affects its structure. Its
examination here is useful becauseit emphasisesthe cross-generic,transcultural
nature of such repetitive structural featuresin postcolonial fiction - The Sandglassis
written by a Sri Lankan author and does not fall into the magic realism category. As
well as this its structure is noticeably less conventional than Okri's. Its use of shifting
focalisation and radical temporal featureshave more in common with the narrative
techniquesof Morrison and Rushdie, whilst the realism of narrated events exhibits
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in this context content refers to the events that the various narrators describe from
both first and third-person perspectives,and the actual characterdiscoursethat is
transcribed to the reader.As the novel progressesit transpires that time and its
passing is an overwhelming concern of most, if not all of the characters,and that the
sandglass- only once or twice referred to directly - possibly provides an alternative
to the conventional appraisal of time as a linear progression within narratives. I do
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that influences the wider narrative structure of the novel, and in doing so raises
ethical questions concerning the `silences' that pervadepostcolonial narratives.
The Sandglasstells the story of two wealthy Sri Lankan families, the
Vatunasesand the Ducals, who prosperedin the wake of colonialism. The story is
recounted mainly by Chip, a Sri Lankan immigrant living in London, though much of
it is made up of the direct discourseof his friends who recount historical events from
their families' past to him. One of these is Pearl, an immigrant woman who lived in
London and who died prior to the telling of the tale. It is Pearl's obsessionwith time
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and her constant referencesto it in Chip's recollections of their conversationsthat
first alerts the readerto this central theme:
`We had buckets of time in those days.'... `Time to care.' She said it as though she suddenly
knew that she no longer had time, that suddenly time was no longer on her side. She had
memory but no time. It made no senseto me then. Only now am I beginning to understand
how time might run out. Will run out for all of us. (Gunesekera,p.41)

Such repetitive referencesto time, and its relation to the pre-migrant past and
impending death, litter the discourseof the charactersthroughout the novel. Here
though, we also gain an insight into how the discourse of characterssuch as Pearl
eventually infects the discourseof Chip himself: the repetition of the word "time" in
Pearl's discourse is ultimately doubled in Chip's subjective commentary. The
importance of this idea will becomeapparentas the critique of the novel progresses.
The secondof Chip's friends is Prins, Pearl's son, who whilst arranging his
mother's funeral during a few days in London tells Chip of the violent eventsthat he
has been uncovering in his family's Sri Lankan past, and his suspicion of a
conspiracy that has covered up the truth of theseevents.Prins constantly reminds
Chip that he doesn't "have a lot of time" (p.58), and that he needsto return to Sri
Lanka immediately to continue investigating the violent events that surroundedhis
father's death. Prins' relationship with the novel's representationof time has a direct
bearing on the narrative structure. Though the novel begins and ends at the same
point in Chip's narrative - with him having returned to Sri Lanka in searchof Prins
who has mysteriously disappeared- the whole of Chip's disjointed narrative which
leads up to this point is provided during the spaceof the day and a morning that it
takes him and Prins to arrange and go to Pearl's funeral. The fourteen-chapter
structure self-consciously reflects this: the chaptersare named after the time of day at
which transcribed conversationsbetween himself and Prins allows Chip to shift the
narrative back to past events in the lives of the Vatunasesand the Ducals. These
chaptersmove from `Morning' till `Dawn' the next day and are framed overall by the
brief opening and closing sectionsnarratedby Chip in present-day Sri Lanka. The
narrative therefore rejects a linear temporal structure in favour of one which
repeatedly shifts from the events in London into lengthy digressionsmade up of the
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different historical discoursesamalgamatedby Chip, and then back to Chip and Prins
in London. Thus the discoursesalways return to the temporal and spatial setting from
which they started.Unlike Pearl's personal obsessionwith time, Prins' actual
presencewith Chip servesas the impetus for the sandglass-likemovement of the
narrative's unconventional temporal sequencebetween different sites.
Like Feldman, who seessuch "postmodernist poetics of memory" in
postcolonial fiction as an attempt to articulate "alternative, formerly repressed
memories," I want to suggestthat Chip's narrative not only manipulates temporality
in a way that questionstraditional appropriations of historical time, but that it does so
to specifically depict the silencesthat exist when constructing historical narratives.
Chip's own discoursepoints this out when he describesPearl's letters which he uses
to make up his narrative as, "[e]ach telling its own special story and hiding another
betweenevery line" (p.268, my italics). As we shall see,this realisation manifests
itself structurally in Chip's manipulation of the time and spaceof the narrative he
provides and the discursive content he places within it. Unlike Feldman's reading of
such unconventional temporal narrative structuresthough, I want to suggestthat
rather than simply questioning the operation of memory itself and unmasking the
political structuresthat can enforce memory repression,Gunesekera'sradical
structure emphasisesthe relationships between such historical silences and an ethics
of reading and writing narrative.
In the chapter entitled `Darkness,' Prins shows Chip the clippings which he
has used to investigate his father Jason's death. Chip immediately usesthe fact that
they are watching a Gene Kelly retrospective on television to temporally and
spatially shift the narrative back to a recollection of Pearl's description of how the
first time she saw Singin' in the Rain was the night Jasondied. Several distinct
discoursesmake up the narrative that follows: a direct discourse transcription of
Pearl's memories of that night and her feelings towards Jasonprior to his death; a
third-person narration of the last tense conversationsbetween Pearl and Jasonthat
Chip constructs from Pearl's words and what he has read in Jason'sjournal; and
several italicised third-person narratives of that time transcribed by a narrator that we
have no choice but to assumeis Chip. Throughout this the narrative briefly returns
several times to Chip and Prins in London (see fig. 2).
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Although Chip admits that the discoursesprovided to him by Pearl and Jason
are what allow him to "reconstruct something of those last few days" (p. 169, my
italics), the disjointed structure meansthat the reader must necessarily question
Chip's intention in providing this reconstructedversion of the past in such an
unconventional manner. Why not simply utilise a distanced first-person transcription
of the conversationsthat Pearl and Jasonhad, and frame them with Chip's thoughts
on the matter and his admission of authoritative inventive license?I want to suggest
an answer to this might be found if we return to the idea of the peiformativity of
repetitive metaphorsand Attridge's insights into the ethical relation between self and
otherness.
The use of the sandglassmetaphor to repeatedly structure the temporal
sequenceshere also allows Chip's narratives to successfully uncover the unknowable
trace of silence that is encounteredwhen an individual subject attempts to interact
with the discourseof others. His inventive discoursesnot only reconstruct the
violently silenced past, they reconstruct several similar versions of the samehistoric
moment and culminate with a shift into a final third-person italicised representation:
`It was such an impossible situation,' Pearl seemedto buckle under the tension of the scene
she recalled.
`You should take things slower. What is this mad rush all the time, ' she had said.
`It's business,my dear.'
`Business?Jason,you do not understandthe first thing about business.'
Jason's face changesshape as his thoughts ricochet around his head...
'What? ' (p. 164, see fig. 2)

Chip's authoritative and italicised intrusion into the narrative after Pearl's criticism
of Jason's businessacumensignals his self-conscious aim of `filling in' the silences
that he, by the very nature of time itself, cannot have complete knowledge of.
Importantly then, by altering the font of his narrative to further reinforce his
imaginative intrusion into the structure of the discursive content, Chip reinforces the
necessaryperformative and creative act that occurs when a subject enters into
discursive relations with othernessas an aspect of writing itself.
This reaffirms Attridge's conviction that an ethical self/other relation
manifests itself in the performative "staging" of "semantic and emotional"
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interaction in literary texts (Attridge, 1999, p.27). He claims that the interaction with
the "singular othernessmanifested" in literary texts is evident in,
the selection and arrangementof words. In theseworks othernessand singularity are inherent
in the words themselves,their sequence,their suggestiveness,their patterning. To
reexperiencethe othernessof a work of this type... it is necessaryto recall the words, in their
createdorder... the creative achievementis a formal one, whatever else it may be. (Attridge,
1999, p.26)

Evidence for Attridge's views comes as we continue to read Chip's shifting account
of the lead up to Jason's violent death. Chip signalsjust how performative his
semantic staging of Pearl and Jason's unknown past is by transcribing some of
Jason's phrasesfrom his journal word for word in bold italicised font. The bold font
of "Then it sounded too hollow, he wrote in blue ink" (p. 169, seefig. 2) immediately
emphasisesa concern with the graphological and that this is a transcription of written
discourse.
Yet this unconventional emphasisis unnecessary Chip follows it by
immediately telling us that Jasonwrote it. This extraordinary attention to the words
themselvesthough allows the reader to remember that Chip used very similar words
a page earlier in his invented narrative of Jasonand Pearl's disagreementprior to
Jason's death:
Pearl says nothing. Nothing for minutes. Finally she blurts out: 'Do you know what
Wednesdayis? '
But Pearl's words have a hollowness to them. She is speaking in a house that is empty.
(p. 168)

Importantly, the two allusions to hollowness are used in different situational
contexts. The bold italicised font of the final allusion reinforces the point that in
order to articulate the silence that surroundsthe painful history of Pearl and Jason
and the violence they experienced,Chip has to respond to the discourseshe has from
them and performatively re-enact them in a form that seemssuitable. He therefore
draws our attention to Jason's written discourseto remind us of his previous use of it
to recreatePearl's unknowable experiences.He does not pretend that he is not being
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inventive, for as the structure and form of his narrative illustrates, the recognition of
these silences and the `impossible' articulation of them is one of the central aims in
creating such a narrative. Importantly, it is only through the repeatedmanipulation of
temporality via the sandglassmetaphor that makes this possible. The brief but
frequent returns to Chip's thoughts as he awaits Pearl's funeral in London are what
in
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possession,and the imaginative ways he goes about articulating their inevitable
silences.
Such a manipulation of available discourseson the part of Chip replicates
what Hostettler calls a "discourse that is very playful and creative. It conceives
meaning as a performative moment instead of a given, or a presupposition, or a test
of time" (Hostettler, p.407). She doesthis by appropriating Nietzsche's theory of the
"truth" as an effect of figurative language."' Interestingly, she also appropriates
Morrison's idea of silence, or the unspeakableunspoken, as a "signifier" of real
historical events. She tells us that the historian "can only collect silence as a signifier,
a caesurato history to mark that which, at the time when she collected it, was silent"
(p.409). The historically unknowable for Hostettler therefore becomesthe very
signifier of the silenced `truth' or realities of history, but the meaning of such
realities can only be articulated in a discoursethat is performative and therefore
inventive. As we have seen,theseare featuresof creativity that involve interacting
with the silence of the unknowable. To this degree,Chip's repetitious manipulation
of the sandglassleitmotif perhapsproducessomething similar to what Miller calls the
unaccountableand non-conceptual"empty space" which ariseswhen literary
repetition induces an "alogic" relationship of mimesis and difference (Miller, 1982,
pp.6-19).
As Attridge points out, one of the ethical responsibilities of discursively
engaging with the other "involves assuming the other's needs [and] being willing to
be called to account for the other" (p. 27). Being responsible for the other in this
sense therefore always involves the articulation of an element of silence through the
self's creative performance, for it is impossible to completely know the other whether
119
SeeNietzsche,pp.46-47on how we gaina "senseof truth" by employing"a mobilearmyof
metaphors"thatwe useto objectifyhumanrelations.
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face-to-face or in an historical context, for the other would no longer be other then.
Or as we saw in the last chapter, there is always an unknowable trace of the other
that we have to respondto and yet cannot describe; something about the other always
remains nonpresent, and therefore beyond our attempts to objectify it. Thus when
encountering others we creatively interact with their non-presenttraces to give them
an ontological presence- we imagine othernessas wholly present. In the caseof The
Sandglass,this creative performance is something that is enabledby the repeated
manipulation of a temporal metaphor which, in leitmotif fashion, becomesthe central
influence on the narrative structure itself.
As Pearl tells Chip, "`You seeclearly only when it is empty... You can't look
back until is it, but by then it's over. Empty... You have to turn yourself upside
down and start all over again"' (p. 159). For Feldman, who finds it difficult to
reconcile postmodern manipulations of temporality with a postcolonial political
aspiration to engagewith the silenced past, such innovative narratives attempt to
"reconstruct mythic time while engaging historical memory" (Feldman, 1999,p.382).
Such a critique might well be applied to The Sandglass,but Gunesekera'suse of the
performativity of narrative structure to consider historical memory is also indicative
of a desire to examine the ethical experiencesof subjectswhen encountering the
silences of others - both enforced and unknowable - that refer to the violence of the
past. Interestingly, the self-consciousgraphological emphasisof the narrative also
encouragesan inquiry into how its structure might be related to the ethical
responsibility of encountering silence while writing, as well as a hermeneutic ethics
of reading.

Ahdaf Soueifs The Map of Love: the responsibility of creativity within
the narratives of postcolonial memory.
We have seenthen how the use of certain metaphorsin postcolonial fiction raises
ethical issuesof historical silence and creativity, and to a degreehow theseconcerns
in literary discourse relate to socio-political concernsin the worlds inhabited by the
writers of such fiction. Before finishing this chapter I want to suggestthat it is
possible to locate a common relation or theme that links these aspectsof postcolonial
narrative structures from the perspective of both writer and reader: the narrative
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this thesis, the articulation of characters' pastscan have pivotal effects on the
structuresused to representtheir subjectivities. What I want to ask now is whether an
understanding of performativity as a literary act of ethical expressioncould be used
in
itself
framework
for
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postrepresentationof memory
traumatised cultures. Can we, for example, apply the idea that "memory is a
contestationof amnesia,where the waning of historical consciousnessis countered
by an ethical desire to censorthe very forgetting of memory itself' (Woods, 2000,
p. 160) to an ethical critique of postcolonial narrative structures in a Levinasian
sense?
Grasshas examined some of the difficulties that face political writers who
attempt to representmemories of the past, especially those that write from within
nation stateswhose official versions of historic events opposehis or her own. He
distinguishes between the subjective experiencesof meino,y and recollection,
arguing that authors who write about the past use memory as an aid, but it is in the
presentationof recollection that they truly excel - "[a] recollection is allowed to
cheat, to embellish or to pretend, whereasthe memory is happy to be seenas a
scrupulously trustworthy accountant" (Grass,p.63). Pleasingmemories of an event,
for example an experienceduring childhood, can lead to nostalgic yet distorted
recollections of related events.12'
These inaccuraciesthat characterisethe recollection of memory have also
been commented on by Kermode in his examination of what he calls the "necessary
doubleness" of memory. Working with Augustine's ConfessionsX. 8 he concludes
that the
experienceas rememberedis not, affectively, of the samequality as the experienceitself;
or... the experiencedas rememberedis not the same as the experiencedremembered...
another aspectof difference in doubleness[is that a] pain recalled is recognisedas a pain, yet
it may be recalled with pleasure; a pastjoy can be rememberedwith intense sadness.
(Kermode, p. 89)

120Seealso Lodge, 56
p. on the subjective selectivenessof recollection that interveneswhen we reduce
memories of factual events to discourse.
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For both Kermode and Grass then the discursive recollection of memory is
something that is not to be trusted, and yet both agree that it is being good at it that
makes a writer successful at his/her job. '2' For Grass, narrative is recollection (Grass,
p. 63). There is an acknowledgement here of the positive element of imagination
intrinsic to the production of recollected memories and literary representations of
them. As Brady points out when considering the inter-dependence of memory,
history, and fiction, the traditional perception of memory as "stable, objective, and
retrievable... is replaced by an awareness of the dynamic and reconstructive
character of memory, pieced together from many separate fragments of experience,
both mental and emotional, from both past and present" (Brady, p. 17). Though
discussion
individuals
in
the
of
writers - and all
and
production
constantly
engage
memories, the act of remembering, or recollecting, is carried out for a variety of
different reasons: nostalgia, political purposes, the desire to articulate the truth, the
desire to manipulate and invent the truth, to provide a fictional story, to lie, etc.
Whatever the different reasons for regurgitating the past, it necessarily harbours an
imaginative element, and as Attridge points out, to engage in imaginative acts means
to necessarily engage creatively and therefore ethically with the essence of otherness.
What I want to suggest is that when attempting to represent memories of oppression
the imaginative act that rearticulates or recollects historical voices and silences
produces the ethical responsibilities of intersubjective relation. In doing this I wish to
turn to another international postcolonial text, Ahdaf Soueif's The Map of Love
(1999).

As we saw, The Sandglasscan be read as a novel whose use of leitmotif
metaphor self-consciously assistsits performative representationof the silences of
postcolonial history. This complex structure, brought about through the accessof a
central narrator to the oral and written narratives of others, has similarities to the
narrative of TheMap ofLove. In this novel the central narrator Amal has accessto
events in the past through a one-hundredyear old trunk full of the letters and writings
of several-of her ancestors.Many of thesewere written prior to Egyptian
independenceand describe that period of its history. In The SandglassChip has

121For example,
seeKermode, pp.95-6 on Wordsworth and autobiography and anamnesis.
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accessto more recent yet also turbulent events in Sri Lanka's past through a biscuit
tin full of a friend's old letters and diaries. To a degreethen both novels operateas
performative, metaphoric structuresthat representthe histories of different characters
as narrative. Importantly though, neither of thesenarratives pretendsto represent
those histories with objective veracity; both self-consciously allow the focalised
perspectivesof Amal, Chip, and others to infiltrate and disrupt the narratives placed
before them - numerousvoices therefore interrupt and affect the historical narratives
placed before the reader.
TheMap of Love is madeup of numerous discourses:dated first-person
narratives provided by Amal, an Egyptian land-owner and divorcee living in Cairo,
and Isabel, an American journalist, between 1997 and 1998; emails that they send
and receive; diary entries and letters written by Lady Anna Winterbourne made
between 1897 and 1911; diaries entries made by her Egyptian sister-in-law Layla
during the sameperiod; early twentieth-century British and Egyptian newspaper
excerpts; and interjections by an unknown third-person narrator which often frames
the other discoursesat various points throughout the novel. The historical narratives
are provided as Amal readsthem, she herself having discovered them in a trunk
brought to her by Isabel from New York.
The trunk was originally owned by Lady Anna Winterbourne, a member of
the British aristocracy who travelled to Egypt in 1900 and controversially married
the Egyptian Pasha,landowner, and lawyer, Sharif Pashaal-Baroudi, a public figure
and an out-spoken supporter of the Egyptian nationalist movement. It transpiresthat
Amal and Isabel are related through Anna, who is Isabel's great grandmother and
Amal's great-aunt.The main story provided, that of Anna and Sharif's controversial
love affair, is therefore disjointed and complex, its articulation repetitively
interrupted by numerous other discoursesset at the beginning and end of the
twentieth-century.
The novel embarksupon this story through the voice of the unknown thirdperson narrator, and is situated in Cairo, 1998. It begins as it meansto go on, by
immediately foregrounding the idea of silence in discourse,through its choice of
starting the narrative mid-sentencewith the use of a hyphen: "- and there, on the
table... lies the voice that has set her dreaming again" (Soucif, 1999, p.4). Leaving
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the first part of this opening sentenceunknowable, the narrative introduces the reader
to the self-consciousabsencesthat permeatemany of the discoursesthroughout. As
we shall see,all retain an awarenessof their inability to representwith complete
authority the eventsthat they attempt to recount. From the outset of the novel then
the reader is purposely forced to contendwith those unknowable aspectsof otherness
that we have seenLevinas, Derrida, and Attridge identify in discourse.
This unconventional start to the novel is compoundedby the introduction of
yet another absenceas the narrative spatially shifts to the written (italicised) words
provided by the voice that Amal hears:
Across a hundred years the woman's voice speaksto her so clearly that she cannot believe
it is not possible to pick up a pen and answer.

Thechild sleeps.Nur al-Hayah:light of my life. (p.4)

The words in italics are Lady Winterbourne's, written in her last journal entry after
the politically motivated murder of her husband Sharif. Yet the reader is not yet
aware of this information, its conspicuousabsencecreating the conventional `lack'
within the story whose necessaryresolution gains reader attention. Yet importantly, it
also doesmuch more than this, its content and form immediately outlining the
structural featureswhich as we shall seeform the basis for the ethical issuesthat will
be consideredthroughout the novel. Importantly, the information that Amal "cannot
believe it is not possible to pick up a pen and answver"(my italics) also draws our
attention to the idea of writing as an almost dialogic responseto otherness.This is
one of the themes we saw foregrounded in The Sandglassthrough its representation
of Chip's need to respond to discoursesfrom the past. It also provides an interesting
contrast to Woods's idea that readerscan enter into a dialogic relationship with the
text as other. The representationof Amal's thoughts here would seemto suggestthat
any such responseto the othernessof text is a responseto writing, and should be
respondedto in a textual form, rather than solely through dialogue.
The other effect of this representationof Amal's thoughts is that it situatesa
narrative distancebetween her and the unknown narrator. The futility of Amal's
desire to respond to Anna's writing immediately places a question mark over her
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ability to read thesewritings from an objective perspective,and we realise that the
omniscient narrator will not always reinforce Amal's thoughts and beliefs, though
s/he will unequivocally representthem. As we shall see,this ironic dissonance
between other narrative discoursesand Amal's is reinforced later in the novel as her
emotional involvement with Anna's story threatensto affect her rational view of the
world. Amal's reliability is therefore drawn into question from the start of the novel.
As well as this though, Amal's subjective if emotional disposition underlines another
of the novel's intentions and the relation between it and its complex structure - the
idea that literary texts ethically engagewith othernessby forcing us to
performatively respond to another's discourse, a point made by the narrator's use of
the word voice to describehistorical documents.As we shall see,the discursive act
that Amal embarks on forms not only a recollection of Anna's experiencesfrom one
hundred years ago, but also a willingness and a desire to intersubjectively relate and
respond to the "voice" of the historic memories that her dead relative has left her
with.
The degreeto which Amal choosesto imaginatively engagewith the various
voices from the past alters as the novel progresses,invariably affecting its overall
structure. Initially she simply relates the content - always dated in replication of the
diary form - of Anna and Layla's various journals word for word, interrupting their
discourse from time to time to consider her own views on the history that she is
uncovering (see fig. 3; the changein font on p.243 marks the shift in Amal's reading
from Anna's English to Layla's Arabic). At times though, Amal's interjections
changeso that she herself assumesthe role of Anna's third-person narrator,
providing fictionalised introductions and commentarieson Anna's disposition. An
example of this is provided in the diary entries marked `London, October 1898 to
March 1899,' when after having admitted she is "obsessed"with the journals, Amal
begins the diary entry herself with the words, "The light is like nothing Anna has
ever seenbefore... Anna looks down at her own hands... her wedding band
gleaming dull against the pale skin" (p.26, see fig. 4).
Here again we have an example of the magnitude of Amal's emotional
involvement with Anna's story. We know from her
herself
discourse
Amal
that
own
is preoccupied with the failure of her
own marriage, a personal aspectof her life that
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she seemswilling to graft onto Anna's narrative. She purposely usesa hyperbolic
impression of "light" in the above quotation to representthe experienceof wearing a
wedding ring as something that transcendseveryday sentience.Such obvious
interjections again undermine her reliability as the teller of Anna's tale. More than
this though, they also outline the degreeto which Amal as a subject is gradually
initiating a relationship with the othernessof Anna's `voice,' and allowing herself to
creatively and imaginatively respondto her discourse.
It is important to note that the first-person narrative sequencesby Amal, and
Isabel to a lesser degree,are also marked with datesand place-namesas though they
were diary entries, though the detail of the events describedand the direct discourse
related therein makes it clear that this is not the case.This provides an example of the
ironic authorial presencethat remains throughout the novel. The other effect of
dating the narratives is that it forms one of the textual markers that uncovers the
extent to which the intersubjective and responsiverelation between Amal and Anna's
discoursesdevelops as the novel draws to a close. For example, the present-dayentry
marked `17`hNovember 1997, Tawasi' (seefig. 5) begins with Amal recounting the
day's events in present-tensefirst-person narrative, but soon temporally and spatially
shifts to the section of Anna's journal that Amal is reading. This again shifts, with no
interjection by Amal, to a reading of Layla's diary. After Layla's entry though, the
point-of-view disjointedly moves to a third-person representationof events in Anna's
household one hundred years ago. The effect is somewhatunsettling on the one
hand the reader is provided with accessto the historic past, yet along with this comes
the realisation that we cannot be sure who is speaking- is it the original omniscient
third-person narrator, or is it Amal who has assumedauthority? This is a technique
that is employed more and more as the novel progresses,with the narrator's
omniscience allowing the focalised thoughts of the historic charactersto presenta
fictionalised narrative made up of several voices.
The importance of Tawasi example (fig. 5) is that it is at this point in the
novel that it becomesclear that it is Amal herself who provides the unknown
narrator's voice. As the sceneis transcribed it is drastically interrupted in midsentenceduring a representationof Layla's direct discourse.The result of this is a
spatial and temporal shift to a commotion that has suddenly ensuedin Amal's present
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day house at Tawasi. Amal, distracted from her reading of the journal, goes to see
what is going on and is told that the men of her village have been rounded up for
interrogation in the wake of the actual terrorist bombing at Luxor. The other effect
here is that Amal's interaction with the discoursesof the past is ironically dehistoricised for a brief second the violence which we seerepresentedin the
historical discoursesis suddenly immanent in the recent non-fictionalised present.As
Malak points out, while the Fellaheen(Egyptian peasants)traditionally experienced
the brunt of violent British oppression,it is their descendantsthat are "once again
paying the heavy penalty being caught in the cross-fire between armed Islamist
militants and the government's heavy-handedsecurity forces" (Malak, p. 153).
Through Amal's creative appropriation of historical narratives then the novel
succeedsin highlighting the creative element that is necessarywhen responding to
the literary discourseof anotherperson.It also emphasisesthe degreeto which such
recollections necessitatethe subjective narrator to enter into a responsiverelationship
with the unknowable aspectsof othernessthat form the discoursesof historical
memory. As we have seen,Soueif achievesthis by structuring the separatedated
narratives around Amal's present-daynarration and then by introducing the
disruptive shifts that allow Amal to progressively assumecontrol of the narrative
history itself. As noted above though, Amal's third-person accountsof the past do
not assumeabsolute authority - they are replete with focalised representationsof the
experiencesand thoughts of the historic characters.Amal's account then, whilst
apparently omniscient, is, like Chip's, dependenton engaging creatively with the
silent othernessof the discoursesof the past, and in doing so transforming her
experienceof the past itself.
As shown before, for Attridge the transformations that the subject undergoes
during discursive relations are only made possible by the subject's use of the
imagination. When considering how this might affect our reading of discourseas
other he tells us that discoursescall us into a responsiverelationship that demands
we imaginatively interact with them and thus `transform' them. Responding to
literary discoursewould then
involve a suspensionof my habits, a willingness to rethink old positions... To respondto the
singularity of the text I read is thus to affirm its singularity in my singular response,open not
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just to the signifying potential of the words on the page but also to the time and the place
within which the reading occurs, the ungeneralizablerelation between this text and this
reader... [A] creative reading often moves to an articulation in words, as if the work being
inventively
itself
in
demanded
This
make
may
work
articulation...
read
a new
response.
possible new ways of writing, new ways of reading. (p.25)

Soueif's achievementin TheMap of Love is that her structuring of Amal's
responsivereading of the discoursesof the past representsfor us the performative act
that subjects involve themselveswhen reading and writing. In particular it is Amal's
responseto the unknowable and silent aspectsof those discoursesthat eventually
for
in
her
historical
She
takes
responsibility
culminate
unique recreation of
memory.
those silences and in doing so turns the recollections of past memories into a present,
and impossible, recollection of that past.
In the last chapter we saw how Levinas shows that the disruptive tracesof the
by
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interrupting
discourses
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that
totalising
silenced other
means which
are
we
such totalization undoes itself. Interestingly, by attending to the unknowable silences
of the historical discoursesthat she has in her possession,the imaginative
recollections that Amal createsare replete with interruptions by the focalised voices
of the past. The interruption of other voices and discoursesthus ironically becomes
central to the ethical recollection of historical memory becauseit undoesthe previous
by
`voices.
'
Woods
this
those
noting
silent, unknowable aspectsof
point
also makes
that ethical responseswhen reading texts involves "attention to what interrupts," and
that attention to the othernessin history is what makes it possible to "censor the very
forgetting of memory itself' (Woods, 2000, pp. 159-60). The Map of Love goes
beyond theseperspectives,making it clear that an ethical recollection of history and thus the undoing of oppressivehistorical narratives - involves not only an
acknowledgementof other voices, but a responsibility to engageand respond to the
unknowable aspectsof those voices in a self-conscious and imaginative fashion.
What we seein Amal's rewriting of Anna's past recollections is therefore
both an ethical aspectof the writing of historical recollection and an aspectof human
experienceitself. Having accessto the thoughts and memories of another through
their discoursemeansthat we have a responsibility to respond to that discourse.
What Amal's narrative makes clear though is the lengths to which a narrator must go
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to ethically recollect historical memory rather than simply reproducing it. To do so is
to attend to the voice of the other in that history, and acknowledge the
responsibilities that that entails - an imaginative engagementwith that history must
be undergone.It is a reminder of Ricoeur's claim that "creativity is always in some
sensea responseto a regulating order" (Ricoeur and Kearney, p.25). Amal's creative
narrative necessarilyviolates the regulating order of the discoursesshe has before
her, and the official British and Egyptian histories, an act that has implications for
the formation of those cultures themselves.This does not mean that she can
reproduce that historical narrative in any way she chooses- we have already seen
that her emotional attachmentto this story makes her at times unreliable, and that this
is clearly signalled to the reader.Rather what must be acknowledged is the ironic
authorial presencethat-remainsthroughout, which at times undercuts the reliability
of Amal's narrative, but at other times reinforces just how necessaryan
intersubjective relation with other voices from our past is. Ultimately then it is not
just Amal but we too as readersthat have a responsibility to respond to the discourses
of the past and their unknowable features.This is an essentialperformative action
that must be undergone if we are to undermine the historical discoursesthat dominate
the western view of colonialism in Egypt and its relation to the violence that
occurred then and is reoccurring now in such countries. It is only by repetitively
reflecting this performative aspectof historical recollection in the structure of novels
such as The Map of Love, The Sandglassand The Famished Road that the
intersubjective aspectof this processand its ethical responsibility to articulate silence
is made clear.
What we have seenin this chapter is the degreeto which these three novels
employ innovative and performative structural featureswhich reflect a Levinasian
ethics of reading and writing. In particular, we have seenthat such structuresnot
only uncover the silence of othernesswhich is non-presentin discourses,but the
responsibilities that readersand writers have to respond creatively and imaginatively
to such otherness.More than this though, we have also seenthat in the novels
consideredhere the sharedsilenceswhich infect the numerous discoursesconsidered
often seemrelated to an inability to literally articulate the historic realities of
violence. In conclusion and by way of introducing some of the themes of the
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following chapters,I want to consider what this silent othernessof violent experience
might mean for a postcolonial ethics in general. As noted before now, one of the
characteristicsof the othernessthat we `read' in discursive relations is that it
demandsnot to be harmed, and that this involves the risk of personal harm that is a
necessarypossibility upon entering into intersubjective relations. I believe that such a
correlation can be drawn between the narrative ethics inherent in the structure of the
novels I have critiqued and the realities of the human terror in the cultural
environments and societies in which the novels are respectively set.
I have shown that in terms of the repetitive metaphorsemployed in The
Famished Road and The Sandglass,and in the innovative formation of narrative used
in all of the novels, but most particularly in The Sandglassand TheMap of Love,
these structural features attempt to articulate some aspectof the silencesthat
necessarily exist within the ethical relations between postcolonial subjects.Even so,
these silences are, according to Levinas, Attridge, and Woods, not aspectsof
postcolonial intersubjective relations per se, but an aspectof the responsibilities all
individuals have to one another when they enter into discursive relations. What I
have tried to suggestin this chapter is that postcolonial narratives, or perhapsmore
specifically, narratives of `post-oppression,' explicitly seemto engagewith this
aspectof pre-discursive responsibility through their structural features.
As well as this, though the novels examined here provide a cross-sectionof
trans-cultural postcolonial literary concerns,all of them share,amongst other
features,a self-conscious intention to deal with the idea of terror and violence in
colonial and postcolonial settings.To this degreeall of them are involved in what
many see as the typical project of postcolonial cultural forms, the provision of a
voice to the oppressedpostcolonial Other that as been historical silenced by the
logocentricity of Western culture. Hence the deconstructive desire to undermine
logos in the projects of Bhabha (through hybridity as d? drance) and Spivak (through
the non-presenceof the native informant) when involved in literary critique. Yet, as
shown, all of the novels looked at here also envisagea silent othernessthat is not
first and foremost a feature of Western rationalism, but rather an experienceof the
primordial irreducible ethics that Levinas seesin everyday discursive relations. This
othernessis therefore not informed by the discourses that individuals actually
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involve themselvesin, nor is it affected by the other historical, cultural, and social
discourseswhich inform social interaction. What I believe these novels do through
their structure is link the ineffable silencesof this universal othernessto the shared
experienceof violence and terror of individuals within `post-oppression' cultures.
This not only undermineslogocentricity but provides an ethical imperative for doing
so - the silent othernessthat precedesall discoursecalls on us to responsibly reject
any discursive act that might harm those others we exist with.
In the caseof The FamishedRoad we seethis occurring during the telling of
Mum's tale of ancient Africa's wisdom and negritude that was destroyedby the latest
idealistic
As
Europeans
the
technology.
their
arrival of
shown,
and
superior war
morality of Mum's tale is underminedby its structure and the silent trace of violence
that infects all such discourses,including `progressive' hybrid ones. In The
Sandglassthe repetitive use of the metaphor of the title allows Chip to articulate a
partly invented narrative that whilst providing a representationof past history, also
uncoversthe link that can be drawn betweenpersonal historical silences and the
experienceof violence. The silence in the past memories of those others that he
knows turns out to be one that is filled with suffering, violence, and death. The
terrible irony of the repetitive metaphor is that its effect on the narrative structure of
the twelve chaptersis framed by two brief sectionsat the beginning at end of the
novel, in which Chip, having reconstructeda violent history that Prins was preparing
to forget, finds himself in Colombo searchingfor Prins who it seemshas also met a
violent death. Finally, in TheMap of Love the trans-historical nature and universality
of violence is representedwhen Soueif examinesthe ethical relation involved in
recreating past recollections alongsidethe real-life atrocities common to both that
past and the present.As we shall see,one of Levinas's aims in questioning the
rational subject of western philosophy with a pre-ontological ethics was to
undermine the intrinsic link he saw betweenwestern ontology and physical violence
(Woods, 1997, p.54). And as Derrida points out, Levinas's separatingof a nonviolent othernessin languagefrom the actual violence which derives from discourse
dependsupon his envisaging it as a transhistorical phenomenon(Derrida, 1978a,
p. 148), something Soueif novel does for us here.
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It is with theseissuesof violence and vulnerability in mind that I turn to the
next chapterto examine how they might effect the ethical representationof physical
bodies in postcolonial narratives.
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Chapter Five: Traces of Silence in Narratives of the Postcolonial
Body in Pain
It is really wonderful how many namesthere are in the world. There is no counting the names,that
surgeonsand anatomistsgive to the various parts of the human body; which indeed, is something like
a ship; its bonesbeing the stiff standing-rigging, and the sinews the small running ropes, that manage
all the motions.
I wonder whether mankind could not get along without all thesenames,which keep increasing
every day, and hour, and moment; till at last the very air will be full of them... people seemto have a
great love of names;for to know a great many names,seemsto look like knowing a great many
things; though I should not be surprised, if the were a great many more names,than things in the
world.
Redburn's narrative in Herman Melville, Redburn (1849), p. 118

Physical devastation

and its unspeakable

expression

in Beloved.

Beloved's description of Baby Suggs' sermon in the forest-placeknown as "the
Clearing" (Morrison, pp.87-9, seefig. 6) gives us an insight into Morrison's desire to
articulate what hooks has called "a discoursethat dealswith the representationof
Black bodies" (hooks and West, p.85). Baby Suggs' assertion "in this here place,
we flesh" - introduces her listeners to loving and precisely anatomizeddescriptions
of the body, yet this is followed by harsh reminder of the perilous way that flesh is
figured and beheld by the society outside the clearing "Yonder they do not love
your flesh. They despiseit... Yonder they flay it" (Morrison, p. 88). In the Clearing
flesh is vulnerable, free, and loved, whereaselsewherethat vulnerability is exploited
by others; it is Baby's realisation of this that provides the need for the sermons
(Doyle, p.225). The litany of visible and invisible body parts which makes up Baby's
direct discourse,and the importance she places on their need to be loved and
caressed,underminesthe pseudo-scientific thinking which West calls "white
supremacistdiscourseassociatingBlack being with Black bodies" (hooks and West,
p.86). It considerswhat hooks has elsewherecalled the need for Black people to
"love blackness" in a physical sensein order to overcome supremacistcultural
construction (hooks, p. 10 & pp.61-77). The racist ideology Baby Suggschallengesis
also disclosed by Sethe's accidental over-hearing of Schoolteacher's `biology lesson'
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on the difference between black and white characteristics(p. 193), and is
encapsulatedby his note-taking as his sons `milk' Sethe'spregnant breasts(pp. 167).122
By attributing both human and animal characteristicsto Negroes like Sethe,
Schoolteacherdemonstratesthe racist content of late nineteenth century scientific
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Even so, if hooks and West are correct in their call for a reconsiderationof
the representation of Black bodies, they perhaps too readily interpret Baby's sermon
as a therapeutic reaction towards the "tremendous unease" felt by African Americans
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bodily form. " As Dobbs argues, the recurring images of different bodies and body
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social construction of the black body that is emphasized here, but its non-discursive
physical qualities. Indeed, Dobbs criticizes hooks and West for failing to note the
radical nature of the aesthetic and phenomenological queries that this reclamation of
the body stimulates, a criticism that is somewhat borne out by Gilroy's claim that
"[s]kin, bone, and even blood are no longer the primary referents of racial discourse"
(Gilroy, 2000, p. 48). Similarly, Bisla sees Baby's sermon not only as a means of
questioning white and black embodiment within the slave system, but also an attempt
to "practically

been
had
back
torn
the
to
that
what
put
counteract
system,
effects of

asunder" (Bisla, p. 123). Ledbetter and Jones reinforce this perspective by arguing
that the articulation of slave identity and resistance arises from "within the context of
slavery" and therefore from the experience of physical body violation itself
(Ledbetter, p. 47; Jones, p. 493). What we see here in both Morrison's fiction and in

122SeeHostettler,
pp.403-4 on how Schoolteacher'slessonsreflect the historical rationalism of racist
discourses,and Lawrence, p. 190 on the idea that the representationof Schoolteacherand his "chilling
scientific rationality" reflects how "the question of authority over one's body is consistently related to
that of authority over discourse;bodily and linguistic disempowerment frequently intersect."
123Young
provides an etymological history of the term "hybridity" and tracks its historical use in
cultural and scientific discourses(Young, 1995,pp.6-28). SeeGilroy, 2000, pp. 19-49 for an insight
into biology's early links to a racist geneticism. Also Doyle pp.54-72 on the "racial-patriarchal lines
of gender, race, class and nation" that informed nineteenth century biological determinism, and the
scientific methodologies of its theorists. Also Lindqvist, pp. 123-31 on the rise of scientific racism in
imperial ideology.
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turning them into objects of knowledge" (Foucault, 1977a,p.28). One of the effects
has
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body
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of such embodiment, as
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p.78).
This idea of a modern body that even in its fleshy interior is wholly
objectified is summedup by Kirby's claim that "the body is more than a mere visitor
to the sceneof writing: the body is the drama of its own re-markability" (Kirby,
p. 154). Accordingly, when considering the body we invoke "a will to reflection that
is interned within the prison house of linguistic deception... we simply can't get
idea
is
It
(p.
157).
this
of
the
outside
vagaries of our mediating representations"
embodiment which for Feldman makes the body as a site of political inscription,
especially in exampleswhere the body has been the victim of political violence: "The
body... re-enactspolitical discourse... political violence is a mode of transcription; it
circulates codesfrom one prescribed historiographic surface or agent to another"
(Feldman, 1991, p.7).
Such views, while certainly predominant within current critical discourse,are
not unopposed.Doyle for example points out that all too often modern philosophy
124In contrast, seeDubey, p. 196 for a non-radical reading of the sermon as an attempted and failed
reclamation of the Black body which is ultimately bound to Slave Law.
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has bracketed bodies "as those things which words merely manipulate and displace, "
(Doyle, preface) ignoring the idea that other experiences may also "speak from the
domain of sense, but so as to embellish rather than usurp the body's place" (Doyle,
p. 232). Ledbetter argues that we cannot think "apart" from our bodies; the constant
presence of our body "suggests that the world is neither disconnected nor... `other'
than ourselves, " and that our constant use of body metaphors "lays claim to the world
and narrows the distance between who we are and the experiences we have, by
describing the world with the most personal terms we have, ourselves" (Ledbetter,
p. 12). This concurs with Low's view that "metaphors of thought can be generated by
the experience of the body as well as culture" (Low, p. 143). The dangers of
critiquing a body solely shaped by culture are raised by Bigwood who criticises body
theorists such as Butler by arguing that "poststructuralist"

attempts "to avoid

metaphysical foundationalism leaves us with a disembodied body and a free-floating
gender artifice in a sea of cultural meaning production" (Bigwood, p. 102). Such
views seem to reinforce Turner's view of the paradox in body research that he sees
arising due to what he calls a "radical deconstructionist" approach. He notes that
poststructuralist critics are "typically not concerned with the phenomenology of
experience of sex, or the phenomenology of pain, or the social and individual
experiences of illness, " so much so that the "paradox is that the lived body drops
from view as the text becomes the all-pervasive topic of research" (Turner, p. 28).
One of the effects of this is that the body risks becoming an overly-theoretical entity
within sociology (p. 32).

The importance such conflicting views might have for postcolonial narrative
criticism can again be introduced by considering Beloved. I want to briefly examine a
section of the novel that utilizes a highly collocative discourse to investigate the
relationship between subjectivity and corporeality. This is the section that Dobbs
refers to as Beloved's story of the Middle Passage, a set of two chapters mostly made
up of a difficult internal monologue, which forms a supernatural link between
Beloved's experience of loss as a murdered child, and the experience of being a child
aboard an Atlantic slave-ship. Here the disjointed narrative - literally disjointed with
125
For an analysisof this massivelyincreasedinterestin thebody acrossartsandhumanities
disciplinessinceFoucaultseeTurner,pp.1-34,andJudovitz,p.3.
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uneasily alongside a psychoanalytical reading of psychic
As Dobbs remarks, within Beloved the "spectre of dismembermentis never merely
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"bodily disorientation" (pp.208-9). This idea that the novel aesthetically examines
the relationship between corporeality and what Gilroy has called the "inaugural
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p.234). Smith arguesthat Kristeva uncovers the fact that discursive relations with the other and the
attempt to reproduce them in literature "projects one of the most intense forms of strangenessand
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1993a,p.74) - becomesall the more forceful if we read this representationof the
`loss of face' in terms of Levinas.
As Smart points out, for Levinas
subjectivity is (to be) constituted through a primary relationship of responsibility for the
other, a relationship of proximity in which `face' is not a statusor a property of self to be
performed, maintained or saved,but rather the `original site of the sensible' presenceof the
other which `summonsme, calls for me, begs for me, and in doing so recalls my
from
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(Smart,
72;
Levinas
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p.
me
question.
responsibility, and calls
1989a,pp.82-3)
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Smart takes this further still by pointing out that in later work Levinas develops this
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body as well. It is thus the "face, the expressive in the Other (and the whole human
body is in this sense more or less face)" (Levinas, 1992, p. 97) which constitutes our
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Or as Gibbs puts
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(Smart,
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towards
their
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pp.
others and
it:

My body [is] a sign in my relation to another person. This requires an interpretation of
corporeality that focuseson how the body itself is first not for itself but for the other person.
To `have' a human body, according to Levinas, is to be for other people's bodily needs.
(Gibbs, p.51)

The speakerof the Beloved excerpt affirms this by yearning for the face of a certain
face
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is
in:
"the
there
the
the
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with
pain she
woman
want... if I had the teeth of the man who died on my face I would bite the circle
around her neck... she does not like the circle round her neck... I am sure she saw
me... she was going to smile at me
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the
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alterity imaginable" (Smith, p. 127), an idea that as we shall see seemsapt in terms of this section of
Beloved.
127This differs from Newton's claim that textual representationsof face can become metonyms "for
the body politic within a field of social representation." (Newton, p. 183). Certainly bodies and faces
are always culturally construed,but it is the non-cultural and vulnerable fleshy substanceof the body
that I believe interests Levinas here.
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neck... she took my face away" (pp.211-12). As this woman in turn, like the man
who died, is withdrawn from the speaker's gaze, she can no longer differentiate
betweenherself and those around her. The dissolution of her own identity is
compoundedas the iron collars she seeson the slavesaround her come to encircle
her own neck, and she imagines her body as no longer her own, but part of them all.
Without a face to acknowledge her, her own subjective embodiment dissolves and is
replacedby one that is formed from the multitude around her. A senseof self here is
basedthen not only on the presenceof an `othering' face, but on an awarenessof the
sharedvulnerability of the bodies of self and other - an awarenessthat seemsto
precedelinguistic comprehension.As Doyle puts it, "Morrison's narrator makes
flesh her narrative bridge [between] the African American slave past and `free'
present" (Doyle, p.218).
What I want to argue in this chapter is that recent ideas on physical, as
opposedto cultural, embodiment have vital implications for the ethical criticism of
postcolonial literature. Rather than reading postcolonial novels as texts that unmask
unknowable realities previously silenced in historical narratives, as we did in the last
chapter,I want to suggestthat we also seeauthors attempting to articulate that which
is always literally unknowable and thus unspeakable in the caseabove this is an
isolated child's terror at being wrenched from those it knows and undergoing
unimaginable physical pain. As Wyatt makes clear, charactersubjectivity in this
example is violently removed from the social and political discourseson which it
might otherwise be based:"The fragmented syntax and absenceof punctuation robs
the reader of known demarcations,creating a linguistic equivalent of the African's
loss of differentiation in an `oceanic' spacethat `unmade' cultural identities and
erasedeven the lines between male and female, living and dead" (Wyatt, p.480). By
looking at the narrative representationof postcolonial embodiment then, this chapter
returns to a theme briefly touched on in chaptersone, two, and four: the idea that
through the use of radical structurescertain narratives engagewith what Gilroy calls
a physically oppressedculture's "ineffable" experienceof terror.
What we seedeveloping in such a critique of postcolonial or `postoppression' literature can be closely approximated to what Smart calls the need for
an "explicit addressof moral and ethical matters articulated with the body [which]
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the body and its representation."' A similar concern is raised by the Kleinmans'
claim that the "trendy enterprise" of socio-political and cultural `deconstruction' of
the body ignores the psychobiological effects of culture on the body i. e. the
detrimentalphysical effects of power (Kleinman and Kleinman, pp.710-11). My aim
here though is not to explicitly take issue with this apparentover-theorising of the
biological body - as critics such as Johnson,McDougall, and Butler make clear, the
for
has
bodies
consequences
serious
social construction and cultural representationof
bodies in general and those individuals traditionally marginalised in terms of medical
health, ethnic discrimination and every-day behaviour."' From this point of view
theories which look at discursive embodiment have an undoubted pragmatic role.
I on the other hand will be arguing that the dominant Foucauldian view of the
body as a wholly discursive entity cannot adequatelyaccount for the narrative
its
body
the
the
and effect upon
representationof
subjugated
experienceof
subjectivities within traumatisedand post-traumatisedcultures.As certain critics
argue, and as I shall show in this chapter, modern attemptsto scientifically and
theoretically define the body succeedonly in part.13°My intention is to investigate
how new readings of vulnerable corporeality might further an ethical critique of
postcolonial literature. The past three chaptershave shown how ethical relations
betweenreadersand narrative structuresare affected by traces of irreducibility, the
intersubjective role played by the reader, and the creativity required to engagewith
128Whilst I pointed out in chapter two that recent media referencesto ethics are generally related to
issuesconcerning human bodies, their rights, and their treatment at the hands of others, recent critical
texts considering ethical criticism have largely ignored the role that might be played by the literary
reresentation of the body.
12!SeeJohnson, 1986 on discursive constructions of abortion in social and poetic discourse;
McDougall, 1987 on the tribal body as subversivecultural signifier in Achebe; and Butler, 1990,
gp.28-9 on the "political and cultural" construction of gender.
3oSeeDoyle, pp.54-80 on the inability of dominant discoursesto completely explain the body and its
literary representation,and Eagleton, on the idea that popular poststructuralist critiques of the body
provide "a convenient displacementof a less immediately corporeal politics, [producing] an ersatz
kind of ethics" (Eagleton, 1990, p.7). Also Dobbs, p.567 on the idea that certain physical experiences
require a new semanticsto representthem, implying that the current discourse is not adequate.
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postcolonial history and memory during writing and reading. What I consider now is
the representationof embodiment in Ahdaf Soueif's In the Eye of the Sun (1992) and
Arundhati Roy's The God of S,nall Things (1997). In particular, I will examine how
such embodiment is related to the expressionof physical pain and terror in both
inform
innovative
how
novels, and ask whether and
representation
such structuresof
an ethics of postcolonial narratives.

Representing the tortured body in Soueif's In The Eye of the Sun.
The last chapterprovided an insight into how silenced aspectsof history - what
Morrison calls the "unspeakableunspoken" aspectsof narratives- affect the
"'
literary
One
their
structure of
subjects.
representationsof postcolonial cultures and
of the difficulties we saw arising in thesenarratives was the need for writers to
negotiate between a political willingness to raise awarenessof the oppressionthat
enforced such silences in the first place (thus retaining an element of that silence
within the narrative), and a self-consciousneed to undo those silencesby providing
historical subjectswith a voice and situating them within an historical narrative. A
good example of this was The Map of Love's representationof Amal's self-conscious
creativity in providing an historical recollection of the past without assuming
complete authority over that history. We saw the ethical necessity of employing such
a complex structure: by representingpast oppressionwriters run the risk of providing
that which they seek to critique - yet another questionableand authoritative narrative
of the past.
All of the writers looked at engagewith theseproblems through their specific
use of innovative narrative structure. In David's Stoiy (2001), Zoe Wicomb engages
with the problematic of the silenced past in the first sentenceof her novel's
fictionalised preface. We are told - title not withstanding - "This is and is not
David's Story" (Wicomb, 2001, p. 1). The narrator goes on, "I am, in a sense,grateful
for the gaps, the ready-madeabsences,so that I do not have to invent them, but I take

131It is interesting to
note that the phrase"unspeakablethings unspoken" in Morrison's critical essay
is a play on the phrase "unspeakablethoughts, unspoken" used to describe what Stamp Paid hears
emanating from Sethe's housewhilst she, Denver and Beloved remain inside. Wyatt, p. 479 claims
that what Stamp hears is "unspeakable" "becausethe accumulatedsufferings under slavery
overwhelm the expressivepossibilities of ordinary discourse."
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no responsibility for the fragmentary nature of this story" (p.2). Like the other writers
looked at, Wicomb exhibits a willingness not only to engagewith the silencesthat
inhabit the history of postcolonial cultures, but also with the question mark historical
narratives leave over the nature of writing itself. The implication is on the one hand
typically postmodern: narrative, or even writing itself, is inherently untrustworthy note the ironic allusion to the narrator as an inventor of silences- and reality itself is
never singular. The ironic self-reflexive allusion to the `invented' "fragmentary
nature of this story," and the actual narrative's eventual fragmentation, successfully
mirrors this, exhibiting a deferral of singular meaning and its multi-ontological
status."' On the other hand, this engagementwith the uncertainty of writing is
obviously not Wicomb's only concern. The disjointed personal histories she
provides, and the silenced female voices which her narrator allows to inform those
histories, provide an insight into the role enforced silence has played in shaping the
culture of South Africa, both before and after its first democratic elections, and
acrossdistinct social and political groupings.
Certain writers are therefore aware of the need to acknowledge the silenced
aspectsof traditionally oppressedcultures, but they are also at liberty to innovatively
draw attention to that silence by providing it with a narrative to inhabit. What I want
to suggestnow though is that when they engagewith the historical silence which
surroundsthe treatment of the body within such cultures, the methodsused to relate
that silence take on an even more radical form.
Though not as structurally unconventional as TheMap of Love, the narration
of historical events in In the Eye of the Sun also has a non-linear temporal sequence.
The first chapter and the epilogue are set in 1979 and 1980, whilst the rest of the
chaptersrecall the family history of the central characterAsya from 1967 to 1978.
Each chapter is named after the period it narrates: thus chapter 1 is "July-August
1979," the epilogue is "April 1980," and chaptersII through to X run from "MayJune 1967" to "July 1976-February 1978." This technique of framing an historical
narrative within a narrative of present events is of course common to the realist novel
132SeeFludernik, 275
p.
on the idea that such "experimental writers... foreground the artificiality and
constructednessof fictional narrative," and Barthes, 1977b,p. 162 on undecidability and play within
literature.
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form, making it all the more obvious when Soueif self-consciously disrupts it. This
only occurs once, during the final sceneof the first chapter (Soueif splits each
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consciously incorporates this temporal irregularity in what is otherwise a regularly
structurednarrative in order to draw attention to one of the novel's central themes:
embodiment and its representationwithin postcolonial cultures.
The theme is immediately foregrounded within this first, relatively short,
chapter.The first instance of this is when we learn that Hamid Mursi, Asya's uncle,
has only one arm, his other one having had to be amputatedafter a car accident in his
youth. Rather than allow Asya, the characterwho maintains a focalised control over
the third-person narration at this point, to relate this fact, the narrator choosesto
describeHamid through the eyes of two nannies he and Asya passwhile walking in
London's Addison Gardens.We are told that,
[w]hat they seeis a tall man... looking a bit military with his left hand tucked into the breast
of his jacket... He has on a pair of gold-rimmed sunglassesand he is foreign of course.
Darkish. Could be Spanish- or Greek - or Arab. (Soueif, 1992,p.4)

In preventing Asya from explaining Hamid's condition, Soueif is able to introduce
two anonymousEnglish charactersto foreground the reality of embodiment as a
foreigner. The eminenceof her unbiased and omniscient narrator's voice maintains
itself during the focalised observationsby the nannies to culminate in an ironic
uncovering of their preconceptions:"looking a bit military... he is foreign of course.
Darkish" (my italics). Skin-colour denotesculture and the absenceof an arm the
in
indulges
image
Asya
the
typical
possibility of a military career,
playfully
of which
on the next page: "`I was just thinking' - she smiles -'that you look a bit like
Napoleon"' (p.5). The contrast between the intimacy of Asya's direct-discourseand
the focalised presumptions made by the two nannies ironically foregrounds the fact
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that up until now the narrator has specifically objectified Hamid's physical
representationfrom a socio-political perspective.
While the social construction of the body within cosmopolitan London is
portrayed in a relaxed, almost humorous fashion at this point, the relationship
between the socio-cultural body and corporeality is more critically examined in
Scene 6. The scene begins as a numbered list of section guidelines Asya has drawn
benefits
for
be
lectures
Egyptian
the
to
to
of
on
up
a series of
given
village women
contraception (p. 20, see fig. 8). Each point details the biological diagrams that she
will use to explain sexual reproduction in order to eventually explain possible
methods of contraception. The difficulties involved in incorporating western
perceptions of the compliant reproductive body are made obvious in a narrative
comprising of several competing cultural discourses. For example, the successful
delivery of Asya's scientific representation of the female body depends upon her
inclusion of religious rhetoric: "Each ovary, with the grace of God, produces an egg
every eight weeks" (p. 20). The contradiction encapsulated within this exercise is
eventually acknowledged by Asya herself, at which point an internal monologue of
her own misgivings interrupts the official line and drops into an exasperated and
satirical take on the impossibility of realistically aligning traditional religious
conservatism alongside liberal scientific discourse:
Oh dear - how is this going to go down now?
If for any reasona couple have decided to thwart the will of God already mentioned - how
many? one, two, five times above, if , for any reason,a couple have decided to render this
twin miracle of ovum and sperm as nought, we will show you how to implement that
blasphemousdecision. (pp.20-1)

These continued interruptions by Asya imply that in such instancesbodies and
biological functions are primarily discursive entities. This is reinforced later in the
scenewhen non-Western embodiment is again underlined primarily through skincolour -a physical reality whose construction in western society is mirrored by what
Asya ironically calls the "labour" of the design department; certain sectionsof her
lecture "come under the image of the two smiling faces that had been delivered with
such labour from the design department:one moustachedand male, the other long-
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haired and female, both a warm, toasted colour meant to appeal to third-worldeans
from Chile to Afghanistan" (p.23). In these ironic examplesbodies are reducible,
objectified, and proof of Butler's discursive body within which materiality and sociopolitical discourseare co-extensive (Butler, 1993, p.34). Importantly, Asya's satirical
exasperationmakes clear the difficulties involved in incorporating western
discourseson the compliant reproductive body within the traditional discourseon the
Egyptian female body. The "body politic" exists here very much as it does in
Foucauldian theory - the experienceof the body and its representationis reliant on
current social, political, and economic conditions.
I want to contrast this impression of the body with one that is representedfor
us shortly afterwards. At the close of the scenejust described,Asya receives a letter
from her sister Deena concerning the internment of her husbandby the Egyptian
below
is
letter
Asya
The
the
at the
secretpolice.
reproduced
representationof
reading
point where Deena is describing meeting her husbandafter he has been interrogated.
He almost could not speak.He could not look at me. They have all been tortured: they have
been beateneverywhere, everywhereon their bodies and their heads,they have been held
down and raped, they have been hung upside down The hand holding the letter falls into Asya's lap. Asya lifts her feet off the desk and sits up
straight. Her heart is beating so hard she almost cannot breathe. She standsup and walks to
the window... She walks back to the desk and sits down. She smooth the letter out and reads.
He
inside
have
been
had
hung
down
for
hours
live
them.
they
said
upside
wires
put
and
Zuku was paralysed from the waist down and that he himself was so afraid, he would do
anything to get out... He was crying and could not look at me at all. (p.32, my italics)

It is immediately noticeable that Asya's focalised control over the narrative previously so evident throughout the scene- disappearsat this point. This is
emphasisedby the awkward repetition of her name at the end of the first and at the
start of the secondsentencesof the omniscient narrative which interrupts her reading
of the letter (italicised). Asya's subjective influence on the narrative structure is, for
the time being, completely silenced. Her feelings and actions whilst reading are
completely objectified, her own subjective impression of the torture unknown. This
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is further reinforced when, having reproducedthe letter in part, the sceneends
immediately, disallowing any further comment by the narrator or characterson the
torture. Importantly, this is the first and last insight we are allowed into the torture.
What I want to suggestis that Soueif uses other methods rather than straight-forward
first or third-person narration to expressthe silence surrounding such an
indescribableexperience.
This intention is evident in the unannouncedshift the spatial and temporal
settingsundergo in the next scene(pp.32-3, seefig. 9), where attention is again drawn
to the human body, though this time emphasisis placed on its pre-social physical
attributes, rather than on its discursively constructedones:
He is sitting in a metallic chair. From the armpits down he is swaddled in white wraps. One
arm is on an armrest and his head is leaning against the back of the chair. He appearsto be
part of a big, complex piece of machinery; hundreds of different-coloured wires and tubes
loop themselvesaround him, attach themselvesto him, enter him and exit to loop around
again and plug themselvesinto a number of large instruments of varying heights that
surround him. (p.33)

The above passagedescribesHamid in intensive care after having had major lung
surgery carried out. It should be noted that large sections of the preceding scenesare
also concernedwith articulating medical discourseson the detrimental condition of
Hamid's biological body. The `normality' of those previous discourseson his health
are offset here by the fact that the above sceneis juxtaposed against Asya's reading
of Deena's letter. I want to suggestthat the effect of this is that the reader initially
but
imagery
intensive
the
that
ward
relates
care
above precise clinical
not with
of an
with the torture describedin Deena's letter. There is a particular resonancebetween
the torture image of "live wires put inside [the victim]" and the hundreds of wires
that we are told "enter... and exit" Hamid.
For reasonsnot immediately clear, what we have here is an innovative and
self-consciousattempt by the narrator to provide a disassociatedimage of the bodydestroying torture that Deena's husbandhas apparently experienced.This realisation
is necessitatedby the strangefact that though Soueif already has a dissociatedand
omniscient narrator at her disposal, who in turn has accessto the subjective
experiencesof the individual characters,she refuses to employ thesenarrative tools
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to representthe experienceof torture. This is all the more apparentin view of the fact
that aswe have seen,cultural embodiment is the most foregrounded theme of Scene
6, yet in this instancethe narrative representationof the body remains voiceless and
silent. The only method used to `express' the subjugatedbody is a disjointed but
intentional alignment between a short referenceto the torture and less disturbing
imagesof the medically injured body.
It is at this point that the irregular temporal shift in the structuring of the
chapter occurs. The penultimate scene of chapter 1, which follows the brief semifocalised image of Hamid in hospital, is dated "May 1967, Cairo. " The purpose of
this scene is to narrate the accident that occurred in Hamid's youth and led to the
amputation of his arm. It ends with the younger Asya's experience of seeing Hamid
in hospital on that first horrific occasion:
Asya looks at Khalu. At least, her mother says it's Khalu. It could have been anybody for all
it is is a human form covered in wraps and bandagesand connectedwith different-coloured
wires and tubes to what must be ten different bits of machinery. The left side of the face is a
swollen, purple mass. (p.38, my italics)

This irregular temporal shift in narrative content allows an impression of anamnestic
recollection to develop. The languageused to describe the images of a "human
form... connectedwith different coloured wires," and a face which is a "swollen,
purple mass," alludes to and repeatsthe same languageused to describe the image of
Hamid after his 1979 surgery. As well as this, there is a curious temporal discrepancy
in the passagebetween a body that in the past "could have been" anyone, and a
human form that in the present "is" wired to different machines (italicised in the
above passage).This is evidence that Asya is using recollection to anamnestically
relate someone'spain in the present,not the past.
This anamnesticnarrative structure reminds us of Derrida and Docherty's
theories of anamnesisas a necessaryaspectof textual representationsof the
subjective present."' And yet we as readersrealise that this unusual representationof
the body in pain is not provided to primarily acknowledge Asya's subjective
133SeeDocherty, 1991, 72,
p.
and Derrida, 1981a, p. 150 on the idea that any representationof the
subjective present is always "already the memory of a certain past."
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condition upon seeingher poorly uncle. Rather, the shifts in narrative structure occur
simultaneously with the narrator's refusal to objectify the experienceof torture. We
realise that though Asya's subjective impression of the torture was silenced whilst
reading her sister's letter, here her focalisation producesspatially and temporally
disjointed images of physical suffering that we cannot help but relate back to the
recently undescribedtorture. What I am suggestingthen is that while Soueif refuses
to objectify the personal experienceof torture, she leavesher readersno choice but to
imagine the indescribable experienceof such suffering for themselves.Interestingly,
though we readersinstinctively and involuntarily relate Hamid's condition to that of
the tortured, there is no voice - neither the narrator's nor another character's- that is
allowed to describewhat that experienceactually entailed. Our only insight into that
experienceis provided through the juxtaposition of unconnectedand temporally
disjointed scenesthat relate to the body in pain, and in doing so force us as readersto
subjectively link the images of the two events.The result of this is not unlike what
we saw in chapter three in Morrison's consideration of a novel's ability to snatchor
yank a reader "into an environment completely foreign," creating "first stroke of the
sharedexperiencethat might be possible between the reader and the novel's
population." As Cohen points out, when witnessing atrocities (either first-hand or in
different media) our responseis most-often one of denial or disbelief due to the
"unimaginability" of what we are witnessing (Cohen, 2001, pp. 140-7 & p. 169). In
the caseof this novel, Soueif forces the reader to subjectively contemplate an
experiencethat cannot even be describedin ordinary language.While Deena's letter
is an example of objectifying the torture process (in much the sameway Amnesty
International do for example), Soueifs radical structure makes it clear that within
this novel there is no simple objectification possible for the experienceof pain which
accompaniesthat process.
Though the narrative consistently draws attention to the human body as a
cultural and discursive entity throughout this chapter then, when it comes to
describing the subjugatedand oppressedbody in pain, neither Soueifs narrator nor
her charactershave the language or the knowledge necessaryto do so. All we are
given are sudden,anamnestically-relatedimages of a hospitalised body -a body
whose condition can be rationally describedby medical science- and a brief,
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unfinished referenceto torture. The effect of this is a reinforcing of the
indescribability and silence which surround the unmentionedpain of this torture, to
which the narrative never returns again.

Theorising the irreducibility of the body in pain.
Complicating the claims of theorists such as Derrida and Kirby who stress
textualisation as the defining feature of the world(s) we live in, 134Scarry argues that
the human experience of pain is a constant biological phenomenon which refuses all
attempts at objective linguistic description. For her, "[pain] (more than other
phenomena) resists verbal objectification"

(Scarry, 1985, p. 12), a claim for which

she finds evidence in the work of the few writers who have attempted to articulate
pain. "' Ultimately she insists that "[p]hysical pain does not simply resist language
but actively destroys it [because] unlike any other state of consciousness [it] has no
referential content" (pp. 4-5). To exemplify this she refers to the McGill-Melzack
Pain questionnaire (see fig. 10), a tactic also used by Morris to emphasise what he
calls the "utter inhuman silence" of the body in pain (Morris, 1991, p. 3 & pp. 16-7).
This questionnaire is still the common method used internationally to judge and
discern treatment for those suffering from physical pain. 136
Most striking about it is
the fact that pain is so irreducible that it takes 20 different questions made up of 78
words in its attempt to approximate a description. Unlike the signifier/signified
opposition that arises in the use of everyday literary-linguistic

here
we
structures,

face a new expressive difficulty with the realisation that pain, especially in the case
of chronic pain, has no identifiable object, an observation made by both MerleauPonty and Wall (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 93; Wall, 1999). The idea that pain contains
no describable object is perhaps made more understandable if we consider the
occurrence of phantom limb pain in amputees, an instance when pain's lack of
tangibility is most obvious (see Morris, 1991, pp. 152-3; Melzack, p. 319).

134SeeDerrida, 1976,
pp. 158-9, Foucault, 1972, and also Kirby, 1997, especially chapter 2, for
of the semiological status of the `world. '
1qualifications
s SeeScarry, 1985, 4 on Woolf,
p.
and p.32 on Sartre and Nietzsche. Morris also draws attention to
this theme in Tolstoy's and Emily Dickinson's work (Morris, 1991, p.33 & p.57). Seealso Delbanco,
pp. xxii-xxvii on the difficulties of representingpain in Melville's Moby Dick.
136Seethe Physiotherapy Pain Association
website biography of Ronald Melzack,
www. ppaonline.co.uk/melzack.html.
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As the questionnairedemonstrates,pain, more than other objects of
(there
linguistic
be
to
signs
ontological perception, cannot accurately reduced a set of
is one category that rejects this trend though: that which states"No pain"). As Morris
points out concerning chronic pain, its "inarticulate silencesserve as the expression
of an othernessso alien that we have no words and no languagewith which to
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sometimescompletely
The irony of this reality is the sameirony that Redburn remarks upon in the epigraph
to this chapter- the languageand nameswe use to textualize and understandthe
it
in
terms
bodies
that
medical and cultural
world and our
are of such a multitude
"seemsto look like knowing a great many things." In fact, the large number of terms
in
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in
to
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used
pain - evident
in
informed
describe
to
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cross-cultural embodiment terms of
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lack
displays
fig.
(Low,
11)
157-9,
of
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pain and chronic nervousness
pp.
see
knowledge when it comesto identifying pain and its origins.
These facts about the nature of pain and its resistanceto objective
representationhave interesting implications if we turn to writers who specifically
"[p]ain
that,
Morris
the
this
their
claim
with
addresspain within
work.
acknowledges
describe
its
in
inhuman
time
something
passesmuch of
utter
silence, and writers who
falsify
inherently
the
language
inevitably
to
so
resistant
must
shapeand possibly
experiencethey describe" (Morris, 1991, p.3). Singh has commented on the
difficulties that arise for writers who try to expresspain in postcolonial fictions in her
reading of the silence that surroundsthe representationof female pain and suffering
in Amrita Pritam's novella Pinjar (1987) (see Singh, 2000). The possible moral
implications of such indescribable experiencefor critical theory are not difficult to
work out: when arguing the caseof a non-discursive materiality Bordo reminds us
that while we are "embedded in language," we are also "creatures with a physiology
that limits us, even in the kinds of languagewe have developed" (Bordo, 1998, p.89).
Shewarns that without considering the body's non-cultural as well as its cultural
aspectswe lose sight of the physical vulnerability which dominant discoursescan
oppress.An example these "sickening" and damaging physiological effects of socio-
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political discoursecan be found in Gilbert and Gubar's well-known examination of
the "socially conditioned epidemic of female illness" (Gilbert and Gubar, pp.294-6).
Here illness and pain are certainly socially informed, interpreted, and represented,
but we should not lose sight of the fact that it is the damaging effects discourseshave
on the fleshy, silent and non-discursive body that warrants our moral and ethical
criticism in such instances.Social discoursemay inform the subject, but we also need
to recognisethat its subjugating, painful effects are often irreducible. I am of course
not suggestingthat the idea of the irreducible is ignored in literary criticism; we have
seenthat Derrida insists that an unknowable trace is always necessaryfor languageto
produce meaning. But as I hope to show, were this aspectof narrative linked to
aspectsof the body that resist representation,we might have the opportunity to
ethically reconsider the representationof the body in pain in postcolonial fiction.
Rather than directly addressingthis inability on the part of writers to transfer
the experienceof pain into words, the first chapter of Scarry's study specifically
addressespain and its relation to languageduring the experienceof torture. She
claims that though the torture sceneis a setting where "[i]t is difficult to think of a
human situation in which the lines of moral responsibility are more starkly or simply
drawn," it is also the most apt indicator of the division that exists between the
subjugatedbody in pain and the inability of languageto do justice to the experience
(Scarry, 1985, p.35). This idea of bodily experienceswhich manifest themselves
physically and resist discursive transcription has also been examined by Korte. She
questionsthe idea that bodily experienceis wholly reducible by noting that during
discourseit is normal for 65% of communication to remain non-verbal, and that the
unconsciousnon-verbal expressionof one's inner state is an elemental trait of human
behaviour (Korte, pp.25-8). Our bodies therefore `express' certain experiences,such
as pain, embarrassment,or illness, which remain removed from general discourseall
the time, a fact which posesobvious problems for any discursive structure that
attemptsto representsuch experiences.Korte's perspective therefore undermines
claims such as, "it is language itself which, by differentiating between concepts,
offers the possibility of meaning" (Belsey, 1980,p.59).
Scarry also examinesthe ways in which the silence surrounding subjugated
bodies in pain benefits those in power. Since pain has no `object' as such, it is
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possible, through discourse, to provide painful experience with a causal site, and
justify the event of the experience itself. This becomes clear if we consider the
it
has
Scarry
during
interrogation
that
torture.
notes
question-and-answer structure of
two outcomes: an absolution of responsibility on the part of the torturer, and a
looking
"[a]lmost
Thus
the
at
anyone
conferral of responsibility onto
while
victim.
the physical act of torture would be immediately appalled and repulsed... as soon as
the focus of attention shifts to the verbal aspect of torture, those [moral] lines have
begun to waver and change their shape in the direction of accommodating and
crediting the torturers" (p. 35). As such, the revulsion initially caused by witnessing
an indescribable act is undermined by attributing the act with a rational explanation
and justification.

This is one of the more serious dangers of Feldman's assertion that

when considering histories of political violence, "[t]he event is not what happens.
The event is that which can be narrated, " an idea that he derives from critics such as
White and Ricoeur (Feldman, 1991, p. 14). 137
The silence surrounding pain thus falls
in
domineering
historical
discourses,
to
prey
a point reiterated
socio-political and
Pandey's examination of how the silence which characterises political violence is
inevitably misconstrued in historical discourse (Pandey, p. 190). As Kleinman and
Kleinman point out, "the alienating hurt... the brutalizing fear that affects bloodflow
through coronary arteries, the motility of the gut, the reactivity of the central nervous
system" are all physiological effects of political power that help inform the social
subject. The silence surrounding the subjective reality of world-destroying pain thus
becomes a malleable tool in the hands of oppressive power.

If we read Soueif alongside Scarry we can seethat the narrator's selfconsciouschoice not to objectively describe the experiencesof the torture victims
has two important effects. Firstly it is testamentto the fact that pain resists verbal
objectification. As shown, Soueif makes specific attempts in the first chapter of the
novel to emphasisethe degreeto which the human body is constructed and thus
interpreted through discourse.This preoccupation of the narrative is cut short when
the opportunity arises for it to articulate the experiencesof several characterswho
have experiencedtorture. Thus we seehow Soueif outlines the hermeneutic void that

137SeeRicoeur
and Kearney, pp.20-21.
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lies between the representationof culturally constructedbodies, and representingthe
experienceof the universal biological body that is vulnerable to enforced physical
harm. If, as Morris claims, the experienceof pain is an "inarticulate discourse," then
here we see Soueif both acknowledging this fact and refusing to misrepresentthe
experiencewithin her text.
Nevertheless,Scarry does suggestthat it may be possible to transcribe certain
painful experiences.She claims that if when describing pain "the referentfor these
now objectified attributes is understood to be the human body, then the sentient fact
of the person's suffering will becomeknowable to a secondperson" (Scarry, 1985,
p. 13). Thus if physical pain carries "visible body damageor a diseaselabel" (p.56)
its meaning is made all the more real to others. Unlike the political objectification of
the pain of torture, physical pain in this instanceis understandablebecauseits
referent remains the human body, a corporeality we all possess.Most of us may not
know what it is like to be tortured, but we do know what it is like to be burnt, or
bruised, or to break a limb. "' The pain of others may not always be apparent,but as
Scarry notes, "[tjo have pain is to have certainty" (p. 13). If individuals can find a
way of articulating the unknowability pain in constantreferral to the body itself, then
it should be possible to understandto some degreehow that pain feels.
This is the secondimportant effect of Soueif's narrative structure: she makes
the horror of torture and its resistanceto language `knowable' by other means.
Hamid's hospitalised body becomesa detachedreferent for Deena's husband's pain
via a method of subtle and unannouncedsignification whose horror is experienced
involuntarily and subjectively by the reader. While pain may resist reduction to
language,its horror and its silence can, as Soueif shows, be demonstratedto us
through a careful deployment of literary structure.

138SeeLedbetter, 13 & 15
p.
p. on our bodies' ability to universally acknowledge the "certainty" of
pain, and also Doyle, pp.72-3, on Husserl, Heidegger, and Merleau-Ponty's claims to the preeminenceof a universal understandingof the human body.
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Arundhati Roy's The God of Small Things: Irrational structures in the
postcolonial narrative of pain.
In The God of Small Things we see a similar authorial preoccupationwith subjectsin
pain and their representationthrough literary structure. Like all the novels we have
looked at, Roy employs severalvoices to presentthe narrative and radically
manipulatesits temporal sequence.From the outset though, the theme of
voicelessnessand silence most obviously centresaround Estha, whom we are told,
had always been a quiet child, so no one could pinpoint with any degreeof accuracy exactly
when (the year, if not the month or the day) he had stoppedtalking. Stoppedtalking
altogether, that is... It had been a gradual winding down and closing shop. A barely
noticeable quietening. As though he had run out of conversation and had nothing left to say.
(Roy, p. 10)

Estha is the twin of Rahel, both of whom are reunited as adults at the beginning of
the novel after being separatedduring childhood. Unlike Estha, whose unexplained
silence is a voiceless presencethroughout the narrative, Rahel becomesone of the
central voices that influences the third-person narration. It transpiresthat the story
told here is that of their family's past, and the events of one summer that led up to the
separationof the twins and Estha's silence. The telling of this story though is
fractured by the narrator relating events from the present,in particular Rahel's
thoughts and Estha's actions. The effect of this is again an expressionof anamnesis,
the form of the narrative connecting present subjectswith their subjective past - for
Nair it provides a link between languageand temporal structure that is "circular and
mythic rather than linear" (Nair, p.50). What I want to do here is first discussthe
event portrayed at the end of the novel that changedthe twins' lives, and then
comment on how the memory of it affects their representationand the structure of
the novel, particularly in terms of the anamnesticsilence that surroundsthe event.
The text on the beating to death of Velutha, a member of the untouchable
caste,by the police can be found in full in fig. 12. Below is a shortenedversion:
The History House...
Rotting beamssupportedon once-white pillars had buckled at the center, leaving a
...
yawning, gaping hole. A History hole. A History-shaped hole in the Universe...
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Esthappenand Rahel woke to the shout of sleep surprisedby shatteredkneecaps...
They heard the thud of wood on flesh. Boot on bone. On teeth. The muffled grunt when a
stomach is kicked in. The muted crunch of a skull on cement.The gurgle of blood on a man's
breath when his lung is torn by the jagged end of a broken rib...
by something that they didn't understand:the absenceof
they
watched,
mesmerized
...
caprice in what the policeman did. The abysswhere anger should have been.The sober,
steadybrutality, the economy of it all...
The twins were too young to know that thesewere only history's henchmen...
What Esthappenand Rahel witnessed... was human history, masqueradingas God's
Purpose,revealing herself to an underageaudience...
History in live performance
In the back verandah of the History House, as the man they loved was smashedand broken,
[the twins], learned two new lessons.
LessonNumber One:
Blood barely shows on a Black Man. (Dum dum)
And
LessonNumber Two:
It smells, though.
Sicksweet.
Like old roses on a breeze.(Dum dum)
'It isn't him, ' Rahel whispered to Estha. `I can tell. It's his twin brother... '
Unwilling to seekrefuge in fiction, Estha said nothing. (pp.306-311)

There are severalreasonsfor quoting this passage.Firstly the languageused provides
an appropriate impression of the omniscient narrator's distanced,ironic tone. The
impassivenessof phrasessuch as "History in live performance" exemplifies an ironic
use of voice that is presentthroughout the novel. As shall be seen,this detachedtone
veils a subtle critical edgethat dispels its apparentcynicism. Secondly, the above
passagegives an insight into the repetitive emphasisplaced on the idea of history by
the narrator, and in particular the ways in which history, official or personal, is
created,experienced,and represented.Thirdly, the above sceneintroduces the reader
to the origin of certain unexplained phrasesthat have strewn the narrative up until
this scene.As we shall see,all theseaspectsare inherently bound up with the way
that the narrative is structured.
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Another aspectof the narrative voice that should be consideredis the fact that
ironic omnisciencenotwithstanding, the narrator refusesto give an insight into
Velutha's subjectivity during the beating. Like Soueif previously, Roy choosesto let
her novel's victim remain silent. The difference here is that the subjugation of the
victim's body and the victim's pain is witnessedby others uninvolved in the
punishmentprocess,others whose subjectivities we do gain accessto in the
preceding narrative. The novel therefore also considersthe effect such experiences
have on post-traumatic individuals, and how these subjectivities can be convincingly
representedthrough narrative structure.
From the outset of the novel the reader is provided with hints of the horror
that the young Rahel and Estha witnessed.These take the form of unexplained
allusions to the past, phraseswhose repetition and unusual use of languagemarks
them out as being subjective and personal. When it is explained for example that
Estha had to be separatedfrom Rahel and "Returned" to his father, we are told that
he
had a tiffin carrier with tomato sandwiches... He had terrible pictures in his head... Rain.
Rushing, inky water. And a smell. Sicksweet. Like old roses on a breeze... The memory of a
swollen face and a smashed,upside-down smile.
Hoovering didn't seemto help. (p.32)
...

In Rahel's casethis technique of obliquely and subjectively referring to the past
within the narrative of the present is again used. As the narrator describesRahel's
recently divorced husbandwe are'told that he
didn't know that in someplaces, like the country that Rahel came from, various kinds of
despair competed for primacy... It was never important enough. BecauseWorse Things had
happened.In the country that she came from... Worse Things kept happening.
What Larry McCaslin saw in Rahel's eyeswas not despair at all, but a sort of enforced
...
optimism. (p. 19)

In thesetwo passages(both taken from the novel's first chapter) we again hear the
detachedand often ironic tone in the bathetic finality of the hoovering image for
-
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example- of the narrator. In these examplesthough it is alsojuxtaposed against the
interjections of subjective memories from the twins' past.
In terms of Estha we realise that the subjective memory of an unexplained
smell - "Sicksweet. Like old roses on a breeze" - is something that he cannot get
away from in the present - "Hoovering didn't seem to help" (the only employment
he will take is house-keeping). In Rahel's case the narrator's detached description of
India -a place where "various kinds of despair competed for primacy" - is
juxtaposed against Rahel's subjective and unexplained knowledge that "Worse
Things" had happened. The use of unconventional capital letters to relate the
subjective thoughts of the twins is a technique used throughout. As the novel
progresses it becomes clear that the capitalised descriptions of certain objects or
ideas refer to phrases that the twins heard or were taught in childhood, most often by
their mother Ammu. At this point though, explanations of all these subjective
allusions are not provided. Indeed they never specifically are. The reader learns their
relevance as piece by piece the childhood experiences of Rahel and Estha are
represented within the temporally fractured narrative. This makes for a difficult read,
one whose initial impenetrable structure reflects the silence that surrounds the
characters' story of that childhood summer, and reinforces it by exploiting the
reader's own lack of knowledge.

Readernescienceof these allusions to as yet unknown past events meansthe
"silence [that hangs] in the air like secretloss" (p.91) imbues not only the
characterisationof the twins, but the structure of the wider narrative itself. We as
readersdo eventually learn though that the root of this silence is the murder of
Velutha that the twins witnessed.This realisation, brought to bear on the unexplained
allusions to it throughout the text, awakensan awarenessof the lengths Roy goesto
representthe silence which characterisesthe political oppressionof bodies. As
already noted, the reader gains no insight into Velutha's subjective experienceof
being beaten,even though the narrator does articulate his thoughts at earlier points in
the story. As well as this the narrator emphasisesthat it is not only the experiencesof
Velutha and the twins which remain in silence, but the actual historic fact of the
event itself (Chanda,p.42). The police, describedas "history's henchmen," may
provide for the twins a "[h]istory in live performance," but they also make sure they
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leave a "yawning, gaping hole" in that history once they realise they have
mistakenly, and fatally, punished Velutha. They knowingly frame him to cover up
their own mistake, forcing him to take responsibility for the event. As Scarry and
Pandeypoint out then, the silence of physical subjugation is often reflected in the
"'
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silenceswhich have been erasedfrom official history, but also those horrific
historical eventswhich Morrison, in terms of slavery, describesas "too terrible to
relate" (Morrison, 1990, p.301). Importantly, she achievesthis by incorporating
specifically irrational elementsof narrative voice within its structure.
The main way that this is done is by utilising Rahel's consciousnessin the
present to articulate Estha's past. The narrator tells us that the "quietness' in Estha
"stripped his thoughts of the words that describedthem and left them pared and
naked. Unspeakable.Numb" (p. 12). The result of this is that when we are given an
insight into the effect of the past on Estha's present condition it is through Rahel's
focalised narrative, not Estha's nor the narrator's:
Now, theseyears later, Rahel has a memory of waking up one night giggling at Estha's
funny dream.
She has other memories too that she has no right to have.
She remembers,for instance(though she hadn't been there), what the Orangedrink
Lemondrink Man did to Estha in Abhilash Talkies. Sheremembersthe taste of the tomato
sandwiches- Estha's sandwiches,that Estha ate - on the Madras Mail to Madras.
And theseare only the small things. (pp.2-3)

The narrator emphasisesthe present importance of thesepast eventsby pointing out
that it is now, "years later," that Rahel rememberstheseunpleasantevents from
Estha's past. Again though, at this point in the novel these eventsremain
unexplained, foregrounding in particular the centrality of Estha's linguistic silence to
the story that is to unfold.
We realise that the only way we are made aware of the significance of that
silence is through Rahel's irrational insight into the consciousnessof her twin
brother, in what Chandacalls an act of "psychic re-memberment" (Chanda,p.43).
When the events are eventually explained to the reader, it is via the third-person
narration and focalised through the younger Estha. But since Estha's present
subjectivity is made up of "thoughts [stripped] of the words that describedthem,"
and therefore left unsaid, Roy introduces an `impossible' element to her character's
narration, offering Estha's twin sister as the only individual with accessto his
consciousness.Indeed, as the novel progressesRahel's focalised thoughts provide an
insight into what seemsto be not one consciousnessbut two. The focalised name
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Estha's never speaksto his sister of this man becauseas a child he was sexually
abusedby him. The `impossible' referenceto the "Orangedrink Lemondrink Man"
here therefore emphasisesthat it is not only Rahel's memories that are affecting the
narrative voice, but Estha's also, even though that's not rationally possible.
The reasonsfor Estha's present silence are thus articulated from his focalised
impossible
by
but
is
Rahel
this
an
with
perspective,
only made possible
providing
insight into his consciousness. This unconventional narrative technique is also
look
Rahel's
describing
by
When
the
of
reinforced
omniscient narrative content.
"enforced optimism, " the narrator claims that it is actually "a hollow where Estha's
in
had
been...
in
the
twin
the
quietness
words
one
was only a version of
emptiness
the other" (pp. 19-20). In terms of representing the present subjectivities of the twins
then, it is clear that the narrative agent adopts an impossible and irrational narrative
voice to do so. Because of this it could be argued perhaps that the implied author
seeks "refuge in fiction" to represent the irreducible horror of an imagined moment
in postcolonial history s/he does after all incorporate specifically irrational
elements within the narrative structure. I would suggest though that such a structure
foregrounds an authorial intention to engage and articulate certain inexpressible
aspects of postcoloniality. As such, the historical reasons for Estha's silence are
impossibly articulated here.

Many critics point out that as dizygotic, "two-egg twins" Estha and Rahel
produce an innovative image of a hybrid self: "a rare breed of Siamesetwins,
Estha's
but
Chanda,
joint
identities"
(Roy,
For
2))4°
silent
physically separate, with
p.
"
hybrid
"the
the
this
subject,
alienated
presencewithin
silence of
union symbolises
and the twins' incestuouspsychic and physical union when adults is a hybridity
"redefined through the Self s integration with its lost body, with the enabling and
empowering Other" (Chanda,p.43). Becauseof this, Chandagoes on to briefly
speculatethat the impossible image of both voice and silence might possibly
140SeeOumhani, p.85, Chanda, 43, Nair, 53,
p.
p.
and Bose, p.67 on the image and `union' of Estha
and Rahel as politically subversive.
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represent"the silent voice of the subaltern." For Bose, Estha and Rahel's sexual
union representsan erotic and politically undermining of the traditional discoursesof
cultural conformity (Bose, pp.67-8), those "Love Laws... that lay down who should
be loved and how much" (Roy, p.33). For Nair though, the incestuousunion of the
twins underminestraditional cultural categoriesby suggesting"a return to the mythic
is
(Nair,
It
is
logically
inexplicable"
53).
this
that
prelapsarianand nonrational state
p.
idea of an expressionof the illogical or the impossible within the novel that I find
particularly interesting, for as we have seenthe notion of the impossible is central to
deconstruction's view of irreducibility. Though Chandadoesnot go on to say it, and
as we have already seen,the idea of impossibility is also central to the idea of
Spivak's subalternity. The subaltern is a subject who can physically speakbut has no
voice - it is impossible for her to be heard by the dominant classes- since she
signifies the absolute Other of the culturally dominant Self."' And as Derrida and
Levinas point out, the trace of an unspeakableirreducibility is non-presentwithin all
cultural signifying, a fact that Spivak regularly incorporatesin her deconstructive
readings of cultural texts.
What I want to suggesthere is that Roy's novel does indeed attempt to
expresssuch irreducibility within its structure. As we have seenshe usesformal
strategiesand a content that seemsto foreground a concernwith the irrational and its
impossible articulation. As well as this, that concern seemsto be linked to the
politically silenced aspectsof postcolonial history, and the real and unspeakable
experiencesof oppressedbodies during that history. Silence is therefore figured here
in severalways: as politically enforced (such as that which surroundsVelutha's
disappearance),as representativeof the alienated cultural other (in Estha's inability
to speakof the past), and as irreducible aspectsof historical and physical oppression
that defy description (again `expressed'through Estha's inability to speak,but also
through the nonrational voice that allows an insight into his past through his sister's
focalisation).

141Seechapter
one on the absolute othernessthat for Spivak must define the subaltern and is
necessarilysilent.
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Locating the irreducible postcolonial body within modern discourse.
As pointed out in chapter one, Gilroy discusses the development of "anti-discursive"
elements within historical cultures of oppression due to their experience of
indescribable terror. There is an obvious resemblance here with Scarry's thoughts on
the "inexpressibility"

of physical subjugation within oppressive cultures. Yet how is

it that in the current critical climate where the body has been so strongly theorised as
its
irreducible
discursive
of
aspects
a political and
entity, such pre-discursive or
experience have generally gone unnoticed, or at least under-theorised? I want to
suggest that part of the reason for this lies in the enthusiasm with which Foucault's
theory of the body-politic has been (rightly) adopted within the majority of critical
discourse. It is no longer, for example, innovative to remark that the notion of gender
is a social one, or that female bodies have been historically constructed by patriarchal
discourse, "' though as Bordo points out, it is bordering on critical heresy to suggest
that there are universal or shared aspects of our material bodies that resist
representation (Bordo, 1998, p. 88). '43

Butler's work in the field of body theory, though strongly Foucauldian, seems
to retain an awarenessof this unresolved difference. Her own task of reformulating
the materiality of bodies for example insists on an awarenessthat "the matter of
bodies [are] indissociable from the regulatory norms that govern their materialization
and the signification of those material effects" (Butler, p.2). Yet, she also points out
that the "materiality of language,indeed, of the very sign that attemptsto denote
`materiality, ' suggeststhat it is not the casethat everything, including materiality, is
idea
144
is
language"
(p.
68).
the
Spivak
maintains
always already
another critic who
that a trace of something non-presentand pre-discursive remains when considering

142SeeHarre, pp. 13-24 on gender and sexedbodies as social construction, and Bordo, 1993,pp.292302.
143This is becauseof the real risk, outlined by de Beauvoir
and Young, that the differences between
male and female behaviour be incorrectly defined - as they have been historically - by theories of
natural masculine and feminine biological and psychological differences (de Beauvoir, 1953,esp.
chapter 1; Young, 1990,pp.260-9).
144It is interesting to note that Kirby takes issue
with Butler on this point, claiming that Butler
ultimately encloses(i. e. reaffirms) the identity of matter as a sign, which in turn reinforces binary
oppositions (seeKirby, pp. 103-28). For Kirby the body is always a sign which deconstructsitself
(pp. 151-61).
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145
As we
Spivak,
148-9).
body
(Rooney
the
socio-political representationsof
pp.
and
shall see,Butler's point about an irreducible aspectof languageand materiality may
have important implications for an ethics of postcolonial narratives.
Similarly, Bordo claims that while a critique of cultural representationand
body
[it]
discourse
is
important
"an
the
the
cannot
social
part of
cultural study of
standby itself as a history of the body." She goes on: "Those discoursesimpinge on
from
determined
fleshy
bodies,
in
be
that
a study of
us as
cannot
and often ways
representationsalone" (Bordo, 1998, p.91). Coady and Miller make a similar point:
"[N]ot all actions are social... of those that are social, most are not constitutively
social... For example, most actions of eating, drinking, and having sex are in fact
social in some sense,although eating, drinking, and having sex are natural actions"
(Coady and Miller, pp.203-4). Feldman also raisesthe idea of a non-social body
which cannot be fully describedas discursively disciplined, but he does so from
within a study into the cultural logic and politicisation of the body in the Northern
Ireland political conflict. Of the hunger strikers he writes, "[t]he body denaturedby
prison conditions would be renatured in hunger striking. Hunger striking was
implicitly the return to the prepolitical body through highly politicised action"
(Feldman, 1991, p.244). In such an instancethe politicised image of the body relies
upon an understandingof its pre-discursive qualities, its unavoidable associationwith
the fleshy vulnerability of its matter.
Interestingly, though thesecritics don't make direct referenceto it, their
claims - and Butler's in particular - seemto recall Merleau-Ponty's idea that
initially
is
is
embodiment a universal primordial experienceupon which subjectivity
grounded, an experiencewhich occurs prior to languageand all consciousthought,
and thus defies objectification. As he reminds us, it is the experienceof having a
body that allows us to consciously consider other objects in the external world
(Merleau-Ponty, 1962, pp.203-5) and yet,

145The interview which this quotation is from is in fact
an attempt in part to resolve the differences
between oppositional essentialistand anti-essentialistviews of the female body. Spivak acknowledges
what we saw Turner and Kleinman and Kleinman refer to as an over-theorising of the cultural body by
poststructuralist discourse,and comments on the possible need to find a `non-essentialessence'of the
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[o]bjective thought is unaware of the subject of perception... In so far as we believe in the
it
is
it,
books
depict
in
in
in
`stimuli',
the
the
as
our
organism
world's past,
physical world,
first of all becausewe have present at this moment to us a perceptual field, a surface in
contact with the world, a permanentrootednessin it, and becausethe world ceaselessly
assailsand beleaguerssubjectivity as waves wash around a wreck on the shore.All
knowledge takes place within the horizons openedup by perception. There can be no
question of describing perception itself as one of the facts of the world, since we can never
fill up, in the picture of the world, the gap that we ourselvesare, and by which it comes into
existence... (p.207)

What Merleau-Ponty makes clear is that the unconscious experience of bodily
is
first
to
the
and
world
perception - our embodied relation
external physical
foremost an irreducible experience upon which all others are based. What Young
infers from this is that "[such work] assumes that there is a general level of
theorizing where gender (or class or cultural) differences does not appear in a
phenomenological ontology, and then more specific, less abstract accounts where
they do" (Young, 1998, p. 287). 146

For Foucault, the inception of modernity - or the moment after which
discourse
become
through
power/knowledge relations
representedand re-inscribed
developsaround the end of the eighteenth century (Foucault, 1977a,pp. 135-141).
Bhabha's reading of Foucault situatesit at the moment of the 1789 Revolution itself
(Bhabha,p.243).14'As we saw in chapter one, Foucault charts the rise of this "`new
body"
investment
its
the
"detailed
through
of
micro-physics' of power"
political
(1977a, p. 137), and concludesthat modern power "has as its correlative an
individuality that is not only analytical and `cellular, ' but also natural and `organic"'
(p. 156). In such a historical moment the condition of the body and it actions can be
completely understood as representativeof dominant disciplinary discourses.

female body upon which to a basecritical discourse.This is an idea that Kirby rejects and takes
Spivak to task over (Kirby, pp. 159-61).
146Doyle also promotes this idea that some
aspectof embodiment precedesrational description
(Doyle, p.72). Seealso Judovitz on Merleau-Ponty's idea that subjectivity "cannot be containedby the
notion of rational consciousnessnor imply the reduction of the body and the world to ideas" (Judovitz,
p. 176).
147Foucault
seesthe Revolution as a symbol of the modem disciplinary discoursethat gives rise to the
idea of social "progress" within history (seeFoucault 1977a,p. 160 & 1990,pp.92-5).
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Yet Bhabha asksus to question such a Eurocentric view on the inception of
modernity, suggestingthat modernity is in fact "about the historical construction of a
specific position of historical enunciation and address"(p.243). As such, it allows us
to theorise a "signifying lag" between the Europeanevent of modernity and its
enunciation in the geopolitical spaceof the colonies. Bhabha's point is that the
colonised or post-colonised individual may very well be aware of the values of
modernity, but what does that knowledge mean if the colonising power "repeats the
archaic aristocratic racism of the ancien regime?" I want to suggestthat in such cases
agencyis articulated and figured via a hybridity that Bhabha in another instancecalls
"at once very cultural and very savage" (p. 186). What this meansis that a "time lag
opensup the space... between enunciation and enounced,in between the anchoring
of signifiers," and that to consider such expression"one needsto think, outside the
sentence"invoking a contingency between the cultural and the savagethat is
"indeterminate and undecidable" (p. 186).
I believe this difficult idea uncovers a hybrid agencythat is characterisedby a
trace of indeterminacy and silence during self-expression.This hybridity consistsof
an ancien element of savagerywhich according to Foucault manipulated bodies not
through discoursebut through the brutality of debasedpower -a power that
representeditself to people through the mutilated body of the criminal. This idea
correspondsto Scarry's view of the operation of power during torture. As Scarry
points out, the colonised and subjugatedbody in pain expressesitself in silence i. e.
through the irreducibility of the experience,but power manipulates that silence for its
own means.It inscribes its own meaningsupon the silent mutilated body, and in
doing so culturally constructsits wounds.
What Foucault fails to take into account in his genealogy of modernity is that
such unspeakableacts were still being carried out on the body after 1789 in many
parts of the world and without doubt continue today. This can be seenin the
Amnesty International's advertisementsfor prospective members.It attemptsto
relate the experienceof having a heateddomestic iron placed against one's face by
putting an everyday photograph of an iron on the front of their information booklet
andjuxtaposing it against the black outline of the iron hot-plate as if it had been
burned onto the next, initially hidden page (see fig. 13). The aim is that when the
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readeropensthe booklet s/he suddenly encountersthe `burnt' page and is askedto
imagine that it is his/her face. I would suggestthat this produces an automatic reflex
on the part of the reader not unlike that which occurs when we involuntarily relate
Hamid's hospitalised body to the undescribedexperienceof torture in Soueifs novel.
The effect of this strategy relies upon the reader's own subjective, though universally
acknowledged,experienceof what it feels like to be burnt. Amnesty therefore finds
itself in an ironic ethico-political predicament: on the one hand it is acutely aware of
the inability and ineffectualnessof reducing pain and torture to words, and yet, on
the other, its political purpose insists it objectifies the event in some way, and yet still
retain the subjective horror of such an experience. The booklet and the images of the
iron-burn are a way of representing torture that is felt to be more effective than
reducing it directly to literary text, or by providing photographs of burnt faces. In
such advertisements Amnesty's main aim is to avoid a literal description of the event
itself whilst nevertheless engaging readers in such a way that they imagine
themselves actually experiencing the torture. As Scarry reminds us, literal
descriptions lessen the reality of torture's unspeakable horror. Amnesty therefore
uses innovative structures and various media which juxtapose different texts and
intersubjectively involves its western readers in a consideration of torture by
exploiting the impossibility of representing such experiences in writing and general
objectification. Ironically, what we have here then is an example of an organisation
who want to produce a realistic impression of a real event, and yet is fully aware of
the dissemination that reality would undergo were it to utilise a traditionally realist
literary form of representation.

Amnesty therefore attemptsto expressthe unspeakableexperiencesof
victims of physical oppression.Such hybrid victims - hybrid in such instances
becausethey are aware of modern liberal discoursesyet still are subject to savage
subjugation - maintain a trace of impossible silence during any expressionof their
violent experience,an idea that relates well to the hybridity we saw articulated in
Okri's novel in the last chapter. In such cultures power doesn't only affect the body
through the disciplinary discourseswhich Foucault says are a sign of modernity, but
also through specifically non-textual and transhistorical means- by inflicting
unspeakablepain on the subject and by partly destroying his/her vulnerable and
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corporeal body. In the following section I investigate whether we can relate this
indescribableaspectof postcolonial embodiment to the irreducible traces which
Butler, Spivak, and Kirby locate in the culturally constructedbody.

The silent body in Levinas.
Chapter three examined how Levinas and Derrida's respective theories of the
irreducible trace in language might aid ethical readings of postcolonial narratives by
considering how the reader is obliged to become responsive to traces of otherness.
There, and here, emphasis is placed on Derrida's claim that semantic meaning is
always deferred because "no element can function as a sign without referring to
another element which itself is simply not present" (Derrida, 198lb, pp. 26-7).
Meaning is always dependent on some sort of silence, a non-present and irreducible
factor that undermines logocentric narratives. Yet Derrida is of course speaking
about literary-linguistic

meaning, and relies on the idea that all experience is

textualized. As we have seen though, this is not a view shared by Scarry, who insists
that the body in pain - as Soueif and Roy's use of narrative structure would seem to
suggest - resists all attempts at discursive reduction. Such a perspective is reinforced
by the realisation that in Levinas's original theory the trace of alterity arises not
within texts or discourse per se, but because of the irreducible risk of harm
experienced by physical bodies during discourse. He tells us that in "vulnerability
there lies a relationship with the other... Vulnerability

is obsession by the other or an

approaching of the other... This approach is not reducible to the representation of the
other nor to consciousness of proximity...

Already on the level of the sensible the

subject is for the other" (Levinas, 1970, p. 146). This draws on Merleau-Ponty's idea
of a body that that is in a constant, unconscious, and reflexive relationship with its
external world. Merleau-Ponty claims that "[a]ttention to life is the awareness we
experience of `nascent movements' in our bodies.., reflex movements, whether
adumbrated or executed, are still only objective processes whose course and results
consciousness can observe, but in which it is not involved" (1962, p. 78).

When considering the possibility of an irreducible ethics in Paul Celan,
Levinas claims that for Celan a poem is an "interjection, a form of expression... a
sign to one's neighbour," a conclusion he comes to when considering Celan's claim
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that there is no basic difference between a "handshake and a poem" (Levinas, 1997,
pp. 40-6). According to Ravvin, Levinas's critique uncharacteristically accedes that
such an idea of `physicality' could describe an ethical aspect of certain literature, for
he claims that Celan's poetry "is situated... at the moment of pure touching, pure
contact, grasping, squeezing - which is, perhaps, a way of giving, right up to and
including the hand that gives" (p. 41). Such a perspective on the importance of
corporeality and its representation within literature can only be considered
uncharacteristic of Levinas if we fail to acknowledge that throughout his life's work
from
being
in
idea
Levinas's
three
the
as
we
saw
chapter
of
shifted
ethical
located in the experience of absolute alterity encompassed in the face of the other
and its affect on verbal discourse, to the silent traces and interjections which can be
traced, as Derrida notes, in literature itself.

As Hand points out, for Levinas it is the "meanings that are irreducible to
representation"which allow him to theorise ethics - or the responsibility for the
other - as the basis of existence,discourse,and intersubjective relations (Hand, 1989,
p.4). As we shall see,this idea of ethical existenceis closely related to the irreducible
is
Merleau-Ponty
the
phenomenawhich are aspectsof embodiment within
world.
crucial to this understandingof irreducible experienceas an aspectof embodiment.
We have already seenhow he emphasisesthe unconsciousreflexive relationship that
is ongoing between the body and its situation in the world. To reinforce the
unconsciousnature of this relationship he claims the
reflex... opens itself to the meaning of a situation, and perception; in so far as it does not first
of all posit an object of knowledge and is an intention of our whole being, are modalities of a
pre-objective view which is what we call being-in-the-world. (1962, p.79)

For Levinas, foremost amongstthe occurrenceswhich reinforce the irreducibility of
by
is
that
the
certain subjective experience
of
physical pain or suffering undergone
the body whilst "being-in-the-world. " He claims that
physical suffering in all its degreesentails the impossibility of detaching oneself from the
instant of existence.It is the very irremissibility of being. The content of suffering merges
with the impossibility of detaching oneself from suffering... It is the fact of being directly
exposedto being. It is made up of the impossibility of retreat. The whole acuity of suffering
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lies in the impossibility of retreat... suffering is the impossibility of nothingness.(Levinas,
1987,pp.39-40)

The experience of painful physical suffering here opens up the "impossibility

of

"The
He
structure
on:
goes
nothingness" which makes subjective existence possible.
of pain... is prolonged... up to an unknown that is impossible to translate into terms
of light - that is, that is refractory to the intimacy of the self with the ego to which all
intense
is
indescribability
(p.
40).
It
the
which accompanies
our experiences return"
pain which makes the conscious enjoyment of all other experience possible; or, our
experience of the ontological depends upon our subjective experience of the
irreducible. Again it is interesting to note the similarities between this view of pain
and Scarry's. For her "pain is... language destroying: as the content of one's world
disintegrates, so the content of one's language disintegrates; as the self disintegrates,
its
its
is
that
the
source and
so
self robbed of
which would express and project
is
(Scarry,
irreducible
language-destroying
1985,
35).
The
aspect of pain
subject"
p.
the antithesis, or as she goes on to call it, a framing event of all ontological
experience (pp. 164-5). It is an extremity of human experience outside of which other
141
is
normal ontological objectification
possible.

As we saw in chapter three, this idea of a physical vulnerability which affects
the ethical subject and discursive life is more clearly statedin Levinas's (and
Derrida's) later work. Levinas claims that,
in
is
the
to
responsibility
and
a
vulnerability
subjectivity sensibility - an exposure others, a
is
because
is,
the
the
that
matter
proximity of others,
one-for-the-other,
signification - and
very locus of the for-the-other, the way that signification signifies before showing itself as a
is
hungry
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blood,
linguistic
is
flesh
that
the
that
and
man
a
said
system,
a subject of
and
eats, entrails in a skin and, thus capableof giving the bread out of his mouth, or giving his
skin. (Levinas, 1981a,p.77)

Importantly, here the ethical phenomenonoccurs not only becauseof the approachof
the face of the other prior to discourse,but becauseof a sharedphysicality or
148Scarry sees`pain' and `imagining' as the two "`framing events' within whose boundariesall other
perceptual, somatic, and emotional eventsoccur." Pain is a state defined by its inescapableand
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materiality that alerts the subject to the responsibility for the other. Responsibility
arisesbecausewe are aware of the vulnerability of the body and can thus relate to the
samevulnerability in anotherbody. Or as Gibbs reads it, "[a] subject is material,
vulnerable, and for the other - and only what is FLESH AND BLOOD, someone
who knows lack and pain, someonewho eats,can GIVE as response.For Levinas
there is no ethics without bodies that know hunger, that need food, shelter, comfort"
(Gibbs, p.52).
Drawing on Merleau-Ponty's phenomenological examination of the
relationship between the body-as-flesh and intersubjective sensibility - in particular
the "mutual knowledge" present during the intercorporeal moment of the physical
greeting through handshake - Levinas asks if one may wonder,
whether such a "relation" (the ethical relation) does not impose itself through a radical
separation between the two hands,which in point of fact do not belong to the samebody, nor
to a hypothetical or only metaphorical intercorporeality. It is that radical separation,and the
entire ethical order of sociality, that appearsto me to be signified in the nakednessof the face
illuminating the human visage, but also in the expressivity of the other person's whole
sensible being, even in the hand one shakes. (Levinas, 1993,pp. 101-2, my emphasis)

In the face-to-face encounterthen the naked face is not the sole signifier of
intersubjective ethical relation, but merely the most prominent one. It is in fact the
"expressivity of the other person's whole sensiblebeing" - by which Levinas means
"a movement of the senseorgans and even of the hands and legs and the entire body"
(1993, pp.96-7) - that constitutesthe possibility of ethical life. This can be seenas a
development from Levinas's early work wherein as we have seenit is the gaze of the
face that "supplicates and demands,that can supplicate only becauseit demands,
deprived of everything... and which one recognizesin giving... this gaze is precisely
the epiphany of the face as a face" (1969, p.75). What was once the silent expression
of the face, in later work becomesthe "expressivity" of the entire physical body.
In her attempt to "work out a new natural-cultural model of the body that
goesbeyond both the fixed, biological body and the poststructuralist culturally
impossibly irreducible features.The imagination is a pure and intentional objectification of self and
world.
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inscribed body," Bigwood presentsus with a body that is both naturally and
culturally shaped(Bigwood, p. 103 & p. 105). Like that of Levinas and Gibbs above,
it is "not a separatephysical entity... but rather is of the samestuff as its environs...
[it] is not fixed but continually emergesanew out of an ever changing weave of
relations to earth and... things, tasks, and other bodies" (p. 105). This body that
continually affects consciousnessby its constant sensoryexperienceof the physical
world is one that draws heavily on Merleau-Ponty's idea of a "phenomenological
body," a body which presents"an organic tie, so to speak,between perception and
intellection" (Merleau-Ponty, 1964, p.20).149
She goes on to describe the lived
experienceof our bodies' relation to the world as a precognitive one:
Experience shows that as living bodies we are sensibly attuned to, and harmonized with, our
surroundings through a "latent knowledge" that is presentbefore any effort of our cognition.
It is not our intellectual judging that makes sentiencepossible but rather this silent, noncognitive, intimate bonding of our body with the world-earth-home. As living bodies, we are
not in full cognitive possessionof determinate,sensedobjects but are irretrievably immersed
in an ever-changing and indeterminate context of relations. We find ourselvesin a field
constantly filled with fleeting plays of colors, noises, and tactile feelings that nonetheless
usually emerge as meaningful, but by meansof a communication with our surroundingsthat
is more ancient than thought... the body is primarily nonrational and nonlinguistic in its
communication [yet] has a way of ordering of its own... it is important to maintain this
nonlinguistic, noncognitive sons or bodily meaning that poststructuralist feminist theory
neglects in its affirmation of only cultural meanings.The poststructuralist culturally inscribed
body... has left out this aspectof the body's incarnate situation. (Bigwood, p. 106,my
emphasis)

It is important we realise that Bigwood's aim here is not to reaffirm a naturalistic
body which attempts an essentialistexplanation of categoriessuch as gender. She
acceptsthat the body is not a "`fixed given' untouched by the dominant
representationalsystem," but insists nonethelessthat our bodies are the "medium for
having a cultural world" and that its lived experienceconsists of relations with "the
human and the nonhuman, the cultural and the natural" (p. 108). For Bigwood,

149Seealso Evans
and Lawlor, p.4 where they introduce the idea that for Merleau-Ponty the body is
"an integral part of the subject-object relation."
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critiques of literary representationsof the body need to engagewith both its cultural
and natural attributes, otherwise they only partly investigate how lived embodiment
affects the creation of literature itself.
Interestingly, in Scarry, Bigwood, Merleau-Ponty, and Levinas, we seethe
idea of a silent, noncognitive embodiment within which Bigwood locates a
"nonrational and non-linguistic" aspectof everyday experience.We have seenhow
important the idea of irreducible experienceis to Levinas's idea of ethics, as well
how the expressionof silence is central to certain postcolonial narratives. We have
in
by
idea
irreducible
the
the
also considered
non-presence
of
role played
deconstructionand its reading practices. Perhapsan opportunity for further study in
this areaof criticism might be a deconstructive consideration of what Merleau-Ponty
calls the perceptual "gap which we ourselves are," that irreducible aspectof
perceptual experiencewhich makes impossible our attemptsto complete or "fill up...
our picture of the world. " Deconstruction makes clear the role of irreducibility and
differance in informing meaningful signifying practices, practices which are basedon
be
impossibility
bodily
Could
the
perceptual awareness.
of
perception one of the
phenomenathat makes differance itself possible? Could this constant non-presence
be the `gap' that exists within the sign between the signifier and its signified, just as
it enforcesa gap in our perception of the world? As Merleau-Ponty points out, when
describing something "my experiencebreaks forth into things and transcendsitself in
them, becauseit always comes into being within the framework of a certain setting in
is
This
(1962,
303).
is
definition
body"
to
the
the
an
p.
relation
of my
world which
idea that will be returned to in the next chapter of the thesis. What I hope to have
clarified in the course of this chapter is the role that painful embodiment and its
irreducibility can have when considering postcolonial narratives from an ethical
perspective.
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Such a concern can be seenin Ledbetter's attemptsto pursue an ethics of
postmodernnarratives. While he is more concernedwith examining bodies in
he
therefore
textualized
narratives as metaphorical, and
entities, nevertheless
wholly
insists that physical vulnerability and its narrative expressionshould be central to
ethical criticism:
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The body woman is the place of rape and assault. The body child is the place of child abuse.
The religious body of Muslims in Bosnia, the ethnic body of Jews during the Shoa... the
body hurt and the body scarred. We cannot talk about victimisation

without body metaphor;

therefore I do not think that we can talk about a narrative ethic without reference to the body.
(Ledbetter, p. 14)

Though I am not convinced that the emphasisplaced on bodies as general metaphors
appropriately representswhat seemsto me to be primarily an exemplification of
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not
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difficult to seewhy Ledbetter feels a narrative ethics is of high political, and moral,
importance. As well as this he draws attention to the idea,,also raised by Bigwood,
that the experienceof our physical bodies `tells us things,' especially in extreme
he
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casessuch as when experiencing pain.
so also arguesthat such
knowledge, whether it is irreducible or not, is something that is universally available:
"Each of us who has been wounded... knows that our lives will always be referenced
by the scarsand wounds we bear. The scar is the crucial metaphor for body language
lifetime,
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metaphoric embodiment i. e. the languagewe use to describe inexpressible
physiological experience,is shapedby "local cultural usageand meaning," even
though embodiment itself has physical "cross-cultural threadsof common lived
experience" (Low, p. 141, my italics).
For Ledbetter the scar or wound is a sign used as "body language." For
Scarry it is also a sign that can become a referent for the irreducible nature of pain.
Importantly, and as Ledbetter bravely admits, it is perhapsthe only instancewhen
it
is
is
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a
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transferral of an unspoken and unspeakableknowledge between human beings, a
communication that Bigwood calls "silent" and "primarily nonrational and
is
"
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the universal, though irreducible, acknowledgementof
nonlinguistic.
vulnerability and its ethical import to our own well-being.
The novels looked at in this chapter reinforce the idea that an irreducible trace
of physical vulnerability is non-presentin the expressionof the other person's whole
in
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is
(non-)evident
that
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The innovative attemptsto articulate this non-presentsilence within narrative
structureswould seemto verify $carry's point that physical pain "has no referential
content." In all thesenarratives we seethe oppressedbody resisting objectification,
but also reinforcing the idea that though we are unable to representpain in literature,
its reality must remain undeniable. In a sensetheir effect seemsnot unlike one
Tierney-Tello identifies in the art of Diamela Eltit: "language takes center stage,
calling attention to its own insufficiency and schisms in order, perhaps,to attempt to
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lies
the
the
what
and
represent excessesand uncontainability of
subjects
it
is
(Tierney-Tello,
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when attempting representmaterial realities such as physical
that Eltit seemsmost self aware of the "insufficiency of language" and the
"impossibility" of attempting to expresssuch experiences."'
What this chapter attemptsto demonstrateis that through the incorporation of
radical and innovative narrative structures all the authors looked at have forced the
reader to acknowledge the irreducible experience of the body in pain. As shown in
the earlier chapters, it is clear that the foremost poststructuralist critics - Derrida,
Spivak, and Butler for example locate a silent trace of alterity within texts that
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related to the inexpressibility of the painful body. We have already noted that
Levinas envisages his ethics as a responsibility to acknowledge the otherness in
discourse which we are powerless to ignore. Here I am suggesting that in the later
Levinas that responsibility is linked to vulnerable corporeality, a universal and
irreducible sensibility that is impossible to ignore in these novels. As Lingis puts it,
this ethics is a responsibility that is co-extensive with sensibility and "takes over and
answers for a situation one did not initiate. " But more than this he claims that its
importance lies in making us acknowledge the

150Tierney-Tello is referring to two of Eltit's hybrid
works, El Padre Mio (1989) and El infarto del
alma (1994). Both incorporate fictional, philosophical, and testimonial discoursesalongside other
texts, such as Eltit's transcriptions of tape-recordingsshe made of the speechof delirious, homeless
individuals in Santiago,and photographsof inmates of a state mental hospital.
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pain of substantialwounding and sacrifice demandedof life. For it is depriving oneself to
answerto others for the hunger of those who have no claim on one but their hunger, and in
sacrificing oneself to answer for what one did not do, that responsibility is serious. (Lingis,
p.230)

As Levinas points out, though the trace of alterity in discourseis irreducible, it is a
silence that exists "[b]efore all particular expression" (1981b, p. 126), a "denuding
beyond the skin, to the wounds one dies from" (1981a, p.49) - it is the constantnonexpressionof vulnerability. As well as this, he insists that this trace of vulnerability
during,discoursesummonsus and calls us into question, producing a responsibility
"not to leave the other alone in his or her last extremity" (1981b, p. 127).
Levinas's trace therefore setsup a structure of responsibility through which
the readerbecomesaware of the silent vulnerability of the body of the other. It is this
silence that I believe thesenovels attempt to bring to the reader,whilst refusing to
objectify such inexpressible experiencewithin their own narratives. The silent body
traced here confronts the conventional mapping (and mutilation) of bodies at the
margin, and can be found in the unspeakablemap traced in the McGill-Melzack pain
questionnaire.It also maps the body and the non-presentlocations of its pain, but
does so on universal grounds and in ineffable terms. The innovative articulation of
this silence in Morrison, Roy, and Soueif not only alerts us to the indescribability of
have
in
literary-linguistic
but
the
to
as
readers
we
pain
structures,
responsibility
also
to recognize the historical, and universal, reality of such oppression.
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Chapter Six: Ethically Reading the Body of Postcolonial Narratives
An awe that cannot be named would steal over you as you sat by the side of this waning savage,and
saw as strangethings in his face, as any beheld who were bystanderswhen Zoroaster died. For
whatever is truly wondrous and fearful in man, never yet was put into words or books. And the
drawing near of Death, which alike levels all, alike impressesall with a last revelation, which only an
author from the dead could adequatelytell.
Ishmael's narrative in Herman Melville, Moby Dick (1951), p.520
Can things take on a face? Isn't art an activity that gives things a face?... The analysis conductedthus
far is not enoughto give the answer.Yet, we wonder whether rhythm's impersonal gait - fascinating,
magic - is not art's substitute for sociality, the face, and speech.
Emmanuel Levinas, Entre Notts (1998), p. 10

Tristram Shandy and the book as body.
In his book Writing and the Body, Josipovici's analysis of Sterne's The Life and
Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gent. (1759-67) contendsthat the novel provides a
gripping literary example of the `book as body. ' Drawing on the work of Borges,
Josipovici considersthe potential for "communication beyond ivords"151(Josipovici,
p.4), and arguesthat Tristram Shandyprovides "such a language:not in the words,
not in the story, not in the book as object, but in the book as it is read: a living body"
(p.33). To convince us of this Josipovici analyseshow the unconventional and selfreflexive use of plot and metaphor throughout the novel affects its representationof
time, reminding the reader that writing itself is constrainedby temporality. The effect
of this is that
what is happening to us [and to the writer] is really going by as it happens,the future is not at
a distance,but is always becoming the present, and there is no graspableshapeto our lives
except this process.To avoid recognition of this is to avoid recognition of one's own body.
(p.29)

151This is what Josipovici
calls the "old dream" of the Renaissanceand the seventeenthcentury "of a
universal language,a languagethat would be understood at once by all and that would tell no lies"
(p.3).
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I wish to comment on one of the examplesJosipovici draws from the novel to
exemplify how this text reminds the reader of his/her constantrelation to the
ephemeralmateriality of the human body. This is the description of Yorick's grave,
which has been reproduced in figure 14.
In Hamlet the realities of the ephemeralbody and corporeal fate are presented
to the reader through stagedirection: Hamlet literally holds Yorick's skull -a
consummatesymbol of physical vulnerability - in his hand. In the new and
developing world of the eighteenthcentury novel, Sternehas no recourseto such an
imminent, hands-onmethod of representation.The invention of an effective allusion
to the human corpsenecessitatessomething else, and at Yorick's grave this is
achievedby transforming the pagesof Tristram Shandy itself into a tomb. Sterne,
eagerto reproduce the distinction between the subjective spokenreading of epitaphs
and the actuality of death, recreatespart of the physical tombstone in his novel. The
effect of the black rectangle of ink around "Alas, poor YORICK! " juxtaposes the
materiality of the "plain marble slab" of Yorick's resting place againstthe irreverent,
over-sentimentaland now elegiac repetition of passers-by:"Alas, poor YORICK! " In
fact, theseexclamations are so over-sentimentaland contrived that the capitalised
font of the original epitaph is nonsensically reproducedin speech(see fig. 14).
Through a manipulation of literary representationand structure then, Sterne
succeedsin reminding the reader of death as a reality of physical vulnerability and of
our ephemeralnature in the face of less reverential treatmentsof the issue. More than
this though, Josipovici notes that whilst thesepagesbecomea specifically
metaphorical reproduction of a tombstone,to read them simply as such is to
"somehow miss the body which does lie behind it" (p.32). There is no deadbody
waiting for us as we pull aside this "marble slab" of a page, yet there is something
else- the "black page" (see fig. 14) - about which we are later told, "the world with
all its sagacity has been [un]able to unravel the many opinions, transactionsand
truths which still lie mystically hid under [its] dark veil" (p. 180). Literally then,
`beneath' or `beyond' this reproduction of Yorick's tomb there does lie something
cryptic and indescribable - aspectsof physical death which Melville's Ishmael
reminds us of in the first epigraph to this chapter when he claims that Death, "which
alike levels all, alike impressesall with a last revelation, which only an author from
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during reading in a responsibility to respond to the novel. Of course, no book is
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body, but Tristram Shandy nevertheless shows us that the physical

structure of a book, or the body of its narrative, can create a unique relationship with
our own bodies by representing certain indescribable features of corporeal
Here
in
last
to
the
writing.
experience, which as we saw
chapter are always resistant
the bodies of narratives, just like our own bodies, are able to harbour meanings
which nevertheless defy literal objectification.

In the last chapter we saw the extent to which the body in pain, both in
fictional and theoretical literature, resistedtextual objectification. We also saw that it
is possible to relate this idea of bodily experienceto the irreducible ethics of the
Levinasian self/other encounter.For Levinas it is the subject's "whole sensible
being" that constitutesthe possibility of ethical life. We saw the significance of the
vulnerable body in an ethics that involves an "[o]riginal opening toward merciful
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pain. While the expressionof this pain is silent - it has no identifiable object - we
have seenthat it still produces a nonpresent meaning during the self/other
encounter.And though this meaning resists objectification, a trace of its nonpresencecan neverthelessbe representedwithin radical narrative structures.
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Above we saw the degreeto which a text such as Tristram Shandy can serve
as a metaphor- or more accurately, as an indescribablereferent - of the vulnerable
body
has
been
book
human
body.
This
the
the
also
materiality of
as
significance of
commentedon from different critical perspectives.For Sawday the effect of the
early-modern debateon the order of discourse,strongly influenced by the idea that
"[b]ooks were composedof parts that could be read and interpreted in the sameway
that bodies were made up of parts" (Sawday, p. 136), is still evident in our
contemporary"anthropomorphic languageof books" (p. 135). Ledbetter notes the
degreeto which the body metaphor is used to describenot only books but nearly all
aspectsof "our relationship to the world and each other" (Ledbetter, p. 11). And
Barthes arguesthat "writing's truth is neither in its messagesnor in the system of
transmissionwhich it constitutes for current meaning... but in the hand which
pressesdown and traces a line i. e. in the body which throbs" (Barthes, 1985,p. 154).
Merleau-Ponty similarly claims that our experienceof narrative meaning
dependsupon us sensibly conceiving of novels as bodies which we read to engagein
an "inter-human event." For him novels are physical beings "in which the expression
is indistinguishable from the thing expressed,their meaning, accessibleonly through
direct contact, being radiated with no changeof their temporal and spatial situation"
(Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 151). Thus, we experiencemeaning during the reading
event partly because,like us, books expressthemselvesthrough physical
characteristics,in the structuring of their discoursesfor example, in the way their
is
bodies
bodies
formed.
idea
books
For
these
the
own
are
as
critics
widespread
of
closely related to the way we as embodied readersrelate to the books we read.
Previous chaptershave shown the ethical relation that can exist between readersand
narrative structures,and also raised the idea that the narrative representationof the
body in pain can be related to this irreducible ethics. What I want to ask here is
whether our "anthropomorphic" understandingof books as bodies is significant for
our ethical relationship with them. Is Barthes right for example to claim that writing
only createsmeaning becauseof the relationship that is createdbetween writing and
the human body itself? And if so, what is the ethical significance of the relationship
between our corporeal bodies and bodies of narrative we read?
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In chapterstwo, three, and four we saw how novels use their structuresto
draw their readersinto an ethical and responsiverelationship with the charactersand
the historicized yet fictional world of the narratives themselves.This chapter will
further develop this perspective of an intersubjective ethics between reader and text.
In the last chapter we saw how Scarry, Bordo, and Bigwood argue that bodily
experienceitself contains silenceswhich we can all relate to, if not reduce to
representation.If texts themselvescan be understood as bodies, might the silences
that postcolonial narratives possessalso draw the reader into an ethical, if
irreducible, experienceof those literary bodies, in a similar way to the bodies
involved in the Levinasian self/other encounter?This question will be consideredby
examining two novels by J.M. Coetzee:Foe (1986), and Disgrace (1999).
Thereafter, I will discusssome recent theoretical perspectiveswhich propose that a
reappraisalof the aestheticrepresentationof the body might produce an innovative
ethico-political literary critique, and I will investigate this idea by turning to Zoe
Wicomb's recent novel, David's Story (2001), and Michael Ondaatje's Anil's Ghost
(2000). In doing so I will also propose that it is important that we acknowledge a link
between irreducible physical experience,and the differance which affects our
interpretation of ontological meaning.

J.M. Coetzee's Foe: Locating the impossible traces of the marginalised
other in narrative structure.
Foe, like many of the other texts we have examined, is known for its self-conscious
examination of the difficulties involved in providing a voice for silenced histories
within narratives. Much of the ample criticism of the novel notes that it seemsto
exhibit a willingness to engagewith the silences that inhabit narratives from a
particularly Derridean perspective, considering in particular how historical texts
deconstructtheir claims to veracity. Here I want to investigate the idea that Coetzee's
narrative structure purposely problematisesconventional deconstructive accountsof
textuality by considering the text as body within a Levinasian face-to-face relation.
For many critics, Coetzee'snovels, and Foe in particular, lend themselvesto
the teachings of deconstructive criticism, indeed seem imbued with its concerns.For
Spivak his work "figures the singular and the unverifiable margin, the refracting
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barrier over against the wholly other that one assumesis in the dark" (Spivak, 1999,
p. 175); for Attwell, Foe exhibits a "favouring of the signifier over the signified"
(Attwell, 1993, p. 104); and for Attridge, Coetzee's style draws "attention to itself in
a way that undermines the illusion of pure expression" (Attridge, 1996, p. 173). This
differance,
textual
apparentauthorial concern with conceptssuch as
undecidability,
and the illusion of ontological presenceis sometimesread as evidence of an
insufficient political intensity, and has brought Coetzeehis critics, some of whom see
his work as theoretically and academically self-indulgent, as well as cut off from
"real human concerns.""' For Carusi his work is "blatantly postmodernist," and
becauseof this suffers from an "ambivalent" politics (Carusi, n.4), and for Parry it is
"marked by the further singularity of a textual practice which dissipatesthe
engagementwith political conditions it also inscribes" (Parry, 1998, p. 164), a
perspectivebacked up by Korang (Korang, p. 193). Further sustenancefor these
sentimentsis also - though incorrectly - found in Coetzee's own admitted reluctance
to be drafted into the role of an intellectual commentator and literary spokesperson
on the politics of South Africa. 113
Yet this criticism of the politically ambivalent oeuvre of literature which
incorporatesso-called postmodern narrative strategiesseemsat odds with the
majority of critical sentiment surrounding Coetzee's fiction. For some critics,
Coetzee'srefusal to posit his views and his writing within a specifically South
African context allows his work to addresspostcolonial issuesof oppressionon a
more universal scale (Attridge, 1996, p. 171; Marais, 2000, p. 180, n. 1). Attwell,
responding specifically to the chargesmade by Parry, foregrounds the Age of Iron
(1990) as a novel that represents"the grounds of ethical consciousness"specifically
by paying attention to the general absenceof such a transcendentalconsciousness
within certain histories and societies (Attwell, 1998, pp. 175-6). As we shall see,
Foe's assiduousexamination of notions such as plurality, aporia, and the
undermining of authority might very well show an awarenessof
152SeeEaston, p.587 where she
outlines some of thesecriticisms, and presentsCoetzee's responseto
the idea that his work may be cut off "from real human concerns" (a phraseused by Coetzeein
interview).
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The body of Foe's text is fractured from the outset. In all, it consistsof four
distinct narrative genres,and five separatenarratives. The first of these genresis
Susan'swritten narrative of the events on Cruso's island; the seconda seriesof diary
entries and letters she writes to Foe after having had returned to England; the third
Susan'sfirst-person representationof the events which occur after she and Friday
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the responsibilities this innovative form of intertextuality places upon the reader.For
Attridge the reader "is forced to ask questionswhich fiction seldom invites: on what
occasion and by what meansare thesewords being produced, and to what audience
are they being directed?" (Attridge, 1996,p. 173), and for Attwell the structural
changesform a "gradual process [for the reader] of `getting behind' the voice of
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153SeeGallagher, pp. 167-9 and Dovey, p. 18 for an examination of the reasonsbehind Coetzee's
reluctance to take on such a role. For Coetzee's own comments in interview on the predicament of the
South African novelist seeMorphet, p.460.
154"Supplement" is used here in the Derridean sense.Seechapter one for an examination of its
function.
issThe referencesto Spivak's work on the novel refer to two separatecritical pieces: the first is
Spivak, 1990, an essaywhich she claims attempts to supplementAttridge's work on the novel. The
secondis Spivak, 1999, where she reproduceda similar though shortenedversion of the samepiece
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structurethen is concernedwith the production and absenceof voice in historical
narratives, and self-consciously utilises Derridean notions of aporia, the trace, and
differance to draw our attention to two of the non-presenceswhich inhabit the
margins of the founding texts of Western imperialism - the voice of the slave and the
voice of the independentwoman. As Attridge points out, canonical texts "rest on
exclusion; the voice they give to some can be heard only by virtue of the silence they
impose on others" (1996, p. 181).
Foe thus becomesa text that is marked not only by the silencesof
imperialism's historical narrative, but also by a subtle authorial presencecapableof
exploiting the indeterminacy of languageto uncover the "(im)possible perspective...
called the native informant" (Spivak, 1999, p.9). This phenomenonfor Spivak is both
impossible and possible becausewhile for her the Other of colonial literature exists
to allow the construction of the Western Self, to attribute it with a voice and
substantiveexistencewould be to obliterate that subjective existencethrough
objectification. Or as Attridge puts it, the silencing of the imperialist's other "is not
just silencing by exclusion, it is a silencing by inclusion as well: any voice we hear is
by that very fact purged of its uniquenessand identity" (p. 181). It would also ignore
the fact that the informant is a non-presenttrace that supplementsWestern fiction,
rather that emerging from it as a characteror presencein itself. What remains of this
presence,as we have seenin previous chapters,is a trace of an unknowable alterity
within texts which objectify the other. Accordingly, though we can locate the
colonised other in historical literature, we cannot hear its subjective story.
Foe can be understood in theseterms as a novel which consciously attempts
to foreground the voices that have been historically excluded from narrative, and yet
is reluctant to appropriate and articulate those voices within yet another narrative.
Evidence of this occurs in the discussion Susanand Foe have about her first written
narrative of the island - figured by its encompassingquotation-marks as "a
representationin writing of writing" (Attridge, 1996, p. 172) - within her account of
the time spent with Foe. Rejecting Foe's insistencethat the story of the island
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And yet, in what world can the marginalised `tell their own story'? For as Foe
ironically reminds Susanlater, and as Attridge has pointed out, those who claim to
have a "substantial history in the world" sometimesunwittingly have that history
inhibited by the social and political discoursesof that world itself:
"[m]y daughter is substantial and I am substantial; and you too are substantial,no less and no
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are all alive, we are all substantial,we are all
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This is the close of the third narrative, its final image being Friday, dressedup in
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that she unconsciously realises that Friday's story cannot exist in the world of her
own.
This reinforces Spivak's assertionthat in Foe "we cannot hold together, in a
continuous narrative space... SusanBarton's narrative, and the withheld slate of the
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156SeeSaid, 1978,p. 1 on the exotic construction the Orient, and Said, 1994,pp.xi-xiii & p. 12 on
of
the intrinsic relationship between imperialism and narrative construction of the "European realistic
novel."
157Seealso Spivak, 1990, pp. 10-11 where she arguesthat Foe relates the "impossibility of restoring
the history of empire and recovering the lost text of mothering in the same register of language."
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that Friday's story remains unrepresentablecomes when we are told that whilst
learning to write he repetitively writes a circular shape.Foe ironically misinterprets
this as the letter `o' of the English alphabet,but readersof Robinson Crusoe know
that in that novel we are told it is the sound that the natives "say" whilst praying to
their god (Defoe, pp. 156-7). This intertextual effect meansthat Friday's `o' isn't
given up to the English alphabet- it is intimated to us, as assumedreadersof
Robinson Crusoe, that this shapedoesn't signify the letter `o,' thus allowing Defoe's
`o' to supplementthe shape'smeaning in this scene.Importantly, this ironic allusion
is carried out whilst Friday is dressedup as the author Foe himself. This mimicry is
close to Bhabha's view of it: Friday's withholding of his story can be read as an act
of agency,for we cannot be sure that he is not undermining rather than performing
the wishes of his masters.The ambiguity of his `o' implies that the novel does not
objectify his unknowable story, which imbues Friday's miming of Foe with
ambivalence,thus continually producing the slippage, excess,and difference of
mimicry at the margin (seeBhabha, p. 86). For Spivak this is evidence that Friday "is
the guardian of the margin" (Spivak, 1990, p. 15), "the figure that makes
impossibility visible" (1999, p. 174). Accordingly, the novel foregrounds the trace of
othernessin narrative - in this casethe non-presenceof Friday's subjective
experience.
Further evidence of this agency comes with the picture of the `walking-eye'
that Friday draws, and yet will not show to Susan.Marais points out that in Coetzee's
fiction the "metaphor of the gaze" is used to draw attention to the attempts of
imperialist characters,as well as reading and writing subjects,"to master and possess
the other."158I would argue though that the walking eye ironically reminds us that
Friday can see and therefore perceive and experiencethe world around him,
suggestingthat he does have a subjectivity and history, though they remain
unannounced.This reminds us of the idea of unconsciousbodily perception
becoming consciousmetaphor that we saw in the last chapter. Here Friday's
158Marais, 1996, p.71. Seefor
example in Duskiands (1974), where JacobusCoetzeeclaims that
"[o]nly the eyeshave power... cutting a devouring path from horizon to horizon," (Coetzee, 1974,
p.79) and that this power is greater than the vulnerable body. Seealso Foe's use of it as a symbol of
the unknown story of Friday's experiencesupon the slave ship (p. 141). Interestingly, Susanresponds
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experience again remains irreducible and unobjectified, but I would argue that the
symbol of the roving eye operates as a metaphor of unexpressed perception, and in
doing so is suggestive of Merleau-Ponty's "primordial silence" that lies "beneath the
chatter of speech" and writing, and which arrives with us during our unconscious
physical perception of the world (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 184). From this
perspective Friday's body remains a "condition of possibility...

of all expressive

operations and all acquired views which constitute the cultural world" (p. 388). Of
course, Friday's physical experiences never become speech in the manner described
below:

When the silent vision [primordial silence] falls into speech... this is always in virtue of the
samefundamental phenomenonof reversibility which sustainsboth the mute perception and
the speech,and which manifests itself by an almost carnal existenceof the idea, as well as by
a sublimation of the flesh. (Merleau-Ponty, 1968,p. 154-5)

Friday's "mute perception," while it harbours the possibility of writing in English, is
not allowed to `fall into' speechor writing in this novel. But his picture of the eye
neverthelessreminds us of the primordial silence and mute perception which exist
outside language,or least prior to it. This ironically overturns Marais's view of the
eye as symbol of the imperialist gaze- Friday's eye retains a trace of the silent
experienceof the native informant which underminesthe imperialist, yet it doesso
by referring to bodily perception itself as an inexpressiblephenomenonwhich
creates meaningprior to language. And yet the irony here is doubled by the novel's
intertextual structure: Friday's story, that which he has seen,will not be reducedto
representationand disseminatedwithin a novel which reminds us of the dangersof
the socio-political construction of historical discourseand language.What we are left
with is the native who mimics the imperialist writer in a silence that "intensifies
surveillance, and posesan immanent threat to both `normalized' knowledges and
disciplinary powers" (Bhabha, p.84).
Here again then the novel and its complex structure reminds us of the
undecidability of writing. We know that in Derridean terms Friday can `write, '
to Foe by calling it a silent mouth, thus equating perception of oppressionwith the unspokenstory of
that oppression(p. 142), the narrative representationof which this chapter will consider.
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becauseSusanrecounts the story of him casting petals over the sunken slave ship."'
But if Susanand Foe were to reduce Friday's experienceto representationin their
language,would it still be his story? The text seemsto warn us that it would not.
Susan,more than Foe, realises that to reduce his experienceto written story is to
"make
insists
itself.
When
Foe
they
from
that
that
must
withdraw
experience
Friday's silence speak,as well as the silence surrounding Friday," Susanreplies
"It is easy enough to lie in bed and say what must be done, but who will dive into the wreck?
On the island I told Cruso it should be Friday, with a rope about his middle for safety. But if
Friday cannot tell us what he sees,is Friday in my story anymore than a figuring (or prefiguring) of another diver?" (p. 142)

For Susan, the veracity of a story lies in its ability to accurately replicate subjective
experience, something another writer cannot do for Friday. Likewise, many critics
his
to
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"is not so much an ontological state as it is a social condition" (Gallagher, p. 181).

Representing the impossible in the textual body: Foe and the silence of
the subjugated body.
And yet, while such critical consentseemsagreedthat Foe is a political comment on
the nature of historicised postcolonial narratives, it is also fair to say that its doubleby
difficulty
The
has
divisions
posed
ending
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amongstpoststructuralist critics.
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159The image of Friday involving himself in symbolically casting petals over the sunken ship reminds
us of Derrida's exemplification of arche-writing in his reading of Levi-Strauss's accountsof the
Nambikwara tribe. Contrary to Levi-Strauss's claims, Derrida shows that such tribes do have methods
in
fact
do
"intellectual"
that
though
they
such
to
and
of writing,
phonetics,
not appearsimilar western
`writing' is necessaryto any intersubjective communication (Derrida, 1976, pp. 118-140). In doing so
he dispels the belief that any form of knowledge, including speech,is "alien at once to writing and to
violence" (p. 127).
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"leaves one puzzled, " especially in light of the fact (which Coetzee does not
discount) that "your work is marked by an understanding of what is exemplified by
Derrida's notorious statement that `there is no outside to the text"' (Wood, p. 191).
The next two pages of Wood's question are dedicated to exemplifying why the final
narrator's most emphatic and unambiguous claim, "[t]his is a place where bodies are
their own signs" (p. 157), is so very problematic for a proponent of deconstructive
reading practices. This passage and Wood's concern are reproduced below:
`Friday,' I say, I try to say, kneeling over him, sinking handsand knees into the ooze, `what
is this ship?'
But this is not a place of words. Each syllable, as it comes out, is caught and filled with
water and diffused. This is a place where bodies are their own signs. It is the home of Friday.
(p. 157)

[S]o is this perhaps... a tomb of fiction ("But this is not a place of words") in the sensethat
here words not only have no currency but must perish? Most strikingly of all, "this is a place
where bodies are their own signs."
Now, this assertionis fiction; not just as the French say, to the power of two (as in mis en
is
by
but
leaves
It
After
to
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three.
marked
an
work
your
all,
abynie),
power of
one puzzled.
understandingof what is exemplified by Derrida's notorious statementthat "there is no
outside text"... [which means] that the world - the real world "of flesh and blood"... is
always textualized... what textuality entails is precisely that there is no such place as one
"where bodies are their own signs," where identity is immanent.160(Woods, p. 191)

If Wood describesthe reasonswhy deconstructive critics of the novel are so
unsettled by the suggestionsof the final, impossible (not "impossible" in
deconstruction's sense)narrative, the differences in opinion between Spivak and
Parry over the book exemplify the problems it posesfor critics who disagreeon the
political viability of deconstruction's `impossible' critical stance.I wish to use these
different points of view as a starting point from which to reappraisethe ethical
import of Coetzee's narrative structure.

160Wood never clarifies the
reasoningbehind his idea that the body operating as pure sign would
necessarilyimply the possibility of an immanent identity.
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In both her readings of Foe, Spivak ignores the first narrative of the final
section of the novel and turns to the final one that the abovepassageis taken from.
Reading the last two sentencesof the above passagefrom Foe she claims that,
[for this end, texts are porous. They go through wish fulfilment. Yet we also know that
Coetzee's entire book warns that Friday's body is not its own sign. In this end, which I can
read as the staging of the wish to invade the margin, the seaweedsseemto sigh: if only there
were no texts. The end is written lovingly, and we will not give it up. But we cannot hold
together, in a continuous narrative space,the voyage of reading at the end of the book, Susan
Barton's narrative, and the withheld slate of the native who will not be an informant. (Spivak,
1999,p. 193)

What Spivak asksus to believe then is that Coetzee's novel, so self-reflexive and
consciousof its use of languagethroughout (Attridge, 1996,p. 173), withdraws to an
enactmentof wish-fulfilment in the secondnarrative of a difficult, double-ended
close. Bongie also substantiatesthis claim, pointing out that we cannot "fully credit"
this image of pure communication in a novel that up until now has constantly
questionedthe veracity of language,writing, and ontological signs (Bongie, pp.4041). For Attwell and Parry though, other meanings can be drawn from Foe's end:
Friday's home is the body: his existenceis a facticity that simply assertsits own priorities.
The trials of marginal authorship are irrelevant to Friday. This ending amounts to a deferral
of authority to the body of history, to the political world in which the body politic of the
future resides.(Attwell, 1993, p. 116)

[T]he outflow of soundsfrom the mouth of Friday gives tongue to meanings?desires?which
precedeor surpassthose that can be communicatedand interpreted in formal language.It
in Coetzee's fiction exceedsor departsfrom the
could be argued then, that speechlessness
psychoanalytic paradigm it also deploys, to become a metaphor for that portentous silence
which signifies what cannot be spoken. (Parry, 1998,p. 154)

For Attwell and Parry, the suddeninsertion of Friday's violated, irreducible body
into a text that concernsitself with the undecidability of the marginal voice draws
attention to the role the oppressedbody itself might play in communicating, or
raising awarenessof, the story of the historically marginalized. These views reinforce
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those of Scarry, Bigwood, and Levinas who arguethat the body does indeed harbour
meaning within its own "portentous silence which signifies what cannot be spoken."
Such insights also provide a reminder of the emphasisplaced on the flesh and
blood body before this in the novel. Spivak claims that "Coetzee's entire book warns
that Friday's body is not its own sign," yet is this really the case?Rather, I would say
that the book warns of the dangersin assumingthat the true story of the island will
be heardwhen, "by art we have found a meansof giving voice to Friday" (p. 118).
Susanand Foe debatethis idea endlessly. Consideration of the significance of
reducing the physical body to text is much less articulated in the discoursesthat
ensuebetween Susanand Foe. The only comment on it is made by Susan,who when
after telling Foe of Friday's possible genital mutilation, exclaims, "I do not know
how thesematters can be written of in a book unlessthey are covered up again in
figures" (my italics). Foe's dismissive responseis to ask for more details of Bahia
(p. 120). Interestingly, this is a very similar image to that of Sterne's black page
which also covers up "many opinions, transactionsand truths" in a "dark veil" of ink.
In terms of body-representation,I want to suggestthat the novel operatesas a
reminder of the difficulty in reducing the experienceof the violated body to literary
discourse.It is interesting to note how this affects the narrative body of the text itself.
During the course of the third section, it becomesclear that Susanhas purposely left
silenceswithin her story of the island, and within her letters and diary-entries. In
particular, she fails to representin any detail the mutilations that she suspectsFriday
has suffered. For example, in the first narrative she describeshow she imagines
Friday's severedtongue might look, for she never actually witnessesit for herself,
nor wants to. Rather, she gives thanks that his mutilation is unseen,and then usesa
curious, parenthesisedremark to describe this invisibility: "(as some other
mutilations are hidden by clothing)" (p.24). This undoubtedly raises images of other
mutilations within the reader's mind, but the relevance of this effect is not made
apparentuntil the third narrative, when Susanrecounts for Foe her experienceof
seeing Friday bared from the waist down:
`I have told you of the abhorrenceI felt when Cruso openedFriday's mouth to show me he
had not tongue... From that night on I had continually to fear that evidence of a yet more
hideous mutilation might be thrust upon my sight...
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`The whirling robe was... settled upon Friday's shouldersand enclosing him; Friday was
the dark pillar at its centre. What had been hidden from me was revealed.I saw; or, I should
say, my eyeswere open to what was present to them.
`I saw and believed I had seen,though afterwards I rememberedThomas, who also saw,
but could not be brought to believe till he put his hand in the wound.
`I do not know how thesematters can be written of in a book unless they are covered up
again in figures... I will say in plain terms what can be said and leave unsaid what cannot.
(pp. 119-20)

Though there is an uncertainty left over whether Friday's genitals are severed,this is
brought about by the distinction that Susandraws betweenwhat she "saw" and "what
was present" to her eyes.The implication is that the initial sight ("what was present")
produced a subjective revulsion that is complicated by subsequentrationalising
thoughts on what she "saw." Ultimately, Susanarguesthat she cannot articulate such
experiences,a fact made clear in her discoursewith Foe, and in the content of the
narratives she produces.
Importantly though, if we return to the points in her narratives when Susan
could have describedthesemutilations, we find that her languagesomewhatbelies
the personal feelings she has silenced. This can be seenin the parenthesised
comment she makes concerning Friday's tongue: she later admits to Foe that she
feared the thought of other mutilations, though we now seethat she could not openly
admit this in her narrative. And in her early portrayal of Friday's dancing, once again
we seethat she does not completely abandonher fears. It is here that she surmises
that perhaps"the cutting out of his tongue taught him eternal obedience,asgelding
takes the fire out of a stallion" (p.98, my italics). It is not difficult to seethat Susan
draws her inspiration for this analogy from the fact that she hasjust witnessed
Friday's `gelding,' though she doesnot say so at this point.
By tracing these complex allusions acrossthe first three narratives of the
novel we gain an insight both into what Attridge calls a representationin writing of
writing, and the `sign-posted' silencesthat pervade such narratives when they
involve the indescribability of bodily mutilation. Ironically, Susan'sunannounced
admission of her inability to write of Friday's `gelding' comes at a point in her
narrative when she believes she might communicate with Friday through a semiotic
yet non-literary form - music and dance.As Parry points out, this is the closestthat
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Friday comes during the first two narratives to communicating his feelings (Parry,
1998,p. 155). What these aspectsof the novel structure make clear once again is that
Friday's story of his subjective experiencescertainly exists, it is just that for Susanit
is exasperatinglyirreducible to the English language.As Bongie puts it, "rather than
inhabiting a world of figures that cannot be reduced to a body, [Friday] appearsto
stand as a body that cannot be reduced to the figural world of Barton and Foe"
(Bongie, p.33).
The specific attemptsmade to draw attention to the immediate substanceof
Friday's body would seemto suggestthat is not only important that we acknowledge
Friday's unannouncedsubjectivity, but that we also consider the inarticulate signs
that verify the presenceof that subjectivity. We have already seenhow other critics
and fictional narratives stressthe inarticulate nature of the subjugatedbody, an idea
that is seemingly reinforced by this novel as well. If that is the case,then there is a
doubly ironic misguidednessabout Susanand Foe's attemptsto get Friday to speak.
We have already seenthat it is implausible to expect Friday's subjective story to
exist within an imperialist discourse.But isn't it also suggestedthat the story of the
slave-body- the story of Friday's body to which reader attention is subtly drawn
time and time again - cannot exist in any narrative discourse,even though its
immanent scarssignify that a painful narrative is there? The links drawn by the
complex intertextual structure between the indescribability of physical mutilation and
the silencesthat inhabit the margins of historical literature would seemto suggest
that this is the case.This refusal to re-representbrutal colonial oppression,both in
Coetzee'snovel and in Susan'snarratives, can be found in the critical work of
Coetzeehimself. He writes that "there is something tawdry aboutfollowing the state"
in reproducing acts of violence and thus "making its vile mysteries the occasion of
fantasy." Rather than objectify and thus reduce the reality of such terror - which as
Scarry notes is the aim of the terror regimes themselves(Scarry, 1985, p.56) - he
arguesthat it is more politically beneficial "to imagine torture and death on one's
own terms" (Coetzee,quoted in Marais, 1998, pp.46-7).
The body of text that forms the separatenarratives of Susan's experiencesis
therefore disjointed, scarredby silences,and ultimately incomplete. It is interesting
to note though that this only becomesclear when the attentive reader becomesaware
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of the subtle allusions made within Susan's narratives to her untold thoughts on
Friday's mutilations. Without comparing Susan'suse of apparently uncalled for
in
her
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revelations the third section of the novel, the
as
reader is left unaware of the silences that self-consciously shapeSusan'snarratives.
As Marais points out, it is imperative that the reader realise that the "irreducibility"
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not only
discourseand narratives of Susanas well (1998, p.55). While Marais identifies this
in the content of Susan's direct discourse in the novel's third section, I also believe it
is imperative that this silence is acknowledged in the structure of the novel's textual
body itself.
As we saw, towards the end of the novel Susantoo begins to deny the
"substantial" reality of Friday in the world. The connotation of physicality is not
feel
Susan
Foe
it
here
that
the
nor
neither
accidental
authorial presencemakes clear
that Friday's corporeal experienceis part of his `story.' For Susansuch "matters"
cannot be reduced to "plain terms," and for Foe they are irrelevant to the colonial
fantasy (p. 120). It is interesting then, as Parry points out, that it is at this point in the
draw
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that
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attention to the possibility of the body itself giving non-linguistic utterancewithin
two fantastical narratives (Parry, 1998, p. 155). Using Levinas, I want to suggestthat
here again we seethe textual body itself taking on a disruptive structure as its form
and content enforces acknowledgementof the silent, yet meaningful, attributes of the
physical body.
We have seenthat the critics who illuminate the dangersthat come with
attempting to provide a voice or story of the marginalised are correct to do so Attwell asksus in warning if there is a discoursethat could adequatelyrepresent
Friday (p. 113), and Spivak notes that for "every command of metropolitan
anticolonialism for the native to yield his `voice,' there is a spaceof withholding"
(1999, p. 190). These concernswith the aporiac elementsof languagealso find
support in Levinas. For him "rational signification, " the reduction of experienceto
language,"places things in the perspective of the other... permits me to render things
offerable, detach them from my own usage,alienate them, render them exterior."
Objectivity thus results from language,which inevitably meansthat it undoes
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And yet, if the reduction of experienceto objective language(the aim of
Friday's writing lessons)meansthat the subject becomespartly detachedfrom
his/her own existence(his/her experiencesare made textual, open to differance),
what are the implications for this narrative when it attemptsto representhuman
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detaching oneself from the instant of existence... there is an absenceof all refuge. It
is the fact of being directly exposedto being" (Levinas, 1987,pp.39-40). In such a
scenariothe only way which we understandanother's pain is if the body itself
becomesa referent for that pain, for physical sensationsare an aspectof all human
beings. Related to this is a universal knowledge of death, which also createsa
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the
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that
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of
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argues
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absolutealterity, and is sharedby all individuals (1969, p.234). For Scarry, pain and
the idea of death "are the most intense form of negation, the purest expressionsof the
anti-human, of annihilation, of total aversiveness,though one is absenceand the
other a felt presence" (Scarry, 1985, p.3 1). Ironically, it is this sharedrelationship
with pain and death as absolute alterity that makes possible an ethical relation with
in
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but
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Other
the
others:
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consciousnessof hostility, and consequentlystill renderspossible an appealto the
Other, to his friendship and his medication" (Levinas, 1969, p.234).
161Levinas draws theseperspectives
primarily from Husserl's phenomenological theory. SeeSimms,
pp.6-9 on how Levinas's draws on Husserl's view of the intersubjectivity necessaryfor objective
knowledge, and Levinas, 1998b,p. 167 where in a study of Husserl he relates the possibility of
objectivity to the irreducible vulnerability that results through the "inassimilable disturbanceof the
Sameby the Other - an awakening that shakesthe waking state."
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The sharedrealities and awarenessof pain and death therefore make possible
bound
intersubjectivity.
"the
Levinas
qualities
a concept of
passageof sensual
writes,
to carnal subjectivity toward the condition of objective qualities of the real [is]
sought in intersubjective agreementon this sensiblecontent. That presupposesthe
constitution of intersubjectivity" (1993, pp.99-100). Intersubjectivity therefore
dependson an unconscioussensualrelation with the world on the part of the self and
its others.For Levinas and Merleau-Ponty such sensualintersubjective knowledge is
"pretheoretical" and bound to the sharedsensualexperienceof the world:
The other person and I "are like the elementsof one sole intercorporeality"... The
"esthesiological" community is seenas founding intersubjectivity and serving as a basis for
the intropathy of intellectual communication, which is not directly given, and is produced by
reconstruction. (Levinas, 1993, p. 100, quoting Merleau-Ponty, 1964b,p. 168)

The structure of Foe's final sections seems to be an attempt to express such a
pretheoretical and intersubjective experience by allowing its narrative structure to
become a referent for the silences common to human physicality. In terms of its
narrative content, the image of a site of existence which is "not a place of words, " "a
place where bodies are their own signs, " is not so much a representation of a
`wishful' (Spivak) or `paradisal' scene where "sign and object are unified" (Parry,
1998, p. 155), but rather is indicative of human experiences that "cannot be spoken, "
though they can be acknowledged. This Friday is not only a reminder of the
deconstructive concern with the (im)possible aspects of language, especially when
adopted by the marginalized, but also a reminder of the idea that certain experiences,
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as Head points out, a "unvoiced history" that while silent, contains an "irresistible
historical necessity" (Head, p. 126). From this perspective, the idea that the "the loss
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the enforced loss of a tongue not only stops speech, the experience of the act itself and other brutalities committed on the colonised body - are by their very nature
162According to Spivak, Derrida's `dissemination'
refers to "a sowing that does not produce plants,
but is simply infinitely repeated.A semination that is not insemination but dissemination, seedspilled
in vain, an emission that cannot return to its origin in the father" (Spivak, 1976,p.lxv)
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indescribable.The experienceof pain and death here become central to the idea of
irreducibility in language.To this end then Friday remains voiceless, but also retains
an agencythat is resistant to discursive objectification, which, according to Marais, is
the non-violent resistanceof the Levinasian face-to-face ethical relation.'b'
When the unknown narrator of this last scenerefers to the body as unified
sign, its meaning wordlessly communicated during a face to face encounter- "his
face to my face" (p. 157) s/he echoesLevinas's own views on intersubjective
ethical relations. As noted before, for Levinas all ethics, and indeed all philosophy,
must be basedon the "face-to-face relation" between self and other which "signifies
the philosophical priority of existent over Being," and "creates an asymmetrical
indebtedness...towards the Other's moral summonswhich is based... on the
primacy of the other's right to exist, and on the edict: `You shall not kill. "' We have
already seenhow Levinas relates the presenceof the other's face to its body and
flesh, a point of central ethical importance since in the face and thus the body
"[p]rior to any particular expressionand beneathall particular expressions... there is
nakednessand destitution of the expressionas such, that is to say extreme exposure,
defencelessness,vulnerability itself" (1989a, p.83). It is his awarenessof this shared
vulnerability, this mortality, this universal submission to physical suffering, that
allows Levinas to claim that ethics exist between the self and the other becauseof
"the way the face summonsme, calls for me, begs for me, and in doing so recalls my
responsibility, and calls me into question" (1989a, p.83).
Its other attribute is that the experienceof this ethics is voiceless: "There is
here [in the face-to-face] a relation between me and the other beyond rhetoric"
(1969, p.75). In terms of Foe an understandingof this voiceless, non-discursive, and
ethical relation is vital. In both ends to the novel Coetzeepresentsan image of nonlinguistic communication (p. 154 & p. 157), and in the final narrative it is an
experiencethat `flows up through his body and... runs northward and southward to
the ends of the earth" and "beats against my eyelids, against the skin of my face"
(p. 157, my italics). Thus though Wood notes that Coetzee's novel is "marked" by the
163Marais provides an intricate
and exceptional reading of several of Coetzee's novels in terms of
Levinas's theory of ethics, but specifically refusesto engagewith the role played by the representation
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claim that there is no `outside text, ' this ending seemsto suggestthat Easton is right
in arguing that there is an "ethical underpinning to Coetzee'swork" in his
enthusiasm"not to follow `established' codes of... fiction [but to] to cross or
redefine [such] boundaries" (Easton, p.588). The "slow stream" of `meaning' that
"flows up through [Friday's] body... to the ends of the earth" implies, via Levinas,
that there exists a whole world of experience,of being and existence,that lies
`outside text, ' even while the whole historical world is text. Or, perhapsmore
accurately,there exists a world of experienceprior to textuality. There is then
nothing outside text, yet there is meaning prior to it, meaning which ultimately
refusestextual reduction. Interestingly, it is this very sameimage of the inability to
speakunderwater that Coetzeeusesto representFyodor Mikhailovich's vision of his
dead son in The Master of Petersburg (1994). There, as here, when the deadman
tries to communicate he is underwater and "each syllable is replaced by a syllable of
water" (Coetzee, 1994, p. 17). The image recurs throughout the novel (seep.5 and
pp. 110-11). Once again then we see evidence of what Marais seesas Coetzee's
willingness to pursue themesthrough the repeateduse of certain symbols and
images.In this caseit could be argued that the theme of the unknowability of death is
being followed, but that this unknowability is doubly figured by subtly reminding the
readerthat in certain physical scenariosphonetic speechitself is no longer reducible.
Irreducibility is not just a matter for the dead then.
Yet we need to rememberthat these traces of silence in the representationof
Friday inhabit the whole novel, not only the last few narratives. In the second
epigraph to this chapter, Levinas asks if art can be a "face" which we might be
capableof gazing upon in ethical reflection (1998a, p. 10). I would suggestthat if we
adopt Levinas's later view that the face of the other can be equatedwith the body of
the other, then it is indeed possible to ethically `gaze' on the body of Foe's text. As
we saw with Jazz, it is possible to approachand engagea text as other, and in doing
so acknowledge the responsibilities that it silently asks of us. An example of how this
occurs in Foe as a textual body concernedwith physical bodies can be seenif we
turn again to the end of the novel.
of the subjugatedbody in those fictions, highlighting rather the idea of the infinite, silent resistance
that the absolute alterity of the other gives rise to in the self. SeeMarais, 1998, p.57, and 2000, p. 172.
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We must remember that the final two narrators have read and are reading
Susan's story respectively - the first of thesetells us that what issuesfrom Friday's
mouth is "as she said, the roar of waves in a seashell." S/he takes Susan'snarrative
literally, allowing Friday's silence to sound as Susanimagined it might, and thereby
disallowing that silence to take on an alternative meaning - it remains merely an
imagined and thereby objectified comment on the island (p. 154).
The final narrator's experienceis more complex, specifically becauseas s/he
begins to read Susan's narrative of the island, s/he becomesthe subject of the
narrative and `slips overboard."' Unlike Susanand her characters,this one does
enter the wreck which Susanjudged so important to Friday's story. In this story of
the wreck though, Friday is even more physically violated than before. For the first
time we seethe scarshis body carries, reminders of the silencesand ambiguities that
mark Susan'snarratives and Coetzee's novel, including those moments where we see
Susanambiguously yet consciously refusing to elaborateupon Friday's different
mutilations. In a double irony then, this disseminatedreading insists that here the
crucial, non-textualised meanings harboured by Friday's mutilated body are similarly
non-presentin the body of the novel itself. There is an intrinsic link between Friday's
physical silence and the traces of silence in the larger narrative structure. Like
Friday, the narrative itself is a (textual) body scarredby the meaningful silencesof
the historical Friday's colonised and subjugatedcorporeality."' I would suggestthat
encountering thesenon-presenttraces during the reading event produces an
"pretheoretical" and irreducible experienceof discursive intersubjectivity. As we saw
in chapter three, Levinas seesthis experiencing arising through the tracesnonpresentin textual discourse,and, as we saw in the last chapter, in the tracesof
vulnerability non-presentduring the `expression' of the self/other physical relation.
As Attridge, Attwell, and Marais point out then, the text holds forth
responsibilities to the reader. S/he needsto interact with its structure, with the effect
the disjointed final narratives have on'the preceding ones, and in doing so realise that
it too, like Friday, is a body scarredby the historical realities of injustice, brutality
164Seealso Marais, 1998, 57
p. on the role of what he calls this "reader-surrogate."
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and silencing. As Marais notes, should the "actual reader's response to the novel
follow the course of the reader-figure in the text, " his/her obligatory "proximity

to

the other will inevitably affect his/her relations in the order of the political" (1998,
p. 58). To develop this further, just as the narrator/reader voice in the final sequence
attends to the body of Friday within ethical relation, so too must the flesh-and-blood
reader make ethical enquiry into a text whose own fractured silences acknowledge
and "signpost" - but do not objectify - the indescribable realities of historical
oppression.

Violating the Saying through the narrative structure of J.M. Coetzee's
Disgrace.
While Foe provides an example of a text that self-reflexively raises ethical issuesof
the body and considersthem within a fractured narrative, I want to now turn to a
novel whose narrative ethics are not so obviously aligned with the physical structure
of the textual body itself: Coetzee'sDisgrace (1999). As seenabove, novels such as
Tristrain Shandy and Foe can specifically manipulate narrative structure in such a
be
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they ethical, comical or otherwise - is foregrounded. As seen,this relation is initially
made possible by disruptive measures- the insertion of a black page, radical spatial
or temporal shifts, overt or subtle intertextual allusions - that interrupt conventional
narrative form. Yet would we still be able to locate an ethical relation between the
reader and the textual body if such interruptions did not occur? It is with this
question in mind that I turn to Disgrace, a novel that marks a clear departurefrom
the fragmentary form of Foe.
Disgrace utilises a realist structure. It incorporates a third-person omniscient
its
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linear
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narrator, and presentsa
narrative of
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central character's dismissal from a university professorship.Its content is ethically
and morally orientated in a traditional sense:the central characterDavid Lurie, a
white South African academic,is dismissed after having an affair with one of his

165SeeLedbetter, 18 on the idea that the
p.
physical and emotional scarring of a narrative's characters
often affects the body of the text itself. Seealso Ledbetter, p.2 where he implies that the effect of this
may be a "moment of ethical discovery."
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students;he is dismissedbecausewhilst eagerto admit his guilt to a university
disciplinary board, he refusesto adopt a repentanttone in an official and public
capacity. Leaving Cape Town, he moves in with his daughter on her small-holding in
the EasternCape, and whilst there both are the victims of an attack by three black
men; he is badly beaten,whilst she is raped several times. Disagreementsbetween
father and daughter arise in the wake of the attack due to her desire not to report the
rape and his conviction that she must, as well her decision to remain on the farm and
his insistencethat she leave. Alongside this we are given an insight into the
relationship that developsbetween David and the dogs he begins to work with at an
animal rescuenear his daughter's farm. The responsibility of having to care for and
`put down' injured dogs is an experiencethat alters his previously held views on the
inconsequenceof the morality of animal welfare. Such moral issuesnotwithstanding,
Disgrace is a novel that will appealto those critics who read Coetzee's fiction as
evidenceof his non-committal attitude to social politics - little, if any, obvious
closure or resolution is placed upon the morality of the events or characteractions I
have mentioned. In contrast, what I want to argue is that Coetzee'suse of structure
here - most specifically his subtle manipulation of narrative voice places the reader
within an intersubjective ethical encounterthat originates at the body of the text
itself.
When considering the ethics of postcolonial narratives I have placed
emphasison the silences- both as indescribable aspectsof experience,and as a
politically motivated function of literary discourse- in fictional texts. For Spivak
such silencesare overwhelmingly of the latter sort, an effect of the impossibility of
providing a voice to the marginalized in literary and theoretical discourse,as well as
the enforcement of that silence by Western cultural aesthetics(Spivak, 1985,pp.8790). Such silences occur throughout this novel the subjective views of the black
landowner Petrus are never allowed to interrupt David's highly focalized domination
of the narrative voice for example - but I initially want to considerjust one of them
to introduce some perspectiveson the ethical consequencesof Disgrace's narrative
structure. This is the narrative representationof the rape committed by David Lurie
upon Melanie, the student with whom he is having an affair.
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He has given her no warning; she is too surprised to resist the intruder who thrusts himself
upon her... `No, not now! ' she says, struggling. 'My cousin will be back! '
But nothing will stop him. He carries her to the bedroom, brushesoff the absurd slippers,
kissesher feet, astonishedby the feeling she evokes... Strangelove! Yet from the quiver of
Aphrodite, goddessof the foaming waves, no doubt about that.
She does not resist. All she does is avert herself: avert her lips, avert her eyes... Little
shivers of cold run through her; as soon as she is bare, she slips under the quilted counterpane
like a mole burrowing, and turns her back on him.
Not rape, not quite like that, but undesired nevertheless,undesiredto the core. As though
she has decided to go slack, die within herself for the duration, like a rabbit when the jaws of
the fox close on its neck. So that everything done to her might be done, as it were, far away.
`Pauline will be back any minute,' she says when it is over. `Please.You must go.'...
A mistake, a huge mistake. At this moment, he has no doubt, she, Melanie, is trying to
cleanseherself of it, of him. (Coetzee, 1999, pp.24-5)

There are three voices present in the above passage:the omniscient narrator's,
evident in information such as, "He has given her no warning"; David Lurie's
focalized voice: "Strange love! Yet from the quiver of Aphrodite... "; and Melanie's,
which is presented in direct discourse. But what event are we, as readers, actually
presented with by these voices? As Rimmon-Kenan points out, we can accept a
narrative event as "an authoritative account of the fictional truth" if we consider the
narrator to be reliable (Rimmon-Kenan, p. 100). This places us in an interesting
position in terms of the above passage. Whilst on the one hand I would argue that the
omniscient narrator is reliable - s/he tells us what happened at Melanie's flat - our
certain knowledge of the event is problematised by the effect that the voices of the
other two characters have on our interpretation of the event. After it has taken place
we are told that it was "[n]ot rape, not quite like that, " but according to whom? Is this
the narrator's singular voice, or is David focalizing it? We know that Melanie said
"No" whilst struggling with David, and that it was "undesired, " so does that not
constitute rape?

The uncertainty this places upon reader interpretation is not unlike the effect
createdby Humbert Humbert's representationof sex in Nabokov's Lolita (1955). In
that novel too the narrative representationof sex sustaineda certain ambiguity by
refusing to allow an independentinsight into the subjectivities of its female
characters.There though the self-conscious authorial construction of Humbert's
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overt unreliability constantly reminds us that he is purposely altering the facts i. e.
"Frigid gentlewomen of the jury!... I am going to tell you something very strange:it
16'
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132).
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completely silences any insight into the subjective experiencesof those around him.
Also, Humbert is the first-person narrator of Lolita - his arrogant and untrustworthy
domination of the narrative provides much of the force behind Lolita's satirical take
on artists, men, and American consumer culture. David Lurie is a fictional character
in the third-person - the interruptions of his voice introduce not untrustworthiness,
but an insight into the ability of one person's discourseto obliterate that of another.
Interestingly, the only voice representedin direct discourseis Melanie's,
when she says"No, " and when she asksDavid to leave. For both Rimmon-Kenan
and Nissen, the use of direct-speechprovides the closest possible imitation of the
fictional reality presentedby the narrative (Rimmon-Kenan, p. 108; Nissen, p.278).
By this logic, the reality of the event is that Melanie saysno and David forces
himself upon her thus raping her but this certainty is not immediately available to
the reader.The omniscient narrator does not call it rape, nor doesDavid, and
ultimately nor does Melanie. Becauseof this ambiguity I would argue that individual
readerswill draw differing conclusions about whether this was an act of rape,
according to their own socio-political beliefs and their own life experiences.In
feminist deconstructive criticism the passagewould very much be viewed as an
example of the voice of the `othered' female being silenced inside a biased and selfconsciousmasculine narrative."'
What I want to argue here is that the specific manipulation of narrative and
charactervoice on the part of the implied author very purposely draws our attention
to the silencing of Melanie's subjective experience.In narratological terms this
occurs through the representationof the extradiegetic and hypodiegetic functions
carried out by the various narrative voices."' The extradiegetic level is provided by
166Seealso Alexandrov,
pp. 161-2 on the effect of point-of-view upon Humbert's reliability in Lolita.
167SeeBelsey, 1985, 593-609,
pp.
especially her deconstruction of female objectification in The
Return of Sherlock Holmes (1905) as classic realist text on pp.604-9.
168As in chapter three, theseterms
are drawn from Rimmon-Kenan's theories of narrative fiction
(Rimmon-Kenan, 1983).
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the narrative voice that presentsthe central story within a narrative - in this caseit is
the omniscient narrator. The hypodiegetic level of narrative is provided by characters
in
is
Gunesekera'sThe
Pearl
the
within
central story - an example of such character
Sandglasswho becomesa hypodiegetic narrator when she relates stories from her
Sri-Lankan past to Chip, who is the central extradiegetic narrator. Though David is
not in this casea hypodiegetic narrator in the strictest sense- he doesn't assumefull
authority over the narration of this event, since to do so would require his thoughts to
be representedas direct discourse- the hypodiegetic function of his internal
focalization certainly affects the ambiguity that surroundsthe actual event. We are
given several signs that what is portrayed is done so primarily from his perspective.
The referenceto Melanie's "absurd slippers" emphasizesthe presenceof David's
subjectivity here, since the third-person narrator has already told us he finds them
"silly, tasteless." The phrase,"Strange love! Yet from the quiver of Aphrodite,
goddessof the foaming waves, no doubt about that," is also undoubtedly David,
since we know about his passion as a literary academicfor Greek mythology.
Melanie's feelings on the other hand are not allowed to interrupt events; she is
completely objectified - "like a mole burrowing" - in the face of the voices of the
narrator and David, until we are told that the sexual intercourse was, on her part,
"undesired to the core." As Marais points out, the scenecan be read as "Lurie's
attempt to possessthe Other, to assertcontrol over her" (Marais, 2000, p. 175).
What we are provided with then is a narrative within which the extradiegetic
and hypodiegetic functions of narrator and charactervoice move away from their
traditional definitions in Rimmon-Kenan. The extradiegetic voice as an authoritative
lack
is
by
hypodiegetic
focalization
David's
the
and
narrator of events compromised
of consideration given to Melanie's experience.Yet this third-person narrator does
not fit any of the descriptions of unreliable narration given by Rimmon-Kenan,
which she claims is figured through his/her "limited knowledge," the level of
"personal involvement," and his/her "problematic value scheme" (Rimmon-Kenan,
pp. 100-3). For some readersthe conclusive phrase,"Not rape, not quite that,
undesirednevertheless,undesired to the core" might be evidence of the narrator's
opinionated involvement in the representationof the event, but as already pointed
out, we cannot be sure if this isn't in fact David's voice, since he has already so
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obviously appropriated the narrative voice on several occasions.The narrator's take
on eventsis thus conspicuousby its absence.We know s/he is omniscient, and has
accessto the consciousnessesof the other characters,and yet if this is the case,then
why isn't an unbiasedperspective on this highly contentious event provided? Here
again then we see evidence for Attridge's claim that the reader of Coetzee's fiction
must ask "by what meansare thesewords being produced," and Attwell's view that
Coetzee'snarrative voices are "staged from beginning to end."
Interestingly, in a move away from traditional accountsof narratology,
Fludernik contendsthat only first-person narrators can be considered"properly"
unreliable, and that when third-person narrators become"recognizably unreliable...
the irony [lies] with the text as a whole, with the notorious implied author"
(Fludernik, p.213). I would suggestthat this is true of Coetzee'snovel, involving a
very specific ploy on the part of the implied authorial presenceto draw the reader
into a participatory and ethical interaction with the narrative itself. To provide
evidencefor this perspective I want to turn to another aspectof the novel that
concernsthe narrator's and David's representationsof Melanie: the fact that they
never announcethat she is coloured. Even so, the reader is provided with enough
clues to be sure of this fact: we are told early in the novel of David's preferencefor
`exotic' women (p.7), the fact that the prostitute Soraya has a "honey-brown body,
unmarked by the sun" (p. 1), and the lessonMelanie's boyfriend warns David to
learn: "`Stay with your own kind"' (p. 194). The fact that Melanie "the dark one"
(p. 18) - is coloured, and yet no obvious mention of this is made in the text, might
seemto be a glaring omission on the part of a novel concernedwith the society of
post-apartheidSouth Africa. And yet the clues are there in the narrative for the reader
to uncover this important - or unimportant - fact for him or herself. And having
placed those clues there, the authorial presenceobviously wants us to work it out for
ourselves.But why? Why not simply use the omniscient narrator to declare this fact,
thereby explaining the degreeof media-interest shown in the caseof an academic
who has, on the face of it, simply had a sexual relation with an adult student?
I believe Coetzee,as the implied authorial figure, constructs this text in such
a manner becausehe wants his readersto consider the ethical implications of such
silences in literature. As Fludernik points out, such unreliable third-person narrators
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deliberatemeta-narrative celebration of the act of narration" (p.275). I would include
a deliberatemeta-narrative examination of narrative silenceswithin this range. The
responsiblereadermust ask to what ends an authorial presencepurposely `embodies'
silenceswithin a narrative structure which mainly comprisesof two voices - the
narrator's and David's - which are fully capable of drawing attention to such
silences.This is not the sameas traditional imperialist texts where the other of such
centralisedliterature is objectified and silenced due to complicity between author and
narrator. The silences and injustices of such literature are straight-forward enough for
a critical readerto point out and admonish."' As we have seenin Disgrace though,
its silencesare very much self-consciously constructedby its creator by allowing the
focalised voice of the central characterto appropriate that of the omniscient and
ambivalent narrator. In asking why this is so I wish to return to Levinas's theory of
the Saying and the Said in the self/other face-to-face relation, and in doing so
consider the implications that arise when the discourseof the Said silencesthe ethical
implications of another's Saying.
Let us first reiterate what Levinas meansby the distinction between the
Saying and the Said. The Said, to state it simply, is discourse.It is the semantic
linguistic exchangemade by individuals when they encounter each other in
communicative relations: "as Said, languagespeaksof something and expressesthe
relation of the speakerto the object of which he or she speaks,saying how it is with
it" (Levinas, 1993, p.33). It is an exchangeof linguistic signs within which, due to
differance, a literal and transcendentalpresenceof meaning is impossible to define.
We cannot locate the "authentic and stable meaning" which for de Saussure
constituted "a stable and knowable object" (Attridge, 1987, p.203).10It is thus a
169Seefor example During's critique Boswell's "Journal
of
of a Tour to the Hebrides" (1785)
(During, 1991,p.24) and Said, 1994,pp. 1-35.
170Seede Saussurepp. 12-13 on the
nature of the stable linguistic sign as signifier and signified.
Attridge points out that linguistic meaning is in fact historicised (Attridge, 1987). It is interesting to
note how close Levinas and Derrida are with regard to the difference and deferral of meaning inherent
within signs. Levinas tells us that words are "on one hand, a kind of abbreviation of multiple contexts;
on the other, bearersof the trace of their etymology. Thus they signify as the very divergencebetween
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"handing over of signs" prone to deconstruction. The Saying on the other hand is that
which occurs in the intersubjective relation prior to discourse,and upon which the
possibility of discourse is dependent- it is the approachto the other and the moment
in which that approachbecomesa proposition to engagein discoursewith the other:
"The Saying is drawing nigh to one's neighbour... It is communication not reducible
to the phenomenaof the truth-that-unites: it is non-indifference to the other person"
(1993, p. 142).
Importantly, the Saying - the appeal to the other for communication, for
discourse,need not be a part of the discourse of the Said. As we have seen,its
essenceoften remains non-linguistic. The Saying could therefore be consideredas a
meaningful, momentary silence that passesbetween individuals within a face-to-face
relation and before they involve themselvesin discourse.As seenbefore though, an
approachtowards the face of the other, a `giving up' of oneself whilst `appealing' to
the other for interaction, carries with it the risk of harm being carried out on the
physical body of the self:
Saying, the most passive passivity, is inseparablefrom patience and of pain, even if it can
take refuge in the said, finding again in a wound the caressin which pain arises,and then the
contact, and beyond it the thematization. Of itself saying is the senseof patience and pain. In
saying suffering signifies in the form of giving, even if the price of signification is that the
subject run the risk of suffering without reason.If the subject did not run this risk, pain
would lose its very painfulness. (Levinas, 1981a,p.50)

Yet by this point we are well aware of the real flesh-and-blood risks that Levinas
identifies in the face-to-face encounter.But is the risk to the body of the self and the
other the only risk that subjectsundergo as they approacheach other in the silence of
the Saying? Isn't there also a risk that even if the physical body remains unharmed,
the discourseof the other - the Said which the Saying of the self invites - might be
usurped,rejected, or even completely silenced by the self? As Levinas points out
elsewhere,this is indeed one of the risks that such an "ethics of proximity"
undergoes.For him rhetoric within the Said - the use of figures of speechand of
meanings" (Levinas, 1993,p. 136). It should be noted though that Levinas has said elsewherethat he
rejects the "indefinite dissemination of meaning" (1999, p. 173).
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Yet when we as readersintersubjectively interact with a text as other, there is
obviously no flesh-and-blood entity to reaffirm the ethics of proximity which
discursive communication is basedon. As we have seenthough, silences still remain
within narratives themselvesthat alert us not only to the vulnerability of the physical
body in the external world, but also to how that vulnerability affects the body of the
text. The representationof Friday in Foe reminds us not only of the ethical
implications we must acknowledgewhen considering the legacy of Friday's body,
but also of those that are presentwhen authors attempt to usurp and represent
Friday's narrative in historical texts. The trace of Friday's silence throughout the
novel remains a reminder of his Saying, his silent right to ethical acknowledgement,
in the face of the novel's Said, its ability to appropriate and re-representhis story
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171Marais also presentsa Levinasian critique of Disgrace, but rather than presenting an examination
of the silencing of characters' subjective discoursehe examineshow the novel ethically representsthe
silent Othernessthat he claims is still unethically objectified in the socio-political sphereof postapartheid South Africa. His critique thus examinesthe ethical implications of David's relations with
the other characters,rather than ethics of the narrative structure itself. SeeMarais, 2000, pp. 174-9.
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The following passageconsists of a piece of dialogue between David and Bev
Shaw, Lucy's friend and an animal rescuer, as they discussLucy's predicament
following her rape by three black men:
[David's] vehemencesurprisesBev Shaw. `Poor Lucy, ' she whispers: `she has been
through such a lot!V
'I know what Lucy has been through. I was there.'
Wide-eyed she gazesback at him. `But you weren't there, David. She told me. You
weren't. '
You weren't there. You don't know what happened.He is baffled. Where, according to Bev
Shaw, according to Lucy, was he not? In the room where the intruders were committing their
outrages?Do they think he does not know what rape is? Do they think he has not suffered
with his daughter?What more could he have witnessed than he is capableof imagining? Or
do they think that, where rape is concerned,no man can be where the woman is? Whatever
the answer,he is outraged,outraged at being treated like an outsider. (Coetzee, 1999,pp. 1401)

What more could he have witnessed indeed?As we saw in chapter five and above in
relation to Foe, the difficulty in reducing pain and physical abuseto literary texts ,
even to languageat all - is an ethically chargedproblem faced by many postcolonial
narratives and their writers. The samepoint is made obvious in Disgrace: Coetzee
refusesto relate to the readerthe indescribable horror Lucy experiencedwhilst being
raped, except that she tells us they did it "[l]ike dogs in a pack." The irony here is
that David, the sole characterwho seemingly appropriatesthe narrative voice at will,
cannot acknowledge that indescribability, the fact that he can never know what Lucy
has experienced.In the passageabove the voice of the detachedextradiegetic
narrator is still present in relating the dialogue and in summing up David's outrage,
but look what happensat the end of the dialogue: "You weren't there. You don't
know what happened." The use of the italics, and the subjective interpretation of
Bev's words (she never actually uttered the last sentence),clearly marks this out as
another of David's hypodiegetic usurpations of the narrative voice. It is important to
point out that the primary narrative voice never completely disappearsthough, but
remains present as David's thoughts are focalised through it: "Do they think he has
not suffered with his daughter?" (my italics). The result is a clear example of the
degreeto which one subjective voice is 'allowed to appropriate and manipulate that of
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other charactersand the omniscient narrator's. The ethical silence that surrounds
Lucy's rape then, the silent Saying of her vulnerability which is echoedby the fact
that Coetzee'snarrator will not reduce it to text, is appropriatedwithin the narrative
structureby David's subjective need to maintain a rationalised view of the event.
Indeed, throughout the narrative leading up to this passage,David is
his
has
inability
individual
Lucy
to
compromised
save
portrayed as an
whose own
idea of himself as the masculine father. During the scenewhere Lucy is raped,
insteadof hearing about her pain, we are given a focalised insight into what the event
meansto David:
So it has come, the day of testing. Without warning, without fanfare, it is here, and he is in
the middle of it. In his chest his heart hammers so hard that it too, in its dumb way must
know. How will they stand up to the testing, he and his heart?
His child is in the hands of strangers.(p.94)

David's focalised thoughts belie his central concernsat this horrific time - how will
he, as a father, as a genderedmale who prides himself on his masculine conquests,
"stand up to the testing"? David's reasonsfor usurping the narrative voice, and the
stories and discoursesof the other charactersaround him, are made very clear though he no doubt feels a genuine concern for his daughter,part of that concern is
generatednot by selflessnessbut by the genderedrole he feels he must perform. His
inability to seeoutside this masculine worldview is highlighted again later in the
following passages.When he asksBev Shaw about his daughter's condition, we are
told she
[r]esponds only with a terse shakeof the head.Not your business,she seemsto be saying.
Menstruation, childbirth, violation and its aftermath: blood-matters; a woman's burden,
women's preserve.
Not for the first time, he wonders whether women would not be happier living in
communities of women... (p. 104)

A few paragraphslater, he meetsLucy for the first time since the rape:
`This is not an easy thing to talk about,' he says, `but have you seena doctor?'
She sits up and blows her nose. `I saw my GP last night. '
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`And is he taking care of all eventualities?
T
'She,' she says. `She,not he. No' - and now there is a crack of anger in her voice - `how
can she?How can a doctor take care of all eventualities?Have some sense!'
He gets up. If she chooses tobe irritable, then he can be irritable too. `I'm sorry I asked, '
he says. `What are our plans for today? ' (p. 105)

Facedwith the unknowable - i. e. the reality of female experience- David choosesto
treat it exactly as such - he wonders why women don't all go and live somewhere
were they can be understood.It is noticeable that Bev Shaw doesn't actually say
anything to provoke this reaction in David - he merely imagines her giving a
condescendingand alienating response.Shortly afterwards, the consequencesof his
inability to consider women as anything but absolutely other affects the exchange
betweenhimself and his daughter.Firstly, he fails to consider that a doctor might be
female (especially glaring considering that Lucy's reasonfor seeing a doctor is the
rape), and having done so feels Lucy's wrath for his practical approachtowards the
"eventualities" - the risk of pregnancy- that he feels needstaking care of. While his
rational outlook might seemunderstandable,it is his annoyanceat Lucy's reaction
that most betrays his narrow-mindedness.Rather than attempt to understandthe
distinction between his and her view of the rape's "eventualities," he decidesto deal
with Lucy's obvious anger by getting irritable too, an unthoughtful responsemade all
the more so by David's focalised control of the narrative at this point.
When Levinas describeshis view of the ethical face-to-face relation, he does
so by exposing the universal vulnerability of the human body, an aspectof the
absolutealterity of the other that is revealed in the moment that the self desiresto
negatethat which it cannot understand,otherness,through murder:
Murder exercisesa power over what escapespower. It is still a power, for the face expresses
itself in the sensible,but already impotency, becausethe face rends the sensible.The alterity
that is expressedin the face provides the unique "matter" possible for total negation. I can
wish to kill only an absolute independent,which exceedsmy powers infinitely, and therefore
does not opposethem but paralysesthe very power of power. The Other is the sole being I
can wish to kill. (Levinas, 1969,p. 198)

And yet it is exactly this possibility of murder that first draws us to ethical
responsibility for the other, for we sharean awarenessof the physical vulnerability
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for the other that standsbefore us. We are aware that s/hewill opposewith infinite
resistanceany attempt made to harm the fleshy vulnerability of the body of which the
face is a part. This infinite resistanceis "stronger than murder, already resistsus in
his face, is his face, is the primordial expression,is the first word: `you shall not
commit murder'... [and] gleams in the face of the Other, in the total nudity of his
defencelesseyes" (1969, p. 199).
Ethics exists then as we have seenbecausethe face of the other "calls [us]
into question. " In everyday life if we reject that call and commit murder we leave
ourselves open to the repercussions of a society in which, at least to some degree,
justice is based upon an aspect of this ethics. But what of this ethics during actual
discourse? If we negate the presence of the other during discourse relations by
usurping, appropriating or ignoring his/her discourse, even though we do not kill the
other, is that also not unethical? I would like to develop this idea by turning to the
passage below.
My daughter, he thinks; niy dearest daughter. Whomit hasfallen to me to guide. Whoone of
thesedays will have to guide one...
`There are things you just don't understand.'
`What don't I understand?
T
'To begin with, you don't understandwhat happenedto me that day. You are concerned
for my sake,which I appreciate,you think you understand,but finally you don't. Because
you can't. '...
`On the contrary, I understandall too well, ' he says. `I will pronounce the word we have
avoided hitherto. You were raped. Multiply. By three men.'
`And? ' Her voice is now a whisper.
`And I did nothing. I did not save you. '
That is his own confession.
She gives an impatient flick of the hand. `Don't blame yourself, David. You couldn't have
been expectedto rescueme. If they had come a week earlier, I would have been alone in the
house... '
`Hatred... When it comesto men and sex, David, nothing surprisesme any more. Maybe,
for men, hating the woman makes sex more exciting. You are a man, you ought to know.
When you have sex with someonestrange when you trap her, hold her down, get her under
you, put all your weight on her - isn't it a bit like killing? Pushing the knife in; exiting
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afterwards, leaving the body behind covered in blood - doesn't it feel like murder, like
getting away with murder?'
You are a man,you ought to know: does one speakto one's father like that? Are she and he
on the sameside?
`Perhaps,' he says. `Sometimes.For some men.' And then rapidly, without forethought:
`Was it the samewith both of them... '
He thinks of Byron. Among the legions of countessesand kitchenmaids Byron pushed
himself into there were no doubt thosewho called it rape. But none surely had causeto fear
that the sessionwould end with her throat being slit. From where he stands,from where Lucy
stands,Byron looks very old-fashioned indeed. (pp. 156-60)

This lengthy passage provides an insight into the origins of those silences that up
until this point we have seen pervade the narrative. Initially we see through David's
italicised thoughts that he is still playing the role of the protective father, whose
daughter it has fallen to him to guide. This being the case we see that David still
mistakenly believes that he can reduce Lucy's experience to words - "`You were
in
this
and
carrying
out
pronunciation assign an understandable
meaning to her experience. The reason for this is made clear in "his own confession":

raped. Multiply"'

for him part of the horror of Lucy's experience is that he did not save her. This desire
to reduce Lucy's experience to words is therefore not so much an attempt to
understand how she feels, but rather a continued insistence on figuring her rape
within his own personal narrative of events. The ethical significance of imposing
one's own discursive interpretation of events on the experiences of another is more
fully realised as the dialogue continues.

Lucy utilises the discomforting analogy of murder to describe what she
imagines sex must be like for men. The effect on David is two-fold. Firstly, his
focalised thoughts betray the fact that he feels she is again undermining his role as
father, considering him first and foremost as a `man,' and secondly it causeshim to
feel
her
like murder. It is the central narrator,
avoid
question as to whether sex can
not David, that tells us that it is "[w]ithout forethought" that he immediately changes
tact, ignores Lucy's question, and asksher again about the experience.With David's
focalised thoughts influencing the narrative voice so domineeringly up until this
point, the reader has little option but to query where that unfinished thought might
have led. An insight is provided as David turns his thoughts to Byron and the
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different historical meanings that may or may not have been associatedwith the term
`rape.' The ironic absencein David's train of thought is of course that Byron's
in
his
he
idolises,
terms of the
the
own
actions,
actions of a man
closely mirror
"legions" of women he too prides himself on having conquered.The narrative
describedhis thoughts on this issue of virility early in the novel, after David has slept
with and lost interest in one of the secretariesin his department:"He ought to give
himself?
"
from
he
did
Origen
At
the
castrate
up, retire
game. what age, wonders,
(p.9). More than this though, David's thoughts on Byron betray a more serious
silence in the text, the story of yet another characterthat he indifferently silenced:
that of Melanie, and the moment in which he forced himself upon her.
Can murder be used as an analogy to describe conflicts in discourse,just as
Lucy usesit here to describe the sexual act? I would like to argue that it could. As we
saw above, according to Levinas, the will to murder during the face-to-face relation
is "also the situation of discourse" (Levinas, 1998a,p. 10). This is becauseour fear of
alterity arisesas we enter into discursive situations with others, and becauseothers
infinitely
will
resist the attempt to murder him/her - the primordial will to usurp,
discourse
linked
is
to
the
overcome, or murder
other always an experienceclosely
is
discourse"
Thus
for
Levinas
"primordial
the
relations.
essenceof expressionand
the other's vulnerable appeal to the self before discourseactually takes place (1969,
p.200)."Z As such, "[l]anguage is born in responsibility" (1989a, p.82). Before
discoursetakes place, an ethical relation is struck between self and other which
evokesa responsibility to that unknowable other. In Levinas's later work this
forms
in
but
be
to
of
other
responsibility comes
seennot only as an aspectof speech,
signifying also, as the "pre-original saying... the irreducible divergency that opens
here between the non-presentand every representabledivergency, which in its own
way... makes a sign to the responsible one" (1981, pp. 10-11). Considering Lucy and
David's conversation, I want to argue that David's silencing of Lucy's perspective
allows a non-presenttrace of Lucy's alternative point of view to infect the reader's
experienceof the wider narrative structure.

172Seealso Bernasconi, 1988, 21
p. on the idea that all languagefrom the perspective of Levinas and
Derrida presupposesthe will to murder and the infinite resistanceof the Other.
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David makes the mistake of taking his daughter's words literally - "Covered
in blood. What does she mean?" (p. 159) - but the point that Lucy is making is not
that sex ends in a blood-bath, but that part of the sexual act for a man includes
silencing the experiencesof the women in order to place the event within a narrative
of masculine conquest.Ultimately, this too is the reasonfor the subjective silences
that are figured in Coetzee's novel, the silences that its structure subtly asksus to
consider.In terms of Melanie, we are awakenedto the need to look for these silences
due to the fact that her race is never mentioned, and that her direct-speechsharply
contrastswith David's focalised prescription of their sexual relations. Her subjective
experiencesdo not enter into the two-voice structure that dominatesthe narrative. In
the caseof Lucy, the indescribability of her rape is juxtaposed against David's
by
is
in
her
her
he
feelings,
the
turn
that
silenced
conviction
and
story
can understand
genderedpriorities of his focalised thoughts. The irony of David's subjective and
subjugative domination of the narrative is not fully realised by the readeruntil Lucy
askshim to consider what rape actually entails - and in doing so he cannot bring
himself to consider that he too, like Byron, is a party to this deed- both in discourse,
"'
in
life.
and
Ultimately then, the silences contained within the body of the text are there
becauseof what is in Levinasian terms a violent subjugation of other characters'
stories by David's domination of the two-voice structure. As Levinas points out, for
individuals, "understanding carries out an act of violence and negation... [this]
deniesthe independenceof beings: they are mine" (Levinas, 1998a,p.9). And for
Said,
[t]exts incorporate discourse,sometimesviolently... the discursive situation is more usually
like the unequal relation between colonizer and colonized, oppressorand oppressed... Words
and texts are so much of the world that their effectiveness,in some caseseven their use, are
matters having to do with ownership, authority, power, and the imposition of force. (Said,
1984,pp.47-8)

173Though I do
not wholly agreewith his claim that "[t]he inference to be drawn from the parallels
between thesescenesis that the two acts are identical," Marais also arguesthat the reader must
acknowledge an ironic link in terms of David's distinct interpretations of his forced intercoursewith
Melanie, and the rape of Lucy (Marais, 2000, pp. 175-6).
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As shown, David cannot help figuring those around him within his own prejudiced
narrative of events.This incorporation of his discourseinto the textual body of
Disgrace is similar to the violence that Said also seesoccurring when discoursesare
representedin texts. Robbins has argued that Levinas's ethics can be viewed as an
"interruption" of the self produced in the presenceof the other through the silent
appealof the pre-discursive Saying (Robbins, 1995b,p.277). David on the other hand
discursively interrupts the stories of those around him to incorporate them in his own
narrative of events,his Said. The effect of this is the opposite of the self-conscious
interruptions used in Shamein order to "call" the reader into question - David's
interruptions silence the discourse of those around him and ignore their silent appeal
to be heard. The effect of this is that the reader has to respond to a narrative that
while not fragmented, insists on subtly drawing attention to the silences,rather than
the stories of the charactersthat David finds himself interacting with. As Marais
notes, in Disgrace "relations... are grounded in the violent denial of the othernessof
the Other" (Marais, 2000, p. 179). As we have seen,it is David's inability to
acknowledgethe othernessof the experiencesof the people he interacts with which
often results in his violent suppressionof those other discourses.Within the body of
the text itself then we encounter silencesthat mark the unjust discursive
appropriation of other people's stories. It is evidence of the slendernessof what
Derrida calls the "limit between violence and non-violence" within both speechand
writing (Derrida, 1978a,p. 102). Even so, David does at times come close to realising
the silence that is necessarilycreatedwhen he tries to imagine experiencesof
othernesssuch as Lucy's rape. Confronting the issue of whether he can "understand"
what happenedhe claims that "he can, if he concentrates... be there, be the men...
The question is, does he have it in him to be the woman?" (p. 160). And as trying to
come to terms with the violent silencing that has occurred when both he and Byron
"pushed" themselvesinto women, he supposesthat unlike Lucy thesewomen "surely
had [no] causeto fear that the sessionwould end" with their throats slit (p. 160). Yet
as we have seensuch definitions of rape and violence apply in context - David may
not be guilty of raping someoneat knifepoint, but he has indeed raped someone,and
though he may not be an outwardly violent man, the complex narrative structure
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indicates that there is a violent aspectto the discourseof his thoughts and speech
when interacting with others.
But David's appropriation of the narrative - his story - is not all that the
readeris left to consider. As pointed out, the juxtaposition of the ambivalent
detachmentof the omniscient narrator against David's prejudiced focalised thoughts
often leave the reader having to ask why such silences exist. This innovative
structuring on the part of the authorial force actually draws the reader into a
questioning,participatory interaction with the novel's textual body itself. Just as
David violently undermines the significance of the other characters' subjective
experienceswhich form stories of their own - their Said - he leavesbehind the
ethical eminenceof their Saying in the silence he creates.There is a nonpresent
trace of othernessleft after David's usurpation of the narrative. As pointed out
before, for Levinas the silence of the Saying that exists prior to discoursecalls us to
responsibility as subjects for the other. The structure of the face-to-face relation - the
non-linguistic and non-ontological summonsand appeal for ethical life - is also the
structure of the Saying. It is a structure that is basedon bodily proximity, out of
which discursive, communicative interaction evolves. In the everyday encounterof
such structuresthe individual has a responsibility to acknowledge the ethics of
intersubjective relations, to be accountablefor the vulnerability of the other's body
that is revealed in the Saying. During the literary encounterthe reader is likewise
called to account for the silences s/he is presentedwith, even if they do not amount to
the physical subjugation of a flesh-and-blood individual. As Merleau-Ponty makes
in
in
individuals,
"beings
bodies,
He
them
clear, novels are a sense
or
calls
as well.
which the expressionis indistinguishable from the thing expressed,their meaning,
accessibleonly through direct contact... It is in this sensethat our body is
comparableto a work of art" (1962, p. 151). For him all subjective ontological
perceptions and sensationscan only be understoodby us as sensibilities that can be
related to "a certain bodily bearing" (p. 150).
What Disgrace makes clear to the responsible reader is that it is not only
actual corporeal bodies that are vulnerable and at risk within an unethical world, but
also the stories, discourses,and narratives that the bodies and minds of human beings
give rise to. Here - to develop Barthes' view of the body as the truth of writing - we
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bodies
body
in
`writing'
the
trace
the
the
the
the
of
of the
can
of
silence of
other
novels themselves,and in this silence we have a postcolonial narrative ethics that
foregroundsthe relation between physical vulnerability and the structure of
postcolonial literature. It is an ethical responsibility originating, as we saw Attridge
arguing in chapter four, in the very structuring of a literary text's words. When
Levinas tells us then that to witness pain and abuse is to be called to "duty" and
recalled to "responsibility"

(1998a, p. 93; 1989a, p. 83), the silences of the other's

face, of his/her body, of his/her Saying, are not only identifiable when we encounter
the fleshy exterior of s/he who encounters us. They are also non-present in the bodies
of texts that articulate - or fail to articulate - the experiences, stories, and narratives
of those others with whom we co-habit in a highly discursive world. We have seen
that it is the silent traces of otherness, of the other's Saying, that informs the textual
body of Disgrace. Importantly, this undermines Parry's claim that the effect in
Coetzee's novels of "taking in nothing outside the narrators' world-views [sustains]
the West as the culture of reference" (Parry, 1998, p. 151). In fact, Disgrace's
it
is
implies
that
the
the
expression of
silent and vulnerable non-presence of
other
Lurie's "culture of reference, " his "world view, " that we have a responsibility to
question from an ethical perspective.

Recalling the radical aesthetic: Armstrong and Scarry.
In a recent study that "is about the turn to an anti-aestheticin theoretical writing over
the past twenty years," Armstrong claims that certain theorists have "purified the
aestheticfrom political analysis, and [they] tend to write as if the political doesnot
exist at all in the context of aestheticexperience" (Armstrong, p. 1 & p.5). Scarry, in
a book on the relationship between aestheticsandjustice, claims that the "banishing
by
beauty
from
humanities
in
been
last
decades
has
the
the
two
a set of
of
carried out
be
it"
(Scarry,
2000,
57).
Both
to
political complaints against
statementsclaim
p.
generally applicable acrossthe humanities. Importantly, though they aren't saying the
samething, I feel they both exhibit an ongoing political interest in the idea of the
aesthetic.I wish to close this chapter by considering that one of the ways both
theorists go about re-addressingthe relationship between politics and aestheticsis by
reconsidering the place of the physical body within aestheticexperience.I want to
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examine how this affects my claim that we can ethically relate to postcolonial novels
how
in
to
impossible
bodies
that
our
way
a
similar
silences
represent
as narrative
that
develop
two
bodies
do.
doing
I
In
recent
novels
of
critique
ethical
an
so will
own
body
ineffability
between
the
the
the
of
relationship
seemespecially concernedwith
in pain and the deconstruction of postcolonial history: Wicomb's David's Story and
Ondaatje'sAnil's Ghost. I will use these fictional texts and theoretical perspectivesto
develop the idea that there might be an intrinsic relationship between the ineffable
body and deconstruction itself.
From the outset of her argument, Armstrong strongly endorsesthe idea of
humanity
features
human
for
her
similar
of
a
common
are
shared
experienceswhich
to that which Marx called the "species being." She posits them as "playing and
dreaming, thinking and feeling" and claims that they are experiencesuniversal and
necessaryto existence(pp.2-3). In her study though, it becomesclear that the site
is
humanity
that of physiological experience,
this
often
common
most
affiliated with
the human body. Though he remains unmentioned, such a view seemsnot unlike that
its
body
he
faith"
the
his
idea
"primordial
Merleau-Ponty
the
and
accords
of
of
and
primacy of place within subjective perception. From Kant to Eagleton and on
through to poststructuralist accounts,Armstrong marks out the problematics that
have haunted our ontological, and non-ontological, `reading,' and non-reading, of the
body.14Sharing affinities with Bigwood, she criticises Butler for her poststructuralist
from
idealist
bodies
their nature
"extraordinarily
them
that
abstracts
and
reading of
important
is
Scarry
like
there
(p.
Ledbetter
that
218),
an
argues
and
as substance"
and
relationship between aestheticform and physiological experience.She examinesthe
idea that
[form is with us from birth in the living physiomental conditions of awarenessand arousal.
Form has no origins becauseit is an aspectof being alive. From the beginning, the rhythm of
lack and demandjolt experienceinto breaks, disjunctions and imbalances,which are felt as
phasesand discrete states.(p. 165)

174For Armstrong on Kant on the unknowability of the relation between body and mind see
Armstrong, p.50, on Derrida on the body, and in particular `vomit' as a "limit caseof difference itself'
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For Armstrong then, there is always a link between aestheticform and the always
its
lends
Scarry
body
Barthes
art
ability
note,
and
somewhat-unknowable
which, as
to achieve form in the first place (Barthes, 1985, pp. 154-55; Scarry, 1985, p.281).
In attempting to revive a radical aesthetic,Armstrong reminds us of the need
to criticise the links that exist between modern aesthetics and violence. She points
out, via Rose, that "modernity is in collusion with the violence it proposes to critique
because the turn to discourse refuses to countenance a thinking through of
between
"
by
Rose
the
the
site
means
which
contradiction and anxiety of
middle,
(p.
63).
For
dystopia,
binary
evil
and
or
good
such
as
utopia
and
extreme
oppositions,
Rose modern discourse violently enforces such binaries, rather than acknowledging
them as cultural codes and constructs. This is a perspective that bears traces of the
discourse,
including
Foucault's
theory
thought
and
of
power
core of contemporary
and Derrida's claim that the narratives of power deconstruct their own claims to
Importantly, in order to reinforce her view of a radical aesthetic, Armstrong
truth. 175
in
involve
discursive
the
Levinas's
turns
to
risk,
relations which always
also
ethics of
her words, of "persecution, obsession, and paranoia, " partly due to the violence that
always accompanies literary-linguistic

breaks
her
(p.
94).
For
this
ethics
structures

down the power-ridden subject/object division "in the extremity of persecution":
the perpetrator [subject], consumedby the image of the other, lives in violent identity with
the persecuted[other]; the experienceof persecution is to be forced to replicate the structure
of paranoia unavoidably and without remission. Both live off each other's experienceto the
death, a limit caseof absoluteunderstanding,absoluteresponsibility, a shocking kind of love,
but where knowledge begins becauseof closenessand exchange.(p.94)

Here again we seeyet another way of describing the pre-ontological and irreducible
is
here
knowledge
discursive
that
the
ethics
always pervades
self/other
relation interacting
by
the
subjects.
preceded an experienceof
physical proximity of
in "Economimesis" (1981) seepp.47-50, on Scarry on beauty, materiality and bodily structure, see
p. 186 and p. 194, n.8.
175Such a perspective slightly underminesArmstrong's view of Derrida as a `demolisher' of the
aestheticwho suggests"that it can do little work except to accomplish the gesture of exposure" (p. 16).
As we have seen,Derrida's work arguably uncovers an extremely politicised way of critiquing the
textuality of aestheticstructures.As well as this Rose is largely critical of contemporary theory, yet
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Importantly this perspectiveviews the risk of discursive violence as not only
epistemological but physical as well, an aspectthat differentiates it from the violence
of writing evident in the work of Derrida and Attridge. Armstrong also has an apt
way of applying this ethics to the reader/text relation. For her reader and text again
break down the subject/object power relation through a "celebration of
identification" that redefines narcissim: "Primordially reflexive and ambiguous,
consciousnesscannot help but partly becomethe content of the text becauseits
analysis is made from and shapedout of the samematerials and emotions" (p.93).
Obviously this view of textual content differs somewhat from the view proposedin
chaptertwo of this thesis - there I emphasisedthe need for the reader to interact with
the structure, i. e. content andform, of narratives, whereasfor Armstrong form is a
part of content - yet neverthelessthis view still acknowledgesthe possibility of a
"primordial" ethical experiencearising from narrative structure.
Yet Armstrong never develops the idea that textual structuresare intrinsically
related to human "materials and emotions," at least not from a Levinasian
perspective.And to me this seemsodd in view of the fact that elsewhereshe is keen
to promote the idea of a sharedhumanity that is in some unexplained way linked to
common "physiomental" experiences.This seemsespecially strangeconsidering her
willingness to highlight Levinas's promotion of the violence of discourseas both
discursive and physical. As we have seenthroughout this chapter and the last, it is
this very feature, the ability to link the irreducibility of discourseto the silence of the
persecutedbody, that provides a way of radically re-addressingnarrative aesthetics,
at least in terms of postcolonial narrative structures.
Scarry is also keen to reaffirm an aestheticsof radical qualities, though her
project is perhapsmore forthright in claiming that aesthetics- or more particularly
aestheticbeauty - is on some basic level always related to ideas such as ethics,
justice and social equality (Scarry, 2000, pp. 110-11). Like Armstrong though, she is
convinced that such relations exist becauseof the links between aestheticsand
universally sharedexperiencessuch as physiological sensoryperception. Or as she
it
puts when considering the work of Weil, ethical experience,which for her like
her aim of theorising a "middle" site to deconstructstructuralist oppositions seemsvery similar to and
Bhabha's hybridity theory, which as we have seenis largely influenced by deconstruction.
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Levinas involves a "radical decentering," is "deeply somatic: what happens,happens
to our bodies" (p. 111). Importantly, Scarry is not just speaking of the beauty of
aestheticsin visual art-forms. Here prose and poetry both possessthe possibility of
allowing us to experiencebeauty (pp. 111-12). Thus aesthetics,and in particular
beauty, can promote an "unself-interestedness"in us, which in turn provides the
possibility of "ethical fairness... `a symmetry of everyone's relation"' (p. 117 &
1'
114).
This bears obvious similarities to Armstrong's reading of Levinas's ethics
p.
where the subject/object relation possessesthe possibility of being neutralised and
depoliticised, not only during speech,but during the reading of texts.
In order to develop this view of aestheticsas containing the possibility of
ethical experience,or in Scarry's words promoting the possibility of "being just, " I
be
her
her
to
that
to
can
want return
conviction
aestheticcreations
earlier work and
ethical specifically because,as we have seenhere and in the last chapter, bodies of
literature can also harbour irreducible meaningjust as human bodies do (1985,
p.283). For Scarry the book becomesa body, is a body, and is a body which we can
ethically interact with. As she makes clear, the objects we create- be they bandages,
photocopiers, statues,or prose - are always on some level a projection of our
physiology (pp.281-83). As well as this, she makes clear that many objects also come
to be endowedwith aspectsof bodily experiencethat cannot actually be objectified
or located. For example, photocopiers, narrative history, computer hard-drives, and
books themselvesall embody our capacity for memory, rather than attempting to
representa certain site in the human brain where memories are stored. As we saw in
the last chapter this is also true for Merleau-Ponty who claims that our perceptionsof
any ontological object, especially aestheticones, are only understandablebecausewe
relate to them as bodies which we in turn subconsciouslyrelate to the corporeal
experienceof our own bodies. Thus the role performed by any object is only sensibly
understoodbecausewe involuntarily relate it to the actions carried out by our own
bodies. The example Merleau-Ponty uses is the perception of a cube. We do not
initially look upon a cube as an object made up of six equal sized squares.Rather, we
immediately experienceit as a singular, uniform, and solid object, in much the same

176It is unclear if Scarry is
quoting Weil or Murdoch here.
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way as we usually look upon our arm as a singular and unified object, rather than a
1962,
151).
(Merleau-Ponty,
different
p.
construction made up of
parts
More importantly though, Scarry makes it clear that the irreducibility of pain
is a sharedhuman experiencethat we constantly relate to createdobjects (pp. 16162). For example, it is clear that the external world of inanimate objects has no
forever
idea
human
Yet
to
the
are
as shepoints out, we
ability understand
of
pain.
itself,
it
them
though
to
pain
could experience
reformulating such objects construe
as
(pp.
288-89).
`cause'
for
times
the
they
though
they
us
at
and as
pain
are responsible
When we hurt ourselvesdue to inanimate objects, it is often those objects that
receive our anger. As Scarry notes, if we hurt ourselvesbecausea chair breaks under
us, the hurt is usually the fault of the chair breaking, not ourselvesfor having sat on
it. Our reaction in this scenario is often to further break the chair in anger and
have.
hurt
it
that
the
though
too
we
ourselves
retribution, as
could experiencepart of
Imagination, which we saw in chapter five is for Scarry the antithesis of pain, thus
provides the method by which we make understandableour unconsciousand
influenced
initial
the
always
unavoidable
perceptions of
world, perceptionswhich are
by our own physiology.
Scarry's point here however is not that we enter into intersubjective ethical
have
inanimate
(though
humanly
all
we
relations with natural and
objects
created
spoken and shoutedat inanimate objects at one time or other), but that created
objects alter our perception of the world, and that those perceptions are always
influenced by physical experience,and by the unconscioussymmetry we draw
between such objects and our own bodies. What I want to suggestthough is that
literature, or in this casenarratives, are different in that we undoubtedly do enter into
a discursive relationship when reading. And as we have seenvia Derrida and
Levinas, that relationship constantly raises the question of our responsibility to the
othernesswe encounterthere. This responsibility is often, if not always, related to the
issue of violence - not only in an epistemological sense,but in the sensethat
othernesscan always be related to the unknowable pain that actual violence causesin
the real world. In this respectnarratives are no different from other objects except
that they can expressthat irreducibility through their use of languageitself. My
claim, via Armstrong, Levinas, and Scarry, is that if a narrative successfully
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for
Coetzee's
Foe,
have
in
I
the
caseof
expressessuch experience- as
argued
example, or in Soueif's In the Eye of the Sun = readersmust necessarilyuse their
own imagination too acknowledgethe sharedbut indescribableexperienceof that
pain. The reader has no choice but to respond to the narrative discourse and the
irreducible othernessit produces.Thus a responsibility for othernessis brought into
play within cultural, linguistic, and historical parameters,and yet has its primordial
basein the non-cultural aversion to physical oppressionexperiencedboth by the
subject-andhis/her others. For Scarry then the possibility of experiencing an "ethical
fairness" through Aestheticsis always related to the physiological relation that is
formed (sometimesunconsciously) between aestheticsand our own bodies. This
critique of aestheticsis radical becausewhilst it acknowledgesthe irreducible aspects
of literature, it neverthelessgrounds this alterity in real physiomental experiences.
One of the outcomesof this is that we can through literature critically examine the
realities of violence and oppressionin the real world.
Punter also emphasiseshis belief in the need for a radical reappraisalof the
he
literature
in
aestheticsof oppressionwhen early a recent study of postcolonial
presentsus with eight material facts about the socio-economicpostcolonial world.
Here is an example of one: "Fact 4: Americans and Europeansspend$17 billion a
year on pet food - $4 billion more than the estimatedannual additional total needed
to provide basic health and nutrition for everyone in the world" (Punter, p. 12). He
claims that within poststructuralist discoursesuch facts cannot be made, since for
him it puts the veracity of such facts into question, and he cites several examplesof
how the `poststructuralism' of Said, Spivak, and Bhabha does this (pp.9-12). Now,
he
though does not make it abundantly clear what exactly such a fact has to do with
the concept of the postcolonial (as opposedto other concepts,such as globalisation
for example, or localised incidents such as economic sanctionson Iraq) his intention
behind contrasting this claim against those of Said, Spivak, and Bhabha isn't difficult
to fathom. Punter is making the point that any critique of postcolonial aestheticshas
certain real-life humanitarian implications that should form part of its critical remit.
Like Armstrong and Scarry then, what is proposed here is an aestheticswhich is
capableof being critiqued to political ends, and to Punter's mind poststructuralist
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criticism doesn't achieve this."' While this is an idea that has been contestedin this
thesis, but it should be addedthat it also seemssomewhatdisingenuousto criticise
Said's political commitment to the `real-world' without taking into account the work
he has done to addressthe Israeli/Palestinian situation.
And yet taken alongside Armstrong, Scarry, and Levinas, Punter's original
point is significant: shouldn't a critique of literature createdin conditions of
oppression,or in the wake of oppression,maintain a link with the `real-life' ethical
issuesof that persecution?As Newton reminds us when quoting Bakhtin: "All
attemptsto overcome the dualism of cognition and life, of thought and singular
concreterealityfrom inside theoretical cognition are absolutely hopeless" (Newton,
p.49). This, to my mind, doesnot and cannot discount the political role played by
critical theory and its aestheticconsiderations,but rather emphasisesthe need to
incorporate and ground it within certain concreterealities. In the caseof theorists
such as Armstrong, Levinas, and Scarry, one of theserealities is the irreducible
experienceof the human body, the foremost consequenceof which is the shared,and
objectless,reality of pain causedby violence.

Does the irreducibility of body make differance possible?
I want to turn now to the idea that difference provides us with the ability to ground
the radical representationof pain within a radical aestheticsconcernedwith concrete,
`real-life' issues.We saw in chapter three the reciprocal reliance of certain works of
Derrida and Levinas, especially concerning their respective considerationsof the
trace of othernessthat is non-presentin language.Towards the end of chapter five I
suggestedthat it might be possible to relate Levinas's non-presenceof the other's
body during discourseto Derrida's non-concept of differance in writing. In particular
I suggestedthat this might be achievedby relating the impossibility of bodily
experiencethat we seein Merleau-Ponty and Levinas to the impossible trace of
othernesscritical to differance.
Barthes writes that signification is the "dialectical movement which resolves
the contradiction between cultural man and natural man" (Barthes, 1985, p. 16). By
"' SeePunter, p.9 on a rejection Spivak's
of
claim that the subaltern cannot speak,and p. 15 on a
critique of Bhabha's hybridity.
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though,
not
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culture.
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how we create meaning out of signs. Derrida points out that writing also dependson
pure absencein any structure of meaning, a fact that allows the restrictive
announcementof pure presence "against which all possible meaningspush together,
preventing each other's emergence"(Derrida, 1978d,pp.8-9). The literary-linguistic
representationof presenceis always dependenton the deferral of its meaning, on
differance, a fact which actually liberates writing from totalitarian and structuralist
forms of critique (1978d, pp.26-28).18This also reinforces Armstrong's claim that
the contradiction between the natural human and the cultural human, like the
Cartesiandistinction between the body and the mind, is in fact never fully resolved.
As we saw in the last two chapters,there always remains an element of the
indescribable in our considerationsof the way in which the natural body draws
meaning from the world.
This is one of the lessonsof Leder's development of Merleau-Ponty's
body.
body
"invisible"
flesh,
idea
"visible"
the
the
the
conception of
and
and
of
and
For Leder, bodies always "bear the imprint of otherness"(Leder, p.64), both in terms
bodies
bodies,
interact
the
the
of
the
of
way we experienceour own
with
and
way we
the other people and the objects that make up the external world. He usesMerleauPonty's example of our right hand touching the left hand to exemplify how we
construct our self-presencein difference - when we touch hands there is always a
"divergence" that refusesto allow the body as subject to become the body as object the body as subject and object cannot "merge," though the difference between the
two reinforces our senseof ourselves.Similarly, though we know that we are made
from
flesh
degree
the
those
that
to
the
same
of
as
others around us, even
we came
their flesh, as in the caseof our parents,we neverthelessalways remain somewhat
removed from them. Something always remains visible yet non-visible as we
approachand interact with others: "Being is fleshed out by virtue of invisible
dimensions that are not `non-visibles' opposedto perception but installed in the

178SeeDerrida, 1978d for a specific deconstruction
of structuralism's totalistic claims.
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Brogan points out about Derrida's dfffer ance, an othernessupon which Being
dependsand yet which is inaccessibleto the self.19
So it is possible to argue that subjects derive self-consciousnessand selftheir
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and differance might aid a radical ethical reconsideration of postcolonial aesthetics.

179Brogan is here debating the distinction between Heidegger's ontological difference (an accessible
othernesswhich Dasein transcends)and dferance -a non-ontological non-concept which makes
clears the radical contradiction between being and otherness(Brogan, pp.31-8).
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Acknowledging differance: David's Story and representation without
words.
Though culturally distinct, David's Stoiy and Anil's Ghost share a self-conscious
interest in incorporating actual historic events within the structuresof their
narratives.David's Story unusually contains an afterword by a South African
academic,one of the aims of which is to contextualise some of the historic events
around which `David's story' takes place. As well as this real figures are mentioned
in the narrative, such as Nelson Mandela. And Anil's Ghost contains a foreword
which historically situatesthe fiction within the terrorist crisis which occurred in Sri
Lanka during the late 1980sand early 1990s.In its acknowledgementssection the
author thanks the "doctors and nurses,archaeologists,forensic anthropologists, and
membersof the human rights and civil rights organisations" who were consulted
during the researchmade for the novel. In each novel then, as we shall seeand as has
already been shown in the caseof David's Story, fictionality is prioritised, but so too
is the idea that such narratives have an intricate, and ethical, relationship with the
postcolonial, or rather the violent realities of international sites of persecution,
oppression,and death.
In the last thirty-five pagesof David's Sto,y its self-conscious author/narrator
charactergrapples almost feverishly with her attempt to representDulcie's story
alongside David's. Dulcie and David are both comradesfrom the guerrilla resistance
movement in apartheid South Africa, and while David's story - the one lie asksthe
narrator to write - is the story of David's attempt to reaffirm a senseof identity in
post-apartheidSouth Africa, this fictional author, as we saw in the last chapter, is
fully conscious of the construction, silencing, and dissemination that result from such
so-called stories: "I no longer know which story I am trying to write. Who could
keep going in a straight line with so many stories... chasing each other's tales"
(Wicomb, 2001, p.201). And yet she is keen to relate Dulcie's experiences,
experiencesthat David is reluctant to speak of. According to him "Dulcie and the
events surrounding her cannot be cast as a story" (p. 150), to which the narrator
replies that there is no such thing "as a story that cannot be told" (p. 151). Whereasin
her preface she told us she was "grateful for the gaps, the ready-madeabsences"that
createdholes in David's story, the interest in Dulcie at this point would seemto
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imply that she feels Dulcie does indeed have a story, "a straight line" that might be
written down. Yet David, whose headstrongand stubborn convictions are often
'"
is
by
the
narrator,
already convinced on the matter.
unsympathetically related
Speaking of Dulcie's experienceshe tells his biographer that "even if a full story
be
it
be
by
told, that
be
figured
that
to
cannot
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someone, would
were
(p.
151).
into
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language
for
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matters"
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words,
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cannot
This belief and the languageDavid usesto convey it seemsreminiscent of
SusanBarton's doubtful view of Foe's ability to write the story of Friday in Foe be
doubts
"certain
that
there
that
written of, unless
matters"
she
can
she says
are
"covered up again in figures." But the similarities betweenDavid's Stay and other
texts looked at in this thesis do not end there. As the narrator increasingly attempts to
(p.
198)
"invention"
Dulcie's
through
one of the scenes
story
what she calls
represent
she tries to describe is Dulcie being tortured by her former comrades,though the
identities of the torturers are only hinted at and never made clear. Like Coetzee,Roy,
and Soueif, Wicomb refusesto transcribe the torture itself, allowing her narrator
instead to transcribe a part-hallucinated "storybook place" where "the body performs
the expected," that being the contorted movements associatedwith physical anguish
(p. 178). And yet it is during this scenethat the narrator figure representsDulcie's
thoughts on the predicament of the effective female guerrilla, and on the hypocrisies
its
face
to
discourses
Movement
freedom
to
up
of a
premised on
of
and yet unwilling
own patriarchal and oppressiveformation. "'
And yet why will Wicomb not allow the physical damageof this sceneto be
shown?Ultimately, we cannot even be sure it actually happenedwithin the eventsof
David and Dulcie lives. When David breaks down after seeing an imaginary "screen
full-bleed with Dulcie" he asks if it is his biographer that put the images there - we
therefore cannot be sure if he actually witnessed them previously or not, or if he was
involved in her torture. And after the torture sceneWicomb's narrator makes clear
her enthusiasmto engagewith the issue of Dulcie's body and flesh - perhaps
body
Fanon's
its
the
to
and
unsurprising considering
novel's epigraph and reference
180Seepp. 197-8 where David's conviction that his biographer's head is "filled with middle-class
liberal bullshit" only encouragesher to "push aheadwith my inventions."
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black consciousness- by imagining her as a "large woman of indifferent looks...
[s]itting with her legs apart" after failing to rememberwhat Dulcie looks like (she
claims to have seenher once at a party) (p. 199).
Importantly, this possibly prejudiced and masculine image of the coloured
female guerrilla commander is juxtaposed against a less understandableimage, and
one fearfully reminiscent of the torture that Dulcie may or may not have gone
through. We are told by the narrator that David approachedDulcie at the sameparty
and touched her on the shoulder. The sceneis describedbelow:
His fingertips pressedprecisely into the wounds under her shirt, plunged intimately into her
flesh, caressedevery cavity, every organ, her lungs, liver, kidneys, her broken heart, with a
lick of fire. She would not have been surprised to seethose handswithdraw dripping with
blood. (p. 199)

So finally the reader is presentedwith an allusion to the damagedone to Dulcie
during the torture scene,and perhapsgiven an intimation again that David was
present during it. But why does Wicomb place a gap between the event and this
horrific and unreal allusion to it and its real bodily consequences?I want to suggest
that the answer to this comes several pageslater during two separatepassages.They
are reproducedbelow:
I no longer want to have anything to do with Dulcie's story, as I fear inventions on the page
might turn into a demon, an uncontrollable tokolos... (p.202)

I ought to explain that there is another page, one without words... I have had it right from the
start.
There are geometrical shapes:squares,rectangles,triangles... hexagons... and especially
diamonds. The cartoonist's oblique lines that indicate sparkling are arrangedabout each
diamond, but I now seethat thesehave been done with another pen, perhapsadded later.
There are the dismemberedshapesof a body: an asexualtorso, like a dressmaker'sdummy;
arms bent the wrong way at the elbows; legs; swollen feet; hands like claws.
There is a head, an upside-down smiling head,which admittedly does not resembleher,
except for the outline of bushy hair.
181Seealso Driver, pp.238-242
on the sexual predicament of Dulcie and actual women involved in
liberation struggles.
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I have no doubt that it is Dulcie who lies mutilated on the page. (p.205)

It would seemthat whether the narrator likes it or not, the reader has in fact been
given an uncontrollable tokolos lying mutilated on a page without words. Such a
page, filled as it is with random shapesand no words is of course reminiscent of
Sterne's "marbled page," an impenetrable "motly emblem" (Sterne,p. 180), except
that on this unseenpage the narrator believes she can recognise something -a
chaotic image of Dulcie's mutilated body - though the meaning of this seemsno
more clear than Sterne's marbled page. Readerscould no doubt speculateon the
different meanings of this unseenpage- Dulcie's dismembermentis placed amongst
"geometrical" shapes,all of which are given their mathematical names,though one
retains a double-meaning- the diamond, which we are told makes up most of the
shapes.This could be read then as an allusion to European scientific rationalism and
the South African diamond trade which the colonisers generated,thus implying
Dulcie's mutilation is an historical consequenceof European rational. This though is
of course speculation about a page which is literally unreadable,both for the narrator,
and even more especially for the reader. I suggestthat Wicomb is attempting to
expressfor us the indescribability of Dulcie's body - that body that is both sexually
subjugatedwithin the ANC and then violently taken to pieces during torture - by
taking us as close as she possibly can to a representationof it that literally is "without
words." The implication of this is that David's words are ironically proved right in
the face of the narrator's original doubt: this part of Dulcie's story, within a narrative
at any rate, "cannot be told... cannot be translated into words, into languagewe use
for everyday matters."
What is at stake here then is not only the issue of the violently subjugated
female body, but the impossibility that ariseswhen one wants to write about such an
historical, and trans-historical, site of human experience.This narrative
representationof Dulcie's horrifically painful experiencetherefore retains a selfconscious awarenessof the dissemination it will undergo when we attempt to express
it, of the deferral its flesh-and-blood actuality will be placed under when it is written
and read about in a fiction that attempts to deal with the horrific silenced events that
make up some of the experiencesof the revolutionary woman in pre- and postapartheid South Africa.
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Here the deconstruction of historical narratives due to differance is as real an
effect of literary-linguistic signification as anywhere else, and it is for this very
reasonthat Wicomb refusesto reduce Dulcie's painful and violent experienceto text.
What we are given rather is an intimation of the trace of an impossible-to-understand
othernesswhich is non-presentin the written representationof the violently
draws
body
Here
the
trace
the
us not
of otherness
subjugated
of
postcolonial woman.
just towards an understanding of the ability of narratives to deconstruct themselves
through differance - we knew that already - but also exemplifies how tracesof nonpresenceand the `resultant' differance are related to the physical vulnerability which
is a sharedexperienceof us all. There is an impossibility related here in this written
articulation of Dulcie's pain - that is why we do not witness her torture, but
neverthelessencounter collocated referencesto her tortured body, and that is why
ultimately her mutilated body lies on a page outside the narrator's narrative, on page
we are told has no words. What we given is an absence,an invisible non-presence
that lies between the writing of Dulcie's body and our reception of it. The effect of
this non-presencein terms of Dulcie's torture is that the reader here, as in the other
novels looked at, inadvertently respondsto the silence in the textual body of her
story, and imaginatively recreatesher physical experienceby acknowledging the
irreducible pain common to us all.
The inconceivable then, that non-concept which Derrida tells us lies between
writing itself and the meaning it holds for all of us, is here that distancebetween
absolute alterity and the self - an indescribable absencethat neverthelessis
understoodby readerswho impossibly relate to the pain that can be violently
experiencedby both the subject and its others. Wicomb to all intents and purposes
has taken her readersthrough a radical articulation of the South African female
revolutionary - she has given us a story that is at once never told and yet universally
understandable- that of Dulcie's body, its pain, and the impossibility of putting it
into words. Yet she has placed this `story' before us in this book. When her
narrator's computer is hit with a bullet and the realisation dawns that the narrative
she is writing has become "the shrapnel of sorry words [where] whole syllables...
tangle promiscuously with strangestems,strangeprefixes, producing impossible
hybrids" - literally dissemination the narrator may indeed want to wash her hands
-
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Anil's Ghost: Situating the body at the heart of radical postcolonial
aesthetics.
Figure 15 contains a five page excerpt from Anil 's Ghost that spanstwo chaptersof
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182This is a rather inadequateway of describing the violence in Sri Lanka, which during the late
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Around 12,000 people are thought to have died in the year 1990-1991 alone.
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saw in chapter two though, when considering the non-presence of the Saying, it is
necessary to consider both the form and content of the narrative structure. In this case
the narrative content draws our attention to the lack of names in the Atlas, arguing
that because of this it provides "[n]o depiction of human life" (p. 40).

The themesof physical disappearance,silence,and naming are therefore
highlighted by these anonymous italicised interruptions, but we soon learn that these
concerns are also the concerns of Anil herself. In a focalised description of her
thoughts while pondering the identity of her skeleton, she considers the transhistorical nature of violence, its necessary historical reconstruction due to its
unspeakable nature, and her own need to affiliate this skeleton with the untold
numbers of people whose fates are simply not known:
The most precisely recorded moments of history lay adjacent to the extreme actions of nature
or civilization. She knew that. Pompeii. Laetoli. Hiroshima. Vesuvius... Tectonic slips and
brutal human violence provided random time-capsules of unhistorical live. A dog in Pompeii.
A gardener's shadow in Hiroshima. But in the midst of such events she realized, there could
never be any logic to the human violence without the distance of time. For now it would be
reported, filed in Geneva, but no one could ever give meaning to it... she saw that those who
were slammed and stained by violence lost the power of language and logic...
And who was this skeleton? In this room, amongst these four, she was hiding the
unhistorical dead... Who was he? This representative of all those lost voices. To give him a
name would name the rest. (pp. 55-56)

What we have here then is a concern with silence, the silence that results directly
from the devastation of human violence. But this concern is placed before us by a
fractured narrative and with narrative voices that are known, unknown, and
numerous. I would suggest that this is an example of the novel form and content
making a self-conscious effort to address the issue of the violently silenced body in
postcolonial Sri Lanka, yet doing it in a way that emphasises the ethics of
postcolonial narrative and its structuring of the Saying prior to the Said. As with the
other novels we have looked at, the silence of the Saying is related here through the
non-discursive formal aspects of the narrative itself: the interruptive passages,the
temporal and spatial shifts, the shifts between known and unknown narrators, and
even the use of italics calls upon readers to respond and attend to the unknowable
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elementsof the structureplaced before them, that othernessthat initiates this radical
form of discourseand is non-presentas thesestructural shifts occur.
As the passage above implies, Anil is intent on using Sailor (the name she
gives to her unknown skeleton) to represent the unknown dead that she suspects were
and are the victims of government backed atrocities. For her it is a need to discover
the `truth' about these violent acts, a fact emphasised by the focalised depiction of
her companion Sarath's thoughts on the matter. As is made clear in the passage
below though, his thoughts on Anil's aspirations are less than optimistic as he
considers his lengthy experience of the civil war:
The night interrogations,the vans in daylight picking up citizens at random. That man he had
seentaken away on a bicycle. Mass disappearancesat Suriyakanda,reports of massgravesat
Akmeemana.Half the world, it felt, was being buried, the truth hidden by fear, while the past
revealeditself in a burning rhododendronbush.
Anil would not understand this old and accepted balance. Sarath knew that for her the
journey was in getting to the truth. But what would the truth bring them into? It was a flame
against a sleeping lake of petrol. Sarath had seen the truth broken into suitable pieces and
used by the foreign press alongside irrelevant photographs. A flippant gesture towards Asia
that might lead, as a result of this information, to new vengeance and slaughter... As an
archaeologist Sarath believed in truth as a principle. That is, he would have given his life for
the truth if the truth were of any use. (pp. 156-7)

What the novel or at least Sarath gives us here is a depiction of reality that
closely resembles that of postmodern theory. This is a place where there is no such
thing as `the truth' in the traditional sense- or at least its traditional, singular
meaning seems thwarted - and reality is to all intents and purposes constructed
around texts and local narratives.
As well as this the passage also draws our attention to the role played by
writing in shaping historic reality. The burning rhododendron bush Sarath refers to is
one that was burned by him and his archaeologist mentor Palipana so that they could
study some ancient images carved into the rock wall of a cave. The irony of this
event being mentioned here is that Palipana, once the most celebrated academic
epigraphist in Sri Lanka, has been disowned by the academia due to a world famous
discovery that he ascertained from ancient rock graffiti: "a linguistic subtext that
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explained the political tides and royal eddies of the island in the sixth century"
(p.81). This apparently ancient narrative is elsewherecalled the "interlinear texts"
(p. 105), ancient writings that Palipana claimed were written `between the lines' of
rock inscriptions and which could be read as a subversivecounter-discourseto
official interpretations of Sri Lankan history and the traditional ancient texts.
Unfortunately, like much humanities research,academicepigraphic
archaeologyis depicted here as being largely theoretical:
Archaeology lives under the samerules as the Napoleonic Code. The point was not that he
would ever be proved wrong in his theories, but that he could not prove he was right. Still the
patterns that emergedfor Palipana had begun to coalesce.They linked hands.They allowed
walking acrosswater, they allowed a leap from treetop to treetop. The water filled a cut
alphabet and linked this shore and that. And so the unproveable truth emerged.(p.83)

"The unproveable truth" of "interlinear texts" - these are the very structuresand stuff
about which postmodern literary theory makes its claims. And as Palipana himself
sayselsewhereto Anil about the ancient past, "`Even then there was nothing to
believe in with certainty. They still didn't know what the truth was. We have never
had the truth. Not even with your work on bones... Most of the time in our world, the
truth is just an opinion"' (p. 102). Again then we seethe idea of an historical truth
being questioned,just as it has in all of the novels consideredthroughout this thesis.
So if we accept that one of the aims of the novel is to draw attention to the
reality of violence in Sri Lanka during its civil war, and that another of its aims is to
question the veracity of the texts and methods of writing used to do that, then surely
we might conclude that this novel is indeed attempting to provide a representationof
whatever the truth about such horror may be. One of the methods it usesto do this
can be seenin figure 15, where the author inserts an unannouncedand italicised list
of fictitious namesof disappearedindividuals. It emergesthat the list is an example
of the UN files that Anil has been studying during her time in Sri Lanka, and the
narrative that follows the list details different atrocities: "The disposal of bodies by
fire. The disposal of bodies in rivers or the sea.The hiding and then the reburial of
corpses" (p.43). Here is an example of narrative structure that draws our attention to
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the historicity of this fiction, with its replica UN reports and its representationof
horror.
Yet do such passagessingularly force us to ethically acknowledge the horror
of such postcolonial realities? The answer is unclear - the subjective effects of such
juxtaposition
for
doubt
from
the
to
though
of
me
structuresno
vary
reader reader,
this list against the previous italicised chaptersdoes highlight the interruptive effect
of the Saying that uncovers traces of alterity within the narrative, traceswhich we
find ourselvesresponding to. More than this though, I believe the novel's ethical
in
is
its
by
bodies
the
that
the
suffer
appeal arises and reinforced
concern with
historic events described and the narrative bodies that attempt to representthe horror
of that pain and violence. Here is what Gamini, Sarath's surgeonbrother tells Anil
about his experiencesin one of Colombo's hospitals:
I mean, I know everything about blast weaponry. Mortars, Claymore mines, antipersonnel
in
last
doctor!
That
And
I'm
that
trinitrotolen.
the
one
results
mines
contain gelignite and
amputationsbelow the knee. They lose consciousnessand the blood pressurefalls. You do a
tomography of the brain and brain stem, and it shows haemorrhagesand edema.We use
dexamethasoneand mechanical ventilation for this-it meanswe have to open the skull up.
Mostly it's hideous mutilation, and we just keep arresting the haemorrhages...They come in
into
blasted
find
You
leg
boot
the
the
time.
the
up
all
all
mud, grass,metal,
and
remnants of a
thigh and genitals when the bomb they steppedon went off... Anyway, theseguys who are
setting off the bombs are who the Western press call freedom fighters... And you want to
investigate the government? (pp. 132-33)

Initially, there seemsto be nothing particularly innovative about the passage- it '
perhapseven provides an example of what we saw Coetzeein the last chapter calling
the "tawdry" reproductions of the "vile mysteries" of horrific political violence. It is
not until the introduction of the next chapter, which follows the above passage
almost immediately, that we realise that the human body, and in particular its
indescribable aspects,are foregrounded throughout the novel. The next chapter is
in
back
long
is
two
temporally
very short - not even
pages
and spatially shifted
- and
time from the sceneabove. It begins with a solitary term: "Amygdala" (p. 134). This
is the name for a small knot of fibres made up of nerve cells near the stem of the
brain, and its characteristicsare describedto us through a conversation between the
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younger student Anil and her professor. It turns out that its function is medically
unclear, though it is suspectedthat it is a "place to house fearful memories," possibly
it
in
fact
it
"pure
(p.
Anil
134).
that
that
may
anger, and
consists of
suggests
emotion"
be an aspectof the brain that genetically houseshistorically informed fears, such as
the unexplained fear many of us feel when in the presenceof certain animals, even
though they have never harmed us. The professor entertainsthis idea, but eventually
admits that in truth, sciencereally has no explanation for it - it is indescribable.
The interrupting nature of this narrative from Anil's past again setsup a
draws
its
for
but
Saying
Said
the
the
this
content
structure of
and
reader,
as well as
reader's attention to the vulnerability of the human body. It also considersour
inability to completely `write' the body, and the fact that the inevitable destruction of
that body in violence, while historically and culturally influenced, is a phenomenon
whose indescribability bridges centuries. So while we previously saw that the reader
certainly engagesand respondsto the silent traces of othernessnon-presentin the
novel, here the idea of impossible silence is related to that indescribable and shared
feature of humanity - the silence of the violated body. Importantly though, the only
way which this trace of silence arises is through the innovative narrative structure
employed in novels such as this one and the others we have encountered,in their use
of form and content to look not only at how one conveys the silent risk of pain nonpresent in the Saying, but how that silence needsradical representationin the body of
postcolonial fiction itself. Readersare forced to engageand respond to the structure
of writing, not merely the moralistic or non-moralistic discoursesit often provides us
with. Here fractured narratives may seemrepresentativeof postmodern multifarious
realities, but they also harbour the ability to draw readersinto an ethical relation with
the text singularly becauseof their intent to consider the representationof the
postcolonial body in pain within the bodies ofpostcolonialfictions themselves.The
reader has little choice but creatively respond to the fractured structure placed before
her - without doing so it remains incomprehensible as a history, or even as a story. In
Anil's Ghost the irrational non-conceptswhich make difýerance in writing possible,
and which would usually be highlighted as enabling the deconstruction of a
narrative's claims to truth, in fact becomethe very features which draw the readerin
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an ethical consideration of
narrative's representationof
which lies at the heart of postcoloniality.
What is perhapsmost striking about this narrative is that its own fractured
body, that which the readerhas to contend with and respond to in order to make
historical senseof it, actually becomesa project of `textual remaking' during the
reading event itself. An example of how this `textual remaking' occurs can be seenin
the extracts selectedfrom the novel (see figs. 15 & 16). They constitute fragments of
a overall narrative and are provided by several unknown narrators and in different
fonts and genres.If they are to constitute a narrative history they necessarilyneed to
be arrangedinto some type of coherentorder on the part of the reader. By this I do
not mean that a unified linear history should evolve, but that the reader will most
likely question why a list of random names suddenly appearsin this story of Anil's,
and why geographical discussionsof Sri Lanka are also inserted into this narrative of
Anil's experiences.Most important of all though, this `textual remaking' on the part
of the reader can be understood as a project directly associatedwith the one Anil
be
below,
Anil's
describe
I
the
task,
undertakeswith
can
skeleton.
physical
which
thought of as the sameproject that Gamini at one point inexplicably claims is the job
of an epigraphist. Whilst speaking to Anil of some of the horrors he has witnessedas
a surgeon ("[t]he bodies were coming in by truckloads") he ironically implies that
history itself can no longer be studied as though it were a text, in the sameway
Sarathbelieves it can no longer be studied as a representationof the truth. The role of
the epigraphist, he tells Anil, is "to decipher inscriptions... To study histo,y as if it
were a body" (p. 193, my italics).
Importantly,
this idea of studying "history as if it were a body" is precisely
the project of `textually remaking' a history that Anil carries out when she finds an
artificer of ancient talent to rebuild the face upon Sailor's skeleton. She does this in
an attempt to provide Sailor with an identity, in her original hope of providing him
with a name, something that will historicise him, and in doing so hopefully implicate
the government in his murder. As it turns out, Sarath and Anil do identify the
skeleton, though in postmodern narrative fashion, there is no closure to Anil's quest,
since we never find out if she was ultimately successfulin officially implicating the
government.Yet the assumptionmust be that she was partly successful,because
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closure occurs in Sarath's story, shortly after we discover that he has risked his life to
secretly bring Anil the evidence she needsto complete her investigation into Sailor's
death. Gamini finds Sarathin the hospital mortuary, having been tortured and
murdered. The reader is left with little choice but to assumehe suffered this fate due
to his role in helping Anil form a caseagainst the government.
In confronting his horror and his past differences with Sarath,Gamini usesan
unusual phraseto describewhat we are told he knew "would be the end or it could be
the beginning of a permanentconversationwith Sarath" (p.288). As though in
answerto the query as to what such a conversation could be we are told,
Sarath's chest said everything. It was what Gamini had fought against. But now this body lay
on the bed undefended.It was what it was. No longer a counter of an argument, no longer an
opinion that Gamini refused to accept.Oh, there seemedto be a mark like that made with a
spear.A small wound, not deep in his chest, and Gamini bathed it and taped it up.
He had seencaseswhere every tooth had been removed, the nose cut apart, the eyes
humiliated with liquids, the earsentered.He had been, as he ran down that hospital hallway,
most frightened of seeinghis brother's face. It was the face they went for in some cases.
They could in their hideous skills sniff out vanity. But they had not touched Sarath's face.
The shirt they had dressedSarath in had giant sleeves.Gamini knew why. He ripped the
sleevesdown to the cuffs. Below the elbows the hands had been broken in severalplaces...
He was still there an hour later when the bodies started coming in from a bombing
somewherein the city. (pp.289-90)

What is this world in which meaning is communicated by deadbody parts and where
history itself is thought of as a body? Like the claim in Foe that "[t]his is a place
where bodies are their own signs," here too Sarath's body we are told "was what it
was." No longer a metaphor for the textual notions of an "argument" or an "opinion";
this body, like Friday's, simply was what it was.
Each of these ideas are of course impossible notions, but as this novel shows,
whatever historical narrative it provides, its discursive content and non-discursive
form constantly representsand examinesthe link between postcolonial historical
narratives and the silent bodies that are ruptured within them. For Anil the exposure
of historical truth is only possible by recreating a silent and murdered body upon a
skeleton, and the ultimate price of this truth is the brutal silencing of her colleague
Sarath.And in Sarath's casetoo it is the brutally silenced body that `speaks' to
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Gamini as he looks at his deadbrother's torture wounds. What we have here is a
novel that self-consciously representsthe impossible idea of the meaningful silences
and truths produced by subjugatedbodies while considering the effect this has upon
the textual body of history which is the book itself. This is a narrative, like David's
Story, that foregrounds postmodern concernstime after time. It usesmultiple
narratorsto question the idea of authority, it constantly undermines traditional
notions of history and truth, and it refusesto give closure to the main story of Anil's
quest for justice. Yet it neverthelessforegrounds the idea that not all meaning and
truth can be objectified within reducible, textualised entities. It is a novel then that
examines `truth, ' `history, ' and `meaning' as entities always informed by the traces
of silence which inform postcoloniality, and a novel in which we can seethat such
impossible traces are always related to the horrific realities experiencedby the
postcolonial body in pain. In this novel deconstruction and the difý rance which
affect the writing of history are non-conceptswhich occur due the silent experience
of the postcolonial body. These are "`impossible but `necessary'moves" which in
turn ultimately affect the textual body that creatively representsthe indescribability
of that history.
Here, as in the other textual bodies consideredthroughout this chapter, is
evidence of Armstrong's anti-poststructuralist claim that "the category of the
aesthetic... is up for deconstruction" (Armstrong, p. 1), at least in terms of a
postcolonial narrative aesthetics.Ironically though, we have also seenthat these
novels' self-conscious awarenessof their own deconstruction, and their willingness
to ground the non-conceptsthat make that deconstruction possible in the flesh-andblood realities of historical oppression,present a radical narrative aestheticswhich
intimately relates their own physical, textual structuresto the vulnerable bodies about
which they write. Such narratives pose obvious problems for Armstrong's criticism
of deconstruction, becauseit is through the irreducibility of their own deconstruction
that they foreground a radical ethics of postcolonial fiction. Uniquely, this ethics
refrains from general moralist comment. Yet it neverthelessforegrounds the transhistorical and cross-cultural realities of oppressionwhich subjugate the postcolonial
body, and during the reading and writing events radically affect the bodies of
literature that postcoloniality creates.
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Conclusion: The Unspeakable Ethics within Narratives of Violence
At a recent international postcolonial literary conference,several prominent
it
finding
idea
discourse
the
that
was
academicsraised
at presentpostcolonial
difficult to accommodatea valid political and pragmatic project."' Several
international political situations were cited as examplesof the need for a critical
perspectivethat engageswith literary issuesand at the sametime relates such
literatures to ongoing postcolonial socio-political problems. Amongst others, Bill
Ashcroft cited the Israeli/Palestinian conflict as an example of a situation in which
the death of innocents occurred as a direct result of the inability of the marginalised
to narrate their experiences,and Biodun Jeyifo cited the millions of political deaths
in postcolonial Africa as a central reasonto reappraisepostcoloniality in that
continent. Thus in each of the incidents cited it is the issue of physical violence that
issue
it
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the
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seemed necessitatea postcolonial critique.
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in
held
it
issue
the
that
the
common
of
reality political violence or
risk of - was
only
the many diverse ideas voiced on different aspectsof postcolonial literature and
theory. Similarly, Lindquist's recent study into the historical influence of
imperialism upon the Holocaust cites physical subjugation and extermination as an
aspectof colonialism that is still prevalent in today's postcolonial world(s). In
particular, he also emphasisesthat this oppressionis not specific to different cultures
and histories but common to all which have engagedin colonialism. "'
183SecondInternational Conferenceof the United StatesAssociation for Commonwealth Literature
and Language Studies, SantaClara University, April 26-28,2002.
184SeeLindquist, pp. 142-3. It should be
pointed out that Lindquist's aim is to historically ground the
attemptedextermination of the Jewish race during the Holocaust in a politics of extermination often if not always - undertakenby the modern imperial powers. He seesextermination as the result of the
combination of cultural, physical, and sometimesbiological violence carried out upon a colonised
people by the colonisers. Thus he is able to argue that the Holocaust was in fact the logical outcome of
a German imperial policy which developed much later than the overseasimperial successesof the
British, the Spanish,and the French. Yet becausethis later extermination was carried out in the heart
of Europe onlookers have been unable to see it for what it was - simply another example of the mass
violence and exterminations carried out throughout modernity in the name of imperialist progress.
Lindquist's work therefore makes clear why Lyotard's comments on the death of the grand narrative
in the wake of Auschwitz have been so influential in post-war Eurocentric philosophy, and yet also
ironically underlines their historical misapprehension Auschwitz was not the resultant failure of
modernity, but rather a constantfeature of modernity, it just so happenedthat this time its victims
where predominantly white and European.
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In chapter one I outlined and exemplified several ideas that would prove to be
central to the thesis's main objectives. One was the needto examine the distinction
between the discoursesof the postcolonial and the postmodern,and the other the aim
of critically considering, if possible, a valid ethical critique of postcolonial fiction. At
that point we saw the opposition that is often voiced against the idea of incorporating
postmodern,or more specifically poststructuralist, discourseswithin political
postcolonialism. Such a perspective now seemssomewhatnaive and certainly
incorrect. What has been proved by this thesis is the fact that while one might
employ the ethical perspectivesof Levinas or the literary critics who appropriate his
work, deconstruction plays an intrinsic role within the understandingof such an
ethics of narrative structures.In particular, it is deconstructionthat provides the
meanswith which to locate the difficult and ineffable notion of irreducible alterity
within postcolonial fiction.
Thus it is clear that postcolonialism isn't simply a critical position troubled by
an ongoing debatewith proponents of deconstruction- it is in fact a form of criticism
that is centrally affected and characterisedby this debate.Postcolonialism can
therefore be understood as a set of discoursesbesetby contradiction and apparent
ambiguity, a point which seemsto foreground the real political importance of the
claims made by Ashcroft, Jeyifo, and Lindquist. How can postcolonialism maintain
an ethical imperative that concernsthe real effects of historical violence when beset
by such disagreements?I would like to conclude this study by reconsidering this
question from the point of view that there is in fact ethico-political value to gained
from this apparently unsettled and ambiguous critical condition.
One of reasonsthat deconstruction is consideredunhelpful in political terms
is the degreeto which the concept of the irreducible is central to its consideration of
writing. This concept is a founding aspectof many of the terms associatedwith
deconstruction; for example, differance, the trace, the supplement,non-presence,an
impossible but-necessarymovement, and the Saying. Even so, the specific idea of an
irreducible entity - meaning or experiencethat cannot be objectified or reduced to
text within the ontological world - is central to other issuesrelated to the
postcolonial as well. As we have seen,the notion of ineffable and indescribable
historical experienceis central to the critical work of postcolonial critics not usually
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that of many others, we seean attempt to understandthe ineffable not as the
othernessalways non-presentin writing, but as the indescribable elementsof
histories shapedby horror and unspeakablephysical oppression.
One of this study's intentions was to investigate the link that might exist
between these two notions of irreducible experience,between the ineffable that is a
real effect of a violent and painful history, and the irreducible non-presencewhich
Derrida proves is an effect of all writing. Ultimately, the thesis hoped to relate such a
link to an ethics of postcolonial fiction that maintained both its radical, irreducible
elements,and its relationship with the realities of historical violence. As we saw, the
self-consciouswillingness on the part of Rushdie's Shaineto expressmoral
imperatives within an innovative narrative allows the novel to representethical
proposalsboth in their traditional, historicised sense,and in the senseof an
undeconstructibility that occurs as a result of narrative structure itself. Narrative here
departsfrom its traditional conception and is made up of a discursive content and a
non-discursive form, becoming a structure informed by irreducible features.As we
have seen,the radical notion that narrative structure might possessirreducible
featuresnot-only allows us to reconsider an irreducible ethics of structure, it also
foregrounds Levinas's theory of the Saying and the Said and the idea of a general
primordial ethics that resistsreduction to discourse.
Even so, the role of the Saying and the Said is common to recent studies
which propose a reconsideration of a formal literary ethics. All too often though, as
in the caseof Newton, Gibson, and Nussbaum, such attempts to engagewith an
ethics of `form, ' `structure,' or `style' actually proved to be examplesof content
analysis. What Morrison's Jazz makes clear is the idea that a radical reconsideration
of narrative structure is possible but that it necessarilyinvolves reconsidering the
origins of the trace of nonpresence or othernessin narratives as it is theorised in the
interrelated works of Derrida and Levinas. The novel presentsits readerswith the
non-concept of a trace that is intrinsically related to writing, and to the situation of
discourse as describedby Levinas. As well as this, the novel is an example of a text
where thesetraces of othernessshapea unique narrative structure which involves the
reader in a responsiverelation with its discourse,creating a situation where she
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becomesresponsible for acknowledging thesetracesand their historicity. Reading
Derrida and Levinas alongsideJazz also raisesthe idea that a flesh-and-blood
vulnerability to physical harm is related to a radical ethics and the non-presenttraces
representedwithin postcolonial narratives.
The question ariseswhether historical violence always informs a narrative
its
forces
latter
the
the
of
necessarily
representation
unknowable, and whether
fashion.
A
its
irreducible
in
features
to
to
readers attend
structural
a responsible
definite responseto this is beyond the scopeof this thesis, but there is no doubt that
The
Sandglass,
The
The
Famished
Road,
and
as examplesof postcolonial novels
Map of Love all incorporate innovative structural featureswhose repeatedattention to
the idea of textual and historical irreducibility involves their readersin a responseto
unknowable alterity. This notion of the unknowable as an othernesswith which
individuals necessarilyhave to creatively involve themselvesis a concept also raised
by Attridge in his examinations of a literary ethics. It relevance to TheMap of Love
can be seenwhen we consider that the novel provides us with a representationof
historical memory that both foregrounds the prevalenceof past violence and the
silencesthat we necessarilymust engagewith when reading such narratives. Here
creativity on the part of the reader and the implied author becomesan act intimately
linked to both representationsof a violent, ineffable history and the othernesswhich
informs the deconstruction of history.
This study shows that work undertaken in recent years by researchersinto the
phenomenonof pain crucially resonateswith the often overlooked aspectof
Levinas's work which considersthe ethical experienceof the vulnerable body during
discourse,an experienceboth universal and resistant to language.Pain, a unique
human experiencein that it refers to no ontological object, bears similarities to the
irreducibility intrinsic to deconstruction,if consideredvia Levinas and MerleauPonty's concept of unconsciousphysical sensibility. Here the vulnerability of the
human body itself becomescentral to our ethical experienceof narratives which
specifically deal with representationsof physical subjugation. In particular, In the
Eye of the Sun, David's Story, and Anil's Ghost are examples of texts that selfconsciously refuse to reduce the body in pain to text, and addressthe importance of
examining the relationship between this real, physical body, and the deconstructible
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narratives of postcolonial history. These novels exemplify the project of providing
the readerwith representationsof real historical experiencesthat in fact resist all
attemptsat literal expression.Thus the irreducible aspectsof narrative structure
discussedearlier in the thesis are again shown to be central to representingan ethics
of narrative that forces the reader into a responsiverelationship when considering the
physical body subjugatedby postcolonial history.
Several aspectsof narrative need to be consideredthen if attempting to
identify an ethics of postcolonial fiction. Firstly this ethics is undeconstructible as
claimed by Spivak, yet it is at the sametime closely related to the violence which
characterisespostcoloniality acrossdifferent histories and cultures. As we have seen,
undeconstructibility here is not only an aspectof the traceswhich make possible
differance and its effect on the meaning of writing. Its impossibility is also related to
those physical experiencesof violent history that literally defy objectification. As
well as this, this ethics of narrative is an effect of a revised concept of narrative
both
be
features
that
to
are
structure, one which considersstructure
made up of
discursive and pre-discursive, in much the sameway that Levinas envisagesthe
situation of discourse itself. Centrally though, the irreducibility of this ethics forces
the reader into a responsiverelationship with the tracesof othernessin the text. Here
the ineffable aspectsof a postcolonial history remain unknowable unless the reader
engagescreatively with the text. This is most convincingly exemplified in the
postcolonial representationof physical pain - an experiencecommon to
postcoloniality - where its resistanceto languageis reinforced by its recent medical
theorisation as an objectless sign. This experience,universal to humanity, finds
strong links with the irreducibility and differance that deconstruction identifies as a
central element of meaningful writing itself. Like Spivak then I propose that we
consider an ethics that is irreducible; however, this study develops the question of
such an ethics by locating the ethical within a reader's responseto specific structural
features found in the fictions consideredhere. Ultimately then, irreducibility is
closely related to the experienceof physical subjugation that is central to
postcolonial history.
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Is a politics of the postcolonial possible?
From the above perspective,deconstruction very much carries out an ethical role if
we use it to consider narratives of postcoloniality. It is the literary-linguistic effect
that allows us to experiencethe traces of othernessnon-presentin such novels. Even
so, it is Levinas, to whom Derrida is indebted, who links this trace in discourseto the
universal vulnerability of the body of the other, even though Levinas's initial work
on the silence of the Saying placed the trace pre-eminently within oral discourse,and
not within writing in a Derridean sense.Levinas is insistent though that his
philosophy cannot be used as an ethics (1986, p.97), a point reiterated by Eaglestone
who notes that a Levinasian ethics cannot become a critical methodology since it
investigatesthe pre-ontological, those experienceswhich underlie knowledge
(Eaglestone,p. 176).18'Even so, it is important that Levinas and Derrida's views of
the trace and differance are understood as impossible non-conceptswhich can
involve readersin a responsible acknowledgementof the othernesswe encounter in
postcolonial narratives. Most important though is the fact that we can relate our
responsibility to this silent trace of othernessas a responsibility towards the body of
the other. It is this aspectof human experiencethat we have seento be literally
indescribable and completely resistant to writing, and yet also a trans-historical and
cross-cultural aspectof postcoloniality.
This often ignored emphasisthat Levinas places on the silent sensory
awarenessof the body in his later work must form the backbone of any ethical
critique of the structure of postcolonial fiction. The trace of othernessin the body of
the other alone allows us to envisagea common human experienceduring discursive
relations and during reading. As Derrida puts it, when he experiencesthis trace of the
absolute other,
my absolute singularity enters into relation with his on the level of obligation and duty. I am
responsible to the other as other... There are also others, an infinite number of them, the
innumerable generality of others to whom I should be bound by the sameresponsibility, a
general and universal responsibility. (Derrida, 1995,p.68)
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It is only by experiencing absolute othernessthen, which originates in the vulnerable
body of the other and whose trace we have seento be non-present in the fictions
looked at, that can we begin to theorise a universal ethical responsibility addressed
by postcolonial fiction and its narrative representationof violence and oppression.
And while the eventual description of pain in medical texts and the records of
Amnesty International may illustrate the way in which even it cannot lie beyond
writing, its irreducibility and lack of object undoubtedly indicate that it is an
experiencethat is central to our existenceprior to writing. Thus though
deconstructionmakes clear that there is nothing beyond text, it also provides the
meansof encountering the traces of experiencesprior to writing, such as the
immediate, silenced effects violence has on postcolonial cultures internationally.
Even so, deconstruction alone cannot produce a casefor how, or more importantly,
why, such historic violence should be critically consideredand opposed.
The other difficulty with attempting to define an ethics that is irreducible is
that ultimately this cannot be done - one of the features of this ethics is that it resists
objectification, and as such remains indescribable. It is therefore difficult to seehow
one might formulate a political perspective basedon the experienceof such an ethics
in narrative. One way of considering such impossibility is perhapsto acknowledge
that while we cannot describe this ethics, one of its lessonsis that it foregrounds the
universal suffering that occurs when bodies are colonised and oppressed.What the
novels examined here achieve though, even whilst representingthe ineffability of
such suffering as a universal human condition, is a cross-cultural and trans-historical
critique of colonial and postcolonial oppressionthat doesn't resort to making general,
moralising propositions. And yet paradoxically, this refusal to generaliseand
objectify postcolonial experienceoccurs whilst representingthe universality of pain's
indescribability and our revulsion from it. Here then we seethe central importance of
the contradictory position of postcolonial discourse: it is able to always acknowledge
its ethico-political objectives and yet at the sametime maintain a commitment to
avoid making broad, moralising proposals of the kind that it critiques in other
universalist discourses.To answer the question I posed at the start of this chapter
185Seealso Bernasconi, 1990, 3-18 (esp. 9),
pp.
p. and Cohen, 1986, p.4 on the idea that ethics
"escapesknowledge" as it is neither rational nor thematic.
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then, it is possible here to seewhy the contradictory predicament of postcolonialism
can be thought of as critically beneficial to its ethical project - it enablesit to
maintain a stringent critique of the narrative representationof oppression and yet
avoid objectifying that oppressionand horror.
Thus, as Spivak claims, deconstructioncan provide a political safeguard,
especially when we read postcolonial fiction. We have seenthat it produces the
possibility of an ethics of narrative, particularly when concernedwith those
for
While
deal
that
the
narratives
with
representationof physical oppression.
Critchley it is Levinas's ethics that provides a method of linking deconstruction to
politics (Critchley, p.236), this thesis has shown that this is only possible within a
postcolonial politics if we turn to the role played by physical vulnerability in ethics.
The question as to whether an ethical critique of postcolonial narratives that
incorporatesLevinas's and Scarry's theory of indescribable pain might be able to
produce an ethical and pragmatic postcolonial politics is one for further study. What
this study makes clear is that the universal silence of the human body in pain is
verifiable, and so too is the relation it bearsto the differance which deconstructsour
textualised ontological experienceand makes it possible for us to identify the silent
traces of horrific pain. What is also clear is the role played by these silenceswithin
narratives in involving the reader in a responsibleconsideration of postcolonial
representationsof physical oppression.
If in further study it was agreedthat certain narratives do represent
meaningful features of a shared humanity -a silent vulnerability that insures our
desire to always withdraw from excessive pain and an understanding of the
indescribability that it horrifically

inflicts on others for example - then perhaps it

might be possible to envisage a universal ethico-political

critique evolving out of a

postcolonial narrative ethics. Doing so would certainly provide a method of
considering the violence common to international postcolonial contexts without
having to incorporate the narratives of those cultures and contexts within a
universalist discourse. It would also bring to prominence the idea of a radical
aesthetic that takes account of the irreducible nature of the body, a necessity outlined
by Armstrong and Scarry.
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This is not to say though that readersof such novels will necessarilyagreeon
their political and moral value - such categoriesmust always be historically,
culturally, and linguistically based- but they might neverthelesscome away aware
of the ethical issuesthat concern the human body and its trans-historical aversion to
the experienceof violence and pain. In the novels looked at here, readerscan
repudiate or justify the violence done to the bodies of thesenarratives, but at least
they have had to respond to those bodies, to take the silence surrounding them into
consideration.As I have shown, a narrative ethics undoubtedly can uncover the
silencesnon-presentin violent histories, but as Singh makes clear, it is unlikely that
the literary representationof thesesilences is on its own enough of a politically
subversive act to practically counter the violence such novels articulate and oppose
(Singh, p. 127). What readersultimately chooseto do about such experiencesis in
their own hands,just like the books they chooseto read. What is at least clear though
is that due to deconstruction, and the influence of Levinas and recent body theorists,
we now have the possibility of theorising an ethics of narrative that can be used
within postcolonial criticism to ethical effect, and uncover an aspectof
postcoloniality that crossescultural and historical differences. As Ondaatje's Anil
comesto realise, "there is never any logic to the human violence without the distance
of time... she saw that those who were slammed and stained by violence lost the
power of language and logic" (Ondaatje,p.55). This is one lesson of an ethical
critique of postcolonial fiction. Its further role is to attend critically to the shared
silencesthat resist languageand logic and yet neverthelesshaunt thesenarratives of
violence and oppression.
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The Whiteness
of the Whale

W

hat the white whale was to Ahab, has been hinted; what,

at times, he was to me, as yet remainsunsaid.

Aside from those more obvious considerations touching Moby Dick, which could not but occasionally awaken in any
man's soul some alarm, there was another thought, or rather vague,
nameless horror concerning him, which at times by its intensity
completely overpowered all the rest; and yet so mystical and well
in a comnigh ineffable was it, that I almost despair of putting it
prehensible form. It was the whiteness of the whale that above all
things appalled me. But how can I hope to explain myself here;
and yet, in some dim, random way, explain myself I must, else
all these chapters might be naught.
Though in many natural objects, whiteness refiningly enhances
beauty, as if imparting some special virtue of its own, as in marbles,
japonicas, and pearls; and though various nations have in some way
barrecognised a certain royal pre-eminence in this hue; even the
baric, grand old kings of Pcgu placing the title "Lord of the White
Elephants" above all their other magniloquent ascriptions of dominion; and the modern kings of Siam unfurling the same snowHanoverian flag
white quadruped in the royal standard; and the
bearing the one figure of a snow-white charger; and the great Austrian Empire, Casarian heir to ovcrlording Rome, having for the
imperial color the same imperial hue; and though this pre eminence
in it applies to the human race itself, giving the white man ideal
mastership over every dusky tribe; and though, besides all this,
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Most famousin our Westernannalsand Indian traditions is that

" With reference to the Polar bear. it may possibly be urged by him who would
fain go still deeper into this matter, that it is not the w bareness,separately regarded,
for, anal) sed, that heightwhich heightens the intolerable hideousness of that brute;
from the circumstance, that the
ened hideousness, at might be said, only arises
irresponsible ferociousness of the creature stands im cited in the fleece of celestial
innocence and lose; and hence, by bringing together two such opposite emotions
in our minds, the Polar bear frightens us with so unnatural a contrast. But even
have
assuming all this to be true; 'et. were it not for the whiteness, you would not
that intensified terror.
As for the white shark, the white gliding ghosdmcss of repose in that creature,
in the
when beheld in his ordinary moods, strangely tallies with the some quality
Polar quadruped. This peculiarity is most tnidly hit by the French in the name
they bestow upon that fish. The Romish mass for the dead begins with "Requiem
itself, and any other
etemam" (eternal rest), whence Requiemdenominating the mass
funereal music. Now, in allusion to the white, silent stillness of death in this shark,
him Regwm.
and the mild deadliness of his habits, the French call
tI remember the first albatross f tier saw. It was during a prolonged gale, in
forenoon watch below, I ascended
waters hard upon the Antarctic seas. From my
I
to the overclouded deck; and there, dashed upon the min hatches, saw a regal.
feathery thing of unspotted whiteness, and with a hooked, Roman bill sublime. At
intervals, it arched forth its vast archangel wings, as if to embrace some holy ark.
Wondrous flutterings and throbbings shook it. Though bodily unharmed, it uttered
its inexpressible.
cries, as some kings ghost in supernatural distress. Through
Cod. As Abraham
strange el es, methought f peeped to secrets which took hold of
before the angels, I bowed myself; the white thing was so white, its wings so wide.
and in those for ever exiled waters, f had lost the miserable warping memories of
traditions and of towns, Lung f gazed at that prodigy of plumage. I cannot tell,
last I awoke; and
can only hint, the things that darted through me then. But at
gird was this A goney, he replied. Goney! I never
turning, asked a sailor what
had heard that name before; is it concenable that this glorious thing is utterly
'ite
f Ieamed that goney was some
But
time
some
unknown to men ashore! never!
Rhyme
seaman's name for albatross. So that by no possibility could Coleridge's wild
have had aught to do with those mystical impressions which ww
ere mine, when I
Rh) me, nor knew
saw that bird upon our deck. For neither had I then read the
little
the bird to be an albatross. Yet, in saying this, f do but indirectly burnish a
brighter the noble merit of the poem and the poet.
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uhitcncss has been even made significant of gladness, for
among
the Romans a white stone marked a jo) ful day;
and though in other
mortal sympathies and symbolizings, this same hue is
made the
emblem of many touching, noble things-the
innocence of brides,
the benignity of age; though among the Red Men
of America the
giving of the white belt of wampum was the deepest
pledge of
honor; though in many
climes, whiteness typifies the majesty of
Justice in the ermine
of the judge, and contributes to the daily
state of kings and queens draw n by milk-%%
hire steeds; though even
in the higher mysteries
of the most august religions it has been
made the symbol of the divine spotlessness and puuer; by the
Persian fire worshippers, the
uhitc forked flame being held the
holiest on the
altar; and in the Greek mythologies, Great Jove
himself being made incarnate in
a snou. uhite bull; and though to
the noble Iroquois, the midis inter sacrifice
of the sacred White Dog
was by far the holiest festival of their theology, that
spotless, faithful creature being held
the purest cmoy they could send tu the
Great Spirit with the
annual tidings of their own fidelity; and
though directly from the Latin u ord for white, all Christian
priests
dense the name of
one part of their sacred %csturc, the alb or tunic,
worn beneath the cassock; and though among the holy
pumps of
the Romish faith, u hits is specially employ
cd in the celebration of
the Passion of our Lord; though in the Vision
of St. John. white
robes are given to the redeemed, and the four-and-tucnty
elders
stand clothed in u hitc before the great u hire throne, and the I holy
One that sitteth there u hite like
u ool; yet for all these accumulated
associations, with whatever is sucet, and honorable, and
sublime,
there yet lurks an elusive something in the innermost idea
of this
hue, which strikes
more of panic to the soul than that redness
which affrights in blood.

This elusivequality it is, u hich
likeness,
causesthe thought of %%
when divorced from more kindly associations,and coupled with
any object terrible in itself, to heightenthat terror to the furthest
bounds. Witness the white bear
of the poles,and the u hite shark
of the tropics; what but their smooth,flaky u hitcnessmakesthem
the transcendenthorrors they are? That ghastly whitenessit is
which imparts such an abhorrent mildness,even more loathsome
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than terrific, to the dumb gloating of their aspect. So that not the
fierce-fanged tiger in his heraldic coat can so stagger courage as the
white-shrouded bear or shark. *
Bethink thee of the albatross: whence come those clouds of
spiritual wonderment and pale dread, in which that white phantom
but
first
Not
Coleridge
imaginations?
in
that
threw
spell;
all
sails
God's great, unflattering laureate, Nature. t
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of the White Steed of the Prarics; a magnificent milk-u hire charger,
large-eyed, small-headed, bluff-chcstcd, and ttith the dignity of a
thousand monarchs in his lofty, of crscorning carriage. lie eras the
elected Xerxes of cast herds of wild horses, tt hose pastures in those
days were only fenced by the Rocky Mountains and the Allcghanics. At their filming head he ttcsttcard trooped it like that
chosen star u hich every evening leads on the hosts of light. The
flashing cascade of his mane, the curving comet of his tail, invested
him with housings more resplendent than gold and silver-beaters
could have furnished him. A most imperial and archangelical apparition of that unfallen, ncstcrn world, tthich to the eyes of the
old trappers and hunters recited the glories of those primeval times
when Adam ualhed majestic as a god, bluff-bowed and fearless as
this mighty steed. Whether marching amid his aides and marshals
in the tan of countless cohorts that endlessly streamed it over the
plains, like an Ohio; or whether ttith his circumambicnt subjects
browsing all around at the horizon, the 1Vlsitc Steed gallopingly
reviewed them with warm nostrils reddening through his cool milkiness; in whatever aspect he presented himself. als ays to the bravest
Indians he was the object of trembling reference and axtca Nor
can it be questioned from u hat stands on legendary record of this
noble horse, that it was his spiritual sthitcness chiefly, tthich so
clothed him with divineness; and that this divineness had that in
it which, though commanding worship, at the same time enforced
a certain nameless terror.

But there are other instancestt here this u hitencsslosesall that
accessoryand strangeglory which inseats it in the While Steed
and Albatross.
What

is it that

in the Albino

man so peculiarly

repels and often

I assert, then, that in the wondrous 641% uhiseness of the bird chick. lurks
the secret of the spell, a truth the more winced in this, that bY a solecism of terms
there are birds called grey albatrosses. and these I has e frequentls seen, but net er
u, th such emotions as o hen I beheld the. warctic foul
But how had the ms sue thing been
caught' 1%hssper it nnr. and I mill tell. u ith
:a treacherous hook and line, as the Flout floared on the scu. ,\t list the Captain made
of st; tsmg a lettered, leathern tall round its renk, with the ships time
and place; and then letting it escape But I doubt not, that leathern tills, meant
for man, was taken off to Hessen,
when the white foul flew to join the wing.
folding, the insokmg, and adoring
cherubim!
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kith
is
loathed
by
his
he
own
that
sometimes
the
Chocks eye, as
andkin? It is that whitenesswhich investshim, a thing expressed
by the namehe bears.The Albino is as well made as other men
deformity-and yet this mere aspectof all-has no substantive
pervadingwhitenessmakeshim more strangely hideous than the
ugliestabortion. Why should this be so?
Nor, in quite other aspects, does Nature in her least palpable
but not the less malicious agencies, fail to enlist among her forces
this crowning attribute of the terrible. From its snowy aspect, the
denominated the
has
Seas
been
Southern
the
ghost
of
gauntleted
White Squall. Nor, in some historic instances, has the art of human
it heightens the
malice omitted so potent an auxiliary. How wildly
effect of that passage in Froissart, when, masked in the snowy
Ghent mursymbol of their faction, the desperate White Hoods of
der their bailiff in the market-place!
Nor, in some things, does the common, hereditary experience
of all mankind fail to bear witness to the supernaturalism of this
hue. It cannot well be doubted, that the one visible quality in the
is
aspect of the dead which most appals the gazer, the marble pallor
lingering there; as if indeed that pallor were as much the badge of
here.
consternation in the other world, as of mortal trepidation
And from that pallor of the dead, we borrow the expressive hue
in
of the shroud in which we wrap them. Nor even our superstitions
do we fail to throw the same snowy mantle round our phantoms;
all ghosts rising in a milk-white fog-Yea, while these terrors seize
by
king
let
terrors,
personified
when
the
of
that
even
add,
us,
us
the evangelist, rides on his pallid horse.

Therefore, in his other moods, symbolize whatever grand or
deny that in its
by
he
can
no
man
whiteness,
thing
will
gracious
profoundestidealizedsignificanceit calls up a peculiar apparition
to the soul.

But though without dissent this point be fixed, how is mortal
impossible. Can
it,
it?
To
for
seem
would
analyse
to
account
man
we, then, by the citation of some of those instances wherein this
for the time either wholly or in great
thing of whiteness-though
impart to it
direct
to
calculated
associations
of
all
part stripped
aught fearful, but, nevertheless, is found to exert over us the same
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sorcery, howevermodificd;-can we thus hopeto light upon some
chanceclue to conduct us to the hidden causesscseek?
Let us try. But in a matterlike this, subtlety appealsto
subtlety,
and without imaginationno mancanfollow anotherinto thesehalls.
And though, doubtless,someat leastof the imaginativeimpressions
about to be presentedmay havebeensharedby most men, yet few
perhapswere entirely consciousof them at the time, and therefore
may not be able to recall them now.
Why to the man of untutored ideality, who happensto be but
looselyacquaintedwith the peculiarcharacter the day, doesthe
of
bare mention of %Vhitsuntidemarshal in the fancy
such long,
dreary, speechlessprocessionsof slow-pacing
pilgrims, down-cast
and hooded with new-fallen snow? Or, to the unread, unsophisticated Protestantof the Middle American States, why does the
passingmention of a Vhite Friar or a White Nun, evokesuch an
eyelessstatue in the soul?

Or what is there apart from the traditions ofdungconed
ssarriors
and kings (which will not %%hollyaccount for it) that makes the
White Toss er of London tell
so much more strongly on the imagination of an untrasriled American, than
those other storied structures, its neighbors-the
Byward Tower, or even the Bloody? And
those sublimer towers, the White Mountains of New I iampshire,
whence, in peculiar moods, comes that gigantic ghostliness over
the soul at the bare mention of that name, while the thought of
Virginia's Blue Ridge is full
of a soft, dewy, distant dreaminess?
Or why, irrespective of all latitudes and longitudes, does
the name
of the White Sea exert such a spectralness over the fancy, while
that of the Yellow Sea lulls us with mortal thoughts of long lacquered mild afternoons on the waves, followed by the gaudiest and
yet sleepiest of sunsets? Or, to choose a wholly unsubstantial instance, purely addressed to the fancy, st hy, in reading the old fairy
tales of Central Europe, does "the tall pale man" of the I lartz
forests, whose changeless
pallor unrustlingly glides through the
is this phantom more terrible than all
green of the groves-uhy
the whooping imps of the filocksburg?

Nor is it, altogether,the remembranceof her cathedral-toppling
earthquakes;nor the stampedocsof her frantic seas;nor the tear.
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DARKNESS

'It's all there,' Prins pushed the clippings towards me and
slumped back in my threadbare sofa. 'You can imagine
what it was like, but I don't know why the rest of us were
not there. My mother took us away from the house.
Why? '
We had the TV on in my sitting room as Pearl would
have done, with subtitles crackling out of its fractured circuits: a failing tube. I switched channelsand found a Gene
Kelly retrospectiveon BBC2.
I rememberedwatching Singin' in the Rain with Pearl
once. When the credits rolled at the end, sheknocked back
the last of her sherry,'You seeclearly only when it is empty,
no? You can't look back until it is, but by then it's over.
Empty. Gone. You have to turn yourself upside down and
start all over again.' Shelooked moody.
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'When did you first seethis film? ' I asked.Singin' in the
Rain was one of her regulars; she would be quite elated
with the song and dance but at the end she never seemed
very happy.
She looked at me as if she was trying to decide something. She spoke more slowly than usual. 'The first time
was the night before Jason died. It was a terrible time, we

but I rememberIshrani said, "The SevenYearItch or Gone
With the Wind. " I could do without the seven-yearnonsense... Here, open this, Chip putha. ' She passedme the
bottle.

-were not getting on at all ... The atmospherewas so stultifying, you know, that I even arranged for all the children
to go to my outstation aunty. He didn't like that either. But
we needed to sort so much out. I didn't know how. I
neededsomething to cheer me up. My friend Ishrani was
the one who suggested we go watch a film. Ishrani is
Mira's mother, you know. Really tall and wears a lot of
gold all the time. Enormous armful of gold bangles, and
always gold around her neck, on her nose. Too much for

swelling like something was going to burst inside her.
"Why? " I asked "Why so hysterical? " "The film, " she giggled, "Gone With the Wind is gone away. " There was a

me.' Pearl rubbed the cat's-eyesilver ring she always wore.
'I prefer silver myself, but she was mad about gold. She
loved dressing up - like Mira, you know. Lovely bright
saris and always decorated by at least one gold thread.
Sometimes,a big border of gold brocade. But evenwith all
that metal, shealways brought somelight and air wherever

'So we went. Ishrani parked her car -a tiny Fiat she
could barely squeeze into - at the car park at the Majestic
and started laughing. Shoulders rolling and getting bigger,

notice about the film being cancelled. They had Singin' in
the Rain as a special instead. "Never mind, " she said, "it'll
do the trick. " "What trick? " I asked. "The trick of cheering
a sourpuss up. "

'She had to wriggle out of her car. Her husband, such a
big-shot judge, always wanted to get her a new car. He
told her that shewas too big for her Fiat. Ishrani would get
furious. "Why, what are you trying to say?You calling me
fat now?" He would say, "No, it is just that your car is a
baby car. It is too small." She would then hit the roof:
"Millions of Italians go in these." She knew that her husband was a great fan of Sophia Loren; he would only go to

she went. Must be that laugh she liad. I'll never forget
that. ' Pearl heaved herself up and went over to a small
cabinet under the TV set. She opened it and pulled out
another bottle of sherry. 'I didn't evenknow what was on,

seea film if it starred Sophia Loren. Ishrani liked to think
she was our Sophia Loren; she was sure that Sophia Loren
had steppedout of a Fiat just like hers in some film or the
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scenein the film. And eachtime shewould ask me whether
what sheneededto do was changeher sari for a skirt. She'd
ask, "Would you everwear one?" I'd say I would changea
baby Fiat for one of those new Studebakers any day, if
Jason offered. Anyway, I told her, Sophia Loren is now
wearing a sari in Roma. It was big news: she was getting
readyto cometo Colombo for the filming of Elephant Bill.
Ishrani got into a real state although I was much more
excited about our Rekawa that was being done around
about the sametime.'
'Did it work? ' I asked. 'Did the dancing cheer you up? '
'I love watching a man dance. Gene Kelly is no Fred
Astaire, but he is athletic. Jason didn't like dancing, you
know. He moved so woodenly on the floor. He'd be the
broom. He was happiest when he could sit down and order
the food and drink. Giving orders, making rules, he liked
that sort of thing. Following somebody else's invisible pattem was not for him. Even his golf, you know, was a little
eccentric. '

DARKNESS

identified as the businessof the future, as had EsraVatunas
and his son Tivoli next door.
But the week had started badly for him. Pearl told me
how shehad askedhim whether he would be free to go out
on Wednesdayevening.
'I can't, ' He had beenextremely brusque. 'There is this
have
I
Thursday
to get everything sorted
and
meeting on
out. '
It was their wedding anniversary but he had forgotten.
'But you haveall day,' Pearlheld out her hand,re-enacting
the scene.
'On Wednesdayafternoon I haveto play golf.'
'Golf? Have to?'
'I arranged to play with Chanmi. It's the only chance I'll
get to talk to him before the meeting. I need the evening
free. '

'Will you have any time for me this week?'
'I'm sorry.' His face had sagged.He had pulled his feet
together in contrition, or perhapsto draw strengthfrom the
floor.
The
below
The
his
the
earth
under
soles.
ground
breathlessrage at the centre of the world.
'I'll call Ishrani then,' Pearl had shrugged.'If you can't

almost wholly on the job of securing the distillery he had

come, you can't. I'll go somewherewith her.'
'Yes, you go. Please.I'm sorry but this week is hell.'
'It was such an impossible situation,' Pearl seemedto
buckle under the tension of the sceneshe recalled.
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'You should take things slower.What is this mad rush all
the time,' shehad said.
'It's business,my dear.'
'Business?Jason, you do not understand the first thing
about business.'
Jason's face changes shape as his thoughts ricochet
around his head, pulling and pinching his skin, releasinga
disconnectedsmile.
'What?'
'You are not a businessman. You like playing these
games,but doing businessis not going crazy like you are.
What you are doing with all this rushing around and madnessis what losers who are going out of businessdo. '
Jason stares at Pearl as though he had never seen her
speakbefore. His face ceasedits agitation.
'You've been successfulJason, but you don't seem to
have learned why you have beensuccessful.And if you are
not careful, you will lose it all. I can seethat. '
'How? '
'You'll lose it becauseyou don't seem to know what
you have. You won't even know when it goes, until it is
too late.'
'What? What are you talking about?'
Just stop everything for a while, Jason. Stop and look
around you. Look at me, for God's sake.'
'I will. I will. But I can't go to the cinemathis week. You
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deal
have
this
I
to
This
get
got
have to understand.
week
I
it
Promise.
I
take
easy.
After
that
will
sorted out.
Everything will be much better.'

He
for
been
had
years.
twenty
married
Jason and Pearl
his
wife
time,
that
been
have
all
after
when,
stunned
must
his
mismanaged.
him
was
career
whole
that
told
suddenly
Flawed from the beginning.
happened.
had
I
Prins
divulged
thought
what
I never
to
The sournessof those last few days that Pearl talked about.
Arcadia
of
them
out
I let his question about why shemoved
hang between us and melt in the glare of a successionof
his
heavily;
breathing
Prins
was
show-time movie clips.
I
like
his
down
suggested
halfway
cowls.
lids
eyes
slid
upper
he go upstairs to bed.
lag
is
jet
handle
the
'The
to
he
'No, '
only way
protested.
bedtime
of wherever you
keep
the
normal
trucking until
to
direction
in
'Flying
this
he
looked
exhausted.
are.' But
frown.
he
be
'
a
with
added
should easy,
in.
'But
he
maybe
gave
After about a minute of silence,
I'll just go stretch out for a bit. ' He got up quickly and
hurried out of the room.
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Pearl is sitting in a wicker chair by the gramophone.
Jasonis opposite her.
'Do you want a drink? '
Sherefuses.
'Lemonade?Ginger beer?'
Pearl saysno. 'No, no, no.'
He looks around. 'I think I needa beer.'

'It'sJinasena's
nightoff.'
7 know, I know,' Jason retorts. Tll get it. '
He goes to the back of the house, to the refrigerator
betweenthe dining room and the kitchen. He finds a bottle
of beerand opensit with the bottle opener tied to the door
handleof the Electrolux. He picks up a glassfrom the teak
cabinetand pours himself the beer.
'It's been twenty years, you know, ' he lifts the glass at
Pearl. 'Twenty years we have beenmarried.'
She nods but says nothing. She looks at him as if
his
is
inside
to
trying
on
out
what
going
work
was
she
head. It's too late now, too late to remember, to celebrate. She didn't think he realized, even then, about the
anniversary.
'You rememberthe first years?' he asks.
'Before we camehere?'
'Yes,but all thoseyears,you know? '
'What are you thinking oft'
'I was thinking, why has it taken twenty yearsfor you to
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tell me what you told me today?'
`About what?'
'About getting involved in business.Like you think I am
a fool or something.'
'I didn't say you were a fool. '
'You said I didn't know what I was doing. That I was
'
failure.
like
Isn't
that
said?
what
you
a
acting
Pearl sighs and turns away.
'You did. ' Jason insists. 'You said that successfulpeople,
I guess like your father, knew how to behave. I suppose
they were more conscientious. Is that it? But what about
that trip to England? What about the easytimes you had?
We had.'
'All I said was that you were getting too busy.'
'Too frantic. '
'Yes,too frantic. You don't need to. '
'You think I don't needto do anything. You think it will
doesn't
it
happily.
But
I
just
all
tell
you,
can
all
roll along
just happen automatically. Someonehas got to put their
keep
the show on
it.
Someone's
to
to
to
work
got
shoulder
the road. And it is not just someone, it's me. I have to.
Nobody else will. Your father had it easy. He had sick
people to deal with, grateful people.'
He tilts his glass,gulps the beer.
Pearl says nothing. Nothing for minutes. Finally she
blurts out: 'Do you know what Wednesdayis?'
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But Pearl's words have a hollowness to them. She is
speakingin a housethat is empty. For a moment it seemsas
though they are back in the past of twenty years earlier,
when it was just the two of them in a room that had nothing in it, in a town that had nothing of their two entwined
lives in it, in a country that lay sleeping, waiting for the
earth to heaveand break into their dreams.

0

Jason and Pearl slept in the same room but in separate
beds. She said, 'He liked a hard bed, but for me I can't
sleepif it isn't as soft as a cloud.' On each of the last three
nights of his life Jasonhad slept badly. He kept waking up,
startled by a dream about an argument or some kind of
conflict.
He wrote copiously,recording every move he made, each
morning and eacheveningof that final week, in the last of
the sad blue timebenders that survived him and survived
Pearl to fetch up on the shoresof my own rapidly degrading life. It seemsas though he felt that only by writing it all
down in his school-rulednotebook could he keepcontrol of
a life in danger of going awry. It is all that remains of that
extraordinary week, but it is enough to give me a glimpse
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last
those
of
to
something
rFconstrua
and allow me, now,
few days as Pearl must have done. Prins never read Jason's
hands
his
in
held
He
once,
the
same
notebook
very
words.
büt didn't even know whose writing marked its pages.By
then he didn't want to know anything more, he wanted to
break the stranglehold of the past. But even so his father's
own words must count for something. -, - 'I '- e F,-.,
'Have some Ova tine before sleeping,' Pearl suggested
to Jason in an effort at reconciliation.
'You know I can never drink it. The idea of it makesme
feel sick.'
'Try it. Sootheyour nerves.'
'Next week, it will be different, ' Jason was sure.
'So you say,but next week is not in our hands.'
Jason laughed. 'Is it ever?'
Jason laughed for a long time. He could see that she
he
laughing.
But
laugh.
She
him
not
was
was watching
didn't stop. Then it too sounded hollow, he wrote in blue
ink.

In his office on Tuesdaynight Jason mapped out his stratbe
he
down
He
to
said,
thought
needed
what
egy.
wrote
g--% -Z l"'-'",
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and madenotes on the Board memberswho neededto be
reassured.For eachperson he had a list of concernsand a
column of points he neededto make to addressthose concerns.He then went over eachpoint to identify when and
how he was going to ensurethat this happened and used
red ink to star the most important ones.
Chanmi - Stanislaus Chanmugam -a man about ten
years his senior, was a major red star. Jason thought he
would be the most difficult to convince. Chanmi was a
constitutionalpessimist.But he was also a bright economist
whoseopinion could easily sway the others. Fortunately he
was also a golfer, and Jason had a plan to use this to his
advantage.
Eversincehis mentor lain Stevensonfirst introduced him
to the game,Jason had played golf regularly. According to
Pearl, he played to break into the golfing fraternity: the
professionals, urbanites, potential politicians practising
their cabinet strategies,the new elite. 'He had an insatiable
needto belong,' she said, a little dismissively.But, I think,
he must have also played becausehe enjoyed the time it
gave him, more or less on his own, to think through his
own thoughts. From his journal entries he seemedsometimes intoxicated by his own thoughts, but unable to
expressthem in their full glory to anyone. Hitting a golf
ball, watching it define a curve through the air seemedto
havereleasedsomeof the pressurefrom his head.
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A few days earlier he had called Chanmi at his house,
'How about somegolf, mcn?'
'When?' Chanmi had answeredcautiously.
'Wednesday?Four-thirty? Nine holes?'
Them was silenceon the fine. It was alxays lib, that with
Chanmi,Jasonscrawledin his journal. lie always nccdcd a
few secondsbefore spcakir as he did before choosirts a
duty or hitting a ball; or puncturing a businessproposaL
'I thought just a quick trot around.'
Chanmi had agreed. It seemedto Jason a good bit of
insurance before the Board meeting. A stroke of genius.
But he must have also thought a walk around a few holes
would relax him. I really need to calm down, he added.
On the Tuesdaynight he seemedto have gone over his
financial proposal obsessively.There are incomprehensible
calculations in the margins of his journal. Nothing quite
like this had ever been attempted in the country before.
Buying into the tavern trade, rather than marryirkg out of
it But Jasonwas sure that his economicassumptionsmade
sense.His main worry was that Chanmi's scepticismmight
dissuadethe others. I need to give him a fcelins that this is
as much his idea as mine.

0
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It can't be that bad. Surely it can't be that bad. There must be a
way, only we can't see it yet. A way of making a spacefor
ourselves where we can make the best of ourselves -We dust
can't quite we it yet. But things move on and by the inne
you've plotted your position the world around you has
changed and you're running - panting - to catch up. How
un you think clearly when you're running' That is the beauty
of the past; there it ties on the table: journals, pictures, a
candle-glass,a few books of history You leave at and conic
back to st and it waits for you - unchanged. You can turn back
the pages,look again at the beginning You can leaf forward
and know the end. And you tell the story that they, the people
who lived it, could only tell in part.
3 April 1901
No message,
Aö note.ANthine {li hatt' born lwk shirr days
fames Q+ningtonknows something- nogeh. I deemedit
bist to remainasfaithful as possibleto the truth. Indeed,now
that I hate nute thejourney I do not see how an .`Yount
depiaingmyselfand Saba,lnarllsng done into the Sinai would
bein the leastbelievable.I &J, hounrr, omit thefins srmon of
our adventuresand had us meetSlwnf Pasha'sparty in the
Eastern Deren wkere, learningof our destinationand beeng
boundthat way themsefirs,they took us undertheirprotnbon
I relayedthis amendedversionto Sober.whogrsped it uith
fnenls -I
agility, and ur rodetogethertofames': housebetirr

jmry - than Wrenur startedmtr, lamesliar toudunglyrelieved
la set us. althougbbou' mm'hof that onsetuus due soInsfe st of
Iratvn mjxr slrr bi, J't muwrhad tine ill Walletsus. I rarwar
felt. 71ourrrr, hr, ('R'ot Innire!(w (u as to pen lostam, rorauf
SoMu'sshaut/rr and prm,h lum playfully a jim tunes 401.1
.
IWS'nt'(IWnA.
el h,uk into my usual r, )nnnr (Low snanpr shat
seemed
usshall shel,uin andjsssrmra and fuji) and sentasvd
to linrdy of my 'tunt, I sat Jour - ttulu ut a rha/srmrsr- and
told him of nur aJsrnsurrs.And perhapsmy a,rouns shourd
somethingmorethan I mtmJrd (('r as I tome to karr lie took
holt of my handsand said, 'Vim uvn't Irt tt, /o to your head
now, Anna, ui! / yout' And I1sg1heJund a4rJ, Yrl wlwt,go
to my heads' 'Al! that desertand startAusmrst,' he satt, '*ui
know is nun's do. '
As (n our rather ntunr to the old hanuuIt house, it uns so
like a home(omm-t that tears efjoy urn' to my eyes. It happened
this our nenn mended tnth the hrct day of the f nmvt
mjubrig the end "f the 1411nrna«r, and under what Jirnns
nmrmsranrcs ar raided up to bergnot Join, this time. As !
slipped inside and threw off my tali, Iryla tame running to
We emhra, edasstarts and she held meat arm'slrn1sh
/nrtmr.
,
and sunryrd my apprmanrr. 10rar a handsome )vu, ' an
)vu /wsr hronu - and so hroua t1 *011soll b. nr to put on lots of
r mJrr jot your new l3rtlvh pasty ' Ar 11uchej And little
Ahmad called out my name and uvrdd not IY (on(rru hit I hid
to tarry him and sit hum on my knee ulufr I dank my sold
shrrkt and toll lossmother about ihr journey, But ulrrn I uns
dirtied a! asn in my Lnshihman'7 rl llsel Ytth my Isst (Tamped
firmly d wn on my head, ldylt Maine uneasy.

'Is's sn1!mr, ' I curd
'Oh, I know,' shesaid. 'Ihr all the same,.
oI did a pant
e. rlu kid my hurlsand kissedthe upsof
herfin1rrs, and shepromisedto sendmeisnote;and indeedshe
hit. and lam Jut to go sith her on a Jute t+morwwto some
tidies of her arauamtame.
'romonow
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fly dear Sir Chiles,
.
I harr now been bark tit Shrphear, l's Hotel I..+r a1mset a urrl
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how
to
a
and tdult it is pleasant enoql
the
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I hit ear Irr
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d
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1
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lrranmtg ,, a uvmar
141111
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S, noud, to all nn a lady rained Vor at-IInJ. I flamm
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I,
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l
h`
If" siel u
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is timt
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.
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km. r+f tntnr Al Nt, r ul-I hJ., f bottom sirr then, I hr other is a
lady by tilt name of Iagvrur Ir 11nrn Ow it
most unrrnnu!
EC)
ntanrd rr+rnr
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with all the new percepnons crowding into it. Mina's heart is
wining for somethmg more.

4 April
I took the acanon to ask Layla udtrthrr
in the tamage,
Shanf Patin had returned udl from the S4. Jt and to hope that
fhit dhurür
She
his werk had na(SüBnrd wd much atarrfuh,
he rnufJ
Irphrd that he isst mdnd Ark and that tkr nur sure
did not seam troubled by it
manage his uwk - in any rax he
'llr
no ant of
said you rode rc(rtmely
sell and Jtonnd
der.
But Lan I
uronnrsf, ' she reported And that inn an
to orrompany hu
stood that he trans tomamw" to L fprr I; nri
Today,

home S+ now I know three is no
smother on her pumey
fir the roan gf
ur or Fir days
punhiLty
of hranng from him

Gm
8 April 1901
Dear SI Ch-Its,
! hmr m-nntd yoursof 2J 11anh and Jm glad that V. an well
and to good fpints and so hops(ulof lnfk Affairs - at their best,
you say, renn Pamrll died 1 hopethJt makesu upýfn you -a
.dun, 1 hear the
kulr - fn the nrtnn to South A/rua I..
neuf from there my immediatetomes u fur the effort I know tr
must lane on you
W. fand-stormhereyesterdayand today -J. 1u
Ili hasse
kart u+tk that
uoru, to my mind, than our Londonfeg. For at
you ran take refugeto your homeandforget its esutrnue. Nnr,
the sand hasfound its ivy n'ryulure, through the mossfinely
shutteredusndouaand into thepaprn andgnrmmn m terry one
of my rahmen Emily suitstuning of Jr brushedit out of my
hau 1find mynef tlunkmg longingly of Logland For nou"n tt
Apnl and everythingu+ll ke to bloom. l ten seeskr smoothgrrrn
of the lawns. shimmmng ustk moWure, and I mit smell the
freshnessof (hefirst mourng 1find myselfthinking pamtufarly
I
of the magnolm-form blossomingis fo short that hair nnu"
mused a foe a u4u+kyear
On our Luc dein I ., turd a beaun(ultill tree iwh almoll

haniunt, d bwnhrs. It had nr bars Mn the brawies
urn
corrnrd uvh L, t, whw, y rrd /l turn. 1a.4rJ (ayla n1 natur, br
my mrpnso she Ad we lmw, but sad that prrstnrly the red
fl, wrn uvuuJ br runnu. Jrd by kola II, S, mIthe oJrnh, u,J,
.
told me mrmediao-lythat shetree ua Iknnuan uulabrttum,
alw I7wrrr aa Red Sdh-rmnrt Tire, and ha, Farr nnlr+nrd
fn+mtnprraiAua lie did
nnr 4nmr us namenr AmM'r 111wr1
find mossnrmp+r if this he and
oilers - urnt to Soreibis
. merryat mwlr at they doubt atmhaMrarus. Dwy tune a eery
rear ieraraunn m their mmJs b f.,the tuo
I hau a wrnru4,at nnfnendiy evJurpv si' days ago
w+th
dlr S Iii nrrt wulbmg aLmg the nor Qu, eI.Nd and ur
shamedto p,ut a nfce. shop u4int agroup of Nanrr prndrmrn
wereengagedrn a durvtunn n(wmrthmg ma new,parrr" 1ww
into of them hand the paler to am+rhn, l:JJ`J a thnugi at a
tpenfir anale 7hry rallied as ur irre eirarand gla l ed up at
ut, ncnminp thnr rnmrrwu++nu"hrn ur hau p,uxJ MS took
ewk
tins as mr nnanon to mragh against 'the older title of
Kanonahst' to be urn sating at mfrr, mdidymg rn 1rdm,ws
talk' and '-i--.
q eery lwsnng Cnmpea,,grnslrvoman'
. +t6 Ns 'Auldand hb,dmout hare' 1,,, J. quite gently, that I
had not lern allure of ,ything unrauud in the gensMmrn't
looksand he told ne - moreor his -'hat 1 holdnot the ability to
pledgethe 'Nauvt rbanxtn' and that it mw enygoodf, +mmethat
I could not andrntand what they sirrt wyrng about me arts
then und that he had it en good authonty that they Urre al
raoah . do desirednothing moreJonrndy than to Jnhnnour a
(: unman prmlrvoman - pamtuGnly, I ruyýr+e, !/she be
CnghJr 1JrJ net liner our that he knnue errs kos Arabu than
1, bur 1 ailed, fhe lnrw any lgyynau rennnafly and he said
men derdrdiy not ef'Jm till' but he sinsaquarmrJ u111rAt,
I-ans \rmr, the tutor of al-lstugartam, ufiu it 'a tine
prndrmar and an anpluphJr', and he has lord hu neue en
hit rnwawtrmn wsh 'it, tim,. Itankst that as 11rar not net
Afro\'unr, 1 do not know mbar to m,dr of Jm.
Of 71nmday I tladlgn to the Ol'm u+th. MadameRushdr
to sit Such thinhard, mU I)+nu ans eamchu 1 shall be sir
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d mu rnonnnndy and yan
-,
a ban m 6a, and 1 am Wk guf,
kndIX. TaUalien, I
may be sun I slmtl rrpnn at the n"111-9at
mmatn,
10 Apnl
Still rrotht, flair rrnrdfrum Lapla ihn hn. llama rs Mwk and
titer,, tommmýr
unsaidbe happy ro reifst rne. S" / shall <all,"n
Ile had a raunah nrumg ar fdrrrr. f amnýmn'x yesterday
lie hasa ritte fnhni 1,"r
mri TempleGunJner uw rn ßur kern
Ile, thither
,nunc mad plays rhr piano like rvrr ur<pnrd .
dies indeed Iwir wid, Jit
he
rhos
m
mr
pnmmely
remarked
to dvgrnnal
ru sanrdrmq Spione
only .tidied a urn' -prrd
good thronuphill to return .lLalnns
t an ritt pstplr
IWa flau tomaunn
rn
uvi jams .trronhe
fniy
knJp'1
Maate
IfIn?
here,

IN as she arte

(Uses:

I

err pan

'ad-n, rrs' (aldmugh I hat pn"nn.rd rift to u, ht, "r rn any
I Suit not any
mnrr It raw hardly a dinrh midrnalrorq, at
bngrr the sind. far- unit knnuv, I Layla -I Iurr f." many
.
hont
aMnn LQl7"t than uunJmuQ rounJ
ex ro
nmm epryw
dercvd at anut rardd m+ hair afl+rdeJ mq No rn,urly. I
fl k, hnaua he h,u a sl+nparhyualr peopleattd at nor n" ready
lie sail that I siould
hu
rmnn.
pnnrrrrn,
n<
and
ritt
ndj
,nth
he mare rarrht arrd that I uuý Momma quite nrn"p,"krn rr
define n/ the Lgypnarrs anJ that it .--Id he award 'IIfs S rite "thre by.
J.
be
'p+u
ru
'
naay
-rr
gnnr
W.
raanrple.
,
I lind
'I
I
Mawe
anti
nit,!
p.,
pinched
only
and yorertnpped
ham unely rrmptrd ro tell. lfr S that I Ira! spanttwins rn1ins
'raualt' o( lu"rrr he spnkr
thou
of
am
of
the
protnnon
sander
dir samerlurohy rn an Ln/hd,
and ardy wdrrd 1 r,., Id expnr
from harn it wm'I dn.
I
had
how
mrm.
rd
rlmr
or
rmuury
Anna, ' he said ggunr,slaking ko Strati Tom,knurr rt tnm'r d,"
I thought you fare sensible
And Ido hrhnt 1 am sensible- only 1 airsxnable rev 41h,
Jure, sa Innire rn"d,l .41,
sitar
here
dune
Mqg
and
umreg
kn.
hear
I
J/umQ
hr t/ar tlus
al ear
ro Wear nrn
people are
(nrru(, kur atu nnur
fir
senuhihtyit hum efmy nfY, me, my sinn
ehe Mu rnrsnrorrhyfor that
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C. nro
13 Apnl 1901
ly drur Candmr,
ein lint hwn mrnh m my mm I tomihr fn I hair tprm the
mu,
at the (: urn Olrra l(oua rauth,. g she /hr+rrr
lrmhmJt -a......., able rtprnrnrc and nur y,w nn. N truly
art n,pyed luau at rhrJunr n(ýI fadmnr Ibaum Rmhdaa
tank Idly monied to an lgypnan /4shu, and ur urn Iran
lieu, n(a 71unnin hrnle' hdrhorydrshePomr, whrnrlfntu trot
fire) a,n! wr ur is" mrr of shehues +rr .war fn the Royal
IJ. rrn, a11ted phah a,,J rrd mehrt ., it, she w+lrgr uull-LýIn
xd at ehrfount a Innate umu,ýhbrron wxet, denorurrJu+rh
hard ffout-n to limit wt! tent all rya while not smprdn{Qnur
anv nativ Motor and the Srgge. Ti, wmrh the play and she
topic admitMnrtgmsuely round-I tonnot gmrt 6ml the
iwJs hat n wm deinInfd I dd so Mint, yon mull hilt IYrn
nth me
IIi ha, wrpprr d dart at,,%bb ne Rmhfi'r atrrmurda. Vw
t eeryJnrr Jnd tlraks hit? .I mixeand '1ird"nh art! 1 piton to
rann a7m al Jed In her .-I, or wx IWrrgg")6r a .. "'a
uyrrrd to .11J,lan1, u am alto he r,"!J mr th,v
,rlvan du!
her hrnFJnn IJJ armed mr,l nu+ a"lnm tdu limit Incold he
In that tau dannu^> 1'p1n my gn,n,q nip a. arn, der
'tied
enwn JIWpIYJMd a, J dir 1'Jdm ram, m hotly ahrmund+
pie u gmrr r1,LYly, Luc mov'hmm
an, rmnirom at,,I quer
Q if nq plans ra harm eltabu en 14 un,r 111oaJJ of
approvnr,
I gyp, He Win I rmdd inn haw rh,+,rrr a Ir u, r eJ, I", rh"',
Irylt f ianun al-KrronJ, I Lm, hed amt a.nJ I+nr61 uut dmn
the -dým n(dn , horrc,br rr wu I tn" An iWJ dh+xw Fn nv.
min he rrl, hrd. Ah' 111. r Inure npudutint,, I we So nute mir
Jn
h,ur Inrn to L pia n lean nmrr m+u. It u r+p" hannidly
(immlred w sheI -W, style- Inn, to nip nuwl, the nld hnuv m
ehrrlr. h "yk u I"th nrmr W"111Jaul nmrr nunuJlly aorta ro
twat dmrca F+nJJy<, ýo, mýluw mrnnLxrJ
eia rlunurhix
%rmaL Ratan al-QlwrruJia, a
1o laylu'.
Luka{Q, dlin, fu 1 IJdy of irdmp, snry. Vv nun rrq" Anna
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with all the new perceptions crowding into it, Anna's heart is
waiting for something more.
4 April
Today, in the carriage,I took the occasionto ask Layla whether
Shanf Pashahad returnedwellfrom the Sinai and to hopethat
his work had not sufferedtoo muchasa resultof his absence.
She
replied that he was indeedbackand that she was sure he could
managehis work - in any caselie did not seemtroubledby it
He said you rode extremely well and slmurd no sign of
uranness,' she reported.And that was all. But later I miderstoodthat he travelstomorrowto Upper Egypt to accompanyhis
mother on her journey home. So now I know there is no
possibility of hearingfrom himfor the comingfour orfive days.
Cairo
8 April 1901
Dear Sir Charles,
I havereceivedyoursof 23 March and amglad that you arewell
and in goodspirits and so hopefulof Irish Affairs - at (heir best,
you say, sinceParnelldied. I hopetimt makesit upfor you -a
little -for the eventsin South Afma. I own when I hear the
new from theremy immediateconcernisfor the effectI know it
must have on you.
We havehad a sand-stormhereyesterdayand today and if is
worse,to my mind, than our London fog. For at leastwith that
you can take refugein your homeandforget its existence.Here.
the sand hasfound its way everywhere,throughthe mostfirmly
shutteredwindowsand into thepapersandgarmentsin everyone
of my cabinets.Emily was tutting as she brushedif out of my
hair. I find myselfthinking longingly of England. For now it is
April and everythingwill bein bloom.I canseethe smoothgreen
of the lawns, shimmeringwith moisture, and I can smell the
freshnessof thefirst mowing. I find myselfthinking particularly
of the magnolia-for its blossomingis so short that I havenow
missedit for a whole year.
On our List drive I noticeda beaugfd tall tree with almost

horizontal branches.It had no leavesbut the branchesUrre
covereduith large,solitaryredflourrs. I a,ked Lsyla its none, so
my surpriseshe did not know but said that presentlythe red
f ourrs would besurroundedby leaves.MrS. ,it theotherhand,
told me immediatelythat the tree is a liambae nsalahnaun,
alsoknou+ras a Red Silkd atton Tree,and hasbeenunported
from tropicalAsia. ! le did not know its nameamArabic. R1rat I
find nmst strangeit that he and others seemto love this
countryasmuchasthey dislikeits inhabitants. 71ey havea very
clearseparationin their minds betuen tile two.
I had a somewhiaturfnendly exchangetunt days ago with
Aft S. We were walking along the rue Q.ur el-Nd and we
chancedto passa coffee-shop
whereagroup of Native gentlemen
wereengagedin a discussion
of somethingma newspaper:I saw
one of them hand the paper to another,folded as though at a
specificarticle. They pausedas we drew nearand glancedup at
when we hadpassed.AIr S took
us, resumingtheir conversation
this as an occasionto inveigh against 'the older type of
Nationalist' to be seensitting at cafes,mdulgmq in 'seditious
talk' and 'embarrassing
everypassing Europeangentlewoman'
with his 'bold and libidinousstare'. I said, quite gently, that I
had not beenawareof anything untoward in the gentlemen's
looksand he told me- moreor less- that I had not theability to
juage the 'Native character'and that it uni mygoodfortune that
I could riot understandwhat they weresaying about nie even
then and that lie had it on good authority that they were all
rascalswho desirednothing morefervently than to dishonoura
Europeangentlewoman- particularly, I suppose,if she be
English. I did not point out that lie knowsevenlessArabic than
1, but I askediflie knew any Egyptianspersonallyarid he said
prostdecidedlyriot of 'thustype' btu he unit acquaintedwith .16
Fans \'imr, the Editor of al-Mugatnm, who is 'a true
gentlemanand an anglophile, and he has basedhis viewson
his conversations
with Aft Nimr. I confessthat asI havenot met
bfr .\'irnr, I do not know what to make of this.
On ThursdayI shallgo to the Operawith MadameRushdt
to seeSarahBernhardtin La Dame aux eamchas.I shallbeto
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a harem box and lain lookingfortiurd
to it enormously and yogi
may be sure I shall report on the evening at length. Till then, I
remain,

10 April
Still nothing. But wordfrom Layla that her llama is backand
.
would be happy to receiveme. So I shall(all on themtomorrou,
We had a musicaleveningat james liamngton's yesterday
and Temple Gardner usesmfine lonn. He hasa tore (relmqfr
music and plays the piano like one inspired. Mrs Butcher
remarkedto rile privately that he doesindeed harr soul, she
only washedit urre occupiedin somethingmore to the general
good than trying to convertMoslems
I had a curiouscomer ation wadiJamiesAmong all thepeople
lie kooua of my
here,lie is theoneKeel closestto, in part because
'adventures'(although I havepronusednor to indulge in any
more. It umshardly a dindt mrderraku,q, as I have not any
longer the need, (n
- sinceknou, u Lsyla -I have so nlany
round
moreopportunitiesto haar about Egypt than uvandennQ
dressedas a man could ever have ended me) but mostly. I
,
think, beraucelie hasa eympathywith peopleand is not so ready
with Insjudgemrntsand pronouncementslie said that I should
he more careful and that Irras becomingquite ootpokrrr in
defenceof the Egyptians and that it would be noturd 'For
example,' he said, 'you untrequite nastyto. 11rS the other day.
and you stoppedonly becauselpinched your arru.' ! said 1 had
beerssorelytemptedto tell Air S that 1 had spentwarren nights
under the protectionof orte of those 'rncrals'of udnnn he spoke
and only wishedI couldexpert the samechivalry in in 1-ughsh
country houseas that I had receivedfrom hin. 'It u, nr't do.
Anna, ' hesaidagain, shakinghis head 'You knom rt u, +n't do
thought you weresensible.'
And Ido GeliereJoin sensible- only Ions sens,
rllr noro(rhe
urong being done here and that there is a InaqQmild which
people are refusingto seeor even hear about I know that this
sensibilityis barnof my aferriorrfor my uerufnendshid it is nmre
the lesstnatuanhy for that
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Calf's
13 April 1901
1(y dear Caroline.
.
You have beennmrh in my mad tonrghtfn 1 havespent the
evening at the Cairo Opera House tvatrhu,G the Divine
Bernhardt-a memorableexperienceand one you iconfd truly
haveeryoyed.1umnrastheguestofAladarneIhtuein Rnshdr,a
Frenchlady named to an Lgypnau Pasha,and we wereboth
guestsof a '1'nrues<Imre' (ildmut h the Nocessherselfu+ssnot
there)and so no saein one of the ho.,esset asidef it the Royal
Harem, all red plush and red velvet twtlr the srfest uroll-b'ht
decoratednarb
and at die front a delicateurou! ht-von screen
gilded flounrs to tilde us"froetall eyesu4uk not mrpedingour
men,of the House and the Stq'e. To watchthe play and the
find the
uu
moan
quite
ned
sitely
ones,
-1
peopleudrdesoe.ýqu
have been
did
deli
I
but
ht(d.
so
n+eh
could
you
it
uns
words
troth me
ll'e had supper! den.,at ,lfada,ne Rushdr't afrrm+nds.She
is trry (leverand speakshorteArableand 7inkr4r and I Mina to
learn a great dea((nnn tier. .-Is ua"werehavrnLtof%rea servant
md udu,lured to .1fadarne,n"hererponshetold rile that
t1ipeared.
her luhand had amrtd and irr arkrq, rrirther he could be
receivedIs that not ehannrng?l you nq'9rruW MY aisenrt,the
semantdi<alrpraredand the Padta (,tine m 'hardy aftrnn+rd..
lie is quite elderly, but nro.t Jmmuný and courteousand quite
know all 1 retoldof
learn
Irabu
and
to
:
plans
rrty
approvingof
Eg)pt. He said I could not h,nr rhos,, a betterteacherthan
bi)-la Harmeral-liwonrh. I bq" hr I and said I toed, not (drin,
the rw<dornof the Jour fir it "i's Fate that had ehoan"frr one.
Eise'' So thereur
better"Qrude
r
1114ir
he
than
'Ah
and replied,
are.
1 haw beento 1ayl i's homonwrr none.It it tory beautifully
(inn drat rn the 1n nth style- bur, to ill)- rnmd, Ilseol, hOuseof
ehr: trab styleis both moreIMautfd ,nnl waremorally amtet to
therh,nare here.I neat therea f"u' day' qqorundaus inrrodwrrl
to Lsyla's mother, 7xinah ILururr al-Ghýunr,an. a goodlook,ns, dignified lady of p,'rhips silty Slie u+n r,cry kund
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and welcoming,but we did not have much conversation,as she
does not speak French and my Arabic is as yet limited to
greetingsand expressionsof polnette. But it ums ehammg to
watchher with hergrandson.Layla complainsthat shespoilshim
terribly but I cannotseethat the child is any the worsefor it. He
takesbeingwith adults ascompletelynatural and comesand goes
as hepleaseswhile his nanny sits in a comerand calls him to her
from time to time to wipe hisfart or straightenhis shirt or- more
often - merely to give him a kiss. I observedher blowing in his
ear and when I asked Layla shesaid, 'Oh, she thinks that well
blow away any evil spirits"
You will gather that I am having a mostpleasant time. I still
seemy friends at the Agency but thesenew experiencesof being
'an' Egyptian life, as it were, are -for the moment - of more
interestto me. Perhapsmerelybecauseof their novelty. I wonder
whether, fictive of my newfriends were to visit us in England.
they wouldfind us as interesting or as pleasant.
I have not receivedany lettersfrom youfor a long time. Pray
do write and tell inc all your newsfor [fear you may beforgetting
your lavingfiend,

continued need.for eautioo until ur should arrive at his housein
Cairo. And their, as die lasstfirne
nun, I heardleim say, 'It has
lrren a pleasurerrmrlliqq
usrh you, Lod), Anna. ' (! e did not
umirter my reply but tumrd and nromncd,wd rode at agallop
- bark into the desert.
I did not question bur that I
uwdd seeleim stain. I t! ou1hi
that he would mll. I usrited,lnr a nine. I. tyla and Zrinab Hamm
are most urlrontnfq and (neudly but they do nor speak sr(hmr
except naturally, it, passmq.
sn unn"rutae
iour;
r\io
III, Smai. She sae, the
.ss\e
dem-rt and hces its life
and s isitsll the Monastery
of St
Catherine
and climt, ei lahal Jlmns., and tier thirst fur
adeeuture
was eentered and she returned
safely to rm
father's house here in ('nem. I low happy I
was to see her and how happy she wac to see me! She told me about her
journey and 1 felt then in tier
mentioning
of his name and
tier praise of him that
had left a gold imm. " brother
pressiun on use cpint
1 sinuld almost
- mul
sap more.

20 April
Today is thefirst day of the Moslem year 1319. 'leere is still no
word. I know he is in Cairo for this much I managedto learn
from his sister. What can I- what must I believe?Igo irr our
conversations.I rereadmy ountjoumal. A fncndshipgrev- of
that I am in no doubt. And certainlyafter our conversationin the
garden of the monasteryI no longerfelt my presenceburdensome
to him. He did not seekme out, it is true, but he caredfor my
welfare- but then lie would have caredfor the welfare of any
stranger thrown into his care. We did not have another concan hardly be said to
versationlike it - but then circumstances
have permitted such an occurrence.
Igo over our farewell at the edgeof the desertas - clad once
morein my black veils-I waitedfor the boat that was to takeme
backto Suez. He merely waitedsilently at my side He spoketo
Sabir and to Afutlaq, instructing them, I imagine, on the

When I met lheih Shanf
after his return I asked about
.
the journey and all to said was. 'I1
ended safe!3, alhamJu-l-Illah:
I tried to lead hem on a little and asked,
'And was Ladd Anna a good rider? ' *Very good, ' he
said.
'Was she an. troubles '\o. not at all. ' I told him
she had
recrrunted to me the stop of the trip and that she had
praised him for the care with 'shift: he hail looked after
her and he said nothing. lint I
noti<rd, as the days went
Irv, that he armed more abstracted
and restless than
usual. And when my mother came back from Jlima she
noticed it too.
And it happened that I ecac sitting
with him and I
mentioned that I had taken Anna to snit Nur al-Iluda
Ilanim and that Madame Ilussein Rushde
was there and
what a pleasant time we had all had together and how
happy Ilussein Ilasha's marriage
seemed to be, and lie
looked at me sharpt and said. 'Madame Ilussein Itushde
is a Frenchwoman. There's a difference'
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So I asked innocently. 'A difference between what"'
'A F renchsroman and Enghshs Oman - in our circumstances; he said.
'Ah, but you always said we should judge people as
individuals. I said, 'not as examples of a culture or a race.'
for
'So one should go ith one's own feet looking
trouble? ' he asked.
'I think in this case; I laughed, 'trouble hasscome
looking for you. '
all he said.
'Thank von, my sister, ' %%as

Cairo

21 April. 1901
.

Dear Caroline,
I receiveduafhjoy yoursof the 7dt. 1had heardf om Sir Charles
leg in the Boer IVar and now
aboutpoor Bron Herbert losinghis
Theosoplnstsand
yours with neu; of Afias HerbertJoining the
going off to live in Califomta - how odd that tow such things
family! Do
time
happen
one
in
in
of
space
sucha short
should
led to the other? I uuft
have
that
one
might
think,
perhaps,
you
(or
another
here
one
converse
narb
and
and we couldsit
you were
I haar so many new impressionsnow, but so vague that they
I supposeit is
But
being
on
paper.
solid
to
rendered
teem resist

Egypt
for
beprarnmblefor
to
to
late
come
you
to
too in theyear it
- eveni)you werewilling.
is
The weatheris starting to heat up now, aldmngh it not yet
heard described.I art making a
have
heat
I
like
the
anything
hoopoeflitting around on
study of the treesand plants -I saw a
day. I am
Gheztrah
Club
the
other
the
at
the polo ground at
for you.
enclosinga drawing I did of bum

Cairo
24 April 1901

to nine. She is the niece (1 think) of. lln/lanunad Ah himself,

I (kwh)quitetold- itsayebutnotatallin
andindeed
is(again

spirit.
? 'onnally immlrn are not admitted to her Salon, but I
expressedsuch curiosity whirr I heard of it that Engime
(.Ifadame Rushdl) persuadedher husband to ask the Princess's
penrritsion flrr me to attend, Pennisslondid)-granted, I accont"
there rouight
Husteil,
Pasha
paled
71teretersemaybeteilgentlrnlrll there, Hu<srur Pashaand a
Mr rlnwt being the only Egyptians Our our, 1fr Young was
.
there (he recounteda most ,urw, lnl rtory that label Cairland
.

hadtoldhim.It appear:
thatnlltleshppnlg
rar
sohle
necessities
Harrods
her last
Lnldon
had fdlrn

at
on
'rclr to
flit,,
'he
connrrsanontlvth its Antenna( Lady faun..(
a while the
silier
lady, understandu(q that her new acquaintancedid
not his'
prmua ently tit L+ndoll, arkcd where he ants (ran. 'Front
Egypt, ' said Miss Caidand 'I I lp%,rauf that utvldrrfid, ' the
American lady 'aid, 'and you nor ULuk at all! ') and also lfr
,

Barrington,
Italians,a Crrm,nranda Russian
om French,took)
I see you jrouvl, bill liar

the Princes, uv, there it ums nos

surely t She is m evraordular)"

uuproper,

lady

she urge a skirt

ht.luon, her hair it, , alomed e. ecealig
said binlre its Eura)>ean,
black. she smoked m, es,antly tad poke
tu a husky drawl in
French, Enghdl, '1iuk,, ii and Italian tinny
.1 tabu Duly to

:peak to flit- mald'I Slur uu' ,mowedby mr, I think. told

muted on re)i"mngto onea, 'la peopletruly' and 'If rrvn'tnr'
The talk (Icie tnldl).

iroln F ersinn rn to ill,. C:uu: nuvo, raphe ! of

Ouch apparently thin' air relldm perlonn,uue, in Cairo
and
Ales, uldna) to floeuanr tr of inn nul, to the lh, ser Rrl, elh,w
.
to the interpretation ofdrrarln to Karl lL: %to flit- mat recent
.
diialvery o/ Egyptian uummue' and hearrn kuous whin rN.
: hid ,ill ill,, udule the rll, trnp,ognecorksurn- popping. Suddenly
she calls

in

, lie

of her

maids

(the),

are

all

dreiaed

in

file

n, Ait

Dear Caroline,
I am just returnedfrom the strangestparty and warned fillIt is a kind of Salon, literary and
it.
tell
about
to
you
mediately
Fadhil at her palacefront time
1Vazh
by
Princess
held
a
political,

srunpnlour silk rnlh",) andgnrs an 'rile mid nwhout,f other a, o
a small eipenible is, p, thered, l nunnuulr riech various ursntsMinis, of ic/uc t the only one at-all (molar it ulk uns the har hill the mow importalt our o(, iii inva kind 'I drin,,, held touter
,
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Cairo, May 1997
I am obsessedwith Anna Winterboume's brown journal. She
has become as real to me as Dorothea Brooke. I need to fill in
the gaps, to know who the people are of whom she speaks, to
paint in the backdrop against which she is living her life here,
on the page in front of me.
I go to the British Council Library, to Dar al-Kutub, to the
second-hand bookstalls even though they've been moved
from Sur el-Azbakiyya up to Darrasa and browsing among
them is no longer so pleasant. I even write to my son in
London and ask for cuttings from old issues of The Times.
And I piece a story together.
London, October 1898 to March 1899
The light is like nothing Anna has ever seen before. Day after
day it draws her back. Day after day it scatters itself on the rich
carpets, on the stone or marble floors, on the straw matting. It
streams through the latticed woodwork, tracing its patterns on
mosaic walls and inlaid doors and layered fabrics, illuminating
flowers and faces and outstretched or folded hands.
Anna looks down at her own hands, folded tight in her lap:
her wedding band gleaming dull against the pale skin, her
knuckles raised ridges of paler white. She unclenches her
hands, stretches out the fingers and replaces the hands gently,
open, on her knees.
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He is not /himself.I haveheardthis phrasebefore,and not i fills
to me to use it. Eduard, my husband, is not himsef.
For sevenmonths 1followed, with Sir Charles,all newsof dte
eventsin the Soudan. For sevenmonths I prayedfor his safety
andfor his return unharmed. And hour he is backI hardly know
him. He isgrouat thin, and though hisfate isflushed with the
sun of the south, it is as though a pallor lurks beneath.
bfr [ nthrop has seen him and says he has caught some
infection of the tropicsand shall be well again with tranquillity
and nourisbir{gji,od and, later, exercise.Upon his insistence(bfr
It inthrop's) Igo out for a uulk in the air eachday. And I have
taken to walking to the South Kensington Museum, which is a
prost beautiful and calming plate and where I have comeupon
somepaintings by Air Frederick Lewis. 71ey are possessedof
such luminous beauty that I feel in their presenceas dough a
gentle hand caressedmy very soul.
On a low bed, pressed into a pile of silken cushions, a woman
lies sleeping. Above her, a vast curtain hangs, through the
brilliant billowing green of which the fluid shadows of the
lattice shutters can be made out, and beyond them, the light.
One wedge of sunshine - from the open window above her
head - picks out the sleeper's face and neck, the creamcoloured chemise revealed by the open buttons of her tight
bodice. A small amulet shines at her throat. Anna glances at
her watch: she has ten more minutes.
Today Jjound Sir Wlliarn Harcourt in the hall, taking his leave
of Eduard and Sir Charles. Sir Charles,shaking him repeatedly
by shehand, said (in his usual robustfashion) that it was a sad
dayfor England when a man like Sir William resignsfrom the
Leadership becauseof the conversion of the Party to jingo
Imperialism. He spoke harshly of Roseberyand Chamberlain
calling them men of war and Sir William said it :vas the spirit of
the age and he was grown too old to fight it. Eduard became
muchagitatedand retired to his chamber.He refusedto allow me
to sit with him or bring him tea.
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that. He is a modem man: an Arab-American. And, I tell
myself again, he is not her father.

She says she cannot make plans to conic back
just yet.
She wants me to go over. I say,
when I've finished. I think I
ant fairly close. Cromer has resigned and Eldon Gorst has
taken over. ºn the new, more conciliatory atmosphere, four
official political parties have sprung into being. The first,

17 November,
Tawasi,

1997

Isabel is pregnant.
'I told you it was ntcant to be,' she said on the phone last
night. 'We've been seeingeachother- but it wasthe first time
that did it. I'm three months gone. I'm sorry I didn't tell you
before but I wanted to be absolutely sure. I promised myself
I'd tell you at three months.'
'Isabel, that's wonderful! ' I said. Then I said, 'Isn't it?'
'Yes,' she said. 'Yes, I'm madly happy.'

'And 'Omar? ' I asked.
'Well. ' She hesitated. 'He - actually, he's quite upset. He
didn't quite ask if I wanted to keep the baby. He didn't do
fifty-five. '
being
fact
he
But
the
of
at
that.
is very concerned
'Give him time, ' I said.

'Absolutely, ' she said.'And a lot ofspace. I've not suggested
he
I
his
till
He
time.
wait
take
own
can
either ofus moving in.
calls me - mostly.'
Trapped, I think. He must be feeling partly trapped, partly
kids
kids?
His
I
aregrown up tell
the
proud, partly what shall
He
Or
be
Will
resentful?
they
amused?
than
mine.
older
jasmine
his
have
Isabel
yet; she
with
affair
told
about
cannot
fears
his
have
He
have
put
aside
- since
must
told me.
would
he was seeingher anyway. But this will bring them all back.
Father and grandfather in one - like Ramesesor Akhenatun
or any one of the great pharaohs. He would not appreciate

Free National Party with a!
naturally, is the pro-British
Afugattam as its mouthpiece. Its slogan is 'The Safety
of the
Fatherland and the Nation lies in Peace with the Reforming
Occupier-.
and it is generally despised. Then Ahmad Lutfi
al-Sayyid and some of the notables and high-ranking
civil
servants form Hab al-Umrah,
the Party of the Nation.
They establish a! -Ganda as its newspaper and call for
gradual
independence from Britain, ending Turkish rule, investing
in education and industry, and government by constitution.
Mustafa Kamel then firms the real Nationalist Party, alHizb al-Watani, speaking through a!
-L'usz and calling for
immediate independence and a constitutional
government
the Ottoman
within
state. Finally the Khedive, acting
through Sheikh Alt Yusuf and his al-Afu'ayyad, forms his
is immediate
own party, Hizb at-Islah. Its programme
independence
but it
and a constitutional
government
soft-pedals on the Turkish ties and floats the idea of an
Arab caliphate with the Khedive as the caliph.
And my husband of course will join none of them. The Palace
and the British parties are out of the question. He dislikes alI Vatani'scleaving to the Onamans, for lie seesmore and more of
a divergencebetween the interestsof Egypt and those of Turkey.
The Hizb al-Umnmh could have beenthe most natural placefor
hint, indeed several of his friends are founding members, but
other Parties will have it that the interests of the Ummah's
members- being among the more wealthy Notables and Civil
Servants - are closeto those of du British and there is some talk
of Cromer having given the Party his blessing before he left.
iVere it not for taefact that ! am his cafe -a fact which renders
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lure perhaps excessivelyanxious to avoid any wlusperofa link to
the British -I believe lie may havejoined it. As it is, lie remains
a free man and publishes his writings where he choosesand works
on thoseprojects on which both:the IVatme and the Ummah are

it is L ayla oath whom I comparepurchasesand fists acrossthe
table.

united.
We are very close now to seeing a Spool of Fine An
inaugurated. The Khedive has appointed Prince Ahmad Fuad
Chairman of die Council for the National University and my
husband and Ya'qub Artin Basha are u'orktug on its Charter. I
believeon the whole that the tally for 1907 has been agood one,
with the pardonfor the Denslnt'nt prisoners comng, as tt does, at
the end rf the year. I uvnder ju is any coxfort to the undoes
and orphans of that village that the brutality committed against
them has led to thefall of Cromer and has reverberatedacrossthe
world? The odd thing is that Cromer was by all accountsmost
surprised and disappointed when he returned tofind feeling in all
quarters so united against lam and he persisted to the end in
ascribing this to the schemrngsof die Khedive rather than to his
oust actions. But enough! Enough of polmcs, as Teumb Hamm
constantly says. Poor lady, her life has been completelygoverned
by the politicsfirst of her husband and their of her sort. But she is
happy enough now with three dtddren running about the hou, e.
She looks at me kindly and says, 'Look at the wisdom of Cod,
my daughter, sending you from far countries to my son after all
those barren years. '
How I wish it werepossible to say 'Enough of politics', truly
and forever. /find myself thinking sometimes of l fe in London,
occupied with nothing more than choosing the day's meu,
attending to the children and doing odd things about the house.
Perhaps walking in the Park. Perhapcgo nq out in the evening
to (he theatreor to dinner sat/i fnends. And now, in December.I
think of Christinas trees and hg/us and breaking off from
shopping to have lunch with a fnend But when I unagme
myself in Thurloe Place I seeNurcorne dancing down the stairs.
When I enter the foyer ofa theatre it is my husband's ann on
which I lean. When Igo into Harrods it is to choosea present for
him and another,for Zeinab Hamm. And when I stop fin lunch

CXu IF I INTERPRET CXXu"s presence among us as a
sign that lie tolled good for our house, how then do I
interpret those other, later events? F,tcnts that perhaps
found their root, in that %cry presence. I do not know. I
leave that question to other, wiser trends than mine. We
lived our lit is together and hardly it day passed but we
teere in each other's company for sonneof its hours.
'I'll(- t'nnersih",
as et('renne know, seas started irr
1326/ 1908. WhaI tnanv people no Inntier remember is that
in its first year it held special diese` for ladies un Fridays.
Nahass ua Musa, Malak ILfni Na, if, Labiba ILnhmi and
1 were selected to conduct these elas%vs.And we ens tech
Anna tu talk about art and Mnd, mre Ilusx"m Itushdr to
talk about European historyy.. 'ennn joked that the hareem
hail route a working; aoman of her, leershe teas evmstantly
occupied in preparing for her vIjs%cs. writing for the
magamne und translating front and into English for my
brother. She had information from her friend, in Britain
and he Irrad it knowledge of Egypt. it clear tuend and a gift
for lokreal vet mtpas%ionee argument. And then she had it
talent for the English style and so each article the)
published struck it true blow.
Mustafa Kamel Basin's death was it great setback tu
the rounlrv, but for it while it termed that his nook tcoule
be continued In Muhammad Ite% Farrel. \h" husband
aurked esit Ii him un the affair', of the ccorkers and during
wo we tuceceded in rttnbh. lnng four trade unrnm.. \nd
wth flit- ('1.1' n"t"uhrtwn m't'urke. %and the declaration of
the Turkish ('un. titrdron rind the Ottliumn Parliament. it
truly rrnnm3;. 'I'he Inrush Gm se'enwd that change %%as
ermncut refused to allow Egypt tip lime it Relirt, sentatm,
at the Parliament, and at the Arne Parade m November
the students rund the people burst into spontaneous cries
I'indi"penelente! '
of'vive
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And our domestic life was happy. My mother was like a
hen with a great brood of chicks, my father was content to
sit and watch Anna weave her magical tapestry, and
though we were only blessed with one child each, the
children grew up and with them grew their loving affection for us and for each other.
Nur is on her father's knee. She has pulled his gold watch out
of his pocket and is staring at it thoughtfully. Thoughtfully he
regards his daughter. In the silence Layla looks up from her
book and reads her brother's mind:
'May He preserve you for her, ya Abeih, and you see her a
bride. You'll deliver her with your own hand to Ahmad. '
He pays attention. 'How do we know they are for each
other? he asks his sister with a smile. 'Might they not meet
other people and prefer them? '
'You can see they already adore each other, ' Layla says.
'They can't bear to be separated for a day. When they -'
'Bass ya Sett Layla, ' Mabrouka cuts in. 'The knowledge of
what's hidden is with God alone. '
'And where have you popped up from all of a sudden?'
Layla asks "

'Because of what happened in Luxor, ya Sett, ' the midwife
says. 'They've rounded up the men =
'What happened in Luxor? '
'Don't you know what's happening? The world is standing
on a leg -'
'Sett Amal works all day. ' Khadra comes to my side. 'How
can she know? '
'They killed the tourists at Luxor. Fifty or a hundred, we
don't know. At the temple. And there was a battle and i
shooting and now the government has turned on the

is a great crying and wailing coming towards the house
and I start up from my vision of ninety years ago as a loud
hammering shakes my door. I run through the hall and fling
open the door. Outside there is 'Am Abu el-Ma'ati s daughter, the midwife from the clinic and other women, a swarm of
children following behind. The women are bareheaded, their
black tarhas hanging round their necks.
'They've taken my father, ya Sett Hanim, ' 'Am Abu elMa'ati s daughter cries. 'The soldiers came and they took him
and took the men of the village. Help us, ya Sett Hanim! Who
can we go to? Who can we speak to? God will avenge us -'She
sits on the ground weeping, beating her head with her hands.
'Why? ' I cry. 'Why? What happened? Where have they
taken them? '

people -'
'They took my father, they took my father =
'What's our village got to do with this?'
'They've turned on the whole of the Said, not our village
alone. War, ya Sett Hanim, war. Seventeen men they've
taken from our village. And what are people to do? Where
can we go?'
'Where did they take them? The police station?'
'The central police station, the markaz. '
$
'I'll get dressed and go. '
I run inside and stand in the middle of my room with my
heart beating fast. All the things I've read - the things I've
heard about what goes on when people fall into the hands of
the police swirl round in my mind: the stripping, the blindfolds, the whipping -I sit on the bed and close my eyes and
force myself to calm down. When I open my eyes, my mother
is looking at me sadly out of her portrait. I take a deep breath
and put on city clothes, stockings, a silk scarf. I brush my hair,
put on some lipstick and put pearls in my ears. I pick up my
bag, then on an impulse I take my British passport from the
dressing-table drawer and put it in the bag next to my
Egyptian ID card and driving licence.
All the women want to come with me but one woman
knows the way to the police station so I take her and Abu elMa'ati s daughter and Khadra. My hands are shaking and I
grip the wheel tight. I can feel myselfstarting to cry and I force
the tears down and hold myself ngid. As we come to the edge
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IT WAS rtaca to lay it all down. Before Paul D
came and sat as
her porch utpr, words
whispered in the keeping room had kept her
boing. Helped bet endure the charmng ghost. refurbished the baby
hoes of Howard
and Bugleerand kept them whole in the world
becausein her dreamt
she saw only their parts in trees; and kept her
husband shadowy but there--somewhere. Now Halle's face
between
the butts press and the churn swelled larger and larger,
crowding
her ryes and making her headhart She
wished for Baby Suggs'fingen
molding her nape, reshaping it, raying, "LI em down, Sethe.Sword
and shield. Down. Down. Both of em down. Down by the
riverside.
Sword and shield. Don't
study war no more. fay all that men down.
Sword and shield." And
under the pressing fingert and the quiet
instructive voice. she
would. Her heavy knives of defense against
miIerl. "Per, gall and hurt, sheplaced one by one
on a bank when
dear water tithed on below.

Nine yearswithout the fingersor the
voiceof BabySumpwas
too much.And wordswhispered
in thekeepingroomweretoo litde.
The butter-smeared
faceof a man God madenow
sweeter
than
demanded
more aoarchbuilt or a robesewn.Somefiring c remony.
Selhedecidedto
to the Qeatioa,back whereBabySus. had
lancedin ý
Lyn
Before124andeverybody
in it hadcloseddown,veiledover
and
shut awq; beforeit had beoomrthe playthingof spirit, and the
homeof the chafed,1a4had been
a cheerful,buzzinghousewherry
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Finally she al ed the women to her. "Cry, " she told them "Fa
the living and the dead. Jun ay. " And without covering their eyes
the women let loose.
It started that way: laughing children, dancing mm, eying women
and then it got mixed up. Women stopped crying and danced; men
sat down and cried; children danced, women laughed, children cried
until, exhausted and riven, all and each lay about the Clearing damp
and gasping for breath. In the silence that followed, Baby Suggs,
holy, offered up to them her great big heart.

Shedid not tell themto clan up their byesor to go and sin no
more.Shedid not tell themthey werethe blessedof the earth,its
inheritingmeekor its gloryboundpure.
Shetold themthat the only gracetheycouldhavewasthe grace
they could imagine.That if they could not seeit, they would not
haveit.
"Here, " she said, "in this here place, we flesh; flesh that weeps,
laughs; flesh that danceson bare fat in grass.Love it. Love it hard.
Yonder they do not love your flesh. They despiseit. They don't love
your eyes; they'd just as soon pick em out. No more do they love
the skin on your back. Yonder they flay it. And 0 my people they
do not love your hands. Those they only use, tic, bind, chop off and
leave empty. Love your hands) Love them. Raise them up and kiss
them. Touch others with them, pat them together, stroke them on
your face 'cause they don't love that either. You got to love it, youl
And no, they ain't in love with your mouth. Yonder,
out there, they
will we it broken and break it again. What you say out of it they
will not heed What you scream from it they do not bear. What you
put into it to nourish your body they will snatch away and give you
leavins instead. No, they don't love your mouth. You
got to love it.
This is flesh Cm talking about here. Flesh that needs to be loved.
Feet that need to rat and to dance; backs that need support; shoulders that axed arms, strong arms rest telling you. And 0
my people,
out yonder, bear me, they do not love your neck unnoosed and
straight. So love your neck; put a hand on it, grace it, stroke it and
hold it up. And all your inside parts that they'd just
as soon shopfor
hogs, you got to love them. The dark, dark liver-love it, love it,
and the beat and bating heart, love that too. More than eyesor feet.

BabySuggs,holy, loved, cautioned, led, cnastuw and soomea. wnere
not one but two pots simmered on the stove; where the lamp burned
all not long. Strangers rested there while children tried on their
shoes.Messageswere left them, for whoever needed them was sum
to stop in one day soon. Talk was low and to the point-for Baby
Suggs,holy, didn't approve of extra. "Everything dependson knowing how much; ' she said, and "Good is knowing when to stop. "
It was in front of that r24 that Setteeclimbed off a wagon, her
newborn tied to her chest, and felt for the first time the wide arms
of her mother-in-12w, who had made it to Cincinnati. Who decided
that, becauseslave life had "busted bet Iegs, back, head, eyes,hands,
kidneys, womb and tongue," the had nothing left to make a living
with but her heart-which she put to work at once. Accepting to
title of honor before her name, but allowing a small caressafter it,
she became an unchurched preacher, one who visited pulpits and
opened her ghat heart to those who could use it. In winter and fall
she carried it to AME's and Baptista, Holinesses and Sanctifieds, the
Churfit of the Redeemerand the Redeemed.Uncalled, unrobed, unanointed, she let her great heart beat in their presence.When warm
wader came,Baby Suggs,holy, followed by every black man, woman
and child who could make it through, took her great heart to the
Cleating-a wide-open place cut deep in the woods nobody knew
for what at the end of a path known only to deer and whoever cleared
the land in the first place. In the heat of every Saturday afternoon,
she sat in the clearing while the people waited among the trees.
Afar situating herself on a huge las-sided rock, Baby Suggsbowed
her head and prayed Wendy. The company watched bet from the
trees. They knew she was ready when she put her stick down. Then
she shouted, "Let the children come!" and they ran from the trod
toward her.

"Let your mothersbearyoulaugh," shetold them,andthewoods
rang.The adultslookedon andcouldnot helpsmiing.
'Ilsen"Let thegrownmencome," sheshouted.Theysteppedout
oneby onefrom amongthe riu8ng trees.
"Let your wives and your children seeyou dang"
and groundlife shuddered under their feet

she told them,
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More thanlungsthat haveyet to draw freeair. More thanyour liftholdingwombandyour life-givingprivateparts,hearmenow, love
your heart.For this is the prize." Sayingno more,the stoodup then
her
heart
had
hip
her
to
danced
the
of
what
twisted
rest
with
and
her
the music.
and
gave
their
mouths
the
opened
others
saywhile
Longnoteshelduntil the four-partharmonywasperfectenoughfor
their deeplylovedflesh.

Serbewanted to be there now. At the least to listen to the spaces
due
that the long-ago singing had left behind. At the most to get a
from her husband's dead mother as to what she should do with her
Baby Suggs,
dear
Jesus,
after
years
now
nine
now,
sword and shield
holy, proved herself a Use, dismissed her great heart and lay in the
keeping-room bed roused once in a while by a craving for color and
not for another thing.
"Those white things have taken all I had or dreamed," the said,
"and broke my heartstrings too. There is no bad luck in the world
but whitefolka. " t24 shut down and put up with the venom of its
dropping by. No
ghost. No more lamp all night long, or neighbors
low conversations after supper. No watched barefoot children play.
ing in the shoesof strangers. Baby Suggs,holy, believed shehad lied.
Then was no grace-imaginary or real-and no sunlit dance in a
Clearing could change that. Her faith, her love, her imagination and
her great big old heart began to collapse twenty-eight days after her
daughter-in-law arrived.

determinedto go-to pay
Yet it wasto the Clearingthat Settee
while it wasstill the green
tribute to Halle.Beforethelight changed,
blessedplacesheremembered:
mistywith plantsteamandthedecay
of berries.
Sheput on a shawlandtold DenverandBelovedto do likewise.
All threean out late one Sundaymorning,Setheleading,the girls
trotting behind,not a soulin sight.
When they reached the woods it took her no time to find the
held there regularly
big-city
because
it
were
revivals
through
path
banjos and a tent. The old
food-laden
tables,
with
now, complete
dropping
but
trees
with
over
still
arched
track
now,
path was a
buckeyes onto the grass below.

Therewasnothingto bedoneotherthanwhat shehaddone,but
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his body which is a small bird trembling there is no room to
tremble so he is not able to die my own deadman is pulled away
from my (ace I miss his pretty white points

rý,ý.
I AM seLoVeDandsheismine. Iseehertake flowers
from
away
leaves she puts them in
a round basket the leavesare not for
her she fills the basket
sheopensthe grass I would help her
but the clouds are in
the way how can 1 say things that are
pictures I am not separatefrom her there is no place
where I
stop her faceis my own and I want to be therein the place
where
her face is and to be looking it
at too a hot thing

We are not crouching now we are standing but my legs are
like my dead man's eyes I cannot fall becausethere is no room
to
the men without skin are making loud noises I am not
dead the bread is sea-colored I am too hungry to cat it
the
sun closesmy eyes thoseable to die are in a pile I cannot find
my man the one whose teeth I have loved a hot thing the
little hill of deadpeople a hot thing the menwithout skin push
them through with poles the woman is there with the face I
want the face that is mine they fall into the sea which is the
color of the bread shehasnothing in her cars if I had the teeth
of the man who died on my face I would bite the circle around her
now there is
neck bite it away I know she does not like it
room to crouch and to watch the crouchingothers it is the douching that is now always now inside the woman with my face is
in the sea a hot thing

All of it is now it is
alwaysnow there will never be a time
when I am not crouching and watching others who are crouching
I am always crouching the man
too
on my face is dead his
face is not mine his
mouth smellssweetbut his eyesare locked
somewho eatnastythemselves I do not eat the menwithout
skin bring us their morning water to drink
we have none at
night I cannot seethe deadmanon my face daylight comesthrough
the cracks and I can seehis lockedeyes I am not big small rats
do not wait for us to sleep
someoneis thrashing but there is no
if we had moreto drink we could maketears we
room to do it in
cannot make sweator morning water so the men without skin bring
us theirs one time they bring us sweetrocks to suck we are all
trying to leave our bodies behind the man on my face has done
it
it is hard to make yourself die forever you
sleepshort and
then return in the beginningwe could vomit now we do not
now we cannot his teeth are pretty white points someone
is trembling I can feel it over here he is fighting hard to leave

In the beginning I could seeher I could not help her because
the cloudswere in the way in the beginningI could seeher the
shining in her cars shedoesnot like thecircle around her neck I
know this I look hard at her so shewill know that the clouds are
in the way I amsureshesawme I amlooking at her we me she
emptiesout her eyes I am there in the placewhereher face is and
telling her the noisy clouds were in my way she wants her earrings shewantsher round basket I want her face a hot thing
in the beginningthe women are away from the men and the men
are away from the women storms rock us and mix the men into
the women and the women into the men that is when I begin to
be on the back of the man for a long time I seeonly his neck and
his wide shouldersaboveme I am small I love him becausehe
has a song when he turned around to die I seethe teeth he sang
through his singing was soft his singing is of the place where
a woman takes flowers away from their leavesand puts them in a
round basket before the clouds sheis crouchingnear us but
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I do not seeher until he locks his
eyesand dies on my face we
are that way there is no breath coming from his mouth and the
place where breath should be is sweet-smelling the others do not
know he is dead I know his
songis gone now I love hispretty
little teeth instead
I cannot lose her again
my dead man was in the way like the
noisy clouds
when he dies on my face I can see hen
she is going
to smile at me
her sharp earrings are gone
she is going to
the
men without skin are making loud noises
they push my own man
through
they do not push the woman with my face through
she
goes in
they do not push her
the little hill is
she goes in
gone
she was going to smile at me
she was going to
a hot
thing

They arc not crouchingnow
we are they are floating on the
water they break up the little hill and push it through I annot
find my pretty teeth I seethe dark facethat
is going to smile at
me it is my dark facethat is going to smileat me the iron circle
is around our neck she does not have sharp earrings in her ears
or a round basket shegoesin the water with my face
I am standing in the rain falling
I am
the others are taken
I am falling like the rain is
I watch him cat
inside
not taken
I am crouching to keep from falling
I am going to
with the rain
be in pieces
he hurts where I sleep
he puts his finger there
I
drop the food and break into
pieces
she took my face away
I wait on
there is no one to want me
to say me my name
the bridge because she is under it
there is night and there is day
I am waiting
again
again
night day
no
night day
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the face that was going to smile at me in the place where we
crouched now she is going to her face comes through the
water a hot thing her faceis mine sheis not smiling sheis
the
chewing and swallowing I have to havemy face I go in
I am in the water and she is comgrass opens she opens it
ing thereis no round basket no iron circlearoundherneck she
goes up whete the diamonds are I follow her we are in the
diamondswhich are her earringsnow my faceis coming [have
I am loving my face so
I am looking for the join
to have it
I want to join shewhispers
much my dark faceis closetome
to me shewhispers I reachfor her chewingand swallowing
shetouchesme she knows I want to loin shechewsand swal"
lows me I am gone now I am her face my own face has left
me I seeme swim away a hot thing I seethe bottoms of my
feet I am alone I want to be the two of us I want the join
I come out of blue water after the bottoms of my feet swim
away from me I come up I needto find a placeto be the air is
heavy I am not dead I am not there is a house there is
what she whisperedto me I am where she told me I am not
dead I sit the sun closesmy eyes when I openthem I seethe
face I lost Sethe'sis the facethat left me Setheseesme seeher
and I seethe smile her smiling faceis the placefor me it is the
faceI lost sheis my facesmiling at me doing it at last a hot
thing now we can join a hot thing

iron circle is around my neck
no boatsgo on this water no men
without skin my dead man is not floating here his teeth are
down therewherethe blueis and the
grass sois the faceI want the
face that is going to smile at
me it is going to
to the day dumondeare in the water wheresheis and turtles in the night I hear
chewing and swallowing and laughter at belongs to me sheis
the laugh 1 am the laugher I seeher facewhich is mine it is
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how to implement that
and sperm as nought, we will show you
blasphemousdecision.

Scene 6

Friday,3 August1979
(1) Large picture of abdominalareaof pink dress:a slim waist flaring
out into hips. Text: 'litre is a woman.'
(2) Superimposeline-drawing of female reproductive organs. Text:
'These are the reproductiveorgansof &grown woman.This is the
uterus - also known as the womb and the home of the child 'beit
d-w&
This is the vague - and up here are the ovaries.'
,
(3) Superimposedrawing of releasedovum in fallopian tube. Text:
'The ovaries' job is to release the eggs out of which every new
baby is created. God in His wisdom has given each woman two
ovaries.Each ovary,with the graceof God, producesan egg every
eight weeks. The ovaries alternate in the production of eggs.'
Here invite audienceparticipation by eking: 'So how often is a
new egg released into the womb?' Correct answer. every four
weeks.
It is possiblehere (dependingon time available,sexand qualification of extension personnel and other situational factors) to
invite more audienceparticipation by asking the women whether
they do, in fact, get their menstrual periods every twenty-eight
days. Or more?Or less?After discussion,assurethem that variations from twenty-eight days are normal.
(4) Superimpose line-drawing of spermatozoa swimming up the
vagina.Text'When copulation takesplacebetweena man and his
wife, the sperm of the man, by the will of God, are releasedinto
the woman. They swim up through the vagina and through the
womb and eventually- if such be the will of God - one of them
will meet the ripe egg up here in the tube. The sperm is a human
cell. And the egg is a human cell. The sperm and the egg desire
union even as the man and the woman desire union - and out of
this union a new human being is, by the will of God, created.
Now, if for any reasona man and his wife have decided Oh dear - how is this going to go down now?
If for any reason a couple have decided to thwart the
will of God
alreadymentioned-how many?one, two, five times above,if, for any
reason,a couple have decided to render this twin miracle of ovum

Shit. This won't do. OK. Go back and crossout all thosereferencesto
Ue the way
the will and graceof God. Now what?Now it doesn't sound
definite and
Far
let
in
too
in
Arabic,
a
village.
alone
talk
anyonewould
Asyasits back in
for
Positively
misfortune.
asking
to
speak.
cocksure- so
her chair and throws her pencil on the desk. Behind her, the window
looks out on the bustle and the one-way traffic of Long Acre. At her left
hand is a pile of rough sketchesof figures using a varietyof contraceptive
devices.Next to them is a pile of detailed medical notes on the use,
is another pile
And
device.
to
that
next
each
of
side-effects
reliability and
Council for Family
Higher
Egyptian
directives
the
the
of
containing
Planning concerning the formulation of the messagesit would use in its
forthcoming campaign. A fourth pile contains a number of pertinent
Citadel
by
Traditions
Qur'an
from
compiled
the
the
and
quotes
Publishing Inc.'s religious advisor for the Visual Aids Project from the
School of Oriental and African Studies. On the desk also are an Al
has just
Asya
blunted
five
the
one
and
pencils
sharpened
sketch-pad,
thrown down and a large Shedder eraser.She has finally learned why
At her
she should call them 'erasers' and not 'rubbers' as she used to.
for it to ring. She and
is
right hand there is a telephoneand she waiting
Nadia had left the housetogether that morning and her aunt had turned
into the hospital while Asyahad crossedthe Cromwell Roadand goneon
to catch the underground from Earls Court station. That had been Asyachecks her watch - almost three hours ago and Nadu still hadn't
doing. Does that mean something
her
her
how
was
uncle
to
tell
phoned
has gonewrong?She reachesfor the handbaghanging from the back of
her chair and rummages in it for her addressbook. She picks up the
receiverand dials the hospital.
'Good morning. You have a patient by the nameof Hamid Mursi who
he was in intensivecare. I
Last
for
night
surgery
yesterday.
wasadmitted
want to find out how he is, please.'
'Nit tisygold's. '
'Yes, I'm his niece.'
No, that would be my aunt: his sister.'
The door opens and Gus comes in, blear)-eyed and grinning. }le
desk and he puts
She
her.
the
pats
blue
and
smiles
at
envelope
wavesa
'thumbs-up' on his
the envelopedown and leaves,giving her a wobbly
way out.
'Yes?He's still in there?'

I
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under the official PrisonOrganisation.I went there and of coursethey
said he was not there and they did not know anything about him and
all that. However,Daddy spoketo somepeopleand two of our friends
who are lawyers helped and I was able to see him yesterday.I am
telling you all this becauseyou are in Englandand in publishing
and
havefriends in newspapers
and all that. It maybe a naivethought but
perhapsyou could do something?I sawhim yesterdayand he said elProf was there too. He
almost could not speak.He could not look at
me. They have all beentortured: they havebeen beateneverywhere,
anywhere on their bodiesand their heads,they havebeenheld down
and raped, they havebeenhung upside-down
The hand holding the letter falls into Asya'slap. Asyalifts her feet
off
the desk and sits up straight. Her heart is beating hard
so
she
almost
cannot breathe. She standsup and wallosto the window. In the
street
people come and go. A deliveryvan is parkedon the yellow line
and the
driver is arguing
with the traffic warden.The sun shines.She walksback
to the desk and sits down. She
smoothsthe letter out and reads.
- they have been hung upsidedown for hours and had live wires put
inside them. He
said Zuku was paralysedfrom the waist down and
that he himself was so afraid, he would do anything to
get out. But
there is nothing he can do. He
wascrying and he could not look at me
at all.
If you can do something
and needdetailedinformation or anything
at all, write to the addresson the back of this envelopebefore 7
August. If you
cannot do anything don't worry, I will get him out
somehow.
I cannot believehow
your newspapersthere keepmakinglike Sadat
is this wonderful humanitarianhero. The
only people he is'humanitarüm' to are the Israelis.
I am sure you will not tell Khalu
any of this now. Ahmad is fine and
looking forward to
seeing'Tante Asya'.

Scene 7

Later that evening
He is sitting in a metallicchair. From the armpitsdown he is swaddledin
whitewraps.One arm is on an armrestandhis headis leaningagainstthe
back of the chair. He appearsto be part of a big, complex piece of
machinery;hundredsof different-colouredwires and tubes loop themselvesaround him, at ach themselvesto him, enter him and exit to loop
aroundagainand plug themselvesinto a number of largeinstrumentsof
varyingheights that surround him. Behind his back red pulsesappear
and disappearand greendotted lines hesitatetheir way acrossa bank of
screens.His mouth hangsslightly openand he appearsto be asleep.Ile
is almostbald. Asyapeers further into the room. She can makeout two
figureslying in their beds with sheetsand blanketsover them. A green
curtain is drawn acrossthe far right-hand comer. At a desk, with her
backto the glasspanelthrough which Asyais looking,a uniformednurse
sitsworkingby the light of a desk-lamp.Asyalooksat her uncle. His face
is bruised and swollen. Fie looks strange.Remote,yet terribly familiar.
She has seenthis face before, this bruised and swollenface. Only last
time it was more vivid: there were more purple patchesand wealsand
clots of red. And the swelling on the left side had beenso exaggerated
thatAsyahad not believedthat Khalu would everlook like himself again.
But this time he looks so weak. His one wrist is frail and thin. He had
not seemedso weak,so tired then. But that wasmanyyearsago and he
is older now.

Much love,
Deena

Scene 8

May 1967
Cairo
In May of every year, Egypt is gripped by exam fever. The exam that
General Certificate of
is
together
the
the
than
put
all
others
matters more
Secondary Education: the Thanawiyya'Ama. Your performance in this
exam, taken at the age of seventeen, determines which college and which
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Pain
Questionnaire
Melzack
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McGill
Patient's
Analgesic(s)
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Analgesic
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Time

Date
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Dosage

i1-10)
1 FLICKERING
QUIVERING
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2 JUMPING
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3 PRICKING
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DRILLING
STAYING
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PRESS1$G
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CRAMPING
6'TUGGING
PULLING
7 HOT
BURNING
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McGill-Melz'ack Pain Questionnaire.
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Setha M. Low

Table 6.1. Nerves as a disturbed senseof body

Sensation

Sense of body

Culture

"body shakes"
"trembling,

sense of the
body surface

prickling"
"twitching
of
the body"
"jerking of
the body"

or entire
body moving

Costa Rica
Guatemala
Kentucky
Puerto Rico
Newfoundland

"body aches,
headaches"
"brain pain"
"hot and cold

body sense includes
foreign sensations

Costa Rica
Guatemala
Puerto Rico
Kentucky
Newfoundland

"was spinning"
"disoriented"
"dizziness"
"feel faint"

body perception
distorted

Costa Rica
Guatemala
Kentucky

insomnia

sense of body functioning
is reduced

Costa Rica
Newfoundland
Kentucky

sense of body comes and
goes; loss of sense of body
for a short time

Costa Rica
Puerto Rico
Kentucky

sense of body is not there,
or is so changed that it is
not recognizable

Costa Rica
Puerto Rico
Kentucky
Newfoundland

sensations"
"sweats"
"queer feelings
in my head"

weakness
debility
"lost control"
"blacked-out"
"lost

is

consciousness"
"partially
paralyzed"

"fainting"
"don't feel
like myself"
"not acting
like myself"
"feel outside

of myself"
"being
temperamental"
"going to
pieces"

sense of body falling apart Costa Rica
Puerto Rico
Kentucky
Newfoundland
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in nature's palette. Mossdipped
brushes
With
colours now.
Making it look older than
green. Earthbrown. Crumbleblack.
it really was. Me sunken treasure dredged up from the ocean
bed. Whale-kissed and barnacled. Swaddled in silence. Breathing bubbles through its broken windows.
A deep verandah ran all around. The rooms themselves were
down like the
The
in
buried
tiled
swept
roof
shadow.
recessed,
Rotting beams supboat.
immense,
upside-down
sides of an
leaving
buckled
had
the
centre,
at
pillars
ported on once-white
A History-shaped hole
History
hole.
A
hole.
a yawning, gaping
in the Universe through which, at twilight, dense clouds of silent
bats billowed like factory smoke and drifted into the night.
haze
A
grey
the
dawn
world.
They returned at
with news of
in the rosy distance that suddenly coalesced and blackened over
like
hole
History
the
it
through
plummeted
the house before
smoke in a film running backwards.
All day they slept, the bats. Lining the roof like fur. Spattering
the floors with shit.

The History House.
Where, in the years that followed, the Terror (still-to-come)
would be buried in a shallow grave. Hidden under the happy
humming of hotel cooks. The humbling of old communists. The
slow death of dancers. The toy histories that rich tourists came
to play with.
It was a beautiful house.
White-walled once. Red-roofed. But painted in weather-

The policemen stopped and fanned out. They didn't really need
to, but they liked these Touchable games.
They positioned themselves strategically. Crouching by the
broken, low stone boundary wall.
Quick l ss.
Hojoam an wamutone.Police-piss.
Drownedants in yellow bubbly.
Drep breach.
Then together, on their knees and elbows, they crept towards
Softly, softly through the grass.
the house. like Film-policemen.
RcsponsiBatons in their hands. Machine-guns in their minds.
bility for the Touchable future on their thin but able shoulders.
Spoiled
A
back
in
found
the
verandah.
They
their quarry
Puff. A Fountain in a Love-in-Tokyo. And in another corner
(as lonely as a wolf) -a carpenter with blood-red nails.
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Asleep. Making nonsense of all that Touchable cunning.
The Surpriscswoop.
The Headlines in their heads.
DESPERADO

CAUGHT

IN

POLICE

DRAGNET.

For this insolence, this spoiling-the-fun, their quarry paid.
Oh yes.
They woke Velutha with their boots.
Fsthappen and Rahel woke to the shout of sleep surprised
by shattered kneecaps.
Screams died in them and floated belly up, like dead fish.
Cowering on the floor, rocking between dread and disbelief,
they realized that the man being beaten was Velutha. Where
had he come from? What had he done? Why had the
policemen
brought him here?
They heard the thud of wood on flesh. Boot on bone. On teeth.
The muffled grunt when a stomach is kicked in. The muted
crunch of skull on cement. The gurgle of blood on a man's breath
when his lung is torn by the jagged end of a broken rib.
Blue-lipped and droner-plate-eyed, they watched, mesmerized by something that they sensed but didn't
understand:
the absence of caprice in what the policemen did. The abyss
where anger should have been. The sober, steady brutality, the
economy of it all.
Thcy were opening a bottle.
Or shutting a tap.
Cracking an egg to make an omelette.
The twins were too young to know that thesewere only history's
henchmen. Sent to square the books and collect the dues from
those who broke its laws. Impelled by feelings that were primal
yet paradoxically wholly impersonal. Feelings of contempt born
of inchoate, unacknowledged fear - civilization's fear of nature,
men's fear of women, power's fear of powerlessness.
Man's subliminal urge to destroy what he
could neither subdue nor deify.
3o8

TIIE

HOUSE

HISTORY

Men's Needs.
What Festhappenand Rahel witnessed that morning, though
in conthey didn't know it then, was a clinical demonstration
trolled conditions (this was not war after all, or genocide) of
human nature's pursuit of ascendancy. Structure. Order. Com.
God's
history,
human
It
as
masquerading
was
monopoly.
plete
Purpose, revealing herself to an under-age audience.
There was nothing accidental about what happened that
morning. Nothing incidmtaLIt was no stray mugging or personal
settling of scores.This was an era imprinting itself on those who
lived in it.
History in live performance.
If they hurt Velutha more than they intended to, it was only
because any kinship, any connection between themselves and
him, any implication that if nothing else, at least biologically he
They were
long
been
had
fellow
ago.
severed
creature was a
They had no
fear.
they
exorcizing
were
a
man,
not arresting
instrument to calibrate how much punishment he could take.
No means of gauging how much or how permanently they had
damaged him.
Unlike the custom of rampaging religious mobs or conquering
Darkness the
armies running riot, that morning in the Heart of
frenzy.
posse of Touchable Policemen acted with economy, not
Efficiency, not anarchy. Responsibility, not hysteria. They didn't
his
hack
didn't
him
They
hair
bum
his
off
alive.
tear out
or
didn't rape him. Or
They
in
his
them
mouth.
stuff
and
genitals
behead him.
After all, they were not battling an epidemic. They were
merely inoculating a community against an outbreak.
In the back verandah of the history I6use, as the man they
loved was smashed and broken, Mrs Eapcn and Mrs RajagopaIan, Twin Ambassadors of God-knows-what, learned two new
lessons.
301)
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Lesson Number One.
Blood barcy showson a Black Alan. (Dum dum)
And
Lesson Number Two:
It smells,though.
Sukswect.
Like old roseson a breeze.(Dum dum)
'Afadyo?' one of History's Agents asked.
'dfadi aaytnd.(um; another replied.
Enough?
Enough.
They stepped away from him. Craftsmen assessingtheir
work.
Seeking aesthetic distance.
Their Work, abandoned by God and History, by hlarx, by
plan, by Woman and (in the hours to come) by Children, lay
folded on the floor. lie was semi-conscious, but wasn't moving.
His skull was fractured in three places. His nose and both his
cheekbones were smashed, leaving his face pulpy, undefined.
The blow to his mouth had split open his upper lip and broken
six teeth, three of which were embedded in his lower lip, hideously inverting his beautiful smile. Four of his ribs were splintered, one had pierced his left lung, which was what made him
bleed from his mouth. The blood on his breath bright red. Fresh.
Frothy. His lower intestine was ruptured and haemorrhaged, the
blood collected in his abdominal cavity. His spine was damaged
in two places, the concussion had paralysed his right arm and
resulted in a loss of control over his bladder and rectum. Both
his knee caps were shattered.
Still they brought out the handcuffs.
Cold.
With the sourmetal smell. Like steel bus-rails and the bus
conductor's hands from holding them. That was when they
noticed his painted nails. One of them held them up and waved
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the forgers coquettishly at the others. They laughed. 'What's
this?' in a high falsetto. 'AC-DC? '
One of them flicked at his penis with his stick. 'Come on,
show us your special secret. Show us how big it gets when you
blow it up. ' Then he lifted his boot (with millipedes curled into
its sole) and brought it down with a soft thud.
They locked his arts across his back.
Click.
And click.
Below a Lucky Leaf. An autumn leaf at night. That made
the monsoons cone on time.
Fie had goosebumps where the handcuffs touched his skin.
'It isn't hum; Rahcl whispered to F.stha. 'I can tell. It's his
twin brother. Urumban. From Kochi. '
Unwilling to seek refuge in fiction, Estha said nothing.
Someone was speaking to them. A kind Touchable policeman. Kind to his kind.
Won, Mol, arc you all right? Did he hurt you? '
And not together, but almost, the twins replied in a whisper.
'Yes. No. '
'Don't worry. You're safe with us now. '
Then the policemen looked around and saw the grass mat.
The pots and pans.
The inflatable goose.
The Qantas koala with loosened button eyes.
The ballpoint pens with London's streets in them.
Socks with separate coloured toes.
Yellow-rimmed red plastic sunglasses.
A watch with the time painted on it.
Whose are these? Where did they come from? Who brought
them?' An edge of worry in the voice.
Fstha and Rahel, full of fish, stared back at him.
The policemen looked at one another. They knew what they
had to do.
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The Qantas koala they took for their children.
And the pens and socks. Police children with multi-coloured
toes.
They burst the goose with a cigarette. Bang. And buried the
rubber scraps.
Yooseless goose. Too recognizable.
The glassesone of them wore. The others laughed so he kept
them on for a while. The watch they all forgot. It stayed behind
in the History House. In the back verandah. A faulty record of
the time. Ten to two.
They left.
Six princes, their pockets stuffed with toys.
A pair of two-egg twins.
And the God of Loss.
tie couldn't walk. So they dragged him.
Nobody saw them.
Bats, of course, are blind.
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BRANDY

ltseeth
F
it,
I:
live
thee,,
to see ugenius, quoth
'that-I may
his
he
his,
Ydrick,
could with.:
ght=cap as well as
taking off
:
left. hand, ---his *igl ,,being -,still, grasped close in that of
,.
4
heads
beseech
Eugenius,
thee. to take .a view .of nay
.I
I
Then,
Eugenius.
it,.
alas my
replied
see nothing that ails
friend, said Yorick, let me tell you -th lt 'tis so bruised and
'*"',
"'s
blows
and
and
which*
imis-shapened with the
dark,
in-the
have
given me
some others
so unhandsomely
I
Panca,
Sancho
I
that should
recover,
that
might say with
heaven
from
be
down
'Mitres
to
thereupon
suffered,
rain
and
last
fit
'em
it.
'
Yorick's
hail,
would
as',thick as
not one of
breath was hanging upon his trembling lips ready to depart
it
he
this;
as
was uttered with something
uttered
--yet still
it,
Eugenius
he
Cervantic
could
tone;
as
of a
spoke
--and
fire
lighted
for
l
nbent
a moment
up
perceive a stream of
in his eyes;
flashes
his
those
which
of
of
spirit,
picture
-faint
(a.s Shakespear said of his ancestor) were wont to set the
table in a roar I
Eugenius was convinced from this, that the heart of his
friend was broke; he squeezed his hand,
walked
then
---and
followed
Yorick
he
walked.
softly out of the room, weeping as
Eugenius with his eyes to the door,
them,
then
closed
-he
and never opened them more.
He lies buried in the corner of his church-yard,
in the
friend
his
which
parish of
a
plain
marbit
under
slab,
,
Eugenius, by leave of his executors, laid upon his grave,
inscription,
these
three
serving
than
words of
with no more
both for his epitaph and elegy,

Alas, poor YORICK 1
Ten. times a day has Yorick's ghost the consolation to her
over
inscription
his monumental
read
with such a variety
for
denote
a general pity- and esteem
of plaintive tones, as
foot-way crowing the church-yard
dos& by the
him;
-a
by
his
without stopping
side of
grave, -not a passenger goes
tweast a look upon it, -.-. and sighing as he walks on,

Alas, poor YORICKI
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National Atlas of Sri Lanka has seventy-three versions of the
island-each template revealing only one aspect, one obsession:
locked
bodies
lakes,
water
of
of
rarer
rainfall, winds, surface waters
deep within the earth.
The old portraits show the produce and former kingdoms of the
levels of u'ealth, poverty and
portraits
show
contemporary
country;
literacy.
The geological nap reveals peat in the Atushurajau'ela swamp
from Amhalangoda to
Negombo,
the
coast
along
coral
of
south
Dondra Head, pearl links offshore in the Gulf of Mannar. Under
the skin of the earth are even older settlements of mica, Zircon, tbolimestone, dolomite
terra
topaz,
rossa
riamte, pegmatite, arkose,
Aatupita and
ILragoda.
at
marble
Graphite
green
near
marble.
Ginigalpelessa. Black shale at Andigama. Kaolin, or china clay.
flakes of itPlundugo
and
graphite-veins
Qoralesgamuwa.
at
/nmery-sesrn percent carbon/, which
purity
the
greatest
of
graphtte
for one hundred and sixty years, etpeSri
Lanka
be
in
mined
would
the county,
pits
liars,
World
thousand
around
six
the
ciallyduring
Kolongaha.
Kahatagaha
Itogals,
and
at
the main mines
Gird out
Another page reveals just bird life. The twenty species of
blue magpie,
Lanka,
Sri
the
as
such
hundred
four
to
native
of the
bulbul, the pied ground
families
the
blue
of
Indian
the
six
chat,
the
'false tumpires, '
hoot,
fading
the
teal,
shoveller.
the
its
thrush with
in the clouds. On the
barriers
Indian
pale
couriers,
pintail snipes,
paler-polanga. which
reptile map are locations of the green pit taper
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GHOST

tre were the fragments of collected information revealing the last
sighting of a son, a younger brother, a father. In the letters of
anguish from family members were the details of hour, location,
apparel, the activity....
Going fora bath. Talking to a friend
...
In the shadows of war and
politics there came to be surreal
turns of cause and effect. At a mass grave found
in Naipartimunat in 1985, bloodstained clothing was identified by a parent as
that worn by his son at the time of his arrest and disappearance.
When an ID card was found
in a shirt pocket, the police called an
immediate halt to the unburial,
and the following day the president of the Citizens' Committee-who
had brought the police to
the location-was arrested. The identity of others in this grave in
the Eastern Province-how they died, who they were-was never
discovered. The warden
of an orphanage who reported cases of
annihilation was jailed. A human rights lawyer was shot and the
body removed by army
personnel.
Anil had been sent
reports collected by the various human
rights groups before leaving the United States. Early imestigauons had led to no arrests, and protests from organizations had

43
disposal of bodfire.
The
by
bodies
disposal
both of them. The
of
ies in rivers or the sea. The hiding and then rchurial of corpses.
It was a Hundred Years' War %uh modern weaponry, and
by
sponsored
war
a
in
backers on the sidelines
safe countries,
became evident that political enemies
It
drug-runners.
gun- and
deals. 'The reason for war
financial
arms
were secretly joined in
was u-ar.'

never reached even the mid-level of police or government.
Requests for help by
parents in their search for teenagers were
impotent. Still, everything was grabbed and collected as evidence,
everything that could be held on to in the windstorm of news was
copied and sent abroad to strangers in Geneva.

And picked up reports and opened folders that listed disappearancesand killings. The last thing she wished to return to
everyday was this. And eseryday shereturnedto it.
There had been
continual emergencyfrom 1983 (inwards,
racial attacks and political killings. The terrorism of the separatist guerrilla groups,who were fighting for a homelandin the
north. The insurrectionof the insurgentsin the south,againstthe
government.The counterterrorismof the specialforcesagainst
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in daylight, when it cannot see
well, attacks blindly, leaping to
where it thinks humans are, fangs bared like a dog, leaping again
and again towards a now hushed and fearful quietness.
Sea-locked, the country lives
under two basic monsoon systems-the Siberian High during the northern hemisphere
winter
and the Mascarene High during the southern hemisphere winter. So the northeast trades come between December and March,
while the southeast trades travel in from May to September. During the other months mild sea winds
approach the land during
the day and reverse their direction during the night.
There are pages of isobars
and altitudes. There are no city
names. Only the unknown and unvisited town of Maha Illupalarna is sometimes noted, where the Department of Meteorology once, in the 193as, in what now seems a medieval time,
compiled and recorded winds and rainfall and barometric pressure. There are no river names. No depiction of human life.

Kumara Wijetunga, t7.6th November 5989. At about
house.
1 r: 3o p. m. from his

Prabath Kumara, 6. t7th November 1989. At 3:20 a.m.
from the home of a friend.
Kumara Arachchi, i6.57th November 1989. At about
midnight from his house.
Manelka da Silva, 17. ist December 1989. While playing
College playground.
Central
&nbilipitiya
cricket,
Jatunga Gunesena, 23.15th

December 1989. At

friend.
house
his
to
talking
a
while
r o:3 o a.m. near
PrasanthaHanduwela, 17- 171bDecember1989. At about
Embilipitiya.
tyre
centre.
the
to
10:15 a.m. close
PrasannaJayawarna, 17. r8tb December1989. At
3:30 p.m. near the Chandrika reservoir.

Podi Wickranwge. 49" 19th December 1989. At 7: 3o a. m.
Embilipitiya
the
to
of
centre
the
road
along
while walking
town.
Narlin Gooneratne, 17.26th December 1989. At about
from Serena army camp.
teashop
yards
z5
a
p.
3: oo m. at
Weeratunga Samaraweera, 30.7th January r99o. At

Panamura.
Hulandawa
bath
fora
at
5:oo p.m. while going
hour
disapThe
The
of
The colour of a shirt.
sarong's pattern.
pearance.
Inside the Civil Rights Movement offices at the Nadesan Cen-
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were police officers all over the train. The man got on carrying a bird cage with a mynah in it. He walked through carriages,
glancing at other passengers.There were no seatsleft and he sat on
the floor. He was wearing a sarong, sandals, a Galle Road T-shirt. It
was a slow train, travelling through rock passes,then emerging into
sudden vistas. He knew that a mile or so before they got to Kurunegala there would be a tunnel and the train would curve into the
dark claustrophobia of it. A few windows would remain openthey neededfresh air, though it meant the noise would be terrible.
Once past the tunnel, back into sunlight, they would be getting
ready to disembark.
He stood just as the train went into darkness. For a few moments there was the faint muddy light of the bulbs and then
they went out. He could hear the bird talking. Three minutes of
darkness.
The man moved quickly to where he remembered the government official was, beside the aisle. In the darkness he yanked him
forward by his hair and wrapped the chain around his neck and
began strangling him. He counted the seconds to himself in the
darkness. When the man's weight fell against him he still didn't
trust him, didn't releasehis hold on the chain.
He had a minute left. He stood and lifted the man into his arms.
Keeping him upright, he steeredhim towards the open window. The
yellow lights flickered on for a second. He might have been a
tableau in somebody's dream.
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He jerked the official
off theground and pushed him through the
opening. The buffet of wind outside flung the head
and shoulders
backwards. He pushed him farther
and then let go and the man disappeared into the noise of the tunnel.
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